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FOREWORD

The survey of State tax-supported institutions of higher learn-
ing in South Carolina was undertaken by the Division of Sur-
veys and Field Services at the request of the South Carolina Re-
search, Planning and Development Board. Authorization by the
South Carolina General Assembly for the survey of higher edu-
cation was included in the Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1945,
Section 3:

The Research, Planning and Development Board of
South Carolina is hereby authorized and instructed to
procure a professionally recognized and competent
staff to make a study and complete survey of the State
tax-supported institutions of higher learning in South
Carolina, including program and physical needs, giving
detailed special attention to all phases bearing upon an
adequate, efficient and progressive system of coordi-
nated and unified higher education for the State.

At the completion of this survey. the said Board shall
publish the report of its findings for the public, and
shall present the detailed findings to the General As-
sembly, together with proposed bills that will put the
suggested program into effect.

The institutions of higher learning included in the survey are:
The Citadel, Charleston; Clemson College. Clemson; Medical
College of South Carolina, Charleston; University of South
Carolina, Columbia; Winthrop College. Rock Hill; and State
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Orangeburg.

Representatives of the Division of Surveys and Field Services
met with the college presidents and the Director of the Research,
Planning and Development Board in Columbia on September 12,
1945, to discuss the scope of the survey. On September 24, the
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rvey staff held a planning session. Thereafter, the fifteen staff
members visited the institutions and gathered information in'
dividually. The survey staff met in Nashville, November 3,5,
to hear a preliminary report from each member and to review
tentative recommendations. On December 10,11, a tentative
report was presented orally to the members of the Research,

lanning and Development Board, each member of the survey
taff making the portion of the report for which he was chiefly

responsible.

The General Assembly of South Carolina and the Research,
Planning and Development Board are to be commended for
r alizing the importance of making at this time a comprehensive
tudy of higher education in the six tax-supported institutions in

order to plan an educational program to meet the needs of the
tate. The opportunity to study South Carolina and its institu

tions of higher learning and to attempt to plan an educational
program to meet the needs of the State has been a challenge to
the urvey staff. The recommendations of the staff are sub,
mitted in the hop that they may prove helpful in the reorgani-
zation and re-direction of higher education in South Carolina.
The primary concern of the survey staff has been the develop-
ment of an organization which will give South Carolina and its
in titution of higher learning the advantages of coordination
through a Higher Education Commission while at the same
time in uring to each in titution the inherent advantages of
d c ntralization through the respective boards of each institu-
ti n.

Th urvey staff was mindful of the heavy burden imposed
by th urvey upon the faculty and administrative officers of
th call of the tate. In spite of great pressure to produce
th information within a limited time, the colleges gave the sur-

y taff campi t and wholehearted cooperation. The members
f th tv y taff were recei ed at every institution with cordia'

lity nd kindn
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Several hundred people cooperated in the enterprise of ap-
praising the services of South Carolina institutions of higher
learning. Hundreds contributed through correspondence. To
all these citizens of the State, the survey staff expresses its ap'
preciation.

The staff is particularly grateful to the General Assembly of
1945', and the Research, Planning and development Board and
its Director, R. M. Cooper, who sponsored and supported
the study; to the presidents and their capable staffs of adminis-
trators and teachers; and to the citizens of the State for their
wholehearted cooperation.

January 15', 1946 John E. Brewton, Director
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I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COORDINATED
PROGRAM OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The General Assembly of South Carolina, by the Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1945, authorized and instructed the Re-
search and Development Board to cause a study and complete
survey of the tax-supported institutions of higher education to
be made and asked that "detailed special attention [be given]
to all phases bearing upon an adequate, efficient and progressive
system of coordinated and unified education for the State."

The institutions included in the survey are: The Citadel,
Charleston; Clemson Agricultural College, Clemson; Medical
College of the State of South Carolina, Charleston; University
of South Carolina, Columbia; Winthrop College, Rock Hill; and
State Agricultural and Mechanical College, Orangeburg.

This chapter of the survey will deal only with the aspect of
coordination of the State program of higher education. It is
implicit in the Assembly's Act that these institutions do not
now and have not in the past constituted a State system of
coordinated higher education. What is the structure of the
present system with respect to the principle of general adminis-
trative control? Is it organized to make possible the develop-
ment of a state system of coordinated higher education?

THE PRESENT STATUS OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE CoNTROL

South Carolina has no single board responsible for the general
administrative control of all the institutions of higher education.
The General Assembly, through statutes creating and, from time
to time, changing the administrative control of the institutions
of higher education, has made provisions for the control of each
institution by a separate board of trustees. Yet in no instance
are these separate boards specifically provided for in the con-
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stitution. A brief statement of the generally accepted functions
of each institution and an analysis of the structure of its board
of trustees reveal the extent of the lack of coordination.

The Citadel

The Citadel is the military college of South Carolina. Since
1842 it has trained men for the armed forces of the United
States, and has developed as a collegiate institution of general
education with specialization in the fields of engineering, the
physical sciences, and business administration.

The Board of Visitors, which is the administrative body of
The Citadel, consists of thirteen members. Five of these are
ex-officio members, being the Governor, the Adjutant General,
the State Superintendent of Education, the Chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee of the Senate, the Chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee of the House. Seven members are
elected by the General Assembly for six-year overlapping terms
from the State at large. The alumni elect one member for two
years. The Governor may not appoint a member to fill a
vacancy-a vacancy is filled by the General Assembly at its
next meeting.

The regulations provide that the Board shall have one stated
meeting on the third Saturday of October. Then, as a matter
of practice, the Board always has a meeting at commencement.
Two of the elected members of this Board were members of the
General Assembly at the time of their election to the Board.

Clemson Agricultural College

Clemson Agricultural College, which opened its doors to
students in 1893, is the land-grant college for white students of
the State of South Carolina.

The Board of Trustees consists of two groups: First, a group
of seven "life members" who are self-perpetuating members;
second, a group consisting of six members elected by the General
Assembly for four-year terms. This structure was provided for
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by the General Assembly in accepting the terms and conditions
of Thomas G. Clemson'slast will and testament in 1888. The
terms of three of the "state" members expire in 1946, and of
the three others in 1948. Although the two groups have such
distinctly different origin, it is stated that the members all work
together as an integrated board and it would be difficult for
one to discern which are the "life members" and which are the
elected members or "state" trustees.

While the Board of Trustees of Clemson College is not pro-
vided for in the Constitution of 1895', it does have indirect
constitutional status in that by accepting the Clemson Will, the
General Assembly entered into a contract in behalf of the State,
and the inviolability of contracts thus entered into is guaranteed
by the Constitution. Thus the Clemson Board of Trustees is
de facto a constitutional board. In accepting this condition,
the General Assembly directed that nine votes should be neces-
sary to transact any fiscal affair, thus giving the veto power to
the "state" trustees in all matters of expenditures of funds.

The Clemson Board of Trustees operates through four stand-
ing committees: the Executive Committee, consisting of seven
members, which has the authority to act for the board in emer-
gencies when the board is not in session; the Agriculture Com-
mittee, consisting of six members, which, in addition to responsi-
bility for general agricultural matters, has also the responsibility
of serving as the State Crop Pest Commission and the Experi-
mental Station Board of Control; the Fertilizer Committee,
consisting of six members, which has been recognized by the
General Assembly as the State Fertilizer Board of Control; (the
State Treasurer receives for Clemson College the State Fertilizer
Tax which is legally dedicated to the College); and the Finance
Committee, which consists of five members.

The Board of Trustees has stated meetings listed in the
catalog as follows: 3 p. m. the third Friday in March; 3 p. m.
the third Friday in June; 3 p. m. the fourth Monday in October.
These meetings are not provided for in the law but are set by
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action of the board itself. Usually the Executive Committee,
which meets on the call of its chairman, transacts business in
the interims.

The Board of Trustees employs a full-time secretary-treasurer
who lives on the campus, has his office in the Administration
Building, and is responsible to the board through the President
of the College. Minutes of the board show that as a rule it
very properly operates the institution through the President
and gives him sufficient authority to carry out its policies,
though there are instances of the performance by committees
of executive functions that should be delegated to the President
of the College.

A novel feature of the administration of Clemson College is
the Board of Visitors, an advisory group appointed by the Board
of Trustees, which meets on the campus every year for two
days to make a thorough investigation and written report to
the board concerning the institution. There are twelve mem-
bers (two from each congressional district) of the Board of
Visitors.

The "life" member group on the Clemson Board tends to
give continuity to the organic life of the board, one member
having been elected in 1907, another in 1926, another in 1938,
another in 1939, another in 1935 after thirteen years of prior
service as an elected member, another in 1935 after three years
of prior service as a "state" member, and the seventh in 1941.
In the case of Clemson College, four of the six "state" members
were members of the General Assembly at the time of election
to the Clemson Board.

Medical College of the State of South Carolina
,

The Medical College of the State of South Carolina is a
four-year medical college which opened its doors in 1824. In
addition to the usual departments of a medical college, it has
a School of Pharmacy and a School of Nursing. It is under a
Board of Trustees separate from the administration of the
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University or any other college. The board has twelve mem-
bers. Four of these are ex-officio members, consisting of the
Governor, the State Superintendent of Education, the Chairman
of the Senate Committee on Medical Affairs, and the Chairman
of the House Committee on Medical Affairs. Eight are elected
by the General Assembly for four-year terms; four being elected
to serve until 1947 and four others being elected to serve until
1949. Only one of the elected members was a member of the
General Assembly at the time of election to this board.

University of South Carolina

The University of South Carolina, one of the oldest State
universities in America, opened its doors to students in 1805.
The Board of Trustees of the University consists of eighteen
members. Four of these are ex-officio, consisting of the Gover'
nor, the State Superintendent of Education, the Chairman of
the Senate Committee on Education, the Chairman of the
House Committee on Education, and fourteen others elected by
the General Assembly, from each of the fourteen judicial dis'
tricts of the State for terms of 4 years, two' being elected each
year. The Governor may appoint a member to fill a vacancy
until the next meeting of the General Assembly. Stated meet'
ings of the board are held in June and December. Four of its
elected members were members of the General Assembly at the
time of election.

Wint.1vrop College

Winthrop College is the woman's college of the State of
South Carolina. It opened its doors in the fall of 1886 as the
Winthrop Training School for Teachers, and was made a state'
supported college in 1891. Its name was changed several times
until 1920 when it became Winthrop College, the South Caro-
lina College for Women. "The purpose of the college is to
secure for the women of South Carolina the opportunity for
broad and liberal culture and to train them in certain specialized
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nelds of vocational work including teaching, business, home
economics, and music."

Its Board of Trustees consists of thirteen members. The
Governor, the State Superintendent of Education, the Chairman
of the Senate Committee on Education, and the Chairman of
the House Committee on Education of the General Assembly
are the four ex-officio members, Seven members are elected by
the General Assembly with overlapping terms as follows: Two
in 1946 for six years, three in 1948 for six years, two in 1950
for six years. Two members are elected by the Alumnae Asso-
ciation for four years, their terms running concurrently. In
case of a vacancy, the Governor may appoint a member to
serve until the next meeting of the General Assembly only.
Two of the seven elected members were members of the General
Assembly at the time of election.

The law requires two meetings a year, and the board has
provided for an additional stated meeting. Thus three stated
meetings a year are held, one in October, one in January, and
one in Mayor June.

The Winthrop College Board of Trustees has five standing
committees, the Finance Committee, seven members; the Com-
mittee on Organization and Instruction, nine members; the
Building Committee, eight members; the Library Committee, six
members. The President of the College is listed as "chairman,
ex-officio," of all these committees except the Finance Com-
mittee.

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College, Orangeburg,
is the land-grant college of South Carolina for Negro students.
It was created by the Constitutional Convention of 1895 by an
Act severing the State's interest from Claflin College. Its doors
were opened to the Negro youth of the State in 1896. Its
administrative body consists of a Board of Trustees of seven
members, the Governor being ex-officio member and chairman.
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Six members are elected by the General Assembly for six-year
terms on a staggered basis (2-2-2). Vacancies are filled by the
General Assembly. While this institution receives one-half of
the Morrill Act Funds as its share of the State's federal land-
grant college money, it does not share in the State Fertilizer
Tax which is dedicated to Clemson College. The secretary of
the board is referred to as the "active" member and is paid a
salary of $1,518 . None of the six elected members was a
member of the General Assembly at the time of election.

Table 1 summarizes what has been said as to structure and
personnel of the several boards of trustees of the South Carolina
institutions of higher education.

TABLE 1

BOARDS OF TRUSTEES, SOUTH CAROLINA INSTITUTIONS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION: STRUCTURE AND PERSONNEL

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5') (6) (7) (8)
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l:'I 0'" 0; .......08 0; "'0-::> ., e-,
Institution Z .. .. Po. ..- ~ E·~ .. ~ ~ ~., ., .. .,.0 .,

til .0 .0" .08 .0.0 .... .0 nt~"O... S S~ E ., E E co E ~g~
0 ::>

_ ...
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f-o Z :i1 Z< Ze;;:a Z <~O
The Citadel 13 5 0 6 2 1 11.0
Clemson 13 0 7 6 4 0 14.5
Medical 12 4 0 8 1 0 9.0
University 18 4 0 14 4 0 5.6
Winthrop 13 4 0 7 2 2 3.6
State 7 1 0 6 0 0 15.7

THE PRESENT SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO COORDINATION

It is clear that there is no structural provision for general
administrative control designed to produce a coordinated system
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of higher education in South Carolina. Except that the Gov-
ernor is an ex-officio member of five of the six boards, and the
State Superintendent of Education is an ex-officio member of
three, and the Chairman of the Senate and House Committees
on Education are members of three of them, there is not any
structural provision for liaison among them.

The State Budget Commission does perform a coordinating
function in the fiscal affairs of the entire State in preparing for
each regular session of the General Assembly an over-all execu-
tive budget. But its duties are strictly fiscal and it has neither
the duty nor the staff to make continuing, evaluative studies of
the institutions of higher education as a basis for allotting funds.
Much less can the Budget Commission be expected to undertake
the development of a system of coordinated higher education
for the State. Hence, the survey staff concludes that, with no
structural provision therefor, whatever coordination there may
be must have come about on an accidental, or at best on an
incidental, basis.

As a matter of fact the survey staff has discovered little co-
ordination in South Carolina's state-supported higher education.
Indeed, the open letter of Mr. Edwin G. Seibels addressed to
the Governor in January, 1945, appears to express the judg-
ment of the thoughtful leaders of the State on this subject. He
speaks of "the general lack of system in appropriating funds
for building needs" and of the "need for a coordinated building
plan at all of the state colleges"; "the duplication of teaching";
of the "wasteful and indefensible" practice of forcing these in'
stitutions "to enter into competition with each other and spend
considerable funds in soliciting new students to supplement the
State appropriations by their tuition fees." Finally, Mr. Seibels
says: "I take it that no one who has had any experience with
the matter will deny that appropriations made in the past for
buildings have depended more on what influence particular in'
stitutions have had in the Legislature, than on any intelligent
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consideration of a coordinated building plan at all of the state
colleges."

An impressive example of this was the recent competitive
effort of the institutions to obtain appropriations for a large
building program. Friends of the University are said to have
brought about the passage by the House of an $8,550,000 build-
ing appropriation, $3,450,000 of which was allotted to the
University. This bill was not passed by the Senate. By a
coincidence Clemson College was urging for that institution
alone an $8,465,000 building program. Moreover, the President
of Winthrop College addressed a circular letter to members of
the General Assembly, wherein he set forth that Winthrop's
needs were not $750,000 as provided in the bill, but $3,750,000.
The Medical College, The Citadel, and State College were also
sure that the amounts allotted to them were not adequate, abso-
lutely and relatively. No doubt each institution needed or
might use what it asked for, if no consideration needed to be
given to the others. But the presence of all other institutions
modified the functions of each, and even the originally stated
purpose of each must be modified because of the very existence
of the other state institutions of higher education.

The buildings, campuses, and other physical facilities are but
the tools of education. They have no meaning except as they
serve the purposes of the educational program. There can be
no intelligent planning of building programs without first know-
ing what the coordinated educational program is and ought
to be.

While the need for coordination was probably more dra-
matically illustrated in the recent contest for building appropri-
ations, it has been shown each year by the struggle in the
General Assembly appropriations for current expense budgets.

In general, the institutions of higher education of South
Carolina are competing rather than cooperating institutions-
they are competing for students and fees; they are competing
for State appropriations for buildings and for annual budgets.
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Yet their students are furnished in a large part by the same
clientele, the high schools and homes of South Carolina; and
their funds come in large part from the same sources, the ap-
propriations by the General Assembly and the tuition and fees
paid by the students themselves. Moreover, they are organized
to serve the same state, the State of South Carolina, by pro-
viding higher educational opportunities to its promising youth.

The question as to the justifiable, proportionate needs of the
colleges as parts of a state coordinated system of higher educa-
tion has not been and cannot be properly answered by political
action. That is the first problem of this survey, and it then
will be a continuing problem of a coordinating authority for
higher education in South Carolina, such as will be hereinafter
proposed.

South Carolina is not the first state, nor is it the last, to face
the need for a system of coordinated higher education. This
need is universal and is acute in a given state to the degree that
there has been dispersal of institutions and localism in state gov'
ernment and to the degree that there are limitations in financial
ability to support higher, education. It is one aspect of the
struggle between localism and the trend toward centralization.
Other states do have and will have this same problem to face.
Some of them are making structural and administrative adjust,
ments to meet it. Interestingly enough, no two states are
proceeding in the same way, but each has sought to deal with
it in its own way. While it is not thought that other states'
adjustments would be applicable, except in principle perhaps,
to South Carolina, it will be profitable to scan the general
picture presented by lack of coordination in any state that has
made no adjustment in that direction. A listing of causes and
effects by McNeely' is suggestive if not entirely descriptive of
conditions in South Carolina:

1McNeely, John H. "Duplication of State Higher Education." School
Life, 26: 20-21, October, 1940.
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Causes of duplication

1. Little consideration of a state higher educational program
as a vvhole.. i

2. Unnecessary expansion of individual institutions.
3. Unwholesome competition among institutions.
4: Pressure of local communities to expand institutions in

their locality for selfish reasons.
'). Failure of institutions to recognize the purposes for which

they vvere created.
6. Failure of institutions to limit their functions to the type

of work which they are best equipped to perform.
7. Failure of institutions to recognize the needs of the state

and base their educational plans upon these needs.

Effects of duplication

1. State's higher educational interests split into factions.
2. Financial resources of the state .for higher education too

widely dispersed.
3. Political maneuvering by individual institutions to secure

larger appropriations.
4. Maintenance at state expense of duplicating facilities,

physical plants, equipment and other facilities at two or more
institutions.

'). Mediocre and inferior quality of education in some in'
stitutions.

6. Multiplying of academic departments and subject matter
courses, resulting in small and expensive classes.

7. Creating an over-supply of trained persons in some fields
beyond the needs of the state.

8. Over' development of some branches of higher education
and under-development of others.

Some states that have tried to remedy these evils of institu-
tional localism, have gone to the extreme of setting up a highly
centralized system of control which has tended to destroy the
benefits of local initiative by neutralizing the individuality of
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the institutions in great or less degree.' This the survey staff
would avoid in its recommendations for South Carolina.

PLAN OF COORDINATED HIGHER EDUCATION

In order to attain and to continue a system of coordinated
higher education without centralization in South Carolina, the
survey staff recommends as the very first essential the estab ish-
ment of an over-all higher education commission whose struc-
ture and authority for coordination shall derive from the
State's constitution itself, with the separate college boards con-
tinued, each with authority to administer its own institution
in matters not involving coordination. As was stated in con-
nection with the description of the Clemson Board, the accep-
tance by the State many years ago of the conditions of the
Clemson bequest probably makes the abolition of that Board in
favor of a State board for all the institutions constitutionally im-
possible. Nor is it necessary to abolish the other college boards
to accomplish this purpose.

'The Higher Education Commission
The survey staff specifically recommends that South Carolina

create a constitutional, over-all commission for higher education
to be designated the Higher Education Commission of South
Carolina.

The Higher Education Commission should be made up of 13
members. Six members should be elected by the Boards of
Trustees of the six state-supported colleges, each board electing
one of its own members to serve on the commission for a period
of three years. These members of the commission should be
eligible to succeed themselves. Any vacancy should be filled
by the board concerned by election of another of its members
for the unexpired term. The seven other members of the Higher
Education Commission should be citizens of South Carolina
appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate to
serve seven-year terms. In the beginning, the Governor should
appoint one for one year, one for two years, and one for three
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years; so on up to one for seven years. Thereafter, with these
terms established, he should appoint one commissioner each year
for a term of seven years. One of these should at all times be
a member of the State Board of Education. A vacancy in the
office of one of these seven commissioners should be filled by
election by the whole commission for the unexpired term. Thus
it would be provided that no Governor would ever appoint more
than four commissioners. No member of any of the six
college boards should be eligible for appointment as one of the
seven appointed commissioners, and if one of them should
accept membership on anyone of the college boards, his mem-
bership on the Higher Education Commission should thereby be
terminated. No appointed member of the commission should
be a State employee or a member of any State college staff.

Powers and Duties of the Higher Education Oommission
The Higher Education Commission should be authorized to

exercise the following powers and duties:
1. To allocate functions of the institutions of higher education

continually to the end that South Carolina may develop and
maintain an adequate, efficient, and progressive system of co'
ordinated higher education in keeping with the needs of the
State.

2. To prepare the annual consolidated budget request for
the State system of higher education, and obtain an appropria-
tion by the General Assembly of a lump sum for higher educa-
tion, and to allot funds to the several institutions according to
the services expected of them and to make requests for lump
sum capital outlay appropriations and to allocate such funds to

the several institutions. By lump sum is meant one whole or
consolidated appropriation to higher education with no part of
it designated or ear-marked by the General Assembly for any
special institution or purpose.

3. To establish and maintain a uniform system of financial
accounting and budgetary procedure not only to insure proper
accounting for all funds, but also to provide records that will
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yield data so that the financial records of each institution may be
comparable to the records of others within and outside the State.

4. To issue directives as to the organization of each institu-
tion so that it shall be an integral part of the coordinated state
system of higher education.

5. To have access to the institutions and all institutional
records, to utilize professional personnel of the institutions in
continuing research studies and to do whatever else is necessary
to develop and maintain an adequate, efficient, and progressive
system of coordinated higher education in keeping with the
needs of the State.

6. To elect a qualified professional research secretary and
general administrative officer to be designated the Director of
Higher Education, and provide him with competent and adequate
professional and clerical staff, and to maintain a central offiice.

The Director of Higher Education
The Director of Higher Education as the general administra-

tive officer and professional adviser of the Higher Education
Commission, will be the key person in the state coordination of
higher education. It is not contemplated that he shall be a
chancellor, or a super-president, nor that he shall in any way
take from the college presidents any part of the status and re-
cognition rightfully theirs. On the contrary, he should be a
coordinating official, an arbiter, and an adviser of the presidents.
He should be a professional educator of honesty and integrity,
of thorough education and broad experience with graduate edu-
cation in the special field of college administration. He should
be a professional friend worthy of their confidence and at the
same time a referee of conflicting claims.

While numerous duties of the Director of Higher Education
could, no doubt, be listed, certain specific duties should be as
follows:

J. To be informed of the best policies and practices in
American higher education that he may act as a profes-
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·sional adviser and consultant to the Higher Education
Commission.

2. To initiate, organize, and direct continuous studies of the
conditions and practices in the various institutions as they
are concerned with the various areas of higher education
in order to provide information concerning the changing
needs of the State for higher education as bases for future
planning and policy making.

3. To assemble, analyze, and interpret the budgets and the
regular and special reports of the institutions so as to make
continually available in proper form general information
and specific data upon which the Commission may base its
action.

4. To make such recommendations relating to the unified
system of higher education as the facts and sound educa-
tional policy may indicate.

5. To see that adopted policies are promptly and effectively
put into action.

6. To act as the convener and chairman of the Presidents'
Council and of various research committees and advisory
councils, working at the State level.

7. To maintain continual contact with agencies conce-rned
with higher education both within and outside the State,

8. To be responsible for preparing the agenda and keeping
the minutes of the Commission.

9. To be responsible for the direction of the staff of the
Commission's central office.

10. To perform the many routine but essential duties that are
too time-consuming to be performed by the' chairman and
committees of the Commission, such as arranging for
accommodations, schedules, transmitting reports, and
numerous others.

The Director of Higher Education, as head of the Higher
Education Commission's coordinating program, should have an
office in the capital city with a small but highly qualified staff.
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A college finance officer will be needed to supervise and co-
ordinate the accounting, budgetary, and other fiscal affairs of
the institutions. He should cause all fiscal records to be kept
in such a way as to yield continually the data needed in the
coordinated program.

A building supervisor will be needed to supervise and co-
ordinate the state college building program. He need not be
an architect, but he must be a highly competent, practical
building man, entirely honest and trustworthy, who can check
on building projects, and can supervise the college operation and
maintenance programs, set up continuing property inventories,
and hold training conferences for custodial workers.

Adequate secretarial services will be required by the Director
of Higher Education and his associates in the Higher Education
Commission's office. In addition to the routine correspondence
and clerical work of general administration, there will be numer-
ous and continual reports and research studies to be put into
proper form and much filing and record keeping.

Composition and Functions of the Commission

As has been stated, the development of a system of coordi-
nated higher education in South Carolina requires first of all a
structure headed by a representative commission with sufficient
authority to bring about coordination on a continuing basis. Be-
cause of the way in which the State is already committed to the
maintenance of the present boards of trustees, the survey staff
believes the recommended constitutional Higher Education Com-
mission, with the several boards of trustees left to perform local,
institutional functions, is the best structure that can be devised.
Unless this commission is set up as a constitutional body, it will
not have the authority and prestige to accomplish its important
work on a continuing, long-term basis.

The Higher Education Commission, needless to say, should
and doubtless would be composed of citizens of the highest
ability and integrity. Each college board may be expected to
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elect to the commission one of its best members, and if thought
desirable, it could make a change in its representative in a re-
latively short time, three years.

Appointment of the seven other members by the Governor
rather than by the General Assembly is recommended as a
balance, since all of the institutional members of the Commission
were originally elected by the General Assembly. Presumably,
the Governor would appoint some of South Carolina's most
outstanding citizens to serve as the appointed members. The
fact that after the Commission has been set up, the Governor
may appoint only one member each year, would tend in this
direction. If he made a mistake in one year's appointment, he
would hear from the people of the State, and he would doubt-
less correct that mistake by subsequent appointments.

The Higher Education Commission would be in control of
all matters related to coordination, that is, the allocation of
functions and the allotment of funds to the institutions-in
other words, all matters of major policy on the state level. It
is not contemplated that it should concern itself with personnel,
but it is thought that its wide over-all powers will insure co-
operation from personnel although they continue to be elected
by the several boards. The local institutional boards should
continue to exercise responsiblity for their own institutions in
all matters which are not delegated to the Higher Education
Commission.

Provisions for Continuing Professional Advice

The Higher Education Commission, like any other body com-
posed of laymen, would have to depend on its regular profes-
sional advisers and occasionally on outside professional consul-
tants for advice. It would concern itself with decisions as to
policy, and its members would not undertake executive func-
tions. That is why it is. so important for it to have the very
highest type of professional educator as' its Director of Higher
Education. It would require the advice also of a Presidents'
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Council under the chairmanship of the Director of Higher Edu-
cation and made up of the presidents of the six state institutions
of higher education. This group should operate as a profes-
sional clearing house for reports and recommendations to the
Higher Education Commission arising from research studies, pro'
fessional conferences and state-wide professional committees of
various kinds, as recommended in other sections of this survey.
The Commission should have the power to employ out-of-state
professional consultative services as needed.

'The Structure of the Separate College Boards
While the structure of the separate college boards does not

have direct bearing on the state-wide coordination, it is inti'
mately related to the quality of institutional administration and
to keeping the several institutions of higher education free from
political entanglements.
It is almost axiomatic in the administration of higher edu-

cation in this country that boards of trustees should not have
ex-officio members-that is, state officials given membership
by virtue of other office. This is a vestige of an earlier con'
ception of state institutional administration that is rapidly being
abandoned. At best, the ex-officio member has other interests
in public affairs which naturally have a prior claim on his time
and his thinking, and the duties of board membership if not
onerous, are at least secondary. At worst, he uses the member'
ship on the college board to further political ends to the pre'
judice of his duties as a board member and to the detriment of
the institution itself.

The survey staff therefore recommends that the General
Assembly take appropriate action to remove the ex-officio mem-
bers from the Boards of Trustees of The Citadel, the Medical
College of the State of South Carolina, the University of South
Carolina, Winthrop College, and the State Agricultural and
Mechanical College. Otherwise the structure of these boards
should be left intact. This would incidentally accomplish an'
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other desirable end, namely, the reduction of the size of these
boards. Thus the several colleges would have boards of the
following members: Clemson, 13 (as now constituted); The
Citadel, 7; Medical College, 8; the University, 14; Winthrop,
9; State Agricultural and Mechanical College, 6. That three of
these boards would have even numbers appears to be a matter
of no serious consequence.

The criticism was heard in South Carolina that the General
Assembly has the habit .of electing its own members to the
boards of trustees of the institutions of higher learning. If
carried to excess this is a practice deserving of adverse criticism.
The Clemson Board has four out of six elective members who
were members of the General Assembly at the time of election
to the board; The Citadel, two out of six; the Medical College,
one out of eight; the University, four out of fourteen; Win'
throp, two out of seven; and State College, none out of six.
The survey staff does not offer any recommendation on this
point except to say that in the case of at least two of the
boards this adverse criticism seems justified. It would be
singular indeed if it were true that in all the State of South
Carolina the General Assembly were to find continually that the
citizens best qualified to serve on the college boards were its
own members.

ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS

When a state has reached the point where its leaders have
become acutely aware of the need of the allocations of func-
tionsof higher education, and sufficiently. articulate about it to
get something done, it is usually too late to make the major
allocations. Such is partially the case with South Carolina.
For instance, three of the institutions, The Citadel, Clemson,
and the University, have Schools of Engineering; two, the
Medical College and the University, have Schools of Pharmacy;
two, The Citadel and Clemson, are military colleges, and the
University is committed to a Naval ROTC.
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Yet it is not profitable to waste time on speculating about
how much better it would be if there had not been such dis-
persal of effort. When a state has reached this stage of its
development, it is of little avail to speak of what might have
been-to say, "If only the founders of these institutions had
envisioned present-day conditions, they might have established
at Columbia one great university wherein there would be no
problems of allocations." But the truth is, that the founders
of the several institutions were providing institutions that
seemed most appropriate to the needs of their day. Indeed,
the University was the state land-grant college until the
memorable fight for a separate land-grant agricultural college
was made which brought Clemson Agricultural College into
being. Likewise, the other colleges of the State had their
special reasons for establishment. Moreover, there are still
special advantages, mainly those arising out of accessibility, to
having the colleges in different parts of the State. But as these
advantages become less important (you can now drive between
meals from any point in South Carolina to any other), it is
natural for leaders to begin to consider the advantages in effi-
ciency and economy to come from allocation of functions.

First, let it be said that there is not as much economy in the
allocation of functions as the layman has sometimes thought
possible; nor, when programs are analyzed, is there much
efficiency to be gained on the lower undergraduate level. This
is true if each of the several institutions has sufficient enroll-
ment in the courses or fields of study under consideration to pro-
vide classes of justifiable size and adequate facilities. It is only
on the graduate and professional levels that the larger gains in
economy and efficiency are possible.

Another consideration is that about one-half of the education
of all college students is education for social and civic effective-
ness, usually spoken of as general. education. It includes such
courses as: personal and community health; oral and written
communication; problems of social adjustment; development of
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American thought and institutions; marriage and family adjust,
ments; problems of American life; America in international
affairs; science, biological and physical; literature; form and
function of art in society; music in relation to human experience;
philosophy and religion; the meaning and value of life; voca-
tional orientation. Needless to say, every college in South
Carolina (except the Medical College) has the obligation to offer
all these courses to all of its students. Hence, the field of
general education is one which cannot be allocated.

In addition to the positive allocation of functions, or reas-
signment of courses, schools and departments existing at the
present time, there is that other and more effective kind of
allocation which has already been discussed-namely future al-
locations and determination of institutional functions. To per'
form that service on a continuing basis, the survey staff has
recommended the Higher Education Commission-a continuing,
over-all coordinating body set up with sufficient authority and
competent professional guidance to make the continual major
decisions necessary to enable the State of South Carolina to
achieve coordination of higher education.

All possible emphasis is given to the aspect of continuity.
Even after the basic pattern of coordination is agreed on, de'
cisions as to the allotment of functions and finances will have
to be made continually by the Higher Education Commission.

Proposed Allocation of Certain Special Functions

The survey staff has studied those programs and services of
higher education in which two or more colleges have an interest.
The allocation of these programs to the several colleges is dis'
cussed in detail in the body of the report. It is briefly reviewed
here in order to complete the presentation of possibilities of co'
ordination.

The University of South Carolina should offer graduate work
(except for teachers) in political science, government, history,
and other social sciences and the humanities (languages, litera'
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ture, fine arts, and the like). Graduate and professional study
and research activities in the several specialized fields of agricul-
ture and engineering should be conducted exclusively by Clem-
son College.

Graduate work in mathematics and its applications should be
offered at the University of South Carolina and at Clemson
College. The University, Clemson College and Winthrop
College should offer graduate work for teachers. Graduate
work in home economics should be offered at Winthrop College.
The Citadel and Medical College should not offer graduate
work.

The University of South Carolina and Winthrop College
should continue to offer general extension courses for teachers.
Winthrop College should not engage in the promotion of ex-
tension work but it should meet all requests made to the college
directly for field services by school systems and teachers' organi-
zations. The Director of the Extension Division of the Univer-
sity should be guided by a policy committee consisting of him-
self, a representative of Winthrop, and the Director of Higher
Education. Winthrop College should decline to organize ex'
tension classes in places which are in competition with existing
teaching centers operated by the general Extension Division.

Undergraduate library training in the State of South Carolina
should be confined to Winthrop College and the University
of South Carolina for whites and to the State Agricultural and
Mechanical College for Negroes.

The State of South Carolina should support on an accredi-
table level a curriculum at The Citadel in civil engineering; cur'
ricula at the University of South Carolina in civil, electrical,
and chemical engineering; and curricula at Clemson College in
civil, electrical, mechanical, agricultural, and textile engineering.
This would set a maximum of seven regular and two special
engineering curricula in all the colleges of the State instead of
a possible thirteen and two special engineering curricula as con-
templated by the several colleges.
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The Schools of Pharmacy in Charleston and in Culumbia
should be consolidated into a single institution to be maintained
as a School of Pharmacy of the University of South Carolina.
The present schools should be continued for three academic
years to enable the students now matriculated at the Medical
College to graduate there. The Charleston faculty in pharmacy
should be invited to join the faculty of the consolidated school
at the University of South Carolina. A decision with re-
ference to consolidation should be reached as soon as possible
in order to remove the present insecurity of faculty members of
both schools.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. In order to attain a system of coordinated higher educa-
tion, the State should create a constitutional Higher Education
Commission of South Carolina. (For its composition and duties,
see the body of the report.)

2. The Higher Education Commission should consist of
thirteen members. Six members should be elected by the Boards
of Trustees of the six state-supported colleges, each electing one
from its own membership. The seven other members should be
appointed by the Governor.

3. The Higher Education Commission should be authorized
to appoint a Director of Higher Education who, as the general
administrative officer of the Commission, should be the key
person in the coordination of the tax-supported institutions of
higher education. This officer should be provided an adequate
staff for research and clerical work.

4. The separate college boards should be continued, each with
the authority to administer its own institution in matters not in-
volving coordination.

5. The General Assembly should take appropriate action to
remove the ex-officio members from the Boards of Trustees of
The Citadel, The Medical College of the State of South Care-
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Una, the University of South Carolina, Winthrop College, and
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College.

6. The Higher Education Commission should make the
specific allocations of functions as indicated in the body of this
report, and it should continue to make such allocations in the
future as may be needed in order to maintain a proper coordi-
nation of the services of the several institutions of higher edu-
cation.
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II

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

This section of the survey of state-supported institutions of
higher education in South Carolina -was made for the purpose
of determining to what extent financial support has been made
available and to judge the efficiency of financial administration.
It was conducted by means of discussions with the respective
college presidents, their responsible fin~ncial officers, and the
State Auditor; by inspection of systems of accounting; by can'
sideration of the management of non-academic operations; by
consideration of office and control methods; and by the study
of budgets and financial reports. No audit of financial tran-
sactions of verification of the existence, ownership, or amounts
of any funds was made.

.The primary objective of every state-supported college or
university should be to provide the best possible educational pro-
gram consistent with its financial ability to support it: The
needs for adequate training of individuals to meet their econo-
mic, social, cultural, scientific, and civic responsibilities in a
complex modern society are practically unlimited. Funds for
meeting these needs are limited. They are limited by the degree
of willingness which state legislators may have to make available
appropriations and by the financial ability of the state.

Educational finance has a dual character. It must provide the
greatest possible revenue for educational purposes. It must also
provide proper control for expenditures and properties to secure
the most efficient administration of those funds which are made
available for financing the educational program. The best edu-
cational program requires an adequate curriculum, competent
teachers, good facilities, and proper equipment. An adequate
salary schedule and proper facilities for instruction are necessary
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to secure and hold a competent faculty. These require adequate
financial support and efficient financial administration.

What constitutes a proper educational program must be the
responsibility of each college president and of the governing
board. Such a program when determined must be presented
in terms both of its expected accomplishments and its financial
needs. At the end of each fiscal period a complete and accurate
report of actual educational accomplishments and of the finan-
cial costs thereof should be made to the administrative board
and to the state.

FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF COLLEGES TO THE STATE

Each college independently prepares its own budget requests
and independently presents them annually to the State Budget
Commission. This commission is composed of the Governor,
the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and the Chair'
man of the Ways and Means Committee of the House. The
Budget Commission in turn summarizes these requests with
those of all other state departments and presents a combined
budget to the Legislature together with specific recommenda-
tions fbr the amounts of state appropriations. College presi-
dents and their financial officers usually appear before the res-
pective finance committees of the Legislature for explanation of
their requests only upon invitation from the committees. Such
procedure too often may result in a direct relationship of re-
quests for appropriations to appropriations granted to the same
institutions in prior years or to the requests of other state de'
partments, without a proper consideration for the real needs of
the colleges in relation to their educational programs.

The establishment of a single Higher Education Commission,
to receive individual budget requests and individual educational
plans from each college president, to pass upon the necessity
for proposed educational services in relation to a coordinated
state-wide program of higher education, would definitely be in
the best interests of the State. The Commission should present
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a combined budget for all the state institutions of higher edu-
cation, should clearly explain the educational. accomplishments of
the prior period, and should effectively state its educational
objectives and their need for the appropriations requested. The
Commission should be given complete freedom to secure a hear-
ing before each full finance committee of the Legislature; and,
if deemed necessary by the Commission, to state its case before
the assembled bodies of the Legislature' itself.

Higher education directly affects the training of thousands of
South Carolina citizens. Indirectly it affects the welfare of the
entire State. Nothing less than a full and accurate accountabi-
lity for the use of funds in carrying out past educational pro'
grams, and a full and clearly stated program of educational ser-
vices and facilities, together with their need for state financial
support, should be provided.

State appropriations to the institutions of higher education
are made in lump sum amounts for educational purposes, and
in separate amounts for land, buildings, or other permanent im-
provements. State funds are secured by the colleges monthly
or semi-monthly upon properly supported expenditure vouchers
presented to the Controller General, who issues a warrant
drawn on the State Treasurer for the total. Such procedure
makes both for proper control and for effective financial manage-
ment under the present system of independent college financial
operations. If any change is contemplated, it should be in the
direction of placing more financial responsibility on the colleges
rather than in increasing restraints on securing appropriation
sums for expenditure. That is, monthly or quarterly transfers
in lump sum from the State Treasurer to each college without
the necessity for detail expenditure vouchers would improve the
procedure of procuring the funds appropriated. Adequate con-
trol may be secured by required periodic reports and annual
audits.

It is recommended that under a single administrative system
for the South Carolina institutions of higher learning, state ap-
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propnations be made in lump sum to the Higher Education
Commission. It is also recommended that the Commission be
required to certify to the Controller General the allotments for
each college and for the expenses of the Commission. Funds
may then be secured by each college upon voucher in accordance
with normal procedure. .

Control over individual salaries is maintained by the State
through the Budget Commission. All salaries (except those of
presidents, fixed by law) must be submitted to and have the
approval of the Budget Commission. Reports must show each
full salary, including supplemental amounts from other sources.
Such control is a proper function to be delegated by the Legis'
lature and is not to be condemned so long as it is properly used.
However, it should never be allowed to hinder or restrict the
conduct of a properly approved educational program.

All regular employees of each college (with certain voluntary
exceptions) are members of the state retirement system. De'
ductions from salaries for retirement contributions are made each
pay period and the amounts, together with proper reports, are
forwarded periodically to the State Retirement Board.

The State Auditor's office makes an annual audit of the
revenues and expenditures for each college. A copy of its re-
port together with appropriate comments is submitted to the
State Budget Commission. Copies are also provided for the
president and the chief financial officer of each college. With
respect to the accountability for revenues and the propriety of .
expenditures, the work of this office appears to be thoroughly
and efficiently performed. It does not, however, require are'
port of all existing funds and properties at the end of each fiscal
year nor does it appear to verify their existence or amounts;
No reference thereto appears, in the audit report.

The State Auditor by law, and for the Budget Commission,
has the power to prescribe accounting methods, types and forms
of financial reports, and classifications of accounting data. Such
powers should be used, either independently or in cooperation
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with accounting officers of each college, and with an accounting
officer for the Higher Education Commission to secure uni-
formity in reporting, efficiency in methods, and to establish stan-
dards for reporting. It is recommended that an accountant be
employed as a regular staff member of the Higher Education
Commission to perform such accounting functions for the Com-
mission as may be needed, to study and recommend procedures,
and to cooperate with the college financial officers and with the
State Auditor.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL AND ORGANIZATION

At the present each college has its own administrative board.
Discussion with college officials indicates that each board has
confined its activity to determination of policy and has placed
executive control and responsibility for internal administration
upon the respective college president. Such procedure is in
accord with proper principles of administration. There are,
however, six different administrative boards, each with its
separate contact with the Budget Commission and the Legisla-
ture. Each board determines educational policy for its own
college. Each acts independently of the others in its activity to
secure revenue. There is no coordinating agency to direct or
approve educational or financial programs for the over-all bene-
fit of the State.

The establishment of a Higher Education Commission with
power to approve educational programs and to allocate funds
for expenditure in accordance with the financial needs of the
approved programs should make possible increased efficiency in
financial administration.

Rules and Regulations

There has been prepared for each college a printed booklet
containing rules and regulations for the guidance of college
officials and staff. They vary, however, from a detailed set of
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regulations for Clemson College to a group of regulations large'
ly for student guidance at State College.

No board regulations setting forth the duties and responsibi-
lities of the chief financial officer for State College was avail'
able. Regulations for the other colleges make some reference
to financial officers. Only those for The Citadel and for Clem,
son College are relatively up to date. Winthrop College re-
gulations are dated 1932. Those for Medical College have not

. been compiled since 1914. Those available fOJ:"the University of
South Carolina date from 1912.

Regulations of the general administrative board should ex'
pressly set forth the general nature of the duties and responsibi-
lities of each college official, including those of all administrative
officers having control of or authority over financial matters
and non-academic operations. Such regulations should not at'
tempt to prescribe detailed methods of internal operation, Res'
ponsibility for detailed procedures should be placed upon the
individual officers. Regulations should be printed in such form
as to be used for guidance in internal administration. Changes
in regulations should be noted as made. The use of loose leaf
booklets would greatly facilitate the maintenance of a current
set of administrative regulations.

INTERNAL FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

The president is the chief executive officer in each college ad,
ministrative organization. He is responsible to the general ad,
ministrative board for the success of the educational program
and for the efficiency of financial administration. Only by
giving to one individual the complete authority for executive
action, within general regulations of the administrative board,
can most efficient administration be secured.

With authority must go responsibility, and with responsibi,
lity there must be accountability. For proper accountability and
financial control, provision must be made for requiring approval
of the educational and financial program. This is accomplished
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very largely by approval of the internal operating budget. Fre-
quent reports summarizing financial operations must be furnished
to the chief executive and to the administrative board. .

Provision must be made for an adequate and competent
personnel. Provision must also be made for a proper separation
of duties to secure both efficient financial administration and
proper accountability of individuals. To this end, the adminis-
trative board should outline the duties and responsibilities of
each financial officer. These officers should conduct their affairs
within the scope of the regulations and should be accountable
both to the president and through the president to the general
administrative board.

A variety of organizations for financial administration within
each college now exists. At State College, the president is both
the chief executive officer and the college treasurer. Such duties
as are placed upon the college business manager appear to be
those delegated by the president. No regulations outlining these
duties, powers, or responsibilities appear to exist. Inquiry in-
dicates that the business manager of State College now per-
forms, directs, or supervises the following financial actions:

Collects all fees
Has charge of accounting and reporting
Interviews and employs non-academic personnel
Supervises plant maintenance and operation
Supervises management of auxiliary enterprises
Acts as chief purchasing agent
Disburses cash for non-academic payrolls
Signs checks for other expenditures in the absence of the

the president.
The president acts as his own budget officer and except when

absent, closely controls disbursements of cash.
The staff of the business manager at State College does not •

appear to be adequate either for best financial administration or
for proper internal control. Office space and equipment appear
to be adequate.
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At Medical College, the business manager acts also as the
registrar. His duties are not clearly defined. His work indi-
cates that he is more completely in charge of all financial and
non-academic operations than proper control procedure would
approve. Functions of the registrar and the business manager
should not be combined. Adequate staff for both. efficient
financial administration and proper internal control should be
provided. Office space and arrangement are inadequate.

The Quartermaster is the chief financial officer of The Cita-
del. He is responsible directly to the president. His duties are
outlined in the regulations of the administrative board. These
duties are very complete and cover practically all phases of
financial operations, accounting, reporting, and plant manage'
ment. An Assistant Quartermaster takes charge of certain
phases of the Quartermaster's duties. The president personally
acts as his own budget officer and closely controls all expendi-
tures by examination and approval of all requisitions.

Duties of the Quartermaster and the Assistant Quartermaster
are fairly well divided for operating efficiency and for securing
some internal control. The Quartermaster personally performs
or directs the collection and deposit of cash, the drawing of
checks for disbursements, the keeping of accounts, and the pre'
paration of financial reports. The Assistant Quartermaster is
held responsible for purchasing, stores, plant supervision, em'
ployment of non-academic personnel, and the management of
auxiliary enterprises.

Office space, equipment, and staff of the Quartermaster and
the Assistant Quartermaster appear to be inadequate for most
efficient administration and for best internal control procedures.

Available board regulations for Winthrop College do not out'
line the current requirements for duties and responsibilities of

• the financial officers. Inquiry indicates that the business mana'
ger is responsible for all phases of financial operations, account'
ing, reporting, plant supervision, and management of auxiliary
enterprises. The business manager also acts as the chief budget
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officer, rather closely controlling both the preparation and the
operation of the budget. A fairly adequate staff for operating
purposes appears to be available. Some modern equipment is in
use. Office space and arrangement are inadequate for highest
efficiency and proper control. A proper separation of duties,
and closer control of the budget in the president's office would
be desirable improvements.

At Clemson College, financial and non-academic operations
are under the direction of two administrative officials, the busi-
ness manager and the secretary-treasurer, both responsible to the
president. Duties and responsibilities of these officers are not
fully outlined in the available regulations of the administrative
board. An administrative chart prepared in 1938 rather clear-
ly sets forth these duties.

Inquiry indicates that. the treasurer is responsible for the
collection and deposit of cash, control of securities, accounting,
reporting, student bank, and the disbursement of cash. The
business manager is responsible for budgeting, purchasing, stores,
inventories, plant supervision, management of auxiliary enter-
prises, and internal auditing of all revenues, expenditures, and
properties, except those under the control of the treasurer.
Duties are fairly well separated for efficiency in administration.
Modern equipment is in use. Office space and arrangement,
however, are inadequate. Personnel appears adequate for
present services, but inadequate for securing proper accounting
information and for maintaining proper internal control proce-
dures. Improvement in organization could be secured by placing
the responsibility for budget preparation and for internal audit-
ing in the office of the treasurer, whose office handles the
accounting and reporting functions. Actual control of the
budget should be in the president's office.

At the University of South Carolina financial and non-acade-
mic operations are under the direction of two officials, both
responsible to the president. One individual acts as administra-
tive dean and business manager, the other individual acts as
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treasurer and secretary. No regulations outlining the duties of
these officialswere available. No organization chart for internal
administration had been prepared. Inquiry indicates that the
treasurer is responsible for the collection and deposit of cash,
the disbursement of cash, accounting, reporting, budget prepara-
tion, and other related details. The business manager is res-
ponsible for purchasing, stores, plant operation and maintenance,
and management of auxiliary enterprises. Office space, arrange-
ment, equipment, and personnel, all appear inadequate for effi-
cient financial administration and for proper internal control.

It is recommended that two independent positions be provided
at each college for the administration and control of financial
and non-academic operations. One position should be a busi-
ness manager, the other a controller.

It is recommended that the secretary of the board of trustees
be a member of the board. If the services of an executive
secretary at each college are desired this secretary should be some
individual other than the business manager or the controller.
In most cases, the college registrar could act in this capacity.

It is further recommended that the position of college trea-
surer in each institution be abolished as it relates to an operating
function of administration. Instead, there should be a treasurer
for the Higher Education Commission to act merely in a
nominal capacity as custodian of college funds but without
executive power or physical control of any funds.

The business manager and the controller should be indepen-
dent ef each other. Both should be responsible directly to the
college president. The functions of the business manager should
include purchasing, stores, equipment, physical plant supervi-
sion, management of auxiliary enterprises, employment of non-
academic personnel. Functions of the controller should include
budgeting, collection, deposit, and disbursement of cash, pre'
paration of payrolls, accounting, reporting, internal audit. and
internal control. Such additional duties should be .assigned to
each office as the president may deem advisable.
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It should be required that all cash collections be made
upon assessment or notice from some other office and that all
collections be promptly deposited in the name of the college.
It should also be required that no disbursement be made except
upon voucher prepared and signed, or approved, by some officer
not a member of the controller's staff.

Instructions to Departments and 'Staff

Written instructions with respect to internal financial and
operating procedures are generally lacking. Occasional letters
request budget estimates from departments. Procedures for
non-academic employment, payrolls, purchasing, inventories, and
similar items are indicated verbally or by occasional letter. Only
Clemson College has an adequate set of instructions for the
guidance of educational and other departments.

It is recommended that both the business manager and the
controller prepare and distribute such written instructions to
educational and other staff as to facilitate operating and financial
procedures. Such instructions need not be approved by the ad-
ministrative board nor be a part of the regulations. They should
be revised from time to time as internal procedures are changed.
They should cover such matters as budgeting, purchasing, inven-
tories of supplies and equipment, employment, payrolls, and
other business or financial matters of usefulness to educational
and other staff.

Budgeting

Both the administrative board and the president of each
college should be responsible for the educational program and
for financial administration. The administrative board should
review the budget, both estimated revenues and estimated ex-
penditures, and should approve the educational program pro-
posed by the president in terms of its cost. The administrative
board should determine the general policy of the institution and
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in the light of this policy should pass upon the educational pro-
gram. The board should also be certain that the approved ex'
penditures are kept within the available revenues.

The president as chief executive officer must take the respon-
sibility for the preparation of the budget, for its revision as
needed (with general approval of the administrative board), for
its operation, and for its control during the period of operation.
Financial officers should assist in the preparation of the budget
and should maintain such control and furnish such information
as the president may direct. No financial officer should be
granted the power to approve or disapprove any budget request.
He should have the power to refuse to approve a requisition
for an expenditure only if no budget allotment has been made to
the department for that purpose.

Proper budget procedure for determining the educational pro'
gram and for most efficient operation involves the following
steps: .

1. Secure detailed budget requests from all educational and
operating departments. Departments should be notified to pre'
pare their requests by direct correspondence from the president's
office.

2. Budget requests should be consolidated and summarized at
the direction of the president with the assistance of the financial
officer.

3. Estimates of income should be prepared by the financial
officer and should be submitted to the president for considera-
tion and verification.

4. The president should review each budget request, deter'
mining its proper place in the educational program of the college
and tentatively approving all items which he desires to include
in the budget.

5. After tentative approval by the president, the budget
should be summarized with the assistance of the business office,
showing estimated revenues, desired expenditures (including a
reasonable allowance for unforseen emergencies or changes in the
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educ~tional program), and the amount of state appropriation to
be requested. This tentative budget then should be submitted to
the Higher Education Commission for its consideration of the
proposed educational program in relation to the estimated reve-
nue to be available and for coordination with budgets of the
other state colleges.

6. After approval by the administrative board, the approved
budget should be prepared in the form required for submission
to the State Budget Commission (up to this point the budget
should have been prepared on a functional and departmental
basis for proper consideration and approval of the proposed
educational program). Individual budgets should be consoli-
dated in the office of the Higher Education Commission and
submitted to the State Budget Commission in approved form.

7. Every effort should be made to explain clearly the edu-
cational program for the state colleges and the need for the
state appropriations requested. Every effort also should be
made to place properly and clearly these needs before the Budget
Commission, the Ways and Means Committee of the House, the
Senate Finance Committee, and if necessary before the assembled
bodies of the State Legislature.

8. If state appropriations are granted as requested; the ap-
proved budgets may be put into effect. If the total sum ap-
propriated is more or less than requested, the Higher Education
Commission should reconsider all the college budgets and make
such allotment of the state appropriations as it may deem to be
in the best interests of the state higher educational program.

9. After final allotment of state appropriations, each college
president should revise his budget as needed to meet the require-

.ments of his college educational program and the revenues esti-
mated to be available. Each revised college budget should be
in functional and departmental form, as well as indicating the
budget appropriations for expenditures by object classification.
A budget reserve to meet emergency expenditure requirements
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should be provided. The revised internal budget should then be
approved by the Higher Education Commission.

10. Each department, educational and operating, should be
notified of the amounts which may be expended by that de-
partment for various purposes. Salary items should have specific
approval of the president and should meet requirements of the
state law. The department official should be left free to make
such changes for expenditure within the balance of his allotted
total as he may deem to be necessary for accomplishing the edu-
cational objective of his department.

11. Revisions in the budget should be made by the president
(with approval of the administrative board) to meet changing
educational requirements or to meet the requirements of revenues
which may actually be more or less than the amounts estimated
for budget purposes.

12. The financial officer should furnish actual and budgetary
data at least once each month, or at other times upon request
to the president. Such information should be furnished to the
administrative board together with explanatory comments by
the president at least once each quarter.

13. The financial officer should also furnish actual and budge-
tary data to each educational and operating department month-
ly. This information should show the amounts budgeted, the
acutal expenditure to date, the amounts encumbered by orders
placed but not yet filled, and the balance available for expendi-
ture.

14. Amounts unexpended or not needed by any department
should revert to the general budget balance as soon as definitely
determined, and should be reappropriated by the president, with
board approval. (Any rush to spend available balances near the
end of any period should be called to the attention of the presi-
dent, who should request full explanations from the departments
concerned. )

No state college in South Carolina now follows completely
the budget procedure as outlined here. Clemson College,
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Medical College, and the University of South Carolina have
.good budget procedure. However, they do not regularly fur-
nish budget and actual expenditure data to departments. Clem-
son College requires each department head to keep his own
record of this information and supplies a form for this pur-
pose.

At State College and The Citadel, the respective presidents
make no direct allotments to departments but control very close'
ly through requisition procedure all expenditures. Such control
is effective in keeping the total expenditures within total reve-
nues. It causes additional detailed work for the president and
grants little or no freedom of action to the department heads.

At Winthrop College, the budget is prepared and controlled
by the business manager. It is approved by the president and
the board. Under this procedure, the president has insufficient
control of the budget for carrying out completely his responsibi-
lity for the best educational program consistent with the reve-
nues available. Department heads have little or no freedom of
independent action within their allotments in meeting the
financial requirements of their departments.
It is recommended that proper procedure be employed at

each college in the preparation, revision, operation, and control
of the budget. Under proper procedure, the president will be
the chief budget officer with full authority and responsibility
within: the program approved by the administrative boards. The
financial officer and the business office will aid in budget pre'
paration, in control of expenditures as provided by the approved
budget, and in furnishing prompt and adequate information.
The president will be relieved of the details of budget operation.
Departments will function at their greatest efficiency within
their budget allotments.

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

Strictly considered, revenues represent the inward flow of
properties available for expenditure. The names used to des'
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cribe the revenues are intended to explain the source of the
properties being made available. Expenditures represent the out-
ward flow of properties to secure, furnish, and maintain the
services of the institution.

For a business, these properties may be represented by cash
or collectible claims or perhaps by goods received in trade. For
a college, revenues must be represented by cash (or readily
marketable properties convertible into cash) received or placed
at the order of the college during a specific period of time.
This cash must be available for the payment of services or goods
during the same period of time. Cash receipts or appropriations
expressly for land, buildings or other permanent improvements
are not available for the payment of services or goods and would
not be reported as revenues. For the same reason, cash received
from loans, from refundable student deposits, from entrustment
of student organizations or other funds for safekeeping and
control, to establish loan funds, or to be used for investment
purposes to secure income, would not be considered revenues.
The terms revenues and expenditures in college finance refer
to the inward and outward flow of cash or cash equivalent for
current purposes.

Revenues may be available for general purposes (at the dis-
cretion of the administrative board) or may be restricted to
some specific purpose by the terms of the agreements under
which they are secured. Federal grants and private gifts are
usually for some restricted purpose. Some student fees are for
specific uses. Most revenues, fortunately tor the educational
program and for efficient financial administration, are available
for general expenditure at the will of the administrative board.

College revenues are classified by the National Committee
on Standard Reports into three groupings-those available for
expenditure for educational purposes, those to be used for the
operation of auxiliary enterprises, and those of a non-educa-
tio,nal, non-enterprise nature.
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Revenues from and Expenditures for Auxiliary Enterprises

Revenues from auxiliary enterprises are those due to the
charges to students for services of a living expenses character.
Services are those which the individual would usually be ex-
pected to provide or secure for himself if he were not a college
student. They represent such services as dormitories, dining
halls, infirmaries, laundries, canteens, student banks, student post
offices, supply stores; athletic contests, and similar enterprises.
Sound college finance requires that such services be self-support-
ing and that they be operated on a non-profit basis. Charges
to students should be sufficient to meet all costs of furnishing
the services, including salaries, wages, supplies, utilities, and the
depreciation of equipment provided. *

The incomes from auxiliary enterprises should not be inter-
mingled with revenues for educational purposes and should never
be reported in such manner that the amounts therefrom cannot
easily be determined. Incomes should be offset by the expenses
of operation for each auxiliary enterprise and for the group as
a whole in order that the degree of self-support may be clearly
revealed. This necessity for clarity also requires that all ex-
penses applicable to auxiliary enterprises should be reported as
such even though college administrations may make revenues
which could otherwise be used for educational purposes avail-
able for support of these enterprises.

Examination of available reports and discussion with financial
officers indicates that in general auxiliary enterprises at Clemson,
Winthrop, The Citadel, and the University of South Carolina
are nearly on a self-supporting basis. In some instances not all
charges for facilities, utilities, or salaries have been made to the
enterprises. Infirmary fees for the University of South Carolina

*Depreciation is a proper charge to expense for operation of auxiliary
enterprises. College finance does not recognize it as a proper charge
for educational activities. Equipment when purchased for educational
purposes is treated as expenditure in the period of purchase. It is
carried as a part of plant properties at cost price until discarded or
otherwise removed from college ownership.
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were insufficient to meet the costs of that service. At State
College dining operations are handled on a contract basis. The
college however furnishes the building and some of the utility
costs. Fees for dormitory rooms are small. These activities at
State College are definitely not on a self-supporting basis.

It is recommended that all revenues and expenditures for
operation of auxiliary enterprises at each college be separately
and distinctly accounted for, that costs of services be determined
as accurately as possible, and that charges to students be ad-
justed as necessary to meet the costs of operations. By this
procedure, students will properly finance their personal living
expenses, such services will be furnished on a non-profit basis,
and revenues for educational purposes now used to finance such
auxiliary activities may be used for instruction, extension, re-
search and other educational services.

Should the State Legislature desire to finance living expenses
of students, a system of scholarships of sufficient value to meet
tuition, general fees, and all or part of living expenses for those
properly selected for these benefits would be much more pro-
ductive in the development of effective citizens of the State than
would be the continuation of any use of state funds in an
indirect manner for the benefit of all students whether or not
worthy, needy, or capable of highest development.
'Non-educational Revenues and Expenditures

Non-educational, non-auxiliary revenues and expenditures are
those of a direct character for financing or aiding in the finan-
cing of education for individual students. Scholarships are an
example of this type of revenue and expenditure. Revenue
specifically for this purpose should be separately and distinctly
accounted for. Expenditures for this purpose, whether met by
payments of cash to the individual or by abatement of tuition
or fees, should be clearly revealed.

Educational Revenues and Expenditures

The main purpose of any institution of higher learning is
the education of its students. The heart of such education is
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good teaching. Good teaching must produce useful improve'
ment in individuals. Such instruction requires -a competent
faculty, appropriate equipment and supplies, adequate facilities,
and a progressive administration. All require sufficient reve-
nues to meet the costs of providing the proper educational
services.

Educational revenues are sources of those sums coming in or
being made available during a given period of time for educa-
tional purposes. The National Committee on Standard Reports
states these purposes to be instruction, extension, research, li-
braries, plant operation and maintenance, administration and
general. All expenditures for education should be classified
into these functions which supply the educational services.
Revenues which may be used for these purposes or specifically
received for use in any phase of these functions, are educa-
tional revenues, If the administrative board directs their use
for buildings, improvements, for scholarships, for support of
auxiliary enterprises, or for other non-educational services, this
fact and the amounts thereof should be clearly shown in re-
porting the expenditures. The amounts possible to use for
educational purposes, even though otherwise used, should always
be shown as educational revenues.

The main sources of funds for educational and other current
expenditure purposes at the several state colleges in South
Carolina are:

Educational
State Appropriations
Tuition
Student Fees
Sales and Services of Educational or Operating Depart'

ments
Federal Grants
Special Taxes
Endowment Income
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Auxiliary Enterprises
Charges for Services

Scholarships and Other Non-Educational Revenues
Gifts
Interest

Revenues from auxiliary enterprises do not now generally
meet the costs of services rendered. They should be increased
by higher charges properly determined to provide personal serv-
ices to students in an efficient manner at the lowest possible
cost-but definitely at no more and no less than cost. Scholar-
ship and other non-educational revenues are quite small.

The primary interest of the administrative board, the Budget
Commission, and the State Legislature should center upon the
educational revenues. These are the revenues which provide
the funds for the educational program and which should be
used in the most efficient manner to conduct that program.

Only Clemson College has a general endowment income of
sufficient size to note as a source of funds for educational pur-
poses. The amount, however, is insignificant in comparison
with the total of other revenues. About $3,800 per year is
supplied from this source. Somewhat more than $5,700 is also
provided Clemson College by interest on landscrip, paid by the
State of South Carolina. State College receives a similar sum
from the same source. Clemson College is also the only one of
the state colleges receiving funds from a special tax levy. This
revenue is from a tax upon fertilizer sales in South Carolina.
The amount from this source is large. It has recently been
producing approximately $200,000 per year. Until the State
is willing and able to replace this revenue from additional taxes
for general or college purposes, this tax should be continued.

Winthrop College, Clemson College, and State College re-
ceive some Federal funds. These revenues for campus educa-
tional· services are relatively small in comparison to the total
for educational purposes. Winthrop College receives a small
Federal revenue to meet the costs of specific services as provided
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by the Smith-Hughes Act, expected to 'be slightly more than
$5,000 per year. Clemson College receives nearly $46,000 per
year from land-grant funds under the Federal Morrill-Nelson
Act and its supplementary Morrill Act. State College receives
a similar sum from the same source. Clemson College also
receives large Federal revenues, some matched or supplemented
by state appropriations, to be used for specific educational pur-
poses. These specific purposes relate directly to experiment
stations and to agricultural and other extension work. Such
items do not now appear in the report of educational revenues.
Together with revenues from sales of farm products, revenues
for restricted purposes currently total slightly more than
$1,500,000. They cannot be used for general educational pur'
poses, but they do help to carry the costs of general and ad-.
ministration expenditures.

Clemson College has a large revenue from sales of farm
products. This revenue, however, is used primarily for agri-
cultural research. Winthrop College and State College also
have revenues from such sales. In each of these two institu-
tions the amounts are relatively small, being approximately
$5,000 per year. Other revenues arise from charges for utili,
ties furnished to outside individuals by Clemson College and
Winthrop College.

Revenues from rentals of college properties, to staff and
others appear, in the reports of Clemson College, The Citadel,
The University of South Carolina, State College, and Winthrop
College. Reports of these institutions and methods of account'
ing employed do not make possible a determination of whether
or not they meet the costs of maintenance and operation or if
they produce net income for educational purposes. If operated
on a cost basis to furnish services to staff members, the opera'
tions should be treated as other auxiliary enterprises. If man'
aged to produce net income for educational purposes they should
be treated as endowment properties.
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Student fees supply an important amount of funds for educa-
tional purposes at the University of South Carolina, The Cita-
del, and Clemson College. These fees are paid to the colleges
by students to cover services such as library, laboratory, and
general maintenance. Winthrop College, Medical College, and
State College have relatively minor revenues from this source.

Tuition for South Carolina residents is fixed by law at $30
per semester or $60 per regular academic year at each college,
except State College, Medical College, and the Univrsity of
South Carolina Law School. For non-residents, the tuition is
fixed at $200 per academic year. Administrative boards for
State College and Medical College may fix the tuition at those
institutions.

Tuition is an important source of revenue. Administrative
boards should be given full authority to charge reasonable
tuition rates and to fix student fees for general or special
services.

The most important source of revenue for financing the edu-
cational program at each institution is the annual appropriation
of the State Legislature. Appropriations for land, buildings,
and the other permanent improvements are necessary to provide
adequate space and quarters for the educational plant. Such
appropriations however do not finance the educational program.
In fact each new building requires increased annual revenues
for operation and maintenance as well as for the expansion of
the educational program thus allowed. Proper state finance of
the educational program must deal primarily with annual appro'
priations for current educational purposes.

The budget form now used for presentation of requests for
state appropriations to the State Budget Commission and to the
Legislature does not center attention upon the needs of the
educational program. Students are not wards of the State. A
budget for an educational institution should not be prepared
on the same basis as a budget for a state hospital, a state peni-
tentiary or other like state institutions. Revenues and expendi-
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tures for auxiliary enterprises should not be included with the
formal budget of a state college, except that if such enterprises
are not on a self-supporting basis the amount of desired state
support for them should be separately and clearly shown as a
budget item. Information about auxiliary operations, including
dormitory and dining operations, should be supplied to the
Budget Commission, but not as a part of the budget.

For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1945, state appropria-
tions to the colleges for support of their educational programs
are as follows:

University of South Carolina:
Regular appropriation $350,000
Deficiency appropriation _ 165,000

Total $515',S"00
'The Citadel:

Regular appropriation 125',000
Deficiency appropriation 25,000

Total 15'0,000
Winthrop College:

Regular appropriation 275',000
Deficiency appropriation . 75,000

Total 35'0,000
Medical College:

Regular appropriation . 275',000
Deficiency appropriation . 11,328

Total . 286,328
State A and M College:

Regular appropriation . 130,000
Deficiency appropriation 20,000

Total 15'0,000
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Clemson College:
Regular appropriation
Deficiency appropriation .

Total appropriation
Fertilizer Tax (estimated)

Total for general purposes

For Special Purposes
Regular appropriation
Deficiency appropriation

170,000
119,000

289,000
200,000

489,000

603,550
10,000

Total for research, experiment
stations, extension 613,550

Clemson College total state support

Total

Total appropriations and special tax
for state support of higher education:

General appropriations
Research, Experiment,

Extension
Special tax levy .

Total State Support

1,102,550

$2554.378

1,740,828

613550
200,000

$2,554,378

Except for the combined campus and state-wide educational
services of Clemson College, the State supplies a very small
annual revenue to the colleges for the financial support of their
educational programs. The sum to Clemson College is largely
restricted to state-wide activities of research, experiment sta-
tions, and extension service. Less than one-half of the total is
available for general educational purposes.
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The combined revenues from State and Federal sources, from
the fertilizer tax, from sales of products and services, from
tuition and fees, and from miscellaneous minor sources enables
Clemson College best to support its present educational pro'
gram. Increased enrollment will undoubtedly create need for
some increased state support. Continuation of a specialized
educational program, however, should minimize this need. State
Agricultural and Mechanical College appears to be least able
to support an adequate program. The University of South
Carolina with its widely diversified educational program and
with its major dependence upon state appropriations probably
requires greater aid from the State. Support for Winthrop
College and for Medical College is also less than adequate.
Support for The Citadel appears to be very adequate.

Only about 8 per cent of the general revenue of the State is
made available for the annual support of the educational pro'
gram of the state colleges. The entire state appropriation for
the educational programs of its colleges is but slightly more
than that provided for maintenance of the South Carolina State
Hospital. It is but a very small share of the total state revenues
available for both general and special purposes.
It is the responsibility of college administration to present

clearly its educational program, its financial needs for this pro-
gram, and to so report its revenues and expenditures that the
financial operations for the educational program, as distinguished
from auxiliary and non-educational services, will be clearly
revealed. The State of South Carolina appears to be well able
to increase its financial support of higher education. Proper
coordination of the college educational programs and proper
presentation of their financial needs should aid greatly in secur-
ing essential increased state support and in obtaining a more
efficient expenditure of the funds annually made available for

. the higher education needs of the State.
Recommendations for the improvement of standards of the

educational services for the South Carolina state-supported col-
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leges have been made in other chapters of this survey report.
These recommendations will in a few instances eliminate some
duplication of services and will result in minor reductions of
expenditures. For the most part, however, recommended im-
provements needed to bring the various college educational
programs to a desirable and realizable standard will require
additional state financial support. The estimated amount of
such additional annual support needed follows:

For Improved Instruction and Research:
Medical College Services $ 38,000
Nursing Program at State College 6,000
Outpost Schools for State College 20,000
Library Science Teaching 12,000
Campus Training School at U. S. C. 50,000
Programs for Graduate Schools 120,000
Distinguished Professorships 50,000
Teachers' Salaries 100,000

Annual Increase Required

For Improved Library Service:
. Improved Library Operations

For Improved Administration and
General Services:

Higher Education Commission and
Its Operating Staff

Group Insurance Program.
College Business Offices
Student Personnel Programs
Medical Scholarships .

34,500
15,000
12,000
25,000

3,200

Annual Increase Required

Total Annual Increase Required
for all Purposes Except Physical Plant
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In addition to the total annual increase recommended, addi-
tional increases are recommended for physical plant operation
and maintenance. Increases are needed both to renovate build,
ings which have been negligently maintained in past years and
to place physical plant operation and maintenance programs on
a standard necessary for securing the greatest efficiency for the
longest period of time. Added costs for an improved physical
plant program are estimated as follows: .

Plant Maintenance (Existing Buildings)
Plant Operation (Existing Buildings)
.Plant Operation (New Buildings)

$200,000
100,000
100,000

Annual Increase Required $400,000
It should be noted that the amount recommended for physical

plant maintenance and operation may be decreased as soon as
the various buildings have been brought up to a desirable state
of efficiency.

Surplus funds accumulated in prior periods at Clemson Col-
lege and at The Citadel should be drawn upon to aid in the
initial financing of the improved educational programs recom-
mended for those institutions. Surpluses should be reduced in
this manner to a reasonable minimum for operation purposes
and should not be allowed in the future to accumulate to large
'amounts. Considering these surpluses and considering also a
decrease in physical plant operating costs, appropriations from
General Revenues of the State of South Carolina for the sup-
port of higher education in the State should be increased from
the present $1,700,000 to approximately $2,500,000 each year:
However, the exact amount of state financial support required
each year should be reflected in the budget to be presented an'
nually to the State by the Higher Education Commission. This
annual budget should always be based upon the educational
programs and their financial requirements.

Funds for new land, buildings, or permanent improvements
should be provided by the State in accordance with the need for
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such items in carrying out the approved educational program
and the ability of the State to meet such funds. The practice
of separate and specific appropriations for these items should
be continued. All financial support, for general or specific
purposes, should be first based upon the needs of the educa-
tional program, and only secondarily upon the desire to furnish
personal services to students.

It is recommended tpat a coordinated effort be made to secure
increased state support for educational purposes. Such support
should be furnished by the State in accordance with its ability
and the needs of approved educational programs.
It is also recommended that each college direct extended effort

towards securing gifts from private individuals and organiza-
tions for scholarship purposes. Effort should also be made to
secure gifts and endowments from business, industry, and others
for research development.

PAYROLLS AND PURCHASING

Payrolls account for from 65 per cent to 75 per cent of the
current expenditures of most colleges. Purchasing of supplies
and equipment accounts for most of the remaining amount.
Payroll and purchasing procedures are therefore of such im-
portance as to merit separate consideration in any discussion
of educational finance. Proper procedure in managing and ac-
counting for these two major types of expenditure are necessary
both to secure highest efficiency and to provide proper control.

Positions and salaries for academic and other regular em'
ployees should be fixed in the budget approved by the adminis-
trative board. The positions and their salaries are usually
suggested by department heads and recommended by the presi-
dent. Payrolls for the budget positions should be prepared from
the approved list. They should be classified for accounting
purposes by function and by department. These payrolls may
be prepared in a central office. They should be forwarded to
another office, or division of the same office, for approval and
for use in the preparation of checks in payment.



Wages are usually alloted in the budget as a total sum avail-
able for services as needed. The nature of expected needs for
such services is explained when the amounts are requested.
Individuals employed under this heading are usually part-time,
occasional, or hourly-rate workers. The greatest number of such
individuals will be employed in auxiliary enterprises, in certain
phases of physical plant maintenance work, and for farm or
similar operations requiring seasonal labor. Proper control of
this type of expenditure requires authorization for employment
in one office, supervision in the department employed, and pay-
ment by a third office. This control may be secured by inter-
view and authorization in a central personnel office, by prepara-
tion of payrolls or certification of wages earned in the depart'
ment where the work was performed, and by the preparation
of checks or pay envelopes in the office of the college disbursing
official. Occasional audit should be made to determine that
individuals actually exist, that they performed the services
indicated for the college, that they were entitled to the rates
of pay and total earnings indicated, and that they actually
received the net amounts indicated as paid.

Proper procedure for salary and wage payrolls preparation
in South Carolina colleges appears to be generally adequate for
efficient administration. Internal control procedures, however,
are possible of improvement.

Purchasing in each state college is now performed under the
direction of college officials. Requisitions originate in the
department and are approved for budget purposes in the busi-
ness manager's office or by the president. Bids or quotations
are secured and orders' generally placed at the lowest price
consistent with quality and required delivery service. Invoices
are verified, receipt of supplies or equipment determined, and
amounts approved for payment. Payment is then generally
made within the discount period, if discounts are available.
Otherwise payments are made monthly, or in accordance with



specific terms of the invoice. Wherever possible, several in'
voices from one vendor are paid in total amount.

Purchasing procedure in the South Carolina colleges appears
to be generally efficient. Clemson College and the University
of South Carolina appear to have excellent procedure. In other
colleges, the burden of selecting items and placing orders is too
frequently placed upon the educational departments. Greatest
efficiency in terms of the educational program is usually secured
through a central purchasing office within the college. It is
recommended that in so far as possible all purchasing for each
college be centralized under the college business manager, that
educational departments be relieved of as much detailed pur'
chasing procedure as possible, and that proper control be main'
tained at all times.

Centralized purchasing in a single state office, whether
through the staff of a central administrative board or a state
purchasing agency, is not desirable. Much more efficient results
for carrying out the educational program, and usually at lower
costs, can be secured by centralizing purchases for each college
in the business office of that college. Purchases of food and
supplies for dining and other auxiliary operations must fit the
menus provided and the needs for prompt delivery. These can
best be served by local purchasing authority. Educational sup'
plies and equipment are usually of a specialized nature and
require specialized purchasing knowledge as well as close co-
operation with the educational departments of the college.

Although it is occasionally possible to purchase some items in
larger quantities at lower unit invoice prices through a state
office, too frequently such items cannot be standardized for the
entire state without sacrificing the quality of educational sup'
plies. Even with lower unit invoice prices, the costs of central
storage and delivery to various locations in the state may
increase the actual cost at the point of usage to a figure higher
than for direct purchases. Such state centralization where it
has been put into effect in other states has generally resulted



in a hindrance to efficient conduct of the educational program,
has increased clerical work necessary for operation, has caused
friction in operations or has often resulted in delegating local
authority for many purchases, and has generally produced re'
sults of doubtful economy.

It is definitely recommended that each college be made respon-
sible for its own purchases, that proper procedure be required
to secure impartial and most economical purchasing, that cen-
tralization of purchases for each college be placed in the college
business office, and that proper control procedure be required.

FINANCIAL REPORTS

Only the reports of Clemson College now approach the
standards recommended by the National Committee on Stand,
ard Reports for Institutions of Higher Education. Some im-
provement could be made in the consolidation and arrangement
of information in the reports of this college. The other state
colleges largely follow the requirements for budget purposes
as requested by the State Budget Commission. Such reports
contain more details in regard to the object of expenditure than
are desirable for good educational finance. Revenues and
expenditures for functional and departmental data are not
presented. Funds belonging to or under the control of each
college are not clearly revealed. Such reports as are prepared
for Winthrop College, Medical College, The Citadel, State
College, and the University of South Carolina have an ex'
tremely limited usefulness.

Good reporting procedure requires the presentation of perti-
nent information in such form that the reader of the report may
without undue difficulty secure the information necessary for
judging the costs of the educational program, the efficiency of
management for the auxiliary services, and the financial strength
of the institution. For colleges, good reporting requires a
statement to show the sources of all revenues and the nature of
all expenditures by educational functions for the educational
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program. It also requires statements or schedules of expendi-
tures by departments and by object. It further requires state'
ments to show the nature and amounts of all funds under the
control of each college administration. Schedules of changes
in these funds are necessary to determine their application.
Internal reports, frequently prepared, should furnish information
to educational and operating departments, to the president, and
to the administrative board. It is from such reports that proper
information may be secured by administration for the purpose
of best managing the funds available for the educational program
and for judging the efficiency of financial administration.
It is recommended that for each college, the budget for

educational expenditures be set up in such form as to show
the amounts alloted to each school, division, department, or ad,
ministrative office-in accordance with the organization of the
college staff for administrative purposes. Reports should be
prepared monthly to show the amounts budgeted, the amounts
expended or encumbered, and the budget balance. A combined
revenue and expenditure report should be furnished monthly
to the president and at least quarterly to the administrative
board. Information of similar nature for each educational
department should be furnished to that department head on a
monthly or quarterly basis.

The responsibility for expenditure of funds alloted (for the
purposes stated in the budget, and not in excess of the amounts
alloted) should be definitely placed upon the department head.
The department head should not be required to perform the
clerical and accounting work necessary to secure the informa-
tion. His efforts can best be directed continuously toward
accomplishing the educational objectives approved for his de'
partment. The central accounting office can most economically
and most efficiently (in terms of the educational accomplish,
ments) furnish the necessary information.

It is recommended that the state colleges be exempted from
the detailed object classification for expenditures now required
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by the State Budget Commission. Simplification will make
possible adequate administrative data at a minimum of account'
ing and clerical costs. Budget Commission requirements for a
functional arrangement of expenditures should also be modified
to meet the recommendations of the National Committee.
Summary reports of educational expenditures, classified by
function and by object within each function, should be furnished
monthly to the president and quarterly to the administrative
board and to the State Auditor.

This report should summarize expenditures for all educational
purposes including research, extension, experiment stations, and
other expenditures whether or not financed by general, special,
student, State, Federal, or other revenues. Such a combined
report of revenues and expenditures, properly prepared", will
make possible useful information for executive purposes, will
enable the administrative board to make useful comparisons with
similar reports of the other state colleges and with similar re-
ports for comparable institutions in other states. It will also
meet the information requirements of accrediting agencies and
the 'needs for accurate statistical data by the U. S. Office of
Education.

Functional arrangement should be under the following head'
ings:

Instruction
Extension
Research
Libraries
Operation and Maintenance of Educational Plant
Administration and General

All educational expenditures, including those for summer school
and special courses, should be properly classified under these
headings for this report. For each fu.nctional grou.ping, expen-

*See form of Revenue and Expenditure statement in "Financial Reports
for Colleges and Universities," University of Chicago Press.
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ditures should also be shown by object with a minimum of
descriptive titles, somewhat as follows:

Salaries
Wages
Supplies
Other Expense
Equipment
For the educational program, salaries will always constitute

the major item of expenditure. The title Wages will indicate
the amounts for part-time, occasional, or hourly rated employees.
Expenditures for supplies (consumable items) and for equip'
.ment (long-term use items) should be separately shown. All
other expenditure items will usually be rather insignificant in
total and may be grouped together. Under extension, adminis-
tratio.n and general and operation and maintenance additional
data may be desirable but should be kept at a minimum. These
added titles might be for printing, travel, repairs, and utilities .
.Including these titles, the list of information required for
description of expenditures by object would be limited to nine
items.

Educational operations of a college are unlike those for a
profit enterprise. For a profit enterprise, management must
have significant detailed information to keep expenses at a
minimum while at the same time securing maximum income, the
primary object being to increase the wealth of the individual
owners. For a college the primary object is to so expend the
funds available as to best meet the financial needs of the educa-
tional program. A detailed classification of. expenditures by
object increases the cost to secure information without increas-
ing the efficiency of administration in terms of the educational
objectives.

Financial reports for the various state colleges in South
Carolina do not clearly present the revenues and expenditures
for educational purposes. Revenues for all purposes are fre-
quently grouped together. Expenditures are largely shown by
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object of expenditure (i. e. salaries, supplies, etc.) rather than
by proper function related to the educational program. Budgets
presented to the State Budget Commission do not reflect all
the sources of revenues for college expenditures nor all estimated
expenditures. Some items reported as revenues or expenditures
should not be so listed. Sources of revenue and. types of ex-
penditures are not hidden-they merely are omitted from the
budget, or improperly arranged in the budget, partly because
they are for special purposes and partly because the budget
request does not require their full or proper listing. Their
omission or improper grouping does not overstate the need for
state appropriations. It does prevent securing a complete pic-
ture of educational finance.

It is recommended that reports of incomes and expenses for
auxiliary enterprises be separately prepared for each enterprise
and furnished' monthly to those responsible for the direct man-
agement of each. Included in auxiliary enterprises should be all
those activities which are operated under the administration of
the college to furnish non-educational services to students. For
South Carolina colleges these would include dormitories, dining
halls, laundries, infirmaries, uniforms, student supplies, canteens,
student banking services, student post office services, organized
athletics and other activities for student services provided under
college administrative control. These activities should be so
managed that their incomes will meet the expenses for services
rendered, including the costs of utilities and facilities furnished
by the college and depreciation of equipment. Management of
these enterprises must be similar to that for business enterprises,
except that the object is to furnish services to students at cost
rather than at a profit.

Incomes and expenses should be in sufficient detail for each
enterprise to meet the information needs of the respective
managements. Such details can usually best be maintained by
records kept by the managers themselves, or in their respective
offices, rather than in the central college business office. Control
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totals for cash and other important items should be maintained
in the central office. Detailed reports should be prepared by

.each enterprise management. Copies should be furnished
monthly to the college controller.

Summary consolidated reports of the incomes and expenses
of the auxiliary enterprises (showing the name of each enter'
prise, the total income for each, the total expense for each, and
the excess or deficiency of income for each) should be prepared
monthly in the business office. This summary report should be
furnished monthly to the president and quarterly to the admin-
istrative board and the State Auditor. A copy of the detailed
reports for these enterprises should be furnished to the State
Auditor at the end of each year. Details need not be furnished
to the president or to the administrative board unless and only
at times specifically requested.

A separate report of amounts made available and amounts
expended for student scholarships should be furnished at least
once during each educational term of operations. Amounts for
fellowships or assistantships should not be shown with this re-
port. Such amounts should be reported as educational revenues
and as expenditures of the educational departments in which the
instruction, research, or other work was performed. The
scholarships report should show, in addition to actual funds
received and expended, the amounts of tuition or fees abated
for scholarship purposes.

Only Clemson College now prepares a report showing the
resources owned by or controlled by the college and the financial
obligations which must be met from these resources. This
report was prepared at Clemson College for the first time June
30, 1945. It is substantially the form recommended by the
National Committee. Only slight changes in arrangement or
classification are needed for improvement.

Each college should be required to furnish a balance sheet in
approved form at the end of each year to the president, to the
administrative board, and to the State Auditor. This report
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should follow the recommendations of the National Committee
on Standard Reports. All properties and debts should be
grouped by proper fund classification. Each fund should dis'
tinctly show the fund balances.

All funds of each college or under college control may be
classified into one or more. or all. of the following groups: *

1. Current Funds
A. For General Purposes
B. For Restricted Purposes

II. Endowment Funds
A. Income for General Purposes
B. Income for Restricted Purposes

. C. Functioning Temporarily as Endowment
III. Loan Funds
IV. Agency Funds
V. Plant Funds

A. Unexpended
1. Educational plant
2. Auxiliary plant

B. Invested in Plant and Equipment
1. Educational Plant and Equipment
2. Auxiliary Plant and Equipment

Each grouping should reveal all assets and all liabilities and
the fund balances. surpluses. or reserves in balanced form for
the sub,section of each fund, for each fund as a whole. and for
the combined balance sheet.

Current funds include all resources of the college which may
be expended for the educational program. for auxiliary opera'
tions, and for other non-educational purposes (scholarships.
etc.) . Those resources which may be expended for any pur'
pose that the administrative board may desire are shown as
current funds for general purposes. Those resources whose

*See "Financial Reports for Colleges and Universities" for model
statement forms.
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expenditure has been restricted by law, deed, regulation, or
agreement are shown as current funds for restricted purposes.

Endowment funds include all properties owned for the pro'
duction of income. The principal of these funds may not be
expended, but must be maintained. Only the incomes in excess
of expenses are available for expenditure. These properties
should be grouped to show the amounts of those which produce
income for general purposes, the amounts of those which pro'
duce income for some special or restricted purpose, the amounts
of those functioning as endowment by administrative board
action or temporarily until the purpose of the income can be
determined. Only the principal amounts of these funds should
be shown in this fund grouping. Amounts earned but not yet
distributed should be shown as assets of the other funds and
liabilities of the endowment funds.

Loan funds include those properties available for loans to
students and others. Interest and other income from the loan
or investment of these funds, in excess of direct expenses for
operating these funds, should be added to the principal balances.
No portion of these funds is available for college expenditures.

Agency funds are all those properties belonging to others but
placed in the custody of the college. Withdrawal of these funds
can be directed only by those for whom the funds are held.
They are not available for meeting college expenditures. '

Plant funds are of two main types-those available for land,
buildings, arid permanent improvements, and those already in'
vested in land, buildings, improvements, and equipment. Assets
available for expenditure to secure equipment are shown with
the current funds. Equipment expenditures for the educational
program are shown in the statement of revenues and expendi,
tures. Land, buildings, improvements, and equipment owned at
the balance sheet date are shown at cost prices. These prices
will be used until date of disposition. No depreciation should
be taken on educational plant and equipment. Replacements
for this type of property must come from state appropriations
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as needed. Replacement reserve should be provided whenever
possible for the plant of auxiliary enterprises by charges to in'
comes of those enterprises. None of these funds can be used
for college educational expenditures. Properties owned cannot
be pledged as security for loans nor seized to satisfy judgment,
except by special action of the State Legislature.

Schedules should be prepared at the end of each fiscal year to
summarize the changes in Endowment Funds, Loan Funds,
Agency Funds, and Plant Funds.

Only if a properly prepared balance sheet for each college is
furnished to the administrative board can that board properly
judge the contemplated educational program and determine its
real needs for additional revenues.

College funds should be annually audited by the State Audi,
tor's office to verify their existence, ownership, proper classifi-
cation, full disclosure, and correct amounts.

The financial reports recommended in this section are the
minimum essential to proper and efficient financial administra-
tion of the state colleges of South Carolina.

ACCmJNTING

Accounting deals with financial information and financial
eontrol. The primary function is to, provide the system, pro'
cedures, methods, and principles for the accumulation, verifi-
cation, presentation, and interpretation of useful financial
data. The accounting system consists of forms, records, and re-
ports. Reports must be planned in such form as to present the
information needed for efficient financial administration. Records
must then be designed to record and summarize the data for the
reports. Records must also be designed to provide details for
internal management and to aid in the control of funds. Forms
are those papers of various types which supply original or
summary explanations of financial events which occur from day
to day in the financial management of the operating unit. They

. must be prepared, checked, approved, and analyzed. In proper
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form and properly approved, they furnish evidence of transac-
tions for verification purposes. Unless accounting furnishes
proper information in good form and with sufficient promptness
for management use its function remains primarily clerical rather
than executive in character.

Of the South Carolina state colleges, only Clemson College
now maintains a reasonably adequate accounting system. Medi-
cal College has recently improved its records to secure better
expenditure data for departmental budget operations. Some
improvement in reporting methods for Clemson College, especial,
ly in regard to revenues and expenditures, is recommended.
Considrable improvement in the accounting system and its
operation at Medical College is possible. At Winthrop College,
State College, The Citadel, and the University of South Caro-
lina action should be taken to bring the reports and the records
up to the standards essential for most efficient administration of
educational finance. It is recommended that uniformity of re-
porting by the separate colleges be required and that accounting
methods be "in accordance with generally accepted principles of
college and university accounting."

Internal Control
An important function of accounting is the prOVISIonfor

proper control to minimize the possibility of fraud and the pro'
bability of error. Such control is secured by a separation of
duties among several individuals in such manner that the work
of one is subject to check by the work of others, by the use of
proper forms and adequate records, by proper arrangement of
operating processes, and by the use of mechanical devices.

A very important adjunct to internal control is the provision
for internal audit. Under internal audit, receipts, disbursements,
properties, authorizations, and other evidence, are verified by one
or more employees other than those engaged in or directly res'
ponsible for the work being verified.

Clemson College provides for an internal auditor to verify
the finances of auxiliary enterprises and other financial operations
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of the college, except those under the direction of the treasurer.
A similar arrangement is provided at The Citadel through the
work of an auditing. committee composed of faculty members
with adequate training for this type of work. . Internal audits
at these two colleges, although limited in scope, appear to have
been well conducted. Lack of adequate assistance and increased
duties of the auditor at Clemson College have to some extent
recently caused a curtailment of this type of work at that
college.

Other than the limited internal audits at Clemson College and
at The Citadel, and by fidelity bond requirements at the various
colleges, no direct effort to secure proper interrnl rontrol of all
revenues, expenditures, and properties at the various South
Carolina State colleges appears to have been .n..ac..le. It is recom-
mended that greater attention be given to this important phase
of educational finance.

INDEPENDENT AUDIT

Independent audit is now secured for each college by the
State Auditor's office. Examination of state audit reports in'
dicates a thorough and well-conducted audit of receipts and dis'
bursements, a careful check of discounts, a test of budget classi-
fication for expenditures, and a check to determine if require'
ments of law or regulation have been properly met. This audit,
however, appears to have given little attention to internal con'
trol procedures or to college accounting and reporting methods.

It is recommended that the State Auditor require proper
financial reports of revenues, expenditures, auxiliary enterprise
operations, and of all funds under the control of each college.
State audit procedure should be extended to include the verifi-
cation of these reports. Copies' of financial reports in summary

. form should be made a part of the State Auditor's report to'
gether with proper certification of the data shown therein. Com'
ments in the audit report should be sufficiently full to explain
clearly the nature of the audit and its findings. Recommenda-
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tions for change or improvement or for action by the adminis-
trative board should be specifically made when applicable.
Details of bank reconciliations, lists of outstanding checks, and
similar data should remain a part of the audit working papers
and may well be omitted from. the audit report.

Audits by independent certified public accountants should oc-
casionally be secured by the state administrative board. Two
such audits have been made at Winthrop College. The scope of
one of these audits was so strictly limited by board request that
the value of its results to financial administration was quite
small. The other was conducted more on a commercial basis
than is desirable for college finance. An audit of all the state
colleges by an independent certified public accountant engaged
by the administrative board should be made to supplement the
work of the State Auditor approximately once each five years.
To secure best audit results with greatest economy, the indepen-
dent auditors engaged should be familiar with the peculiarities
of educational finance and perferably experienced in college
accounting or college auditing work. The audit should be con'
ducted on a test basis, rather than being required in detail.
The auditors should review the internal control procedures;
should test the sources, amounts and accountability for revenues;
should test the validity, accuracy, and authority for .expendi-
tures; should review the existence, ownership, control, use, and
amounts of properties; and should note if methods of accumulat-
ing and presenting information are in accordance with generally
accepted principles of college and university accounting. The
independent auditors should be free to conduct their verification
and review in such manner as they deem necessary to accomplish
these purposes. The report should be submitted to the adminis-
trative board in summary form together with recommendations
for improvement or for board action.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Higher Education Commission should maintain control
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of expenditures at each college by allotment of state funds,
approval of college budgets, and by required financial reports.

2. Deposits of cash and ownership of properties should be in
the name of the respective college. Revenues should be collected
by the proper financial officer for each college. State appropria-
tions should be alloted by the Higher Education Commission.
These allotments should be certified by the board to the Con-
troller General. State funds would then be secured by each
college through the usual voucher procedure. Disbursements
should be made by the college financial officer upon properly
approved voucher and should be in line with the approved bud-
get for the college.

3. The Higher Education Commission should include an
accountant on its central office staff. Duties of the staff accoun-
tant should include preparation of consolidated budgets; techni-
cal assistance in budget revision; assistance in determining proper
internal control and internal audit; assistance in determining
requirements for office space, equipment, and personnel for
college financial officers; prescription of forms of financial re-
ports for supplying information to the administrative board.
Other duties may be assigned by the board. Close cooperation
with the State Auditor should be secured.

4. The Higher Education Commission should adopt regula-
tions to outline the duties 'of the executive and financial officers
for each college. Details of procedure should be left to the in-
dividual officers.

I). Provision should be made for both an operating manager
and a financial officer at each college. One should be a Business
Manager, the other a Controller. Both should be responsible
directly to the president. Duties of the business manager should
include responsibility for purchasing and inventories; physical
plant operation and maintenance; management of auxiliary enter'
prises; and employment of non-academic personnel. Duties of
the controller should include budget preparation and reports;
cash collection, deposit, and disbursement; payroll preparation;
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accounting; financial reports; internal control and internal audit.
The title 'freasurer for a college officer should be abolished.

7. Purchasing should be centralized at each college in the office
of the business manager. Educational department heads should

.be freed as far as possible from the necessity of handling details
of purchasing procedure. Proper procedure to secure most
economical purchasing and proper control should be required at
all times.

8. Both the business manager and the controller should pre'
pare and furnish written instructions to departments. These
instructions should pertain to business matters and should cover
budgeting, purchasing, inventories, payrolls, and non' academic
employment.

9. The president should be the chief budget officer at each
college. No power to approve or disapprove budget requests
should be delegated to any financial officer. Department heads
should be given freedom to expend their budget allotments with,
in their alloted total, except for salaries, as they deem advisable
for accomplishing departmental objectives. Proper budget pro'
cedure should be followed at each college.

10. Auxiliary enterprises should be placed on a fully self,
supporting, non-profit basis. Whatever support from educa-
tional revenues may be given to any auxiliary activity should be
clearly budgeted and properly reported.

11. State appropriations for general purposes should be based
upon the financial needs of the colleges. These needs should be
expressed in terms of the educational programs approved by the
Higher Education Commission. A single lump sum appropria-
tion should be made to the Commission for allotment to the
colleges. Surplus funds of each college should be considered by
the Commission when making allotments from state appropria-
tions.

12. State appropriations for land purchases, buildings, and
improvements to buildings or grounds should be made for
specific purposes, as is now the practice. The need [or such
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appropriations should be expressed in terms of the educational
programs.

13. -The Higher Education Commission should be given the
power to establish tuition rates, to fix student fees, and to ap'
prove charges for auxiliary services at each college.

14. Each college should make a direct effort to secure gifts
for scholarship purposes. and gifts or endowments for special
research purposes.

15. Proper financial reports for each college should be pre'
pared and furnished to the president, the Higher Education
Commission, the State Budget Commission, and the State Audi;
tor. Minimum reports required should include:

a. A summary statement of all educational revenues and ex'
penditures, properly classified by function. department and ob-
ject. This statement should include educational revenues from
all sources and educational expenditures for all purposes.

b. A summary statement of operations of all auxiliary enter'
prises.

c. A summary of other non-educational revenues and ex'
penditures,

d. A statement of all resources and obligations of the college,
or under control of the college, properly classified by types of
funds. This statement should clearly show the funds expend'
able for general purposes and for restricted purposes.

e. Schedules of changes in the nature arid amounts of funds
shown in the summary statement of resources and obligations.

f. A statement comparing budgeted and actual revenues and
expenditures for the educational program.

16. The colleges should be exempted from the detailed budget
classification of expenditures now required by the State Budget
Commission. Functional and object classifications should be in
accord with approved college reporting procedures.

17. Proper internal control and internal audit procedures
should be maintained at each college. Cooperation for proper
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procedures should be secured by the Commission staff accoun-
tant, each college controller, and the State Auditor's office.

18. The State Auditor should annually verify all revenues,
expenditures, and funds at each college. Adequate audit reports
containing certified statements and appropriate recommendations
should be furnished to each college, to the Higher Education
Commission, and to the State Budget Commission.

19. The Higher Education Commission should periodically
employ the services of independent certified public accountants
to review internal control and audit procedures, to test account-
ing methods, and to test revenues, expenditures, and funds,
Such reviews should be made at intervals. of approximately five,
years.
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III

PHYSICAL PLANT

The physical plant should be an educational tool. The plant
of an institution of higher learning should not be static; but
should be enlarged, remodeled, improved, and units replaced as
the institution grows and the curriculum changes. Often build'
ings become so out-moded and expensive to maintain and operate
that it is economical to replace them with modern structures.

Each unit of the plant should be tailored to fit the specific
purpose for which it was intended, and should be designed with
flexibility for future adaptations to meet changing requirements.
Architects should be provided with specific data regarding the
space requirements and arrangements of each contemplated
building before drawings are started. The over-all administration
of a building program should provide for frequent conferences
between architects and the 'heads of departments to be housed
as preliminary sketches and working drawings are in prepara-
tion.

It has not been possible to erect new needed buildings, re-
model old ones, or even properly maintain existing facilities
during the war period. This has been the case in South Caro-
lina as elsewhere. These conditions have been partially offset
by reduced enrollments. Now that the war is over and stu'
dents are returning to the colleges in large numbers, it is impera-
tive that South Carolina take immediate steps to enlarge and
modernize the phyical plants of its institutions of higher learn'
ing. The State must plan an extensive building program for
its colleges. If Federal financial assistance becomes available, the
plant program can be completed in a shorter period of time,
and with less strain on State resources.

It is recommended that all of the South Carolina institutions
of higher learning establish a more systematic program of plant
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maintenance and operation. Buildings should be painted at
regular intervals, and renovated and repaired according to a
schedule. In general, higher standards of housekeeping .should
be maintained. This will require constant and close super-
vision by some well qualified official specifically designated for
this purpose at each institution. The Higher Education Com'
mission should include on its staff a supervisor of physical plants
of all institutions.

Faculty and staff residential housing is required at some of
the institutions, especially at Clemson and the State Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College, because of' the lack of satisfactory
housing in the immediate area. The survey staff recommends,
however, that such housing be financed on a self-liquidating
basis, and that the Legislature authorize bonding for this pur-
pose.

There is now a general urge to provide "living memorials" to
the W orId 'War II heroes. What could be a more suitable
"living 'memorial" than a student union on a college campus?
It is suggested that the State and institutional authorities ex' ,
plore the possibilities of providing memorials, in the form of
facilities for student activities, through private subscriptions and
individual' donors.

A member' of the survey staff inspected all of the major
buildings on all six of the State college campuses. The brief
following statements regarding individual buildings indicate pre~
sent conditions and recommended disposition or improvements.
The proposed projects are listed in the approximate order of
need for the respective institutions. The alterations' and re-
novation of' old buildings and the purchase of additional equip'
ment for existing buildings should be distributed throughout
the program as new facilities are provided and old structures
become available for conversion.

The tables in this chapter give certain data regarding the
existing physical plant of each of the South Carolina institutions
of higher education. The tables titled Construction and Value
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show height, type, date, and value of buildings. The second
columns of these tables indicate the height of each building in
stories, and the letter B means that the building has a basement
in addition to the number of stories indicated. The third
columns indicate the type of construction relative to fire-resis-
tance as follows:

A. All fire-resistive ("fireproof")
B. Fire-resistive except wood doors, window sash, trim, and

floor coverings
C. Masonry walls and fire-resistive corridors and stairs
D. Masonry walls, but otherwise combustible
E. Masonry veneer on frame
F. Frame
The table titled Capacity shows the instructional and dormi-

tory capacity for the respective institutions.

CLEMSON COLLEGE

Campus. Clemson College has a beautifully landscaped and
well-kept campus with many lovely trees. Since the College
is located in the open country, its campus must be a self-con-
tained town including service facilities and homes for faculty
and staff. The campus is rather wen zoned, but careful study
should be given to further zoning of a master plan before other
buildings are erected.

Building Construction in. General. Most of the older build,
ings are of type-D or combustible construction in whichsprink-
ler systems have been installed to reduce fire hazards and in'
surance rates. It is recommended that all future major buildings
be of type' B construction and limited to three stories without
basements. Since there is ample campus. space, it is suggested
that many of the future buildings may even be limited to two
stories in height. .

Main. This houses the general administrative offices, 25 in'
structional rooms, and a 1500'capacity chapel. The top floor of
this large combustible structure is served by only two wooden
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TABLE 2
CONSTRUCTION AN D VALUE OF CLEMSON

COLLEGE PLANT

'Name of
Building

Instructional Buildings
Main-Administration __ B 4
Physics B 2
Chemistry B 2
Dairy B 2
Agricultural Engineering 1
Engineering 3
Engineering Shop 2
Agriculture B 3
Textile B 3

General Buildings
Hanover House _
Calhoun Home _
Trustee House 2
Hotel 2
Print Shop _
Hospital B 2
Fertilizer Laboratory __ B 2
Heating Plant 1
Y. M. C. A. B 2
Library B 2
Fire Station 1
Laundry ·1
Physical Education B 2
Water Plant 1
Service Shops 1

Dormitories
Barracks No. 1 B 3 D 1893
Barracks No. 2 B 3 D 1903
Barracks No.3 B 3 D 1908
Barracks No.4 B 3 B 1936
Barracks No. 5 B 3 B 1936
Barracks No. 6 B 3 B 1936
'Barracks No.7 B 3 B 1936
Barracks No.8 B 3 B 1938
Barracks Nos. 9-10 1 E 1939
39 Farm Buildings _
79 Residences and other improvements _
1,610 acres of campus and farm land _

Height in
stories 'Type

D
D
D
D
F
B
B
B
C

D
F

F
D
D
D
B
D
D
B
B

D-F

Date

1890
1890
1890
1912
1915
1926
1926
1937
1938

1800
1890
1890
1893
1893
1900
1906
1914
1927
1928
1929
1932-41
1941
1945

Approximate value
including contents

of buildings

$ 260,000
97,000

190,000
70,000
7,000

365,000
185,000
456,000
545,000

5,000
16,000
12,000
32,000
4,000

59,000
32,000

117,000
154,000
486,000

9,000
60,000

123,000
176,000
40,000

465,000
87,000
92,000
75,000
75,000
93,000

105,000
167,000
38,000

627,000
478,000
198,000

Approximate plant value at Clemson site -- $6,000,000
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stairs. The chapel is on the second floor and served by four
fire escapes. The chapel should be replaced by a new audi-
torium and music building, and the offices should be rehoused
in a new administration building. The old main building should
be gutted, fireproofed, and modernized as a classroom building;
or taken down and replaced by a modern structure. Its wide
corridors, high ceilings, and poorly spaced windows will make
it difficult to convert this building into an economical modern
building; but the expenditure may be justified because of senti-
ment and the large amount of space included within its sub,
stantial exterior walls.

TABLE 3

CAPACITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS

Name of Buildings NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONALROOMS
used for instmctional Class Lecture Labore-

purposes rooms 'rooms tories Shops cr'otal
Main' Administration ---- 23 2 25Phy~cs ________________ 10 6 1 17
Chemistry ------------- 4 2 6 12
Dairy ----------------- 4 2· 6
Agricultural Engineering _ 1 1 ·2
Engineering ------------ 12 1 15 28
Engineering Shops ------ 2 4 6
Agriculture --- ------- 16 1 19 1 37
Textile ---------------- 14 1 27 2 44
Vocational Education ____ 3 1 4Physical Education ______ 1 2 3Water Plant ___________ 1 1 2Library ________________ 4 4
Total ----------------- 95 7 78 10 190

Physics. This is an obsolete structure with classrooms and
laboratories for physics. The second floor has 110 beds for an
overflow hospital. This old structure is not worth fireproofing
and modernizing, and should be replaced by a new physics
building. The old structure might be converted to some non-
instructional use such as student activities.
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Chemistry. This building was erected in three installments.
The newest portion is fair, but the other sections are entirely
obsolete. This building is not worth fireproofing' and mo-
dernizing. It should be replaced by a new chemistry building.

Engineering (Riggs). This is a good building, but inadequate.
It now houses the following engineering branches: civil, electri-
cal, mechanical, architectural, and drawing. At least one more
engineering building is needed. .

Engineering Shop. These facilities are good, but too small.
The shops should be extended.

Dairy Building. This two-story and basement building is
obsolete, but may be continued as an animal house for nutrition
research.

T extile. This is an excellent building but not well utilized,
A portion of this building should be remodeled for other en-
gineering branches.
I. ,Agriculture. This buildinghouses all of the biological science,
offices and in~tructional rooms for the school of agriculture, ex-
periment stations offices, and the agricultural extension service.
It is an excellent well-equipped building, but entirely too crowd-
ed .. It should be relieved by at least two new buildings.

Agricultural Engineering. This old shack is obsolete and in-
adequate, and should be replaced by permanent facilities for
modern farm machinery and tor instruction in this field..

Post Office. This is an excellent Federal building on the
Clemson campus.

Library. This building is of the monumental rather than the
functional type of design. It has five reading rooms with a
total student capacity of 270. The 50,000-volume stacks are
how full and there are 20,000 volumes in branch libraries on the
campus. The balcony now serves as a very inadequate museum.
This building should be relighted and devoted entirely to library
purposes. A stack addition should be erected.

Heating Plant. This cement-block building is in poor condi-
tion. It houses five rather obsolete boilers which are not suffi-
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cient to heat the present. buildings on the coldest days. It
would not be advisable to extend the present plant at its present
location. The first step in a new building program should in-
clude a new heating plant across the road west of the present
plant.

Laundry. The present facilities are good but more ,space is
needed. It is recommended that a new laundry be erected across
the road with a new heating plant. The spaces now occupied
by the laundry and heating plant are needed for other buildings,
probably dormitories.

Water Plant. This is an excellent facility including a teach-
ing laboratory and classroom.

"T" Building. This rather poorly planned building serves as
an inadequate student union. It includes recreation rooms, two
small picture shows, bedrooms, swimming pool, barber shop,
social rooms, offices, and a very small cafeteria. Additional
space would be available for student activities in this building
if the bedrooms were removed. The building could be made
much more usable by some remodeling and extensive recondi-
tioning. Space is also needed for a college store, a soft-drink
fountain, and a snack bar. The old physics building might be
remodeled for this purpose.

Hospital. The old two-story frame house is entirely inade-
'quate a~d unsuited for a college hospital. Its capacity is 50
beds.' Since Clemson is not near a large town with hospital
facilities, a real hospital is required' on the campus. A new
modern hospital is a must in 'the first step of a building program.
. Service Shops. The College .has a good set of service shops
'and warehouses, and maintains an excelleht maintenance organi-
zation.

Physical Education Building. This modern plant includes two
gymnasiums (one with a bleacher capacity of 2500), showers,
dressing rooms, storage rooms, offices, and sleeping rooms for
Visiting teams. The building needs some minor remodeling, re-
pairs, and. paint.
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Staff ,Hotel. This old two-story frame house has been con-
verted into sleeping quarters for 35 staff members and dining
facilities for 75. Because of the location of Clemson, this is an
important and necessary facility. A new staff apartment hotel
is needed on the campus. It should be planned for a capacity
of at least 100, and financed on a self-liquidating basis.

Staff 'Residences.' Clemson College has 79 staff residences of
various types, many of them obsolete and in poor condition.
These should be repaired and modernized, and additional resi-
dences should be built on a self-liquidating basis.

Calhoun House. This is a beautiful old southern colonial
mansion which was once occupied by John C. Calhoun.

'Jrustee House. This six-bedroom house was provided for
the Board of Trustees, and is an excellent housing facility for
official college visitors.

Dining and Food Service. Food preparation and dining faci-
lities are located on the basement floor of the No. 1 Barracks.
The dining facilities consist of one 1250-capacity and two 500-
capacity dining rooms. There are good cooking, baking, serving,
and storage facilities, except that a new vegetable cool-storage
room is needed. The refrigeration equipment room needs re-
modeling. More adequate sanitary and dressing facilities should
be provided for the kitchen help. The dining rooms are very
noisy. This condition should be corrected by applying acousti-
cal materials to the dining room ceilings and walls.

Farm Buildings. The dairy barn and milking facilities are ex-
cellent. The farm buildings are generally good, but some addi-
tional barns and farm structures are needed, especially a food
processing plant,

Armory. Clemson College is badly in need of an armory.
The quartermaster supply rooms are now crowded into small
basement spaces under the old barracks. Since the college has
a good gymnasium, the new armory does not need to include a
large play and drill floor.
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Dormitories. The Clemson dormitory facilities consist of ten
barracks. Barracks numbers 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are good fire-
resistive dormitories. Two of these are being reconditioned and
the others need it. Barracks number 9 and 10 were erected as
temporaries, but were later veneered with brick. These one-
story structures should eventually be replaced with modern dor-
mitories, if and when the site they occupy is needed for other
more permanent buildings. Barracks number 9 and 10 are,
however, safer and probably more comfortable than numbers
1, 2, and 3.

Barracks numbers 1, 2, and 3 are 52, 42~ and 37 years old
respectively. Although bathing and toilet facilities have been
added, they are still obsolete and combustible structures which
have served their time and should be written off as soon as the
State can afford to replace them. These three old dormitories
are not worth the expense of gutting and fireproofing. Even-
tually they should be razed, but it may be necessary to continue
them in service until other more pressing plant needs have been

TABLE 4
CAPACITY OF DORMITORY BUILDINGS

Name of Dormitory Number of Student Rooming Capacity
(all men) bedrooms Two to Room Maximum

Barracks 1 221 442 646
Barracks 2 81 162 237
Barracks 3 III 222 333
Barracks 4 52 104 106
Barracks 5 52 104 106
Barracks 6 52 104 106
Barracks 7 62 124 126
Barracks 8 130 260 260
Barracks 9,10 48 96 96
Total - 809 1618 2016
Note: There are no fraternity houses; and since there is hut a small
village at Clemson, nearly all of the students, must live on the campus.

met. They can be made safer and more attractive by replacing
the wooden stairs with fireproof stairs enclosed in fireproof stair
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towers, and by complete renovation and redecoration. When
Barracks number 1 is eventually replaced, a new dining hall
with food services will be required.

The ten existing dormitories have a total of 809 bedrooms.
They should not be assigned more than 1618 students, although
2016 can be crowded into them by putting three men in the
larger rooms. Clemson College needs 600 more dormitory bed-
rooms. This would make a normal capacity of 2818 men, and
the enrollment may soon be expected to exceed this number. It
would require 461 rooms to replace the obsolete Barracks
numbers 1, 2, 3, 9, and 10. Thus, 600 additional rooms would
provide the institution with only 948 good dormitory bedrooms
for 1896 students. Even if the enrollment does not exceed two
thousand, the 600 additional dormitory rooms cat?-be justified.

Proposed Plant Program for Clemson

Immediate 'Needs Estimate4 Cost
Heating plant $400,000
Food service facilities .-___________ 50,000
Hospital 200,000
Chemistry building 350,000
Agricultural engineering building 200,000
Library stack addition .__ . 50,000
Remodel textile building .,-_ 50,000
200 dormitory rooms :.._:.. .:: 400,000
Agricultural 'extension building 250,000
Engineering building 300,000
Laundry 75,000
Shop addition . 75,000
Alterations, repairs, renovation, and

equipment for old buildings 200,000

$2,600,000
Fu.tu.re 'Needs

Armory -'________________ 300,000
Plant and animal science building 400,000
Farm buildings :.._________________ 100,000
400 dormitory rooms 800,000
Sewage disposal plant 300,000
Physics building 250,000
Administration building_________________ 250,000
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Auditorium and music building 500,000
Alterations, repairs, and renovation 200,000

3,100,000

Total $5,700,000

THE CITADEL

Campus. The Hampton Park Site consists of a well planned•and maintained 75'-acre campus and 96 acres of adjacent marsh-
lands on the Ashley River. The marshlands should be filled for
additional" play and drill fields.

TABLE 5

CONSTRUCTION AND VALUE OF THE CITADEL J?LANT

Name of Building
Instructional' Buildings

Bond Hall _
Engineering Hall _
Alumni Hall _

General Buildings
Chapel _
Armory and Pool _
Hospital _
Administration _
Mess Hall _
Old Coward _
Heating Plant __-' _
Laundry _

Dormitories '
Padgett-Thomas 4 C
Murray 4 C
South 4 C
Fourth 4 C

Quarters (officers, faculty, and staff) _
Miscellaneous _
Land ~_~ _
Equipment _

Height in
stories

5
3
2

'Type
Approximate

value
$522,000

Date

C
C
D

80,000
45,000

205,000
408,000

60,000
142,000
111,000

15,000
31,000
6,000

500,000
250,000
263,000
250,000
470,000

33,000
600,000
509,000

1
3
1
1
1
1

B
B
B
B
B
F
B
F

N
N
~

Approximate plant value of The Citadel, Hampton Park Site $4,500,000

Building Construction in General. The Citadel buildings on
the Hampton Park Site were erected between 1922 and 1940.
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This new plant has an advantage over the other college plants
of the State in that it was planned and constructed for a mature
institution with a well,defined program while the other and
older plants grew slowly from very modest beginnings. The

TABLE 6

CAPACITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS

Name of buildings NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL ROOMS
used for instructional Class Lecture Laboratories

purposes rooms rooms and arawing Shops 'Total
Bond Hall 49 6 16 71
Engineering Hall 4 8 1 13
Alumni Hall 8* 8
Total 61 6 24 1 92

*Improvised from old gymnasium.

Citadel architecture is rather severe in keeping with the name
and purpose of the institution.

Bond Hall. This five-story type-C building houses the adrnin-
isrative offices, library, and 71 of the 92 instruction rooms on
the campus. It would have been better if this space had been

TABLE 7

CAPACITY OF DORMITORY BUILDINGS

Name of Dormitory Student Rooming
(all men) Number ofBedrooms Capacity

Padgett' Thomas 271 556 '
Murray 215 466
South 213 462
Fourth 213 462
Total 912 1946
Note: There are no fraternity houses, and all men are required to live

on the campus. .

divided between two type' B three-story buildings. The library
has one 200'capacity and one 60'capacity reading room with
very inadequate lighting. Additional reading space may be
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provided by allowing the library to take over the area immediate'
ly below the present library reading room in the new annex.
This would provide ample stack space and additional reading
space. The present reading room could accommodate about 50
per cent more readers by adding more tables, but additional stack
space is an urgent need.

Engineering Hall. In this building are housed the engineer'
ing classrooms, drawing rooms, laboratories, shops, and a small
departmental library. It is a good building .
• Alumni Hall. This is the oldest and poorest of the major
buildings on the campus. It was erected as a gymnasium. The
first floor is still used for physical education, but the second
floor has been converted into eight improvised temporary class'
rooms. The structure has some bad cracks. It is not suited as
an- instructional building, but might be repaired and converted
to autility and band building.

Chapel. This is a beautiful building of 1350 capacity.
Armory. This building includes toilets, shower and locker

rooms, team rooms, rifle storage, classroom, military head-
quarters, a 150' x 200' play and drill floor with 2500 bleacher
seats, and a 45' x 105' swimming pool with 400 unfinished
bleacher seats.

Hospital. This is an excellent 52-bed hospital. Additional
space will be required if the capacity of the institution is in'
creased.

Administration Building. This structure houses the post
office, college store and soft-drink fountain, barber shop, social
and recreation rooms, student activities offices, a mO-capacity
auditorium with a fair stage, and 40 dormitory beds for visiting'
groups. This facility serves well as a student union.

Mess Hall (Coward). This building includes one 1000'capa'
city and two 600'capacity dining rooms, kitchen, and storage
space. It is an excellent food-service and dining facility.

Old Coward Hall. This old temporary frame structure is
used for pressing, printing, and band. It should be removed.
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Heating Plant. This is a good plant with four boilers and
space for a fifth boiler which is now needed.

Laundry. It has good equipment, but is poorly housed in a
temporary frame structure.

Officers' £Zuarters. There are 58 well-built comfortable
family units on the new campus, 48 family units on the old
campus in down-town Charleston, and some nearby rented
quarters. If additional quarters are needed, they should be
financed on a self-liquidating basis.

Dormitories. The Citadel's four large dormitories will ac:
commodate 1946 students. All students are required to live on
the campus, and only once has the enrollment exceeded the dar'
mitory capacity. In the fall of 1945, three of the dormitories
were rented to the Navy. These are all excellent dormitories,
but if the enrollment increases beyond two thousand, an addi-
tional dormitory will be needed.

Proposed Plant Program for 'The Citadel

Immediate Needs Estimated Cost
Classroom and Administration Building $230,000
New boiler and service lines 150,000
Alterations and repairs 75,000
Laundry 60,000
Incinerator 15,000

$530,000
Future Needs

Dormitory (200 rooms) $450,000
Completion of Armory and Chapel 170,000
Addition to hospital 50,000
Fill marshlands -:_500,000

$1,170,000

Total $1,700,000

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Campus. The University campus consists of 46 acres in the
congested area of the City of Columbia. The stadium site of
20 acres is about three miles from the campus. If .the Univer-
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sity is to be continued on its present campus, it will be necessary
to secure at least 20 acres of additional land. About the only

TABLE 8
CONSTRUCTION AND VALUE OF UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH

CAROLINA PLANT
Height in
stories

Name of
Building

Instructional Buildings
Le Conte B 3
Petigru (Law) 2
Davis (rebuilt) B 2
Sloan 3
University H. S. B 3
Hyd & Elect. 1
Hamilton B 2

General Buildings
South Caroliniana

Library B 2
Old Gymnasium 2
Flinn 3
Steward's Hall B 2
Hospital ~___ 1
Heating Plant 1
Highway Testing

Laboratory " _
Field House _
Pool _
Library B 3

Dormitories
.De Saussure _
Rutledge _
Elliott-Harper ~__
Pinckney-Legare .:.. _
Thornwell-Cooker-

McBryde _
Woodrow-Burney.

Snowden 3 D 1913-24
Wade Hampton B 3 D 1924
Maxcy B 3 D 1937
Preston 3 B 1939
Sims ..:___ 3 B 1939
Miscellaneous buildings _
Land _
P.quipment _

1
1

3
3
3
3

3

Type

D-B
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

D

Date

D
B
C
C
B
D
B

1911
1918
1924
1927
1931
1940
1943

Approximate
value

s 138,000
80,000.
96,000
96,000

421,000
12,000 .

278,000

96,000
82,000
24,000
32,000
32,000
12,000

7,000
82,000

120,000
680,000

64,000
77,000
64,000
64,000

138,000

110.000
111,000
175,000
304,000
305,000
350,000

1,000,000
1,700,000

Approximate plant value at the University ------ $6,750,000

1840
1855
1858
1902
1908
1909

D
D

1924
1927
1938
1941
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1804
1805

1837-48
1837-48

1912·37



land available is south of Devine Street, between Main and
Marion. This area consists of city blocks numbers 3, 4, 5, and
6 which are now largely occupied by obsolete Negro residences.
The balance of block number 2 on Main and block number 7
south of the Sims dormitory and a portion of block Number 1
on Main are also essential campus additions. It probably would
cost approximately a million dollars to purchase this minimum
amount of land necessary for campus expansion, and even this
will be inadequate for a comprehensive long-range master plan.
If the foregoing campus enlargement should be carried out,

it would be very desirable to close some of the streets through
the campus. It probably would not be possible to close Green
between Main and Pickens, Devine between Main and Bull, nor
Blossom between Main and Marion .. It would, however, be
possible to close College between Main and Sumpter, Sumpter
between Pendleton and Wheat including both branches between

TABLE 9
CAPACITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS

'Name of buildings NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL ROOMS
used for instructional Class Lecture Laboratories

purposes rooms rooms and drawing Shops 'Total
Davis 12 12
Sloan 14 1 2 17
LeConte 1 4 14 19
Hamilton 12 4 1 17
Petigru 3 1 4
Wardlaw 5' 5'
Melton 1 1 2
Library 6* 1 7
Dormitories 18* 7* 25'
Miscellaneous __ 2* 4 6
Total 72 6 31 5' 114
*Improvised 24 9 33

Green and Devine, and Devine between Bull and Pickens. It is
unfortunate that the area bounded by Devine, Bull, Wheat, and
Marion is not available for the University; but this area is
occupied by a new housing project and a Negro high school.
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Another possible expansion of the University campus would
be the acquisition of the Federal housing project and the Wash-
ington Negro high school property south of Devine. between
Marion and Bull Streets. The housing project could be used
for dormitories and living quarters for veterans. The Negro
high school plant could be converted to some purpose for the
University. If this action is taken, the plant budget would of
course be modified to include sums for the purchase of the
housing project and Negro schools in the place of erection of
dormitories and veterans' apartments.

Building Construction in General. Over two-thirds of the
buildings are of type-D or combustible construction. One-fourth
of the present buildings were erected prior to the War between
the States and one-half of them were built prior to W orld War
I. It is hardly worth the expense to gut and fireproof obsolete
and combustible instructional buildings. It is often practical,
however, to rebuild completely the interiors of old dormitories;
especially if they have good architectural lines, substantial ex-
terior walls, and have considerable sentiment attached to them.

LeConte. This structure is a fire trap. There is only one
central wooden 'stairs serving this four-floor combustible building
which houses pharmacy, chemistry, biology, and geology, As
soon as new science facilities can be provided, LeConte should
be remodeled for a classroom building. The remodeling should
include a fireproof stairway in a fireproof enclosure at each end
of the building to replace the central wooden stairs.

Petigru (Law). This is a good building but too small. It is
unfortunate that it was not designed with more window space.
An addition is needed, either for library stacks or for a court
room.

Davis. In 1924 this building was rebuilt as a fair classroom
building. It should be provided with two fireproof stairs, toilet
facilities, asphalt tile floors, and acoustical ceilings.

Sloan. This is a fair building containing classrooms, labora-
tories, drawing rooms, and offices for mathematics, physics, and
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engineering. The corridor floors should be recovered with
asphalt tile, and the building needs painting.

Unive~sity High School (Wardlaw). This building is used
for the University laboratory school, school of education class-
rooms, and some of the extension offices. It includes auditorium,
gymnasium, library, and cafeteria facilities sufficient for the
training school; but there are no playgrounds. Even if the five
residences on Sumpter Street were removed, there would be only
about one-fourth enough hind for a laboratory school. The
Wardlaw building should be improved by replacing asphalt
tile floors, installing acoustical ceilings, and painting.

Two possibilities are suggested: (1) Complete the Wardlaw
building by the addition of a classroom wing as planned, provide
other quarters for the extension service, and continue this build-
ing for a training school and the school of education; (2)
arrange for practice school facilities elsewhere, and convert
Wardlaw to other University purposes. The Wardlaw build,
ing could be converted to a student union and extension service
building; in which case, the unfinished wing might be designed
for guest bedrooms. Another possibility would be to convert
Wardlaw to a music and fine arts building, since it will be next
to the proposed auditorium. .

The plant budget proposed in this report is based on cow
tinuing Wardlaw as a laboratory school. If alternate plans are
followed, the budget should be altered accordingly .
. Hamilton and Armory. Hamilton houses engineering class-
rooms, laboratories, and shops. The connected Naval ROTC
Armory includes supply storage and a rifle range in the base'
ment and a 58' x 148' room with a 25' ceiling on the main
floor. This main Armory room js being used for Naval
ordnance, because there is no other space .available. New
facilities are needed for Naval ordnance and gunnery and a
Naval engineering laboratory ..

Home Economics. This department has small improvised
quarters in an old residence which it shares with the News Ser-
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vice and Alumni Office. Although the University does not offer
a teacher-training curriculum in home economics, every institu-.
tion with women students should have adequate and modem
facilities for service courses in homemaking. Adequate space
should be provided for this department in one of the future
buildings, probably a wing to a women's dormitory or the
science building.

Hydraulic and Electrical Laboratories. This one-story cement'
block structure has two engineering laboratories. This building
should be removed.

Warehouses. These facilities are inadequate and poorly 10'
cated. They should be replaced by adequate warehouse and
service-shop space south of Devine Street.

State Highway Testing Laboratory. This building should be
removed.

Heating Plant. This is poorly located and inadequate. It has
three old and one new boiler, and there is not sufficient space at
this location for the necessary expansion to serve future buildings.
The old heating plant, including the small adjacent mechanical
engineering laboratory, should be replaced by a larger modem
heating plant south of Devine Street.

South ~uadrangle. When the heating plant, warehouses,
hydraulic, electrical, testing, and mechanical laboratories, and
residences 57, 58, 59, and 61,62 have been removed, this space
should be lanscaped as a south quadrangle from Wardlaw to
Petigru.

South Caroliniana Library. This building is 105 years old
and should continue to be preserved. Fireproof wings have
been added. The basement houses portions of the extension
service. The South Carolina collection is on the second floor.
The library capacity is 12,000 volumes and 72 readers.

Flinn. This old residence is used as a "Y," but is entirely
inadequate for student activities. The University should be
provided with a student union. The Flinn Building could be
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used as a residence or for offices. Its site would not be adequate
for a future building.

Library. This is a new building with 140,000 volumes and
stack space for 60,000 more. It has four reading rooms with a
total capacity of 350. The art department is temporarily housed
on the fourth floor and there are now six non-library classrooms
in the building. This space will be needed for library expansion
when other art and classroom facilities are provided. The pre-
sent separate stack spaces should be connected by new stack
units in the courts to make the library more functional and
easier to administer.

Hospital. This 24-bed hospital is obsolete and inadequate.
The University urgently needs a new hospital.

Steward's Hall (Dining). This 400-capacity dining hall has
a fair kitchen but inadequate storage facilities. A modern
dining hall and food-service facilities should be included early
in a program of plant expansion. The old building, if not razed,
might be remodeled for extension service or for sleeping quarters
for veterans.

Field Hou.se. This is a good facility including a large playing
floor, 3500 seats, and team dressing rooms.

Swimming Pool. This is excellent.
Gymnasiu.m. This old building was erected 90 years ago as

a chapel. It is now used for physical education by both men
and women, but has no possibilities as a modern physical educa-
tion plant. It could be restored as a chapel, but is too small.
The ceiling of the large second-floor room is high enough for
two stories, but it is doubtful if this alteration is justified. If
necessary to preserve the building for its historic value, it might
be used as a museum. If sentiment would allow it to be razed,
this space and the old Steward's Hall space would make a good
future building site, provided the street were closed. A men's
gymnasium at this location could connect with both the field
house and pool. Two new physical education buildings are
needed, one near the field house for men and one on the east
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side of the campus for women. Neither needs to include a
large playing floor with bleachers, because this facility is provid-
ed in the field house.

Dormitories for Women. The University has only two regu'
lar dormitories planned for women. Wade Hampton is a small
and poorly-planned dormitory with a small basement cafeteria.
The stairways should be fireproofed, the floors covered with
asphalt tile, ceilings acoustically treated, and the building should
be painted. The Sims building is an excellent dormitory for

'J\lame of Dormitory
Men

De Saussure --------"T-- 92Rutledge 66
Elliott-Harper 82
Pinckney-LeGare 66
Thornwell-Coker-

~cBryde 135
Woodrow-Burney-

Snowden 135
Preston 290
Total men 866

Women
Wade Hampton 65
Maxcy (Normally for

men) - 162 42 120
Sims --_~ 250 250
Wauchope House 24 24
Total women 501 42 459

Grand total -- 1367 198 1169
Note: There are no fraternity or sorority rooming facilities. The Uni-

versity provides office and club .rooms for these organizations on
the campus.

TABLE 10
CAPACITY OF DORMITORY BUILDINGS

STUDENT ROOMING CAPACITY
Used for 'J\let for

other purposes students'Total

48
10
32
18

44
56
50
48

48 87

156

135
290
710

65

women, and should be the standard for future dormitory con'
struction. The Wauchope House is used as a dormitory, but
its capacity is only 24 women. During the war the Maxcy dor-
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mitory has been used for women, although it was intended for
men and should be returned to that service. Another dormitory
similar to Sims is needed for women.

Dormitories for Men. De Saussure and Rutledge were erect'
ed in 1804 and 1805 respectively. Each of these buildings con"
sists of five units. The central unit of De Saussure is used for
administrative offices. The central unit of Rutledge includes
the old chapel, which occupies the first two stories, and music
rooms on the third floor. The other four units in each of these
buildings are dormitory spaces. The five units in each building
are separated by brick walls, and each of the three-story units
is served by a single wooden stairway. The interiors of these
buildings are in a poor state of repair and they are lacking in
modern toilet and bathing facilities. These two old buildings
should be gutted, fireproofed, modernized, and used exclusively
as dormitories. Portions of the central units may be used for
general social and club rooms. This reconstruction may cost as
much as new dormitories, but it would be justified for historic
and sentimental values.

Elliott and Pinckney were erected in 1837 with two dormitory
units each. In 1848 the three-unit Harper dormitory was added
to Elliott and the three-unit Legare dormitory was added to
Pinckney. Elliott-Harper and Pinckney-Legare are nowsimilar
to the two older dormitories. The central unit of the Harper
wing is used by the school of commerce as classrooms. Por-
tions of the Pinckney-Legare dormitory are used for classrooms,
offices, and club rooms. Both of these five-unit buildings should
be gutted, fireproofed, modernized, and used exclusively for dor-
mitory space.

Thornwell was built in 1912 and the Coker and McBryde
wings were added in 1937. Woodrow was erected in 1913, and
the Burney and Snowden wings were added in 1924. Each of
these two buildings now has five dormitory units. These dormi-
tories are of about the same type as the four previously dis-
cussed and should be given the same treatment.
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Maxcy was erected in 1937. It is now being used for a
women's dormitory, administrative offices, post office, bookstore,
and snack bar. When the University has been provided with
another women's dormitory and suitable facilities for a student
union and administrative offices, the Maxcy building should be
fireproofed and modernized as a men's dormitory. Preston is
the best dormitory for men. It is now being used by the Navy.
This building needs some repairs and paint, and the lobby should
be refloored with asphalt tile.

Other Needs. In addition to the recommendations made in
the foregoing paragraphs, the University needs an administration
building, an auditorium-music building, a fine arts building, and
the stadium should be enlarged. Housing facilities are badly
needed for veterans; but such facilities arc not included in the
proposed plant budget, because it is assumed that Federal funds
and/or housing units will be available for this purpose.

Proposed Plant Program for the University
Immediate 'Needs Estimated Cost

Land additions and improvements ------ $1,000,000
Heating plant -_________________________ 3;0,000
Hospital --------_______________________ 17;,000
Dining hall --__________________________ 300,000
Dormitory for women ~__________ 300,000
Science building -_______________________ 500,000
Administration building 150,000
Naval ordnance and engineering building __ 3;0,000
Remodeling, fireproofing, and modernizing __ 315,000

Future 'Needs
Dormitory for men _
Two gymnasiums _
Extension service building _
Warehouse and service shops _
Student union ~__
Auditorium and music building _
Fine arts building _
Additions to law, library, Wardlaw, and

stadium _
Remodeling, fireproofing, and modernizing __

$3,440,000
250,000
450,000
150,000 .

100,00
400,000
560,000
200,000

350,000
500,000

2,960,000
Total - -- - -- - ----------- -----$6,400,000
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Alternate Proposal for the University Plant

The foregoing proposals have been made on the assumption
that the University will be continued and expanded at its pre'
sent location. Before entering upon an extensive building pro-
gram, however, the survey staff urges the State authorities and
controlling board of the University to give serious consideration
to the possibility of securing an adequate site on the outskirts
of the City of Columbia and developing a real university plant
with room for a 50'year expansion. The old campus could be
continued for certain down-town branches such as law and ex'
tension.

The foregoing proposed plant budget includes nearly two
million dollars for 'purchasing city lots and modernizing obsolete
university buildings. This sum could be spent to better ad,
vantage on anew, adequate, and less expensive site.
If the University were moved to a campus capable of long'

range expansion, it would be natural to absorb in its program
new services and functions which the state system of higher
education will be called upon to provide in the future. The
change to a new campus could be gradual as the plant program
develops and new buildings are erected at the new location.
The plant budget proposed for the University would provide
the essential initial buildings for an entire new plant.

WINTHROP COLLEGE

Campus. The campus consists of 80 well-landscaped acres.
Most of the major buildings are connected by covered passage'
ways. The old buildings are too close and compact for the best
appearance and fire control. Additional land is needed' for ex'
pansion.

Building Construction in General. Of the 20 major build,
ings, 15 are of type-D or combustible construction. Only the
five buildings last erected are of type' B or fire'resistive construe-
tion. Most of the combustible buildings are equipped with
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sprinkler systems, but their wooden stairways and make-shift
"fire escapes" are entirely inadequate.

Administration or Main Building. This Trshaped, five-floor

TABLE 11

CONSTRUCTION AND VALUE OF WINTHROP
COLLEGE PLANT

'N.ame of Height in ApproximateBUilding stories Type Date valueInstructional Buildings
Administration _______ B 4 D 1894 $ 282,000Tillman Hall ------ __ B 3 D 1912 128,000Kinard Hall --------_ B 3 B 1929 140,000Home Economics _____ B 3!/z B 1939 224,000General Buildings
Heating plant and

laundry ___________ 1 D 1895' 120,000Infirmary ----------- 2 D 1896 35',000Library ----------- __ B 1 D 1905' 214,000Dining hall --------- 2 D 1909 164,000Training school ______ 3 D 1912 317,000Gymnasium --------- 2 D 1915' 113,000Johnson CY") ------ 2 D 1920 205',000Joynes (faculty
dormitory) -------- 3 D 1926 140,000Nursery school _______ 1!/z B 1939 27,000Auditorium and music; 3 B 1939 436,000Dormitories

Nance ______________
3 D 1895' 110,000~cLaurin ________ ~__ 4 D 1901 126,000Bancroft ____________ 3 D 1909 137,000Roddey _~___________ 3 D 1920 165',000Breazeale ----------- 3 D 1924 -197,000Senior -------------- 3 B 1943 406,000~iscellaneous buildings ____________________________ 24,000Land ------------------------------------------- 540,000

Approximate plant value of Winthrop College $4,25'0,000

combustible structure is obsolete. It now consists of administra-
tive offices, post office, 16 instruction rooms, an old unused au'
ditorium on the third floor with a fourth-floor balcony, and an
old ground-floor cafeteria which has been cut up into dark
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storage space. The fifth or attic floor, which has a single
wooden stairs, is not now used. The exterior doors of this
building swing in against out-going traffic. The old auditorium
in this building is too high above the ground to be used for
assembly purposes, even if the structure were fireproofed. It is
suggested that the rear wing, consisting of the auditorium and
the two floors below it, be taken down; and that the front:
section of the old main building be fireproofed and modernized
for an administration building.

'Tillman Hall. This old combustible science building was not
very good originally, and is now in a poor state of repair. The
awkward window spacing in relation to stair landing creates a
hazard. This structure should be replaced by a modern science
building then razed.

Kinard Hall. This is a fair classroom building, but badly in
need of renovation and paint.

Home Economics Building. This modern building houses the
homemaking department and home economics extension. It
should take care of these needs for several years. The building
has five floors" counting the basement and top half story. Three
floors should have been the maximum, two would have been
preferable. The windows are too small; and, on the upper
floors, the window tops are too low. The home economics
building ceilings should be acoustically treated. The connected
nursery school plant is an excellent facility.

Heating Plant, Warehouse, Service Shop, and Laundry.
These facilities are fairly satisfactory, but there is not room in
this location for expansion to serve future buildings. The spur
track and coal, ash, and supply service create an unsightly area
in the middle of the campus. All of these services should be
moved to a new location on lower ground on the west side of
the campus near the railroad. Service tunnels should be installed
from the new heating plant to all buildings. When these ser-
vice facilities have been moved, the area they now occupy should
be made available for future buildings and play space.
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Hospital. This 58,bed hospital is in good condition, but
should be provided with a :fireproof stairway at north end of
second-floor corridor.

Library. This building has a beautiful, high-ceilinged main
room, but was not well planned as a library. The four reading
rooms have a total capacity of 434. The 63,OOO'volume'capa'

TABLE 12'
CAPACITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS

'Names of buildings NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL ROOMS
used for instructional Lecture and

purposes classrooms
Administration 14
Tillman 8
Kinard 29
Home Economics 10
Total 61

Laboratories
2

12
1
9

24

'Total
16
20
30
19
85

city stacks are full, but there is space for another stack floor.
The immediate needs of the library building are additional
stacks, more office and work space, relighting of reading rooms,
and some new floors.

Dining Hall. The dining facilities consist of one lOOO,capa'
city dining room and one 300'capacity dining room wing. An'
other wing is now needed. The food service is in a two-story
structure adjacent to the dining room. The kitchen should be
enlarged and the freezing and storage capacity should be in'
creased.

'Training School. This building is located across the street
from the main college campus, and has its own campus and
playgrounds. This is a good-looking building from the outside,
but the interior is disappointing. It is unfortunate that the cost
of the tower was not invested in :fireproofing the building. The
rear wing of the Training School was an old military academy
structure which has been converted into lunch room and home
economics space on the first floor, and a 700'capacity auditorium
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on the second floor, which is served by one double wooden
stairway and two so-called "fire escapes." This plant should be
provided with a recreation building, and the entire structure
should be reconditioned and modernized. Special attention
should be given to the cafeteria, library, science laboratories,
heating system, and fireproof exits.

Gymnasium. This plant has good showers, dressing rooms,
and pool. The playing floor is only fair, and the third-floor
balcony is unsafe and practically useless, because it is at the end
of the gymnasium. The gymnasium should be enlarged, re-
paired, and reconditioned, including new floors and fireproof
stairs.

Johmon Hall. This is an excellent social building including
a 500-capacity little theatre. This building serves very nicely
as a "Y" or student union, except it does not include a college
store and snack bar which are very poorly housed in the old
main building. Johnson Hall should be enlarged .

.Auditorium and Music Building. This plant is a master-
piece of planning. The main auditorium seats 3500. It has a
good 32-foot stage with fly loft and grid. The music portion
of the building to the rear of the stage includes a 300-capacity
music auditorium, four classrooms, 11 studio rooms, and 53
practice rooms.

•Joynes. This dormitory building is now used for single
women teachers. It has 63 rooms and 32 baths. The building
needs a thorough renovation. It is suggested that Joynes be
used as an additional students'. dormitory. If faculty living
quarters are needed, they should be erected off campus and
financed on a self-liquidating basis.

Dormitories. Winthrop has six dormitories for women, be-
sides Joynes. The Senior Hall is an .excellent fire-resistive
modern dormitory with 65 students units, each consisting of two
double bedrooms and bath. This building has nice social parlors
and four fireproof stairways.
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The other five Winthrop dormitories are of combustible con'
struction, except that Breazeale has fireproof stairways. They all
have sprinkler systems. The Roddey. dormitory has four well,
placed wooden stairways which should be fireproofed by erect'
ing fireproof stairs and fireproofing the stair enclosures.

TABLE 13

CAPACITY OF DORMITORY BUILDINGS

'Name of Dormitory 'Number of
(all women) bedrooms

Nance 127
McLaurin . 136
Bancroft . 114
Roddey " 125
Breazeale " 121
Senior . 130
Total 753
Note: No sorority houses. "

Student
capacity

254
272
228
250
242
260

1506

The Nance, McLaurin, and Bancroft dormitories are really
obsolete, but t00 good to abandon. Each of these three build,
ings has three wooden stairs which are supplemented by so-called
"fire escapes." It is very doubtful if either the ladder or spiral'
slide type would be effective in a panic. The only safe means
of exit are well-placed fireproof stairways which are used for
normal traffic. These three oldest dormitories should be pro-
vided with adequate fireproof stairs in fireproof enclosures, and
they should be completely renovated, reconditioned, and moder-
nized. They also need some new equipment.

Dormitory Service Facilities. Most of the narrow dormitory
halls are used for trunks, and light laundry is often hung about
the rooms and halls. Each dormitory should be provided with
trunk, storage space and central facilities for light individual
laundering and pressing. It would also be desirable to provide
each dormitory with a fireproof room equipped for light food
service.
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Fine Arts. A building is needed for a museum and instruc-
tion in the fine arts.

Additional Classrooms. Eventually a new classroom build-
ing will be needed. For the immediate plant program, however,
it is suggested that the new science building and the new fine
arts building each be planned with a few extra classrooms which
may be used for the expansion of those departments when a new
classroom building is eventually required.

Proposed Plant· Program for Winthrop

Immed{ate Needs Estimated Cost
Additional land ------------ $1 ;0,000
Science building ~ 350,000
Training school improvement 2;0,000
Fireproofing and modernizing 3;0,000

Future Needs
Heating plant, tunnels, laundry, incinerator,

water system, warehouse, and service shop; 400,000
Dining hall and food service additions ..: 2 ;0,000
Additions to Johnson and gymnasium 150,000
New classroom building 2;0,000
Addition to library ;0,000
Fine ar~ building 200,000
Dormitory 300,000
Covered passageways ;0,000
Fireproofing and modernizing 2;0,000

$1,100,000

1,900,000

Total --------------------------------------'----- $3,000,000

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Campus. The Medical College campus consists of one-half
block in the City of Charleston. The expansion. of the Medical
College at its present location will require the addition of two
small city blocks adjacent to the present property. The un-
completed corner of the quadrangle is now occupied by an old
frame house, and there is a storage shack in the center of the
quadrangle. Both of these structures should be removed to
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provide space for the completion of the medical building and to
provide an open quadrangle for landscaping·

TABLE 14

CONSTRUCTION AND VALUE OF MEDICAL COLLEGE PLANT

. 'Name of Height in
Building Unit stories 'Type Date
Main ----_____________ 3. D 1913
Physiology 2 C 1920
Library and Pathology __ 2 B 1930
Alumni Clinic 3 B 1938
Auditorium 1 B 1940
All building units ------------------------- $700,000Land ---------------------- 150,000

Approximate Value
including contents

of buildings

Approximate plant value of Medical College -- $850,000

Note: The Medical College has no dormitories. The student nurses
live in the Roper Hospital nurses' quarters, which consist of three
or four residences. The medical and pharmacy students live in
boarding and fraternity houses. There are three fraternity
houses with a total rooming .capacity of 75.

Medical College Bu.ildings. The present plant consists of fi~e
major building units erected at different times. The resulting
total is a rather inconvenient plan. The rooms have very poor
natural light, but some of them have modern artifical lighting.
Many of the rooms need entire new lighting layouts. The
medical building group should be completed as planned.

TABLE 15

CAPACITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS

Classrooms
6

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL ROOMS

Lecture Laboratories· Shops
4 16 2

'Total
28

Library. The library is very inadequate. A new library
consisting of space for 100 readers and 500,000 volumes is an
immediate requirement. The library may be housed In, a sepa-
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rate building, or housed with the medical group. The library
might be expanded by taking over the remainder of the build-
ing where it is now housed as soon as other facilities are pro-
vided for administration and pathology. .

Research Laboratories. If pharmacy is concentrated at the
University and discontinued at the Medical College, the space
now occupied by pharmacy might be used to accommodate re-
search laboratories.

Hospital. The Medical College is across the street from the
Roper Hospital, which is a 35O-bed hospital operated by the
County Medical Society. It provides only about one-half
enough clinical facilities for a teaching hospital. A new teach-
ing hospital is needed. It should include about 325 beds and
clinical and office space for the resident staff.

Dormitory. This institution has no dormitory facilities. It
needs a 200-capacity dormitory and dining hall for medical stu-
dents.

Proposed Plant Program for the Medical College

Immediate "Needs Estimated Cost
. Additional land* $ 300,000

Library facilities 150,000
Teaching hospital and equipment 3,000,000

Future "Needs
Completion of medical unit _
Dormitory and dining hall _
Renovation and remodeling _

$3,450,000

150,000
350,000
50,000

550,000

Total -------------------------------------- $4,000,000
*The necessary landfor expansion of the Medical College may be
provided by Charleston.

STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

Campus. The campus consists of 50 acres plus 400 acres of
farm land. Additional land should be acquired south and east
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of Miller Hall and south of the Mechanical Industries building
for future buildings.

Building Construction in General. Only three of the 16
major buildings are of type-B or fire-resistive construction, two
are of type-C, and the others are of combustible interiors.

White Hall. This 2'5-year-old building houses classrooms and
a 900-capacity auditorium with grade exits. The second floor is
served by one wooden stairs. A fireproof stairs should be built

TABLE 16
CONSTRUCTION AND VALUE OF STATE A. AND M.

COLLEGE PLANT

'Name of
building

Instructional BUildings
White B 2
Hodge B 2
Wilkinson 3
Mechanical industries _ 2

General BUildings
Faculty houses _
Farm buildings _
Dining hall _
Hospital _
Training Schoof _
YWCA Hut _
H~me Management _
Dukes Gymnasium _
Cafeteria _
Heating Plant (new) _

Dormitories
Bradham 3 D 1916
Manning 3 D 1916
Lowman 3 D 1917
Miller 3 C 1938
Miscellaneous _
Land _

Approximate plant value of State Agricultural and
Mechanical College --------- $1,300,000

Height in
stories

1
2
1
1!/z
2
1
1
1

Type

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
B

Date

D
B
B
C

1920
1928
1938
1938

ApprOximate value
including contents

of buildings

$ 118,000
114,000
111,000
164,000

12,000
17,000
28,000
33,000
7,000
9,000

12,000
48,000
10,000
85,000

83,000
83,000
83,000

164,000
4,000

115,000

1896-45'
1896-45'
1910
1920
1924-
1925'
1928
1931
1932
1945

at the west end of the dead-end corridor. The building needs
major repairs and reconditioning, including paint, new black-
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boards, and relighting. It is suggested that this building be used
for music and fine arts, and that another classroom building
be erected.

Hodge Hall. This is a good building, but the space is in'
adequate for classrooms and laboratories for agriculture, home

TABLE 17
CAPACITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS

Name of Buildings NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL ROOMS
Used for Instructional Class Lecture Lsbora-

Purposes rooms rooms tories
Gymnasium . 1
White 10
Hodge 6
Mechanical 1
Total 18

Shops Total
1

13
16
12
42

1 2
10
2

14
8
8

1
2

economics, and science. This building should be enlarged for
agriculture and science, and a new building erected for home
economics.

TABLE 18
CAPACITY OF DORMITORY BUILDINGS

Name of Dormitory Number of
bedrooms

Student
capacity

MenLowman 48

WomenBradham 54
Manning 37
Miller (Normally for men) 39

Total women 130
Grand total 178
Note: No fraternity or sorority houses

184

19,
106
102
403
587

Wilkinson Hall. This is a good library building which also
houses the administrative offices. The total reader capacity of
the three reading rooms is 208. The stack capacity is 50,000
volumes including the space now occupied by administrative
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offices. A new administration building should be erected and
Wilkinson Hall used exclusively for library purposes.

Mechanical Industries. This is an excellent facility, but too
small. It includes classrooms, drawing room, physics and elec-
trical laboratories, and shops for auto mechanics, welding, sheet
metal, masonry, woodworking, leather and shoes, and tailoring.
This building also includes a 200'capacity lecture room. The
paint shop is in a separate brick building. The Mechanical
building should be enlarged.

YWCA Hut. This is a good building, but very small. It
should be supplemented with more adequate student-activity
space.

Laundry. This old shack should be removed as soon as a
new modern laundry can be erected.

Home Management House. This is very satisfactory.
Duues Gymnasium. This is satisfactory at present, but

should be enlarged after some of the more pressing plant needs
have been met.

Dining Hall (Floyd). The 400'capacity dining room is too
small, the small kitchen has poor equipment, and facilities for
storage and garbage disposal are inadequate. The dining room
should be extended, a new modern kit~hen provided, and the
present kitchen space devoted to storage.

Cafeteria. The 80'capacity cafeteria is operated by the home
economics classes in food catering. It is recommended that
this facility be included in the new home economics building,
and that the present small cafeteria building be used as a col,
lege store and snack bar.

Hospital. An old two-story residence with a single wooden
stairs is now used as a 20,bed hospital. It is recommended that
a new college hospital be erected.

Heating Plant. The old heating plant and adjacent machine
shop should be removed as soon as the new heating plant now
under construction can be put in operation. The new plant
has two boilers with space for a third. The new plant should
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be provided with a coal bin and a track from the coal supply
to the stokers.

'Training School. This four-room elementary school building
is obsolete, has insufficient playgrounds, and is in the way of
future campus development. A modern plant should be erected
at a location which will afford ample play space.

Farm Buildings. The farm buildings are inadequate and
obsolete. The major immediate farm-building requirements are
a farm shop, a food processing plant, a new dairy plant, and a
new greenhouse. --

Faculty Houses. The College now has seven faculty houses.
Twenty more should be erected on a self-liquidating basis.

Warehouse and Service Shops. Facilities are needed for
warehouse and general maintenance shops.

Dormitories. Lowman is now used for men. It is suggested
.that this dormitory be provided with fireproof stairways in fire'
proof enclosures; and that it be repaired, reconditioned, and
modernized as a dormitory for women. Bardham and Manning
are combustible-type dormitories used for women. They should
be provided with fireproof stairways in fireproof enclosures;
and be repaired, reconditioned, and modernized. The baths in
these dormitories are very inadequate facilities located on stair
landings, darkening the stairs. Modernizing of the dormitories
should include more and better located bathrooms. Lowman,
Bardham, and Manning should be supplemented by a fourth
dormitory for women, and it is suggested that it be located south
of Lowman.

Miller was built for men, but is now used for women. This
is a good dormitory, but should have another fireproof stairway.
It is-suggested that Miller be used for men, and that two more
men's dormitories be erected south and east of Miller. This
will provide amen's dormitory group near the gymnasium and
mechanical arts shops. •

Other Needs. The State Agricultural and Mechanical Col,
lege may be expected to increase in enrollment and expand its
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program. Eventually the institution will need a building for
extension service, a modern auditorium, facilities for research,
concrete bleachers for the athletic field, additional farm build,
ings, an-i probably additional dormitories and classrooms be'
yond those recommended herein.

Proposed Plant Program for State Agricultural and Mechanical College

Immediate 'Needs Estimated Cost
Land and campus improvements .:.__$ 50,000
Dormitory for men 120,000
Dormitory for women 120,000
New hospital 50,000
Home economics building 150,000
Laundry 50,000
Farm shop 30,000
Food processing plant 15,000
Dairy plant 15,000
Hodge Hall addition 55,000
Enlarge mechanic arts shops 75,000
Remodel, repair, and renovate 150,000

Total -__________________________________ $ 880,000

Future 'Needs
Classroom building 100,000
Laboratory school 130,000
Dining hall and food service addition 160,000
Administration building 80,000
Maintenance shop and warehouse 20,000
Enlarge gymnasium _~____________________ 50,000
Greenhouse 10,000
Dormitory for men 120,000

• Remodel, repair, and renovate 150,000

Total

" 820,000

$1,700,000

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. All of the South Carolina institutions of higher learning
should establish a more systematic program of plant mainte-
nance and operation. . Buildings should be painted at regular
intervals, and renovated and repaired according to a schedule.
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Provision should be made for staff participation in the planning
of new facilities. .

4. Faculty and staff residential housing should be provided
at some of the institutions, especially at Clemson College and
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College. Such housing
should be financed on a self-liquidating basis, and the Legisla-
ture should authorize bonding for this purpose.

3. The most urgent needs for the enlargement and modern-
ization of the physical plants for each institution are listed
below. A complete plant program will be found in the body
of the report.

Clemson College:
Heating plant $400,000
Food service facilities 50,000
Hospital 200,000
Chemistry building 350,000
Agricultural engineering building 200,000
Library stack addition 50,000
Remodel textile building 50,000
Two hundred dormitory rooms 400,000
Agricultural extension building 250,000
Engineering building 300,000
Laundry 75,000
Shop addition 75,000
Alterations, repairs, renovation, and

equipment for old buildings 200,000

Total _

The Citadel:
Classroom and Administration Building __$230,000
New boiler and service lines 150,000
Alterations and repairs .:.___ 75,000
Laundry 60,000
Incinerator 15,000

$2,600,000

Total ..:. _ $ 530,000

University of South Carolina:
Land additions and improvement $1,000,000
Heating plant 350,000
Hospital 175,000
Dining hall .,.___________ 300,000
Dormitory for women 300,000
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Science building _
Administration building _
Naval ordnance and engineering

building _
Remodeling, fireproofing and

modernizing _

Tot~ _

Winthrop College:
Additional land $
Science building _
Training school improvement _
Fireproofing and modernizing _

To~ _

Medical College of South Carolina:
Additional land $
Library facilities _
Teaching hospital and equipment _

Total _

State Agricultural and Mechanical College:
Land and campus improvements $
Dormitory for men _
Dormitory for women _
New hospital _
Home economics building _
Laundry _
Farm shop _
Food processing plant _
Dairy plant _
Hodge Hall addition _
Enlarge mechanic arts shops _
Remodel, repair, and renovate _

Total _
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5'00,000
15'0,000

35'0,000

315',000

15'0,000
35'0,000
25'0,000
35'0,000

300,000
15'0,000

3,000,000

5'0,000
120,000

, 120,000
5'0,000

15'0,000
5'0,000
30,000
15',000
15',000
5'5' ,000
75',000

15'0,000

$3,440,000

$1,100,000

$3,45'0,000

$880,000



The following is a summary of the plant program proposed
for the six South Carolina institutions of higher learning.

IMMEDIATE

Institution Amount Per Cent
Clemson $2,600,000 22
The Citadel 530,000 4
University 3,440,000 29
Winthrop 1,100,000 9
Medical 3,410,000 29
State A & M 880,000 7
Total $12,000,000 100

FUTURE TOTAL
Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent

$3,100,000 30 $5,700,000 25
1,170,000 11 1,700,000 8
2,960,000 28 6,400,000 28
1,900,000 18 3,000,000 13

550,000 5' 4,000,000 18
820,000 8 1,700,000 8

$10,5'00,000 100 $22,5'00,000 100
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IV

FACULTY PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

The state supported institutions of higher education in South
Carolina have made a distinct contribution to the war through
military programs within the institutions and through services
rendered by members of the staffs on leave of absence. Examin-
ation of the rosters of the five colleges shows that a large num-
ber of faculty members were granted leaves for military duty
or other service valuable to the country during the war. It is
not possible to include in this study staff members who are yet
in the service. This is unfortunate because the relation of the
institutions to much of the data of this chapter would have
been strengthened through inclusion of permanent members of
the faculty now on leave.

Higher education during the war experienced unparalleled
abnormalities. Faculties were thrown out of balance. Instruc-
tional demands on institutions with military programs were
heavier than before, yet key members of the faculties were
called to military duty and it was virtually impossible to secure
replacements. Teaching loads in terms of hours were very.
heavy in the classroom and laboratory. Military programs
demanded uninterrupted teaching throughout the calendar year.
For four years faculties have been called upon for continuous
service, without opportunity to pursue graduate study, to
travel, or to relax. Meetings of national, regional, and state
professional societies and educational bodies were suspended for
the period. All of these, and other factors less tangible, enter
into a study of faculty personnel at this particular time.

Data used in this chapter were secured through a visit to
each campus, from information furnished by the presidents of
the colleges, and from individual records supplied by each fac-
ulty member. The information thus secured is used in com'
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parison with similar data from other institutions of higher
education of the nation and of the region. This phase of the
study in South Carolina deals with five institutions, none of
which parallels exactly the functions of another. The structure
and the funtion of the University differ from that of the land,
grant college at Clemson. Winthrop is engaged in the educa-
tion of women only. The Citadel is unique to South Carolina
in that its program is that of a military college. The nearest
approach to a parallel in functions is between Clemson and the
State College at Orangeburg. The State College for Negroes
is also a land-grant college, sharing in the funds provided under
the Land-Grant Act.

Due to the functional differences between' the colleges, and
in an effort to reflect more clearly the work they are doing,
comparisons of a tabular nature are made not only between the
South Carolina colleges, but with institutions of other states
performing similar functions. Thus Winthrop is grouped with
a small number of state colleges for women, to be found only
in a few southern states. The Citadel is included with a fairly
large number of state-supported institutions that are neither
universities nor land-grant colleges. The Agricultural and Me'
chanical College at Orangeburg is pictured with similar insti-
tutions for Negroes.

Although the structural differences indicated call for com'
parison by types of institutions in many respects, there are
points in common among all institutions of higher education.
For this reason it is possible to deal with the South Carolina
colleges as a group in observing such characteristics as training
of the staff, tenure, promotions, leaves of absence, teaching
loads, and other professional activities which tend to indicate
strength or weakness of the teaching staff.

There can be no single standard or group of objective meas-
urements that will show the strength of character of individual
members of the faculty, or provide assurance of their ability to
do sound research or qualitative teaching. Use of a large
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number of objective factors, however, and examination of these
factors in the light of the program of an institution provide a
record of faculty achievement that should be of value to the
administrator in judging the effectiveness of the faculty ..

TRAINING

. One of the most commonly accepted standards for measuring
the strength of the teacher is the nature and breadth of his
training. Possession of the doctor's degree by no means give
indisputable evidence that the holder is an excellent teacher or
research scholar, but it does mean that he is accepted in the
educational world as having such qualifications. For the pur-
poses of this study it is assumed that graduate degrees with
accompanying factors, such as research, publication, and other
scholarly indications, are determining factors in the provision
of qualitative instruction. For reflection of these factors, com-
parisons are drawn between the five colleges. The individual
faculty records used in this study make it possible to indicate
the following in Table 19: the percentage of the faculty of

TABLE 19

TRAINING OF THE FACULTY

PERCENTAGE

Holding Holding
Doctor's Master's

Institution Degree Degree*
University 35.6 58.9
Clemson 25.0 57.0
Citadel 50.0 80.0
Winthrop 25.0 85.0
A. (; M. 0.0 36.0

*Excluding those holding doctor's degrees.

HoldingN,o
Graduate
Degree

23.6
20.0

3.0
11.0
64.0

Average
Months of

Graduate Study
22.7
18.0
30.0
24.0
7.6

each of the South Carolina colleges holding the doctor's degree
or a camparable professional degree; the percentage, exclusive of
those holding the doctor's degree, who have the master's degree;
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the percentage holding no advanced degree; the average number
of months of graduate study for the entire faculty. At the
University the professional school of law has not been included
in the study; nor have the Agricultural Experiment Station and
extension service at Clemson.

The Citadel, with fifty per cent of the faculty holding the
doctor's degree, ranks very high in comparison with other in'
stitutions throughout the country. The position of the Uni-
versity is relatively high, while that of Clemson and Winthrop
is average. No member of the faculty of the State College at
Orangeburg holds the doctor's degree. Excluding those who
hold the doctor's degree, Winthrop and The Citadel reflect a
high percentage of the staff with the master's degree. Only
36 per cent of the faculty of State College have the master's
degree.

It is reasonable to expect that if graduate schools had func-
tioned during the war, there would not be such a large percent'
age of faculty members of three of the South Carolina colleges
who do not now hold an advanced degree. Twenty-three per
cent of the faculty at the University do not have advanced
degrees. The figure at Clemson is 20 per cent. At the State
College 64 per cent hold no advanced degree. At The Citadel
only 3 per cent of the staff fail to have an advanced degree.

War conditions should be considered also in the months of
graduate study reported by members of the faculty. Such
study has been virtually impossible for the past four years. The
Citadel ranks high in comparison with a large number of higher
institutions, and Winthrop is considerably above the average.
The University is slightly above the average, with Clemson a
little below. State College is very low.

A very large percentage of the faculties are engaged in teach,
ing their fields of major graduate study. The faculty records
show that with the exception of State College few faculty
members hold degrees only from the institution in which they
are teaching. Less than half of the faculty at State College holds
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advanced degrees; of the number holding baccalaureate degrees
only, 60 per cent are graduates of State College. At one of
the other colleges, slightly more than 30 per cent of the faculty
holds the baccalaureate degree from the college in which they
are teaching, but most of these have advanced degrees earned
in excellent graduate schools. There can be no criticism of this
policy unless it is carried to excess. Most colleges e~courage
selected graduates to study in other institutions, with the ex'
pectation of providing teaching positions for them in the college
when they have earned graduate degrees.

TENURE.
Members of the faculties of the state colleges of South Caro-

lina serve under contracts of one year, as is' the case in many
states. This does not mean that the important question of
tenure is not observed. Tenure in South Carolina, as shown
by Table 20, reflects the length of service of faculty members,
and shows that tenure is well observed. The faculty records
indicate long service by a large percentage of the staffs. At
Clemson 22 per cent of the faculty have been in service in that
college for from 25 to 45 years. The average at the University

TABLE 20
AVERAGE YEARS OF TENURE

Deans and
Full

Institution Professors
University 20.4
Clemson 26.0
Citadel 20.5
Winthrop 14.0
A. & M. 11.0

Associate
Professors

8.3
100
14.8
6.0
8.9

Assistant
Professors

5.8
7.9
8.6

10.7
6.4

Instructors
1.75
2.30

1.00
20.90

for the same period of years is 15 per cent. The figure at The
Citadel is 17 per cent, while at State College it is 16 per cent.
Faculty turnover at Winthrop has been more rapid; less than
5 per cent of the faculty have served more than 25 years.
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Deans and professors in three of the colleges average more
than 20 years in their present institutions. At Clemson the
average is 26 years. These figures indicate that service in
these colleges has been satisfactory to the faculty members; also
that the colleges have so appreciated the services of these
scholars that they have been unwilling to give them up.

Under the newly established retirement plan, a number of
faculty members in the five colleges will be leaving the service
within the next few years. The colleges should give careful
attention to replacements. In all of the colleges the question
of balance in the various ranks needs consideration. Table 21
reflects the organization of the faculties this year. At Clemson,
the University, and The Citadel, the percentage of full pro'
fessors is high. The Citadel and Winthrop have an unusually
large percentage of assistant professors.' State College is heavy
with instructors. It is possible that balance will be restored with
the return of staff members now on leave.

It is a policy of The Citadel to employ no instructors. If
the college is in a position financially to continue this practice,

TABLE 21

CLASSIFICATION OF THE STAFFS

PER CENT
Deans and

Full
Institution Professors
University 44.0
Clemson 46.0
Citadel 40.0
Winthrop 24.0
A. & M. 25.0

Associate
Professors

26.0
21.0
26.3
17.0
17.0

Assistant
Professors

15.0
18.0
33.3
39.0
30.7

Instructors
13.3
14.0

17.0
27.0

it will doubtless provide for better instruction, but it is doubtful
that in normal times any college can afford to have only three
classifications of staff.

With the exception of Winthrop none of the five state col,
leges reports violation of the principles of tenure within the
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past five years. The administration and faculty of Winthrop
have been giving serious study to the tenure question for several
years. There is little question that the situation is now clear
and that there will be no further violations of tenure at this
college.

In the report on faculty organization one of the colleges
indicates that it is customary to give three months' notice to
faculty members who are not to be reemployed. Later in this
chapter, under discussion of academic freedom, a statement of
principles will be recommended for consideration of the presi-
dents of all the colleges. Here it should be said that. three
months' notice to a faculty member, long enough in service to
have established tenure, is not enough. Notice of at least a year
is recommended; more than this where possible.

At the State College, Table 20 shows that the average years
of service of instructors is slightly more than twenty. Nine of
thirteen instructors whose average years of teaching at the
college is 28.4, have not had a change in rank. While it is
evident that the organization at State College is loose, it should
not be so unregulated as to permit teachers to serve so long
without .promotion. As a matter of principle, an instructor is
not a permanent member of the staff, nor does he have tenure.
He should be employed for a brief period of years, for sufficient
time to determine his value to the college. At the expiration
of the probationary period, instructors should be promoted or
advised to seek other positions. Where instructors have been
retained for years as they have at State College, they should
be considered as having tenure equal to those of higher rank.

LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Leaves of absence are important in the development of a
college faculty. Graduate study, even after advanced degrees
have been secured, provide stimulation needed to keep the in-
dividual faculty member serving most effectively. South Caro-
lina has no provision for extending leaves of absence except
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without pay, and then, as a rule, only when the faculty member
can be spared from summer teaching.

Presidents of the colleges report their willingness to grant
leaves of absence without pay. Without provision from the
State otherwise, this is as much as they can do. It would be
highly desirable for the trustees of the colleges to work out plans
whereby the sabbatical year, or something similar, could be
provided. In many institutions faculty members are given the
sabbatical year for graduate study, travel, research, or other
means of improving their professional standing. Institutions
providing such leaves of absence vary in their methods of appli-
cation; some provide a full year's leave at half salary, while
others give a semester at full salary. Still others provide a
quarter every four years. Any plan that might be adopted
should carry mandatory provisions that the faculty member
avail himself of the leave at the time it is due. Reasonable
assurance should be had that the faculty member will return
to the institution at the expiration of his leave.

A suggested example of what might be done in the establish,
ment of a plan for leaves of absence with pay is under consider'
ation in Louisiana. Salient features of this plan are quoted for
the attention of the trustees:

"Knowing that provision for academic leave with pay is a
well established administrative device calculated to improve the
quality of college teachers in service, and in recognizing that
for the colleges under its control such a policy is justifiable and
desirable, the Board hereby declares it to be its policy from
January 1, 1945, to offer faculty members opportunity of leave
absence with pay for study under the following conditions:

"1. A minimum' of six weeks of full-time residence study .
each five years at a reputable 'graduate school shall continue to
be required of each faculty member. A certificate of credit
shall be submitted as evidence that this requirement has been
met. The college president may, for sufficient reason, exempt
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from this requirement a faculty member who is fifty-five or more
years of age.

"2. In the case of a faculty member of doctoral level, evi-
dence of independent study or research which does not involve
college credit, carried on in residence at a reputable graduate
school, laboratory or library, may be accepted in lieu of a
certificate of graduate credit. In exceptional cases evidence of
off-campus research may be accepted as meeting the requirement.

"3. The faculty member shall secure the approval of his
college president in selecting a graduate school and courses of
study.

"4. The period of required leave of absence with pay shall
be not less than six weeks. The college president may, under
justifiable conditions, approve additional leave with pay to an
aggregate maximum of eighteen weeks.

"5. The rate of compensation for the period of leave ap-
proved shall be at the rate of pay for the period for which
leave was granted."

Under the salary scale as now applied in three of the five
state colleges of South Carolina, the ideal situation of employ-
ment of staff on the basis of twelve months is in effect. In
most of the higher institutions of the region, salaries are estab-
lished basically on the academic year, with payments extending
over the calendar year. The majority of colleges and univer-
sities are not financially able to add an additional third of the
salary for summer teaching. The University uses the basic year
of nine months for employment of teachers, and does add
approximately a third of the basic salary for summer teaching.
At The Citadel salaries are based for the present on twelve
months of teaching. The same is true at State College. Win-
throp and Clemson appear to have no formula for salary pay-
ments for summer teaching. If the State is able to do so, it
should make it possible for salaries at Winthrop and Clemson
to be placed on a twelve months' basis.
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PUBLICATIONS

The majority of the state colleges in South Carolina are pn-
marily teaching institutions and give little attention to research
or publications. While publication of books, monographs, and
articles by faculty members in such colleges is not a clear indi-
cation of good teaching, it is one of the factors that should be
considered in the evaluation of the faculty. In practically
every college or university there is a small group of scholars
who feel that their professional development demands that they
do research and publish. They should be encouraged.

The University has a faculty committee on research whose
responsibility is approval of research projects submitted by
members of the faculty. In addition to this committee, which
has limited funds at its disposal, the University has an organized
Bureau of Public Administration. The prime function of this
bureau is research and publication. The administration favors
release of members of the staff from full-time teaching duties in
order that they may engage in research. .. Lack of adequate
funds prevents the staff of the University from being as active
as it should be in this important scholarly work. It would be
expected that much more research and publication would be
in progress in a university granting the doctor of philosophy
degree.

Interest in research is strong at Clemson particularly in the
Agricultural Experiment Station work and the Engineering Ex,
periment Station. More than one hundred research projects are'
in progress now. The Agricultural Experiment Station reports
ten projects completed last year, with fifteen monographs and
articles published. The faculty of the college pr~per, as re-
fleeted in Table 22, ranks highest among the South Carolina-
state colleges in publications.

The State College has made a move in recent years toward
encouragement of research among the faculty by establishing a
Faculty Study Commission. This Commission provides pro-
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grams that include addresses by members of the staff. A bulletin
is published yearly carrying these addresses. The faculty mem-
bers report no books published within the past five years.

TABLE 22
AVERAGE NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS OF FACULTIES OF

SOUTH CAROLINA INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER
LEARNING, PAST FIVE YEARS

AVERAGE NUMBER

Boo~s Published
Per .

Institution Faculty Member
University 0.30
Clemson 0.78
Citadel 0.13
Winthrop _.., 0.25'
A. (; M. 0.00

Articles Published
Per

Faculty Member
2.00
1.60
1.10
0.63
0.33

The trustees of the South Carolina colleges might consider
approaching the Legislature for special appropriations to broaden
their programs of research, Adequate funds for this purpose
would provide stimulation to those members of the faculties who
are inclined toward research. Great advantages should accrue
to the State through the results of such studies and publica'
tions. Within the past two years one state university has se-
cured an annual appropriation of $100,000 for research. Pro-
vision for this work is handled through a faculty committee in
a manner similar to that which is followed at the University of
South Carolina.

LEARNED SOCIETIES

Among the elements indicated in the effectiveness of 'the
faculty is participation on the part of the individual instructor
in professional organizations within his field. The value of the
teacher to his institution is enhanced if he can attend national
meetings regularly, participate in the programs, and receive the
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journals. The spread of these societies, nationally, regionally,
and within the state, is so great as to provide membership and
consequent stimulus to every faculty member in every college.

In this study all national, regional, and state organizations
reported by members of the faculties have been included. There
are certain important societies in which members of the faculty
of the University are interested, while some of these would not
be of interest to the faculty of the land-grant college. The same
situation applies to the College for Women, the Citadel, and
the State College for Negroes.

Table 23 includes learned and professional societies of three
classifications, those of national scope, those of regional impor-
tance, and those of state interest. According to the faculty
records, there has been above average interest in most of the
colleges in these organizations, despite travel restrictions of re-
cent years.

TEACHING LOADS

During this period in the history of higher education, with
student bodies reduced to a minimum, and with faculty per'
sonnel shifting rapidly, teaching loads cannot be evaluated as
well as would have been possible during peak enrollment years.
It is generally understood and accepted that no satisfactory
measure has yet been devised for determining a fair and equi-
table teaching load. Classes vary. in size in accordance with
fields of instruction and methods of approach. The instructor
in such professional fields as law and medicine generally has a
much lighter teaching load than the professor of English in the
college of arts and sciences. This is also true in the graduate
field.

For the purpose of this study, both for simplicity and
comparison, the number of clock hours of teaching per week
is used as a measure. The teacher has many activities pre'
paratory to his appearance in the classroom or laboratory that
cannot be taken into consideration in this measure. Prepara-
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tion of lecture or laboratory materials, additional time in the
lecture room or laboratory, the grading of papers, counseling
with students, all form a part of the normal routine of the
classroom teacher.

Teaching loads as pictured in this chapter were established
by dividing the number of hours taught by the number of
people teaching, with no effort made to equate the staff to
full-time equivalents. Following common practice, two hours
of laboratory work are listed as one of lecture, and are so
carried in the totals.

Enrollment data submitted indicate that staff members were
not added this year in sufficient numbers to keep abreast of
mounting student bodies. This is not surprising. All of the
colleges have staff members on leave for whom they are obli-
gated to hold positions. A large percentage of college teachers
in the service are officers who are not being released as rapidly
as enlisted men. A further influencing factor is that officers
of administration were unable to anticipate with pre-war ac-
curacy the number of students for the current year .

.; . TABLE 24

TEACHING LOADS OF FACULTY MEMBERS IN SOUTH
CAROLINA INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING'

'Av. "No. of Av. "No.
r1 Cloc~ Hours Percentage of Cloc~

.Per W ee~ of Teaching Hours of
Teaching More Than Teaching

, Per Facutty 16 Hours Per Wee~
InStitution Member Per Week by Deans
University 12.9. 17.2 10.1
Clemson 13.1 26.6 5.6
Citadel 13.7 10.0
Winthrop . 13.9 13.3
A. (5 M. 13.3 27.6 11.6

Faculty .
Student

Ratio (Un-
weighted)

1-17
1-14 .
1-13
1-19
1-19

Teaching loads in the colleges in terms of clock hours are not
excessive, nor is the faculty overloaded with students. Table
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24 does show, however, that a fairly large percentage of the
staff of State College, Clemson, and the University are teaching
more than the accepted maximum of 16 hours per week.

Deans at the University are doing a relatively large amount
of teaching. In the immediate future, with enlarged depart'
ments and heavy influx of students, these officers will find it
necessary to do less teaching and devote more time to adminis-
trative duties with their division.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Important to the college and university professor is the right
to present his thoughts to students without interference. There
is no evidence in the colleges of South Carolina to indicate
pressure of any kind to affect academic freedom. Such has
not been the case in all southeastern states within recent years.
It is suggested to the trustees that they consider adoption of
the following statement relative to academic freedom and
tenure:

Academic Freedom and Tenure; Statemer.t of Principles, 1940

(Statement of principles concerning academic freedom and
tenure formulated by representatives of the Association of
American Colleges and of the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors and agreed upon at a joint conference on
November 8, 1940. This statement was endorsed by the Asso-
ciation of American Colleges at its Annual Meeting on January
9, 1941, by the American Association of Teachers Colleges
at its Annual Meeting on February 22, 1941, and by the Arneri-
can Association of University Professors at its Annual Meet'
ing on December 28,1941.)

The purpose of this statement is to promote public under'
standing and support of academic freedom and tenure and
agreement upon procedures to assure them in colleges and
universities. Institutions of higher education are conducted for
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the common good and not to further the interest of either the
individual teacher* or the institution as a whole. The common
good depends upon the free search for truth and its free expo-
sition.

Academic freedom is essential to these pu.rposes and applies
to both teaching and research. Freedom in research is funda-
mental to the advancement of truth. Academic freedom in its
teaching aspect is fundamental for the protection of the rights
of the teacher in teaching and of the student to freedom in
learning. It carries with it duties correlative with rights.

Tenure is a means to certain ends; specifically, (1) freedom
of teaching and research and of extra-mural activities, and (2)
a sufficient degree of economic security to make the profession
attractive to men and women of ability. Freedom and economic
security, hence tenure, are indispensable to the success of an
institution in fulfilling its obligations to its students and to
society.

Academic Freedom

(a) The teacher is entitled to full freedom in research and
in the publication of the results, subject to the adequate per'
formance of his other academic duties, but research for pe-
cuniary return should be based upon an understanding with
the authorities of the institution.

(b) The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom in
discussing his subject, but he should be careful not to introduce
into his teaching controversial matter which has no relation to
his subject. Limitation of academic freedom because of re-
ligious or other aims of the institution should be clearly stated
in' writing at the time of the appointment.

(c) The college or university teacher is a citizen, a member
of a learned profession, and an officer of an educational insti-

*The word "teacher" as used in this section is understood to include
the investigator who is attached to an academic institution without
teaching duties.
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tution. When he speaks or writes as a citizen, he should be
free from institutional censorship or discipline, but his special
position in the community imposes special obligations. As a
man of learning and an educational officer, he should remember
that the public may judge his profession and his institution by
his utterances. Hence, he should at all times be accurate,
should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for
the opinions of others, and should make every effort to indicate
that he is not an institutional spokesman.

Academic Tenure

After the expiration of a probationary period teachers or
investigators should have permanent or continuous tenure, and
their services should be terminated only for adequate cause,
except in the case of retirement for age, or under extraordinary
circumstances because of financial exigencies'

In the interpretation of this principle it is understood that
the following represents acceptable academic practice:

(1) The precise terms and conditions of every appointment
should be stated in writing and be in the possession of both
institution and teacher before the appointment is consummated.

(2) Beginning with appointment to the rank of full-time in-
structor or a higher rank, the probationary period should not
exceed seven years, including within this period full-time serv-
ice in all institutions ofihigher education; but subject to the
proviso that when, after a term of probationary service of more
than three years in one or more institutions, a teacher is called
to another institution, it may be agreed in writing that his new
appointment is for a probationary period of not more than four
years, even though thereby the person's total probationary
period in the academic profession is extended beyond the normal
maximum of seven years. Notice should be given at least one
year. prior to the expiration of the probationary period, if the
teacher is not to be continued in service after the expiration
of that period.
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( 3) During the probationary period a teacher should have
the academic freedom that all other members of the faculty
have.

(4) Termination for cause of a continuous appointment, or
the dismissal for cause of a teacher previous to the expiration
of a term appointment, should, if possible, be considered by
both a faculty committee and the governing board of the in-
stitution. In all cases where the facts are in dispute, the
accused teacher should be informed before the hearing in .writ-
ing of the charges against him and should have the opportunity
to be heard in his own defense by all bodies that pass judgment
upon his case. He should be permitted to have with him an
adviser of his own choosing who may act as counsel. There
should be a full stenographic record of the hearing available to
the parties concerned. In the hearing of charges .of incom-
petence the testimony should include that of teachers and other
scholars, either from his own or from other institutions. Teach-
ers on continuous appointment who are dismissed for reasons
not involving moral turpitude should receive their salaries for
at least a year from the date of notification of dismissal whether
or not they are continued in their duties at the institution.

(5) Termination of a continuous appointment because of
financial exigency should be demonstrably bona fide.

RETIREMENT

The State of South Carolina within the current year has
enacted a retirement plan covering all state employees. In com-
parison with such plans in other states in the area, the South
Carolina plan is excellent. Inclusion of prior service makes it
possible for the colleges to retire faculty members advanced in
years and beyond the point of effective service.

Along with adequate retirement goes group insurance. Only
at Clemson is there an organized plan of this kind operative in
the colleges of South Carolina. In many institutions of higher
education, group insurance is carried, with the faculty member
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sharing the cost equally with the institution. This provides at
reasonable cost medical care and hospitalization for the faculty
member and his family.

SALARIES

South Carolina has strengthened salaries in its colleges sig-
nificantly within the past few years. A few years ago sal~ries
in this State were at or near the bottom in comparison with
other institutions of the region. 'Examination of salaries now
shows them greatly improved, particularly at the University
and The Citadel. There are some inequalities that need the
attention of the trustees if the state colleges of South Carolina
are to become outstandingly strong.

It is difficult to secure an accurate picture of the salary situ,
ation during the war and in. the year following. While the
war was in progress most of the colleges of South Carolina
were engaged in programs of a military nature and received
subsidy from the government for these services. During this
period also, while civilian students in the colleges for men were
at a minimum, there were on the campuses large numbers of
students in the Service. Consequently, many temporary faculty
members were employed at salaries higher as a rule than would
have been paid in pre-war days. In addition to higher salaries
for temporary personnel, most of the colleges increased salaries
of the permanent staff. With conclusion of the war, loss of
revenue from the government, and student bodies not yet re-
stored to pre-war levels, the colleges will find it difficult, if not
impossible, to maintain present salary figures without further aid
from the State.

The survey staff recognizes the general principle that all
salaries in the State for instructors of the same academic rank
who do equal work should be more nearly equalized. However,
it would be extremely difficult to remove inequalities in salaries
among the several colleges under the present system of inde-
pendent policy making in which, for example, academic rank
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has a different meaning at each institution. For the present,
therefore, the most practicable first steps toward better salaries
can he: achieved by comparison with institutions in comparable
situations. The suggested salary schedules which will be de-
veloped in this section should be regarded merely as a beginning
toward the achievement of the ultimate goal of state-wide salary
scales based upon the best available objective standards of edu-
cation, experience, and achievement. This long-range objective
may be more readily realized if the proposed Higher Education
Commission would authorize a study which would culminate
in the development of a state-wide policy governing the salaries
of college instructors.

For reflection of South Carolina's position with regard to
salaries, comparisons are drawn chiefly from the states that
constitute the southeastern region. For example, in considering
the University and Clemson, comparisons are not made with
all state universities and land-grant colleges of the nation; in-
stead they are made with the seventeen state universities and
land-grant colleges in the states where Negroes are provided
separate institutions. A very large percentage of these institu-
tions are in the South.

The State College for Women is an institution that, with
the exception of Oklahoma, is peculiar to the South. This
college is to be found in the following states: Alabama, Florida,
Georgia (2), Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, and Texas. Within the past year the state teachers
college at Fredericksburg, Virginia, has by legislative action
become the state college for women under control of the board
of trustees of the University of Virginia. Figures for this col-
lege and for the Georgia State Women's College at Valdosta

.are not included in this study.
The Citadel offers a situation different from the other col-

leges in that it is essentially a military institution. Its only
parallel in the country is the Virginia Military Institute. For
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purposes of comparison The Citadel is considered with other
colleges of the country that are neither land-grant nor university.

There are seventeen colleges for Negroes in the country
classified as land-grant colleges under the Land-Grant Act. For
a number of years the United States Office of Education has
carried comparative figures on these colleges. Such figures are
used in this chapter.

Under the program of acceleration all of the colleges have
continued throughout the summer months. At present the
University, which considers its normal year that of nine months,
is operating on a basis of twelve months, and is paying an addi-
tional third of the regular salary for summer teaching. The
Citadel considers its faculty employed for twelve months, but
agrees that for comparative purposes three-fourths of the regu-
lar salary should constitute the salary for the academic year.
Clemson has no definite formula for determining salaries for
the summer session. The practice of making the summer ses-
sion self supporting, which exists in many institutions, does not
prevail in the colleges of South Carolina. Salaries should be
established either on the basis of an additional third of the
regular year's salary where possible, or provision should be
made for sufficient compensation to make it worth while for
an instructor to teach during the summer.

The Southern Association standards specify that "the li-
brarian or librarians should be well trained and experienced, and
should have faculty rank." The salaries paid librarians should
follow the general pattern of faculty salaries in effect at the
particular institution. While due regard should be paid to the
matter of formal qualifications (e.g., degrees held and experi-
ence) equal consideration should be given to the fact that
librarians are expected to be on duty more months than the
faculty. The word "librarian" as used here should be inter-
preted to mean all professional members of the' library staff,
not merely the librarian in charge. The much depleted college
and university library staffs in South Carolina would indicate
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that immediate attention should be given the question of library
salaries if the institutions involved are J?ot to expect their
library services to become a real barriet to attainment of the
desired educational achievement.

The University and Clemson are included in Table 25' follow'
ing, because in this area the land-grant college and the univer-
sity are often not separate institutions.. Where they are on
the same campus and an integral part of the university, there
is no discrimination in salary. It seems advisable, therefore, to
consider Clemson and the University both with the separate
land-grant college and university, and. with those that form a
single institution.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND CLEMSON COLLEGE

In many respects the University and Clemson have points at .
which they parallel. Clemson has in addition to its academic
program a very important state-wide service in experiment sta-
tion work and agricultural extension. Federal funds and funds
matched by the State are large. Salaries of those doing this
work are good. These programs, however, do not form a part
of the educational picture as treated in this chapter.

Table 25' presents figures for the 1944,1945' year for seventeen
state universities and land-grant colleges. In this table the most
significant figure is the median salary, that figure above and
below which half the salaries fall. The highest and the lowest
salary in each faculty classification are also shown. At the Uni-
versity half of the department heads and full professors received
last year $385'7, or more. Thus the median figure for the
University was within a few dollars of the median for the group
which was $3900. At Clemson the salary of department heads
and other full professors is $3300, or $600 less than the median
for the group. Both the University and Clemson approximate
the median of $3000 for associate professors; the parallel holds
for assistant professors and instructors in both institutions.
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Proposed in this chapter is a salary scale for the University
and Clemson. If such a scale can be adopted, these two institu-
tions should, within' a short time, be in the middle or upper
half of the group of state universities and land-grant colleges
of the region. The University more nearly approximates the
median now than does Clemson.

PROPOSED SALARY SCALE
Professors $3600 to $5000

Associate Professors.i.L;., 3200 to 3600
Assistant Professors 2800 to 3200
Instructors 1800 to 2400

If it is possible to establish $3800 as a minimum salary for
full professors for nine months of teaching, instead of the $3600
suggested , it recommended that the salary of the associate pro-

, fessor range from $3200 to $3800.

Winthrop College

Salaries at Winthrop have not been in keeping with the
excellent academic position maintained by the college among
state colleges for women. Furthermore, salaries here have been
and are now on plateaus that tend to level all salaries within the
various ranks to one or perhaps two figures. For example,
thirteen of eighteen professors and department heads are paid
$3300 for nine months of teaching; five receive $3000. Similar'
ly, two associate professors are paid $2700, and twelve are paid
$2400. The salary range in all the brackets is narrow.

An organizational condition that should be adjusted is noted
in the concentration of faculty members of the assistant pro-
fessor and associate professor classes. The identical figure of
$2100 is the salary of twenty' six of the thirty-two assistant pro-
fessors. The salary of four is $2000, and the salary of two is
$2200. A somewhat similar situation is reflected in the classifi-
cation of associate professor. Narrow spread of salary range
and the policy of placing an overwhelming percentage of the
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group on the same salary figure in the middle ground cannot
provide sufficient reward for the faculty to encourage continu-
ance of graduate study or professional improvement.

In Table 26 reflecting salaries in state colleges for women for
1944,45, Winthrop appears to approximate the median through,
out, but it should be borne in mind that in Winthrop the
median salary is very nearly the maximum as well.
If a salary scale, such as is suggested below, could be adopted

at Winthrop, it would bring the college more nearly in line
with the stronger colleges for women in the region.

PROPOSED SALARY S~LE

Professors $3200 to $4000
Associate Professors 2800 to 3200
Assistant Professors 2400 to 2800
Instructors 1800 to 2400

Approximately $25,000 would be required to make the adjust,
ment suggested in this scale.

The Citadel

The Citadel as a distinctly military college draws upon prac-
tically all states of the country for students. For the past ten
years enrollment of out-of-state students has been from one-half .
to two-thirds of the student body. The student body increased
steadily during the years immediately preceding the war and
then showed sharp increase to a top figure of 1980 students in
1942,43. Appropriations from the State increased slowly from
$130,000 in 1935,to $155,000 for the fiscal year ending in
June, 1944; the figure was then reduced to $101,000. The
appropriation for the current year is $125,000.

Throughout this chapter comparisons have been made be'
tween the colleges of South Carolina and similar institutions of
the region and the nation: In the studies of the United States
Office of Education there is a group of state institutions, neither
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university nor land-grant, among which The Citadel is regularly'
reported. The latest report of the United States Office of.
Education covers the 1941-42 year. Salary figures of that year
are used for reflection of the position of The Citadel among the
27 institutions for which figures are available.

At this time The Citadel is still on an accelerated program
and salaries are paid on the basis of twelve months of teaching',
throughout the calendar year. For the purpose of this report,'
the same procedure followed for the other colleges is followed
here; three-fourths of the salary for the calendar year is c:on-
sidered the salary for the academic year.

TABLE 27

COMPARISON OF SALARIES AT THE CITADEL WITH SAL-
ARIES OF INSTITUTIONS REPORTED BY THE UNITED

STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION*, 1941:42

MEDIAN SALARIES

Associate Assistant
Professors Professors Professors Instructors

8. S. Office of Education $3194 $2600 $2093 $1794
The Citadel :-_____ 2445 2175 1633

*Included' are the following: Colorado School of Mines, Georgia
School of Technology, Fort Hays Kansas State College, Louisiana Poly-
technic Institute, Southeastern Louisiana College, Montana School of.
Mines, Newark College of Engineering (N. ].),. New Mexico School of
Mines, The Citadel, Medical College of the State of South Carolina,
South Dakota State School of Mines, Tennessee Polytechnic Institute,
College of Mines and Metallurgy (Texas), Texas College of Arts and
Industries, College of William and Mary (Va.), Medical College of
Virginia, Marshall College (W. Va., West Virginia Institute of Tech-
nology.

Table 27 shows that in 1941-42, 'The Citadel, in all three
classifications, was considerably below the median salaries in
institutions with which it is compared. Salaries were increased
at The Citadel in 1943-44 to the position at which they stand,
at the present time. To indicate improvement in the salary'
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situation at The Citadel. figures for 1944,45 and for 1945,46 are
given in Table 28.

TABLE 28
MEDIAN SALARIES AT THE CITADEL FOR 1944-45 AND

1945-46
Associate

Professors Professors
1944-45 $3366 $2916
1945-46 3366 2928

Assistant
Professors

$2559
2574

This college as a national institution is in a position to charge
out-of-state students much higher tuition than students from
South Carolina. Out-of-state tuition at The Citadel is $200.
The low appropriation from the State indicates that income
from this tuition' is taken into consideration when the ap-
propriations for the college are established. If the out-of-state
students continue to attend The Citadel in large numbers. it
may be possible for the college to continue its present salary
standard and perhaps increase it. if such does not prove to be
the case. it will be incumbent on the State to provide larger
appropriations if the college is to maintain itself insofar as
salaries for the staff are concerned. with comparable institutions
of the nation.

The following salary scale, based on nine months of teaching.
should enable The Citadel to continue to be able to secure and
hold a strong faculty.

Professors $3200 to $4000
Associate Professors 2800 to 3200
Assistant Professors 2400 to 2800
Instructors 1800 to 2400

Adoption of such a scale would provide a greater spread of
salaries than is to be found in the College now. With the
faculty holding military rank. it is understandable that equal
rank carries equal salary, and such is the case at The Citadel.
Consideration of the faculty as a company of scholars and
teachers, however, would call for inclusion of other factors
in determining salaries. At this time partically all professors
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and department heads receive $3366 for nine months of teach,
ing. Note is taken of the fact that all faculty members are pro-
vided excellent quarters at a nominal cost. This means that
salaries are actually somewhat higher than they appear, but it
is not certain that these-reasonable quarters compensate those
who must sacrifice horne ownership to live on the campus.

Addition of the classification of instructor is suggested.
Colleges, as a rule, feel that it is good practice to have a few
young teachers fresh from graduate study; such of these in'
structors as have superior ability are encouraged to further
graduate work in order that they may serve as replacement in
the upper ranks. Slow promotion is a deterrent to the devel-
opment of the teacher. Of the ten assistant professors at The
Citadel this year, two have had their present rank for three
years, while the other seven have had this rank from seven to
eighteen years.

State Agricultural and Mechanical College

Although the State College is being considered separately in
another chapter of this study, it seems advisable to give a brief
section of this chapter to salaries, in order to get a complete
picture of the state institutions of higher education.

In addition to the 52 land-grant colleges and universities in
the United States for white students, there are 17 such institu-
tions for Negroes. With the exception of one in Delaware, all
of these Negro colleges are in the South and the Southwest.
The colleges secure part of their funds from the government.
Salaries in such colleges are far below those of the colleges for
white students. It seems fair, since the heavy concentration of
these colleges is in the South, to compare State College with
these land-grant colleges for Negroes.

The latest published figures of the United States Office of
Education are for 1941,42. Salaries in the colleges for Negroes
in this report are stated only in terms of twelve months of ser-
vice. Salary contracts at State College are for twelve months.
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Lack of data does not permit comparison of salaries at State'
College in 1941-4:2 with those of the United States Office of
Education for that year. It is a safe assumption that salaries
in most of the other colleges have been increased during the.
war. Table 29 shows that salaries a State College for 1944-
45 are much below the other sixteen institutions for 1941-42.
It is evident that the difference would have been much greater if

High
1944,4'- $2040
1945,46____ 3600

Professors
U. S. Office of Education $1986
State College 1710

SALARIES AT STATE COLLEGE.

PROFESSORS

Low Median
$1590 $1710

1790 2393

TABLE 29
SALARIES AT STATE COLLEGE (1944-4,) COMPARED WITH
SALARIES AT SIMILAR INSTITUTIONS AS REPORTED BY THE

UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION (1941'42)*
MEDIAN SALARIES

Associat.e Assistant
Professors Professors

$1670 $1537
1490 1400

Instructors
$1396

1200

1944,4, AND 194, -46
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS

High Low Median
$1611 $1200 $1490
2311 1700 2080

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS INSTRUCTORS

High Low Median High Low Median
1944,4' $1,60 $10,0 $1400 $1380 $ 860 $1200
1945,46____ 2011 1479· 1800 1800 1200 147,
. *State Agricultural and Mechanical Institute (Ala.), Agricultural, Me-

chanical and Normal College (Ark.), State College for Colored Students
(Del.), Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College, Georgia State
College, Kentucky State College, Southern University and Agricultural
and Mechanical College (La.), Princess Anne College (Md.), Alcorn'
Agricultural and Mechanical College (Miss.), Lincoln University (Mo.),
Agricultural and Technical College of North Carolina, Langston Uni-
versity (Okla.), State Colored Normal, Industrial, Agricultural, and
Mechanical College (S. G.), Agricultural and Industrial State Teachers
College (Tenn.), Prairie View State College (Texas), State College for
Negroes (Va.) , West Virginia State College.

comparisons for the same year could have been made. In every
faculty classification salaries at the State College are below the
median for the other colleges.
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Despite reduction in appropriations for the current year,
salaries are considerably higher than for 1944-45'. The total
being spent for instruction this year, according to figures sub-
mitted by the president, is approximately $100,000. Among
the colleges for Negroes, State College is recognized by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a
standard four-year college, and as such is expected to meet
the minimum requirements of colleges holding membership ill
the Association. These minimum salary requirements are as
follows:

Professors -------------'----------$3000.
Associate Professors _'-____________ 2400
Assistant Professors 1800
Instructors --___________________ 1200

The above figures are for nine months of teaching. Salaries
at State College are far below these' requirements. If the

.salaries of the present instructional staff were increased to meet
minimum requirements of the accrediting body, a total of
$52,000 would be needed. This figure covers twelve months of
service, since contracts at State College are on this basis.

The figures submitted above constitute a recommendation that
increases be provided only for those instructors who meet the
Southern Association standards. In order to increase the
strength of the faculty, new instructors should meet the stan-
dards of the Southern Association and they should be paid
salaries specified by the regional, accrediting body ..

Table 30 is a composite of the salaries in all of the colleges
for the current year. With the exception of State College, ap-
propriations were increased substantially by the Legislature this
year. If these increases can continue to be provided, the state
institutions of South Carolina' 'will attain a position of greater
prominence among state supported colleges and universities of
the region.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The training of the faculties of the Colleges should be
strengthened. The graduate program at the University calls
for more men of outstanding ability with advanced degrees.

Attention should be given to the lack of adequate training of
the faculty of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College,
where the majority of the faculty hold only the bachelor's de'
gree, and that largely from State College. If the college is to
approximate the requirements of the regional accrediting body,
heads of departments should have the doctoral degree or its
equilvalent.

2. The faculties should be enlarged so that teaching loads
may be more nearly equalized. Where graduate work is to be
offered, the teaching time of some members of the staff should
be low.

3. Provision should be made for granting leaves of absence
with pay for graduate study, travel, research, or other means of
professional improvement.

4. A definite plan for promotion should be established. There
is a tendency to hold faculty members without promotion for an
unduly long term of years. -

5. Group insurance should be instituted to provide hospital
care and professional services during hospitalization. The initial
cost would be approximately $15,000. The cost will increase
as the service is broadened.

6. The statement on academic freedom and tenure should be
adopted. (See body of the report.)

7. Attendance upon and participation in meetings of learned
societies should be encouraged, with the institution paying all,
or part, of the expense.

8. Salary scales should be established, as recommended in
the body of this report. The immediate cost to the State
would be $85,000, allocated as follows: Clemson, $35,000;
Winthrop, $25,000; University, $15,000; The Citadel, $10,000.
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, 9. Salaries at. the State Agricultural and Mechanical College
are far below the requirements of a standard college, especially
for professors and associate professors. As the training of the
'staff is improved, salaries should be moved upward. It is re-
commended that an increase of fifteen per cent, or approxi-
mately $15,000, be given this faculty to meet increased cost of
living.
" ,10. The University of South Carolina and Clemson should
establish a few professorships for distinguished research and
graduate teachers. The salaries should range from $6,000 to
'$8,000 per year. It 'is recommended that $25,000 be allocated
to the University and $25,000 to Clemson for this purpose. '
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V

STUDENT PERSONNEL PROGRAMS

Student personnel programs in the five state-supported in-
stitutions of higher education offering undergraduate work were
studied by visitation, survey questionnaires, and analysis of the
data secured. The Medical College of South Carolina was
visited, but the study of the program in this highly specialized
field was left to the consultant on medical education. CqU--
ferences were held with administrative officials and with officers
and faculty members having especial responsibility for student
personnel work. In some instances students were interviewed.
Answers to the North Central Association survey schedules on
student personnel services were secured from the five institu-
tions. A comparative study of the programs in the South
.Carolina institutions was made.

Institutions of higher education have generally recognized that
the student has many interests, needs, and problems other than
those directly associated with his academic activities. The devel-
opment of the well-rounded individual dominated the thinking
of many of the strongest leaders of higher education at an earlier
period of its history in our country. A later day saw this em-
phasis transferred to the extension of the boundaries of knowl-
edge through research, and to the improvement of instruction
in specific fields. In recent years there has been a tendency for
the balance to shift again. There is increasing concern among
educational leaders with the total impact of the college years on
the student as a person. Organized student personnel programs
are an outgrowth of this concern.
. Most of the functions which are usually considered under the
heading student personnel. services came into existence to meet
needs which developed one at a time. A sore spot was re-
cognized and action taken to alleviate it. Heavy academic failures
called for educational counseling and remedial work. Problems
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incident to the growth of extra-curricular activities called for
provision for supervision. Increasing knowledge of the health
needs of young people of college age led to the development of
student health services. The initiation of each of the many
personnel services now offered usually came without considera-
tion of a general over-all plan. This has been true of South
Carolina colleges as it has been of the institutions of higher
education in other states .

.The organization of these services into a coordinated pro-
gram in more recent years has been an outgrowth of a renewed

• emphasis on the development of the student in his full poten-
tialities for his college years and for life.

"The building of a sound student personnel program calls for
dedication by administration and faculty alike to a philosophy
based on all the needs of the individual student. Whatever
differences of emphasis there may be, most American colleges
are coming to accept the hasic philosophy that education in-
volves the student as a whole, his intellectual capacity and
achievement, his emotional makeup, his physical condition, his
social relationships, his vocational aptitudes and skills, his moral
and religious values, his economic resources, .and his aesthetic
appreciation.

"Even among institutions which stress the central, if not ex'
elusive importance of intellectual training and formal educa-
tional procedures, there is a growing realization, based on ex-
perience and scientific findings, that educational effectiveness is
dependent upon the normal health functioning of the student
outside as well as within the classroom. The student, however
intelligent, who is physically ill, who is frustrated in his personal
and social relationships, who is worried about his finances,-wIlo
lacks a sense of direction and orientation in his education, and
whose housing and study conditions constantly interfere with
learning, is in no position to give his best to his studies, and to
gee the most from them.
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"Unfortunately some institutions have given only lip service
to the student personnel point of view. Some have been con'
tent to build only a superstructure without integrating it with
the other parts of the educational program. But most institu-
tions today go beyond grudging recognition that the student
must be freed of serious maladjustment. Teachers and adminis-
trators believe that sound education includes not intellectual
training alone but the development of the whole student to the
limits of his potentialities, both as a present functioning member
of his college community and as a prospective contributor to a
better society." 1

There is need that this viewpoint leaven the whole program
of higher education-that its impact be felt in the organization
and methods of instruction as well as in the specific fields of
individual personnel services. South Carolina is fortunate that
this philosophy has its protagonists on every campus. It, never-
theless, remains true that progress in implementing this phi'
losophy has been slow here, as it has been over the country.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDENT PERSONNEL PROGRAM

Organization for student personnel services in South Carolina
institutions is highly decentralized. This probably arises out of
the history of the development of the individual services. Many
were undoubtedly cared for at first informally by interested
faculty 'members or administrative officers who saw the necessity
cr desirab-lity or meeting a pressing need. As formal provision
for such s-rvices became necessary, they were assigned to faculty
members, administrative officers or committees. Through such
a process, witl. perhaps some attempts at coordination by presi-
dents or ~:v hL.lJty committees, the present type of organization
has come ir.to ben.g, .

The fact that there W1S an awareness of student needs, and
that step,.. were taken t.,;, meet these needs when financial support

J Student Personnel Wor~ in the Postwar College. Washington:
American Council on Education, 1945. p. 5.
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was frequently not available, is a part of the history of higher
education .in S·.uth Carolina which carries with it something of
the aura of the glorious. The present system has also to its
credit that the area of student personnel services is not made the
private preserve of a few specialists with the faculty discon-
nected lrom the program in fact, if not in theory. Significant
numbers of faculty members and administrative officers partici-
pate in the program, with varying degrees of effectiveness to be
sure, but their prrticii ..at.on is a healthy factor.

The present organizaticn, however, carries with it no pro'
vision for coordination ci the entire student personnel program
below the level cf the president of the institution. An analysis
of the replies to questonnaires shows a situation in administra-
tive organization which would be more remarkable if it were
not also true of the typical American college. In one institu-
tion there are thirteen different officers or committees perform-
ing different Iunctr-ns in the student personnel program res:
ponsibl~ directly to the proidel1t; in three others there are eleven
each. Only at the University of South Carolina has there been
any attempt to draw these functions together administratively
below the level of the president, and here only a faint beginning
has been made. The present organization inevitably means that
too heavy a load of detail is placed on the president for his
maximum efficiency in meeting the demands of over' all adminis-
tration of the institution. It does not provide administratively
for the effective planning, developing, and coordinating of a
strong student personnel program.

Many institutions of higher education are meeting this prob-
lem by the appointment of an administrative officer charged
with responsibility, under the president, for the student person:
nel program. Such an officer frequently has the following res'
ponsibilities :
1. Correlation (not centralization) of all student personnel

work.
I 2. Constant study with faculty committee (and at the appro-
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priate stage in the development of the program, with
faculty-student committees) of means of improvement of
various phases of the program. Two examples of needed
studies are given:
a. A study, of the effectiveness of the whole guidance pro-

gram of the institution beginning with pre-college con-
tacts and running on through orientation, registration
procedures, freshman counseling, upper-class counseling,
placement, and follow-up of graduates.

b. 'A ecudy of student life on the campus with special re-
ference to its effectiveness in promoting the well-round-
eJ development of the student. Consideration of pro-
vision for older students and their families should be
included,

3. Securing improvement recommended as the result of such
studies.

4. Supervision of the agencies performing student personnel
services.

,.. Correlating the student personnel emphasis with planning
in the fields of instruction, administration, and building
programs.

Provision should be made for the coordination and improve-
ment of student personnel services through the appointment of
an' officer responsible to the president of the institution for the
student personnel program.

ADMISSION PROCEDURES

- South Carolina state-supported colleges admit all graduates
of accredited high schools who present the proper units of high
school credit. There is some difference between the institutions
as to the particular units required for entrance. None enforces
a qualitative standard.

Although the modern tendency in admission procedure is to
disregard the pattern of high school subjects and to emphasize
the quality of work as revealed by grades, class standing, and
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standardized tests, the present admission requirements seem
reasonably well adapted to the purposes of the institutions and
to the conditions under which they work.

STUDENT RECORDS

The academic records of students are well kept in all the
South Carolina institutions. In general the work of the regis'
trars deserves high commendation both for efficiency in record,
keeping and in some cases for helpful influence on the general
counseling program. The assembling of information about stu'
dent" by the registrars has outstripped the provision for effective
use of this information in the counseling programs.

Adequate protection is not provided in all cases against loss
of records by fire. Clemson has a fireproof vault for its records.
The Citadel uses a fireproof safe. Winthrop and the University
house their records in steel files in buildings easily subject to
fire. State Agricultural and Mechanical uses metal files in a
fireproof building. Fireproof vaults are the recommended pro'
vision for the storage of students' records.

Encouraging beginnings have been made in some of the in'
stitutions in assembling personnel records of students that they
may be available for counseling and for placement. In others,
little progress has been made.

Each institution not now so equipped should provide housing
for its student records which would preserve them intact in case
of fire.

ORIENTATION OF NEW STUDENTS

All of the institutions make provision for the orientation of
new students. In general the plans are well conceived and
carried out with commendable effectiveness. All set aside an
orientation period at the beginning of the term. Three in'
stitutions follow this with an orientation course or with stated
periods for orientation conferences during the first term.

At the University lack of time due to the accelerated sche-
dule of the war years has halted a development in orientation
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which held considerable promise. It is to be hoped that ade-
quate time and personnel may be made available again to provide
opportunity for an effective orientation program.

COUNSELING

"Counseling is not merely a matter of helping the student
to select a program of courses. In counseling a student, con'
sideration must be given not only to his intellectual ability,
background, and interests but also to his social and emotional
development, his religious and moral values, his vocational
aptitudes and aspirations, his physical condition, and his finan-
cial means. Educational counseling considered in this setting is
not an isolated problem but one area of a broad field and is
closely interrelated with all the other fields. Thus, educational
counseling becomes far more complex, subtle, and difficult, also
far more interesting and worthwhile than the traditional can'
cept of academic advising, important as it is."2

All the South Carolina institutions report relatively complete
services in almost all the types of counseling usually found in
institutions of higher education. There is also evidence on each
of the campuses of much informal counseling by faculty mcm-
bers, administrative officers, and religious workers which is of
inestimable value to students and to the institution. Many of
the most earnest and sincere of these, however, express a sense
of dissatisfaction with results when the whole student body
is considered and a feeling of frustration in the face of the
magnitude of the task. Too often attention is concentrated en'
tirely on the student with excessive failures. Too often the in'
formation which the college has about the student is not in the
hands of the person doing the counseling.

There is need for a thorough study in each institution of its
whole counseling program beginning with the first contacts made
by the prospective student with the institution, proceeding by

2 Student Personnel Wor~ in the Postwar College. Washington:
American Council on Education, 1945', p. 25'.
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the stages' the student follows through' the college years to
graduation, and ending at follow-up of his post-college effective-
ness. There is, need for a relating of the phases ofeducari-mal
counseling, vocational counseling, ethical and religious counsel-
ing with the development of the student as a person during his
college years .. , There is need for coordinatiorrof the program
as it now exists that those participating may make their roles'
more effective. There is need for in-service training for faculty
members having especial responsibilities for counseling. In some
instances there is need for especially trained staff members who
can supplement the work of faculty counselors and care for cases
needing expert remedial service on a referral basis.
, Partly from the feeling of the deep need for coordination and
strengthening of the counseling programs of the institutions
came the earlier recommendation for the appointment of. an
officer charged with the responsibility for the student personnel
program.

PLACEMENT

All the institutions studied provide help in securing employ'
ment for graduates. Assistance for those who do not continue
to graduation appeared less well cared for. 'The Citadel pro-
vides a centralized placement service in the Alumni Office. At
Winthrop the Registrar's Office handles this service. In the
other institutions it is handled by the divisions and departments.

Placement and follow-up of ex-students are the last steps in
a complete counseling program, as pre-college contacts and ori-
entation are the first. The study recommended in the preceding
section should of course include placement services.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS

Studies already made in South Carolina indicate that. the
group of high school graduates who do not enter college have
about the same ral)ge and distribution of ability to profit by
higher education as the group which does enter college. This
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situation is fairly typical of the country as a whole. Financial
inability to take advantage of the opportunity for "free" higher
.education is a large factor in excluding from college training
large numbers of youth who give every prospect of being able
to profit greatly by such training and to return to the state
and the nation increased values in all the lines of human en'
deavor.

The recent years of war prosperity and the coming temporary
over-crowding of colleges due to the return of veterans should
not obscure the plain prospect that in the years to come, as in
the past, the low economic status of many families will prohibit
college training for large numbers of otherwise well-qualified
youth. South Carolina cannot afford to disregard and neglect
the possibilities for the further development of the human re-
sources represented by this group of gifted but handicapped
youth.

Gift scholarship funds are extremely limited in all the State
institutions. Those that are available have been provided by
individ~als or organizations interested in taking steps to supply
the need discussed above. Loan funds are also small. Although
there has been a decrease in the number of students applying
'for loans in recent years, normal conditions will bring again
acute need for larger loan funds.

Opportunities for student employment vary greatly on the
different campuses. At The Citadel there is little time in the
cadet's program for part-time employment. At Clemson jobs
are limited by the situation and program of the College. Stu-
dent employment is a significant part of the means of student
aid at the remaining three institutions. While the need for the
work to be done will, of necessity, control the type of employ'
ment available, definite attention should be given to making the
work experience of students also a worthwhile educational ex'
perience.

South Carolina needs a stronger system of seeking out and
.guaranteeing real opportunity for higher education to its su-
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perior young people now denied this training by the financial
status of many of its families. A cooperative study should be
made by representatives of the institutions and plans formulated
for securing substantial financial support for scholarships. Since
the colleges will hardly be in position to care for the increased
enrollments expected in the next few years, there is time for
careful study and a planned program to secure the necessary
funds.

HOUSING AND BOARDING

The student personnel worker approaches the function of
housing and boarding students from the viewpoint of his in'
terest in the student as a person. He is not only interested in
the adequacy and safety of living quarters. He is interested in
the quality of the living in the dormitories and how well the
philosophy of higher education expressed in an early section of
this report is implemented through the living arrangements for
students. He is interested in the quality of food and .diet pro'
vided in dining halls, but his interest goes farther. He asks
that the arrangements for meals promote the type of pleasant
and helpful informal social experience which is a part of fine
living for college students, as well as for people of taste and
refinement in later years. He seeks ways and means of securing
educatoinal values in personal growth and development through
the influence of order and beauty in physical environment,
through arrangements which stimulate the formation of friend,
ships on a high level, through the provision of understanding
adult friendship in the place which corresponds to the student's
home during his college years.

It is from this viewpoint, and with respect to the stated
purposes of the institutions, that housing and boarding of stu'
dents in South Carolina colleges was studied. Where the lack
of suitable dormitories and dining halls is a bar to achieving
satisfactory results from this viewpoint, consultation was held
with the consultant on physical plant for the survey. This
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report concurs in his recommendations for the fireproofing, mod-
ernizing reconditioning, and re-equipping of the dormitories and
dining halls listed in his recommendations for each institution.
It concurs in the recommendation for additions and extensions
to dining halls and food service equipment. It concurs in the
recommendations for additional dormitory buildings. Comment
on the condition of individual buildings and recommendations
for specific changes and alterations are included in the report
on physical plant.

The South Carolina colleges differ greatly in the proportion
of their students whose housing and boarding is provided by
the institution. The Citadel provides housing for all its stu-
dents; Clemson for 98 per cent; Winthrop for 92 per cent;
and the University for 45 per cent. Figures were not given
in the report of State Agricultural and Mechanical College but
the replies indicate that a part of its students live in private
homes and boarding houses.

In all except the University board is provided for 100 per
cent of the students housed by the institution. The report of
the University indicated that approximately one-third of its men
students and one-third of its women students housed in dormi-
tories were provided board through -University facilities.

At The Citadel the barracks and dining hall arrangements are
conducted on the military pattern with a high degree of effi-
ciency. Scrupulous neatness is enforced. The rigid and me-
ticulous regulation of barrack life would be unacceptable out-
side the military pattern of education. Here it is conceived of
as one means of attaining an express purpose of the institution.

At Clemson there was less rigidity in the regulation of bar-
rack life. There was less neatness. The military pattern was
in force but in comparison with The Citadel, was considerably
relaxed. The institution is handling its' housing and boarding
with efficiency in harmony with its military pattern and the
purposes of the institution.
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At the University the prOVISIonfor housing and boarding
'men students is unsatisfactory. The condition of the men's
.dormitory buildings is not conducive to the attainment of the
purposes discussed in the opening paragraph of this section or
of the purposes of the University. There is need both for
building modernization and for the development of a dormitory
program which will contribute to worthwhile educational values .
.There should be stronger provision for standards of neatness.
There are adequate dining hall facilities for. neither men nor
women students.

Housing for women students at the University ranges from
.very good to very poor. The provision for achieving educa-
tional values through dormitory life gives promise but needs
extending. The lack of dining facilities for two-thirds of the
women students housed by the University presents a situation
which should have first priority for correction. A dining hall
providing facilities for men and women students together is
,recommended.

At Winthrop the recommendations for modernization of dor-
mitories and the extension of dining facilities cover the pressing
needs. The most promising development in dormitory program
and counseling in the State has taken its first steps here.

At State College the need for new dromitory buildings for
men and for women is especially urgent. Provision is made for
social and religious activities in the dormitory program. There
should be stronger provision for neatness in the men's dormi-
tory.

The discussion of personnel services for the Medical College
.of South Carolina is left to the consultant on medical education.
Nevertheless, a word about housing for the students of the
Medical College may be in order at this point. The same view'
point concerning order and beauty, in surroundings is valid for
developing men as persons', whether they be students of one
profession or another. .Steps should be taken to remedy the
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deplorable housing conditions of the students of the Medical
College.

HEAL TH SERVICES

The provision for health services in the state-supported in-
stitutions deserves general commendation. All maintain student
hospitals or infirmaries. All provide for medical examinations,
treatment of illness, and hospitalization. There is difference in
the fees charged and in the extent of surgical and other services
provided without additional payment. Records of the students'
health and physical condition are fairly adequate but frequently
are not used in the general counseling program. State College
is to be commended for providing annual medical examination
for its students. The other institutions provide examination at
entrance. While it is realized that close follow-up of the first
examination and subsequent illnesses may replace annual ex-
aminations to a certain extent, it is recommended that a medical
examination be provided at least twice in the four-year period
for every student.

There is opportunity not now being utilized for joint pro-
vision of needed services, such as that of a full-time psychiatrist.
The institutions could share the cost and schedule his time
between them. It is believed that a well-trained psychiatrist,
deeply interested in college age youth and its problems, could
render services of inestimable value to students.

Three institutions offer separate courses in hygiene and two
require these courses. The same difficulty is present which all
institutions over the country have experienced in making these
courses strongly significant in the present life of students. Pro-
vision is made for corrective work in physical education. Some
require such work, all offer it.

Health services at Clemson, the University, and State Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College are badly handicapped by in-
adequate and unsatisfactory buildings. This report concurs in
the recommendations of the consultant on physical plant re-
garding new buildings for these institutions.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATION

All the institutions have programs of student activities afford-
ing opportunity for participation in group life on a voluntary
basis. They vary in breadth and scope, and with the type of
institution. Student government organizations, scholastic and
other honor organizations, publications, religious organizations,
interest clubs, departmental clubs, and social organizations can
be found on most of the campuses. With varying degrees of
effectiveness these organizations challenge the interest of stu'
dents, enrich their college experience, and give training in tech,
niques of group action .

.Many student organizations which meet a need and challenge
student int~rest when established lose these qualities as time
passes. There should be provision for discontinuing an activity
without the distressing period of starvation which many pass
through before dying of anemia. Every institution needs a
periodic study of its student activities, both to bury the dead
and to locate worthwhile interests which could be brought to
birth in live student organizations.

The typical pattern of the relationships of such organizations
to the institutions shows faculty advisers serving with each or'
ganization. Proposals for the establishment of new activities
must be approved by the administration. In some instances
their financial transactions are subject to audit and control.
Where significant amounts of money are handled from the
student viewpoint provision for audit should be made.

Building provision for student activities and group life is
especially unsatisfactory at the University and State College.
A new studentractivities or student union type of building is
badly needed on both campuses. The valuable "Y" programs
now in operation need additional space. Other student activi-
ties need office space. Meeting rooms, recreation rooms, and
lounges should be provided. The college store should be housed
in this building. A central location near the focal point of
student traffic is essential to the successful use of such a building.
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This report concurs with the recommendations of the con'
sultant on physical plant on additional facilities for student
activities and social recreation.

STUDENT RELIGIOUS LIFE

Careful attention has been given by all the institutions to the
religious needs of students. Provision for trained Y. M. C. A.
or Y. W. C. A. leadership has been made on every campus.
Various denominations maintain active programs of student
work in churches near the colleges, and in some ,instances in
student centers adjacent to the campuses.

Adequate coordination between the various agencies working
in the field is frequently lacking. Opportunities for fruitful
connection between religious counseling and the general program
of counseling for the institution are frequently neglected. Co'
ordination of the religious programs of activity with the pro'
gram of the institution could be improved somewhat.

Provisions have been made in some instances for students to
participate in applied religious work. In addition to oppor-
tunities for worship and religious instruction, service projects
applying the principles taught should be further developed.

The degree and extent of religious influence on campus life
in South Carolina colleges is evidence of the wise concern of
leaders in education and religion that the college years of South
Carolina's young men and women may be years of growth in
understanding and appreciation of the deepest values of life.

SOCIAL CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE

There is every probability that the years to come will bring
new and perhaps defiant student attitudes toward old-line col,
lege controls. Changes in the age, maturity, and outlook of
many college students will be a factor. The reliance of the
nation on its youth of college age for the bitter task of pre'
serving the nation in armed combat will undoubtedly change
y'outh's estimate of its own place in the field of social control,
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both consciously and unconsciously. War years are usually
followed by a period of questioning and rejecting values and
practices accepted with little question in previous years.

"In this discussion of the college community one thing is
certain: Modern psychology; strongly supported by the experi-
ence of thoughtful counselors, has bombed to bits the theory
that individuals can be made to be self,controlled and well ad,
justed to community values and accepted ways of behaving
merely by the strict application of repressive, restrictive, and
punitive measures. If such measures are used of necessity at
times and produce what are called well,disciplined men, let us
not fall into the error of accepting these results as the aim of
civilian and, above all, of college discipline.

"Nearly all cases of discipline in the college community are
also cases for counseling. Perspective must be maintained, how'
ever, for not all disciplinary cases are serious; and the conflict
situations involved range from very mild to very intense ones.
Nevertheless, a disciplinary infraction is usually symptomatic
of a student in some other kind of trouble as well. In these
situations, good counseling almost invariably reveals that the
disciplinary trouble is effect, not cause. The college as an edu-
cational institution has an inescapable obligation to enlighten
and adjust such an individual, rather than merely to punish or
repress him. The insights of mental hygiene and the use of
skillful counseling, are, therefore, indispensable ingredients of
an intelligentsystem of discipline. If this be true for the civilian
student body, then it will be even more valid for the veteran
students who have lived under the pressures of battle experience.

"The foregoing point of view should never serve as an excuse
for mere softness or sentimentality. Specifically, it suggests .that
it is the duty of the college administration to see to it that those
who are chosen to handle disciplinary problems have some un'
derstanding of mental hygiene principles and also that they
make use of trained experts on the staff for consultation, diag-
nosis, and counseling. Even when the actual or potentially
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serious 'effects of antisocial behavior make it seem necessary to
resort to suspension or expulsion in rare instances, the college
often has an excellent opportunity to give continuing construc-
tive help to the individual, as some colleges have demonstrated
in the past.

"In emphasizing the need and the challenge of doing more in
the postwar college about therapy and the basic adjustment of
students who trip over disciplinary land mines, we should give
greater attention also to the possibility of assistance from ma-
ture, experienced students. Social reconditioning through
guided group activity and research-based changes in the college
environment offer other fields for experimentation.?"

The quality of discipline in an institution depends not only on
the system and program in force; it is strongly affected by the
philosophy, skill, and effectiveness of those who administer it.

It is from the viewpoint stated above and from the stated
purposes of South Carolina institutions of higher education that
the provisions for social control and discipline in the colleges
were studied.

The Citadel maintains a rigid system of military discipline
operated with a high degree of efficiency. The system is con-
ceived of as a means of achieving one of the stated purposes of
the institution. It follows the pattern usually found in military
colleges. Printed statements of the regulations and the penal.
ties for infractions are provided each cadet. There is a fixed
scale of penalties using demerits, confinements to limits, punish,
ment tours, confinement to rooms, reprimand, reduction in rank,
dismissal and expulsion. Almost every item of personal living
and military duty is covered. Discipline is administered by
the commandant with the approval of the president. Dismissal
and expulsion require action of the Board of Visitors.

An analysis of the regulations indicates that the aims of the
system are to produce habits of obedience to constituted au'

3 Student Personnel Wor~ in the Postwar College. Washington:
American Council on Education, 1945'. pp. 64·65'.
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thority, conformity to the accepted military pattern of living,
personal neatness, punctuality and regularity, thorough care of
property, and to develop a sense of soldierly honor and duty.
It is designed to develop in the cadet a deep concern with his
record and the ideal of keeping it clear. Development of inde-
pendence of thought and action, of creative imagination and
initiative, of weighing values and choosing between them are
not encouraged by the system.

In the administration of discipline there are evidences that
there is deep concern for the cadet as a person -and that the
viewpoint expressed in the second paragraph of the quotation
at the beginning of this section influences its application.

The Citadel has two stated purposes. The first, military
preparation, dominates the system of discipline completely.
The second, preparation for leadership in civilian pursuits, is
assumed to be cared for adequately, as far as the system of
discipline is concerned, by effectiveness in achieving the first.
This assumption is open to question exactly as its converse
would be. The Citadel has had a long history of leadership
among military colleges. The problem of discovering a way
to keep the values of a military system of discipline and still
provide adequately for the development of the other essential
qualities of civilian citizenship is a worthy challenge to it for
further leadership.

At Clemson the system of discipline is military in type but
adapted to the purposes of the institution. Discipline is ad-
ministered by the commandant with the approval of the presi-
dent. Faculty groups including the deans arid directors make
recommendations concerning policy. The regulations .are
printed, and fixed penalties for each offense are assigned. Cadet
life has a reasonable degree of freedom from restriction.

At the University discipline is in the hands of a faculty
committee. A student governing board handles certain types
of student offenses. No statement of disciplinary rules is issued.
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Penalties are not fixed in advance, but are varied on the basis
of the needs of the individual.

At Winthrop discipline is in the hands of a student governing
board, the dean of women, and the president. A statement
of rules is issued. Penalties are not fixed in advance. In less
serious cases a policy of strict and impersonal enforcement is
followed. In more serious cases the procedures and penalties are
based on the needs of the individual.

At State College discipline is in the hands of a faculty com'
mittee. A statement of the rules is published in the handbook.
Penalties are not fixed in advance. Procedures and penalties
are based on the needs of the individual.

REGULATIONS FOR WOMEN STUDENTS

Provision for higher education for women has been one chap'
ter of the long story of the development of the role of women
in society. As women's colleges were established, the social
customs and conventions of the day entered the colleges and
became traditional practices. Changes in woman's place in the
world came and went. Social customs and conventions changed
with them: The change in the college was much more slow.
Timid institutions delayed change for fear of being considered
lax in maintaining high standards of conduct .. Traditional prac-
tice dies hard in an educational institution.

The regulations governing the woman student's life at college
should bear some relation to the standards maintained in the
best homes of the State. At Winthrop College the regulations,
while not unreasonable in the main, still have many points which
are totally out' of such relationship. Among items for which
written parental permission must be given annually are to smoke,
to play cards, to have dates, to skate, to ride bicycles. Funda-
mental standards of conduct are not maintained by reducing the
level' of personal responsibility so low. To the extent that the
spirit reflected in such regulations permeates the policy of the
Institution, it will be ineffective as an exponent of genuine
standards of ethical conduct to its students. 0
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The institution which accepts women students assumes the
responsibility for making provision for a life for them on the
campus which meets their needs as women as well as students.
The high relative importance of the type of living quarters and
dining arrangements for women students, as compared to men,
is well known. The situation at the University where two-
thirds of the women housed in the dormitories must find their
meals off the campus from. eating place to eating place calls for
early remedy.

The country has been made very conscious of the place of
the veteran in higher education for the next few years. Less
has been said about the problems of the young woman whose
husband has failed to return. Increasing numbers of war-
widows, some with little children, are taking up their education
again as they seek training for a life-work. If college is to be
available for many of them, new plans will have to be made on
the campus. The college will need to take the initiative in pro-
viding housing arrangements and finding a nurse who may be
employed by the students on a cooperative basis. All these
women, those with children and those without, will have much
more in common than with the other students wh~ have not
been touched so tragically by the war. They should be aided
in finding a satisfying companionship with their fellows.

METHODS OF STIMULATING HIGH SCHOLARSHIP

The most sincere and most effective stimuli to high scholarship
come from the leadership of the instructor, the effectiveness of
instruction, and the ambition of the student for thorough mas'
tery of the work he is taking. Honor societies, prizes, and
scholarships provide additional incentives of emulation and
desire for distinction.

All the South Carolina colleges provide honor societies and
honor lists. The Citadel awards a gold star to be worn on the
uniform. Clemson holds a "Scholarship Day" program where
recognition at commencement. The president sends letters of
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and Winthrop have honorary scholarships. Winthrop gives
recognition at commencement. The President sends letters of
commendation.

All but The Citadel drop students who fall below a minimum
level of scholarship. Conferences with students and letters to
parents are employed by all the institutions for students making
low grades. Clemson and State College have systems of dis-
ciplining students with low grades, short of dropping the stu'
dent. The Citadel publishes an unsatisfactory list. Winthrop
uses mid-semester reports as the basis of conferences with failing
students. State College requires the maintenance of certain
averages to maintain membership in organizations.

The bulk of the counseling effort in all the institutions goes
to the failing student at the bottom of the scholastic scale. The
programs for stimulating high scholarship are incentives mainly
to the more ambitious and able student near the top of the scale.

PERSONNEL SERVICES FOR VETERANS

Three of the institutions studied expect large numbers of re-
turning veterans. to enroll or re-enroll. It is becoming more and
more apparent that veterans as a group wish to be and should
be regular students and not a special class of students. Sep-
aratism should be avoided. The wave of articles and addresses
of a year ago about the returning veteran as a "problem" for
colleges may be largely dismissed as exaggerated and almost hys-
terical, as they relate to veterans as a group. Nevertheless,
adjustments are called for and special opportunities offered for
service to those to whom we are all indebted.

The institutions are already providing services to veterans
concerning their financial arrangements with the Veterans Ad,
ministration. These services can be used most fruitfully for
establishing an effective counseling relationship if the right
person can be found for the wor~. A veterans' adviser as a
part of the personnel program can render a valuable service in
the years ahead.
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Veterans Administration Guidance Centers have been pro-
vided in South Carolina and are available for all ex-service men
and women receiving Federal money for their education. There
is every probability that the experiences of the Veterans Guid-
ance Centers will strongly influence college programs of testing
and counseling in future years.

The majority of veterans coming to college will receive their
benefits under Public Law 346 (The G. 1. Bill of Rights),
Those under this law are not required to take advisement at
the guidance centers but it is available to them without cost.
There is opportunity here for the veteran to have the benefit
of very intensive study of his aptitudes, abilities, and 'vocational
plans. Here is provision for the thorough program of testing
which many colleges have wished for all their students, for
intensive study of each person with particular reference to his
educational and vocational plans. The opportunity is too good
to miss. Returning veterans not required to take advisement in
Veterans Administration Guidance Centers should be strongly
urged by their institutions to avail themselves of their right to
this service.

There is every prospect that existing dormitory facilities will
be entirely inadequate to care for enrollments in the next fe\\(
years in these institutions. Private housing cannot be relied on
to fill the need in the present housing shortage even for those
located in cities.

The married veteran wants an apartment or a small house.
He wishes to re-create his long deferred home life while con-
tinuing his education. Trailer camps or shack accommodations
will not meet this need with the decency which is the due of
these men.

There is available at various war-time projects temporary
housing which can be dismantled and rebuilt on college cam-
puses. Although it can be secured free from the Federal agen~
cies, the cost of dismantling, transporting, rehabilitating, and
furnishing will probably show little saving over building new
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homes at the college, but these are available and time -is of the
essence. It is probable that the Federal govemment will pro'
vide funds at some future date for housing for veterans. Vigor'
ous steps should be taken to speed Federal action. If it develops
that this will be too slow to meet the need in the next several
months, steps should be taken with State funds to provide a
limited number of small apartments at institutions receiving
heavy applications for admission by married veterans.

Veterans returning to college will be interested in some type
of organization through which their particular viewpoint may
have expression and their particular needs may be served. They
will wish to establish such organizations. Such a desire on their
part is normal and healthy. Wise use of this interest by the
institutions can give them the benefit of a high quality and type
of student cooperation and leadership from these students who
have greater maturity and range of experience than is usually
found in college students.
. The experience with the veterans' organizations on college
campuses after World War I was not entirely happy. National
veterans' organizations frequently organized local posts or chap'
ters in the colleges. On many campuses several national organ'
izations had local posts. The plans of activity of these national
organizations were, of course, made with the usual situation of
their posts in mind, rather than that of the college campus.
The general experience of colleges during this period would
indicate that a different plan should be followed in the present
situation.

A campus veterans' organization giving its main attention to
the problems and life of veterans on the campus is the recom-
mended plan. It might well cooperate in bringing information
to members about the changes in Federal law and the adminis-
trative interpretations of the law affecting their financial bene'
fits; provide for informal welcoming and orienting of veterans
newly arrived on the campus; organize special recreation and
social affairs;' develop plans for social life on the campus for the
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·wives of its members. Skillful and understanding advice and
counsel from a faculty advisory committee should be provided.
Every care should be taken to prevent the arising on the campus
of a feeling that there is a veterans group versus a non-veterans
group.

Affiliation. with one of the several national organizations of
college veterans offers little benefit for a strong and helpful local
program and is not recommended. Membership by college vet-
erans in the local posts of national veterans' organizations lo-
cated in their home communities is the recommended procedure
for those who join national organizations.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Provision should be made for the coordination and im-
provement of student personnel service through the appointment
of an officer responsible to the president of the institution for
the student personnel program.

2. Each institution not now so equipped should provide
housing for its student records which would preserve them
intact in case of fire.

3. . Each institution should make a thorough study of its
counseling system beginning with the first contacts made by
the prospective student with the institution and proceeding by
the stages the student follows through to graduation, placement,
and follow-up of his post-college effectiveness. '

4.· A cooperative study should be made by the institutions
of the need for scholarship funds in South Carolina and a pro-
gram should be developed for securing funds for this purl'0se.

5. Joint provision should be made by the institutions for the
employment of a full-time psychiatrist whose services would be
shared by the institutions.

6. Returning veterans not required to take advisement in
Veterans Administration Guidance Centers should be strongly
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urged by these institutions to avail themselves of this service.

7. Immediate steps should be taken to provide at least a
limited number of small apartments for married veterans at in'
stitutions having this need.

8. The recommendations regarding physical plant concerning
dormitories, dining halls, infirmaries, and student unions are
supported by findings in this report.
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VI

UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM AND
INSTRUCTION

The statement of purpose of each of South Carolina's institu-
tions of 'higher learning points to an education which has two
chief aims: (1.) To fit youth for those common functions and
responsibilities which, as citizens of a common heritage, ,they
will share with others; and (2.) to help youth fulfill the unique,
particular functions in life which are in them to fulfill. In this
chapter the term general education is used to refer to that part
ot the student's total education which is designed to achieve t.he
first aim; whereas, the term special education is used to designate
.the education which is intended to achieve the second aim. The
survey staff assumes that the cohesion and duration of the
community will depend upon its general education, and that the
efficiency of the community will depend upon its special edu-
cation. Further, the staff assumes that the common meeting
ground of general education, on the one hand, and .special edu-
'cation on the other is faith in the worth and dignity of man
and his obligation to his fellow man.

I • The curriculum offerings and instructional programs of the
institutions represented in this study are evaluated in the light
of the two-fold purpose of education previously stated. The
concern of our evaluation, therefore, is with the implications of
curriculum and instruction as they influence the student's life
as a responsible human being and citizen, and as a competent
individual in some occupation. One point of reference of our
evaluation is the statement of objectives for general education as
proposed by the American Council on Education in the work,
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A Design for General Education.' The objectives are as follows:

1. To improve and maintain his own health and take his
share of responsibility for protecting the health of others.

2. To communicate his own language in writing and speaking
at the level of expression adequate to the needs of educated
people.

3. To attain a sound emotional and social adjustment through
the experience of working cooperatively with others.

4. To think through the problems and to gain the basic
orientation that will better enable him to make a saris-
factory family and marital adjustment.

'5. To do his part as an active and intelligent citizen in deal'
ing with interrelated social, economic, and political prob-
lems of American life and in solving the problems of post'
war international reconstruction.

6. To act in the light of an understanding of the natural
phenomena in his environment in its implications for
human society and human welfare, to use scientific methods
in the solution of his problems, and to employ nonverbal
methods of thought and communication.

7. To find self-expression in literature and to share through
literature man's experience and his motivating ideas and
ideals.

8. To find a means of self-expression in music and in the
various visual arts and crafts, and to understand and ap-
preciate art and music as reflections both of individual
experience and of social patterns and movements.

9. To practice clear and integrated thinking about the mean'
ing and value of life.

10. To choose a vocation that will make the optimum use of
his talents and enable him to make an appropriate contri-
bution to the needs of society.

lAmerican Council on Education. A Design for General Education,
Washington, D. C., 1944, p. 14.
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DIVERSITY OF TALENT AND NEED

One crucial problem in all of South Carolina's institutions of
higher learning is how best to meet the wide range of talent and
need of students. What has happened in South Carolina, as
in other states, is that thousands of jobs which formerly were
filled by young people have simply ceased to exist. Most jobs
in modern industry call for competence or stamina, or both,
and these are qualities found more often in adults than in youth.
In addition, humanitarian considerations have operated to pre-
vent youth from pursuing lines of work formerly open to them.
The result has been that more youth remained in high school and
eventually went on to college. In 1870 some 80,000 students
were enrolled in high schools and 60,000 in colleges, whereas
by 1940 some 7,000,000 were enrolled in high schools and
1,500,000 in the colleges. This is only part of the story, how-
ever. The youth who presented themselves for college admis-
sion before 1870 had pursued a college preparatory course,
and this under the guidance of teachers trained in the liberal
arts tradition. Moreover, the classes were small and the youth
were from homes which, for the most part, represented the best
in the way of taste and intelligence. Finally, in the earlier high
school the less gifted students dropped out and went to work.
Thus it was that the colleges once received students who, as a
group, were highly selective. This is not true of South Caro-
lina's institutions of higher learning today. In connection with
the South Carolina Testing Program, undertaken as a joint pro-
ject of the colleges and the State Department of Education
during the period 1936-1938, it was found that the colleges
were attracting only an average group of high school
graduates. The group of capable high school graduates who
chose not to go to college, or who more properly could not go
on to college for financial or other reasons, was the equal in
size to the group of capable students who attended college.

It is true, perhaps, that South Carolina's greatest single loss of
available resources today is that represented in the great army
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of youth who could profit from post-high school education, but
who do not have the opportunity to do so. It will be remem-
bered that in the depression years it was estimated that the
out-of-school and unemployed group of the nation amounted to
about a third of the age range from sixteen to twenty-four.
We can anticipate that even though employment be high for
a short period, later there will be an unemployed group of young
people of considerable size. There is another pertinent factor
to be considered: Lack of opportunity to work will likely be
most marked in sections like South Carolina where the propor-
tion of youth to adults is highest.

We do not know how South Carolina is eventually to solve
her problem of providing' educational opportunity for all her
youth. Perhaps it will be through the creation of a system of
junior colleges. This has proved feasible in other states. Perhaps
the problem will be solved through the creation of some new
agency of the Federal government similar to the two pre-war
agencies, the Civilian Conservation Corps, and the National
Youth Administration. There is one aspect of the problem
which South Carolina could and should do something about
now. It should give immediate attention to that group of
capable students who complete their high school course, desire
to attend college, but do not have the necessary financial re-'
sources; and who could profit as much, if not more, from college
training than the group now receiving it. It is recommended
that the State assume the responsibility of locating the more
gifted individuals of this group and provide scholarships for
their training in college. The scholarships could be granted on
a loan basis to be liquidated over a period of years by the stu'
dent. The proposed Higher Education Commission would be
the logical agency to work out the details of the plan. There is
no investment that the State could make which would pay
richer dividends than the training of its finest minds.

The high schools of this country experienced a ninety' fold in'
crease of enrollment hom 1870 to 1940; the rate of in'
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crease for the colleges during this same period was thirty-fold.
As previously stated, this great increase in the population of
the high schools and colleges posed the problem of meeting a
diversity of talent and need of students. Something of the
extent of this problem is suggested by' the variety of vocations
represented by the parents of the student population at the
University for the school year 1940-41. The annual report of
the registrar of this institution for the school year mentioned
reveals that the student body came from homes representing no
less than 126 vocations. The vocation most frequently mentioned
was that of farmer. A few of the other vocations were: book-
keeper, carpenter, dentist, legislator, broker, dietician, livery
stable, lawyer, physician, florist, janitor, butcher, funeral direc-
tor, seamstress, optometrist, barber, brick-maker, and cotton
grader. It is literally true, then, that the youth of this nation
has descended upon the high schools and colleges in great
numbers and from every walk of life. The cultural background
of the student from the home of a florist is somewhat different
from that of a student from the home of the keeper of a livery
stable keeper. Yes, South Carolina's institutions of higher learn-
ing are taking. the youth of all the people, and this is true to a
greater degree in the high schools. The varying cultural, social,
intellectual, and economic backgrounds of students as reflected in
the wide variety of vocations do not tell all the story. The
high schools from which these students graduate vary enormous-
ly in the quality of their work. There is no mystery attached
to the fact that each beginning college class presents numerous
problems.

There is a tendency in some quarters to blame the high
schools for many of the problems which the colleges face.
While it is undoubtedly true that the high schools have not
done their work as effectively as they. might, it should be
remembered that the diversity of talent and need of students is
greater in the high schools than in the college. It should be
remembered also that high school teachers usually have less
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training, receive less pay, and are less free in their personal and
professional lives than college teachers. In addition, the high
school teacher experiences longer hours and larger classes than
the college teacher.

The period of rapid expansion of high schools is largely past.
It is to be expected, therefore, that they will provide a more
effective educational program in the future. A more particular'
reason why the high school may be expected to produce better
results in the future is the recent addition of a twelfth year
to the progr.am of public education in South Carolina.

There are at least two fundamental ways in which South
Carolina's institutions of higher learning can contribute to an
improved program of secondary education. One, they can ex-
tend and make more effective their programs of teacher educa-
tion. Two, they can provide a program of teacher education
in service. These two factors are discussed in the section of
this report devoted to teacher education. Irrespective of what
the colleges do in the fields of teacher training and teacher edu-
cation in service, the essential elements of the problem of the
immense range of talent and need of students will remain.

The colleges will do little more than arouse antagonism when
they complain that the high schools are not sending them the
type of student who is capable of doing college work. When
this line of thought is carried back to the first grade, we find
the complaint that the parents are not sending them pupils
capable of doing first grade work. The educational task, at
least that part of it which is designated as general education,
from the first grade through the college is to take individuals
as they are and do what can be done to educate them. This
is not to say that a closer adherence to standards might not
result in doing a better job all along the line; the point is that
in any given situation the sound principle is to take the student
where he is and proceed to where he should go as rapidly as
possible.
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NEED FOR ADJUSTMFNT TO DIVERSITY OF STUDENTS

The percentage of South Carolina youth who graduated from
high school in the spring of 1940 and entered college in the fall
of the same year was 31. The question arises will the percent'
age of youth which graduates from high school and go on to
college increase or decrease in the future? Or will the per'
centage remain about the same? There are, of course, many
factors which will determine what happens to the high school
graduate of the future. There is one fundamental fact, how'
ever, which should not be ignored. It is that in a society such
as ours no desirable alternative exists to the widespread unem;
ployment of young persons except some kind of schooling which
recognizes and meets the actual differences among students.

The problem of matching the great diversity of ability and
interest among students with an equal diversity of instruction
is one which the State of South Carolina will eventually have to
face either as a partner of the national government, or alone.
We present two alternative solutions which were proposed by
G. E.Metz, Registrar of Clemson College:

Solution One: That the colleges become institutions of post'
secondary education, including higher education and post'
secondary education below the college level.

A. That students upon admission to the institution be classi-
fied into such groups as the following:

( 1) Those who are able to profit only from post-secon-
dary education below the college level.

(2) Those who in a relatively short time can become
adequately prepared for college courses.

( 3) Those who can profit most by beginning higher edu-
cation on the regular freshman level.

(4) Those superior students who acquired in their secon-
dary education many benefits generally derived
from educational experiences on the freshman level.
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B. That appropnate educational experiences be provided for
these respective groups as follows:

( 1) Terminal education below the college level.
(2) College preparatory courses for high school gradu-

ates.
(3) Regular programs of higher education.
(4) Advancement of superior students in the regular

programs of higher education.

Solution Two. That a carefully-planned, over-all program of
post-secondary education be organized in the State, including:

A. Adequate facilities for post-secondary education below the
college level.

B. A well-planned program of selective admission for all col,
leges in the State.

C. A program of encouraging a larger proportion of superior
high school graduates to attend college.

D. A carefully defined distinction between higher education
and post-secondary education below the college level to
avoid over' lapping of functions. •E. Full cooperation of all institutions to prevent the offering

of post-secondary education below the college level under
the guise of higher education, as well as to prevent the
offering of higher education under the guise of post'
secondary education below the college level.

F. A program for educating the general public to the values
of non-degree curricula below the college level, in order
that the purpose of the overall program not be defeated by
the quest for credits, diplomas, and degrees.

The solutions proposed by Mr. Metz have one merit in
particular. They avoid the danger of offering an educational
experience which, in striking a dull average, is adequate neither
to the gifted nor the less gifted. There are, however, points of
danger in the interpretation of the solutions. The solutions
should not be interpreted as proposing two fundamentally dif-
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ferent educations. To interpret them so is to violate the major
assumptions of democracy. What is wanted is an education
which in its general phases assumes many forms yet means the
same to all students. It will prove disastrous if we assume a
"practical" education for one group of students and a "liberal"
education for another group. Political democracy assumes that
all men are free, that all are capable of governing their own
lives, and that all men should share in the making of the laws
under which they live. Any nation that fails to look to the
building of common aspirations, common obligations and res-
ponsibilities, common knowledges, and common values cannot
long endure.

THE PROBLEM OF POOR SCHOLARSHIP

It can be said definitely that there is one group of youth
whose talents and needs are not being met in South Carolina's
institutions of higher learning. This is the group which is
sent home because of poor scholarship, or which voluntarily with-
draws because of failing grades. The percentage of students who
leave college, either through their own choice or at the request
of the college authorities, varies with the respective institutions.
At one of the institutions the freshman class for the year 1936-
37 enrolled 1,379 students; this number was reduced to 1,118
in the sophomore class, to 827 in the junior class, while the
graduating class in 1940,41 numbered 714. Thus the percent-
age of the freshman class who continued through four years of
college work and graduated was 51.7. It is true of course that
not all of the students who dropped out, or were requested to
leave school, did so for reasons of poor scholarship. It seems
reasonable to assume, however, that this was one of the major
factors contributing to the loss of approximately 50 per cent of
the class. In another institution, which enrolled 1,970 students
for the school year 1938,39, the number of students who were
dropped because of poor scholarship was 103, which is slightly
above five per cent; in this same institution for the school years
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of 1939,40 and 1940,41 the percentages were slightly less than
five and somewhat above four, respectively. A third institu-
tion reports that "a study extending over the years 1936 to 1940
indicates the average percentage of failures in the several classes
as follows: freshman class, 22 per cent; sophomore class, 16 per
cent; junior class, 7 per cent; and senior class, 2 per cent.

A well-planned guidance" program might contribute to the
solution of the problem of poor scholarship. College life is so
complex that students, particularly freshmen, frequently find
themselves confused and in need of counsel. Sound counseling
involves, among other things, the establishment of the kind of
personal relationship between individual students and faculty
members that will lead the student to talk about his problems;
and one which will provide him with the information and stimu-
lation to attack his problems with vigor and intelligence.

Remedial procedures to aid failing students are in use at
each of South Carolina's institutions of higher learning. Among
the procedures which have been utilized in the past, or which
are now being utilized are the following: (1) tutoring by in'

.structors, (2) tutoring by members of honor societies, (3) re-
duced schedule, (4) counseling by deans, ( 5') change in pro-
gram, (6) homogeneous grouping, (7) special instruction in
how to study, and (8) supervised study.

It is difficult to know how successful these procedures have
been. In the instance of at least one of the procedures there
is definite evidence of lack of success. The institutions that
report having tried homogeneous grouping state that they have
abandoned the practice. Tutoring by instructors is an expen-
sive remedial procedure, and few of the institutions have the
staff to employ it in any systematic and comprehensive way.
On the whole, while remedial procedures make some contribu-
tion to the solution of the problem of poor scholarship, they
do not represent a fundamental approach to it. This is not

2 For other aspects of the guidance program, see Chapter VI: Student
Personnel Programs.
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to say, of course, that remedial procedures should be abandoned
as useless. There are some students who will require extra
.help even when the educational program is effective for the
great majority of students. What meaning, then, is to be at'
tached to a mortality rate of five per cent in a college? Or,
what does it mean when only 50 per cent of a freshman class
remain in school through four years and graduate?

One way to interpret these facts is to contend that when only
half of the students of an entering class remain in school
through four years and graduate, it means that the educational
,program which they experienced was ineffective; that the poison
of an educational program, or lack of life-giving substance in it
which made casualties of one group of students, cannot be
said to have served as a tonic for the students who survived;
that many of the students who graduated did so with battle
scars resulting from an ineffective educational program. An'
other way to interpret the same facts is to contend that there
are many reasons why students leave school, and that many of
these reasons have little or nothing to do with the effectiveness
of the educational program; that an educational program which
succeeds for one group of students cannot be said to be ineffec-
tive; that many of the students who drop out of school have
nevertheless benefited from their educational experience while in
school. In the next section of this report an attempt is made
to find the measure of truth in these conflicting interpretations
of the same facts.

EVALUATION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

The evaluation of curriculum and instruction of South Caro-
lina's institutions of higher learning is in terms of the values of
general education as stated earlier, and in terms of certain
assumptions of general education. These assumptions, quoted
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or adapted from the Harvard Report, General Education in a
Free Society," are as follows:

1. American education is in need of a unifying purpose and
idea.

2. The United States is faced with a diversity of education
which, if it "has many virtues, nevertheless works against
the good of society by helping destroy the common
ground of training and outlook on which any society
rests.

3. A common ground between some, though not all, of the
ideas underlying our educational practice is the sense of
heritage; the appeal to heritage is not only to authority,
but also. to the clarification of the past about what is
important in the present.

4. It is impossible to escape the realization that our society,
like any society, rests on common beliefs and that a
major task of education is to perpetuate them.

5. The seeming opposition that resulted between tradition-
alism and modernism has been a tragedy of Western
thought; modernism rightly affirms the importance of
inquiry and of relevance to experience; but as scholasti-
cism ran the danger of becoming a system without vitality,
so modernism runs the danger of achieving vitality with-
out pattern.

6. The values of human life cannot be achieved within a
vacuum; they" require for their fulfillment the existence
of material conditions.

7. The true task of education is so to reconcile the sense
of pattern and direction deriving from heritage with the
sense of experiment and innovation deriving from science
that they may exist fruitfully together.

8. Education cannot be wholly devoted either to tradition
or to experiment, neither to the belief that the ideal in

3 Harvard Committee. General Education. in a Free Society, Cam.
bridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1945.
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itself is enough nor to the view that means are valuable
apart from the ideal; it must at the same time uphold
tradition and experiment, the ideal and means, subserv-
ing, like our culture itself, change within commitment.

9. The term general education is used to indicate that part
of a student's whole education which looks first to his
life as a responsible human being and citizen; while the
term special education indicates that part which looks
to the student's competence in some occupation.

10. Specialism enhances the centrifugal forces of society; the
business of providing the needs of society breeds a great
diversity of special occupations; and a given specialist
does not speak the language of other specialists; in order
to discharge his duties as a citizen adequately, a person
must somehow grasp the complexities of life as a whole;
even from the viewpoint of economic success, specialism
has its peculiar limitations; business demands minds capa-
ble of adjusting to varying situations and of managing
complex human institutions.

11. General education is especially required in a democracy
• where the public elects its leaders and officials."

12. Two contemporary forces are at the root of our culture:
the ideal of man and society distilled from the past but
at the same time transcending the past as a standard of
judgment valid in itself; the belief that no existent ex-
pressions of this ideal are final but that all alike call for
perpetual scrutiny and change in the light of new knowl-
edge.

13. General education is distinguished from special education
not by subject matter, but in terms of method and out-
look no matter what the field; specialism as an educa-
tional force has its own limitations, it does not usually
provide insight into general relationships; the impact of
specialism has been felt not only in those phases of educa-
tion which are necessarily and rightly specialistic; it has
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affected also the whole structure of higher education and
even of secondary education.

14. Colleges and universities are divided into large numbers
of departments; as a result, the student in search of a
general course is commonly frustrated; even an elemen-
tary course is devised as an introduction to a specialism
within a department.

15. Just as we regard courses in concentration as having
definite relations to one another, so should we envisage
general education as an organic whole whose parts join
in expounding a ruling idea and in serving a common
aim; and to do so means to abandon the view that all
fields and all departments are equally valuable vehicles
of general education.

16. The traits and characteristics of mind sought by general
education are: to think effectively, to communicate

thought, to make relevant judgments, and to discriminate
among values.

SPECIALISM IN EDUCATION

Specialism is a major obstacle to a more effective educational
program in South Carolina's institutions of higher learning.
The proponents of specialism are legion; they are to be found
.in the humanities, the social studies, in science and mathematics,
-and in the professional and vocational fields- The influence of
the specialist is felt not only in those phases of education which
are necessarily and rightly specialistic; his influence is felt also
in those phases of education which rightly belong to general
education.

The great majority of subjects is taught by experts, and tends
to be so presented as to attract potential experts. Learning is
-diversified and parceled into a maze of specialties. The organ'
.ization of the institutions is divided into a large number of
departments, divisions, schools, and fields, with further special,
ization within these. Clemson has six schools-Agriculture,
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Arts and Sciences, Chemistry, Engineering, Textiles, and Voca-
tional Education; the six schools offer twenty-two separate cur-
ricula. In the single area of the humanities at Winthrop there
are five departments, namely Fine Arts, Modern Languages,
Classics, Music, and English. At the University .there is a
College of Arts and Science and School of Education with
seventeen departments; in addition there are six separate schools.
It is not surprising, therefore, that South Carolina students in
search of a general course are commonly frustrated.

Specialism assumes many forms. One of its forms is that of
the obtruder. Special courses usurp the place of general courses.
Special courses are made to serve the interest of the general
student, when his interest would be better served by courses
planned and taught as general courses. The courses in science
and mathematics taught at The Citadel in the program of gen-
eral education, for example, are professional introductory courses
rather than general courses. While it is true that these courses
make some contribution to the aims of general education, not
one of them can be said to have been devised and taught with
the general student in mind. The limitation of a professional
introductory course, from the viewpoint of general education, is
that it too frequently fails to help the student achieve insight
into general relationships.

A specific example of the way in which a special course is
made to serve the general student is that of freshman trigo-
nometry at Clemson. A portion of the description of the
course follows:

The objectives of this course are primarily functional, as
the course is designed for students of engineering. (All
freshmen in the School of Agriculture take the course,
however.) Evaluations and use of the functions, compu-
tations, solutions of equations, and identities, are supple'
mented by problems and applications to physics and engi-
neering, which are stressed as much as possible.
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The examples cited of the ways in which special courses
obtrude in general education are from two institutions, but they
could just as conveniently have been selected from the other
institutions.

It is recommended that each of South Carolina's institutions
of higher learning initiate studies designed to determine the
degree to which courses now offered as general education are,
in fact, little more than professional introductory courses.
These courses either should be revised so as to make them
more truly courses in general education, or they should be re-
placed with new courses which have been devised for the gen-
eral student. The aims of general education as stated at the
beginning of this chapter, should prove useful as criteria in the
evaluation of courses.

We have seen that one of the forms which specialism takes
is that of the obtruder. It has other forms. One of these is
the tendency of one specialty to feed on another. That special,
ties would fight among themselves was inevitable once the
general was reduced to specialties. That they will go on fight,
ing is certain for they have no controlling idea to which they
can give allegiance. How specialties destroy each other is
clearly discernible.

It is generally agreed that home economics holds great possi-
bilities for furthering the life needs of young women, regardless
of the specific vocation they expect to enter. Yet the programs
of general education at Winthrop, the University, and State
College do not require home economics· Why is this? One
answer is that a combination of special interests older and
stronger than the special interest represented by home eco-
nomics determines the requirements of general education at these
institutions. Moreover, home economics is itself a specialty and,
as such, is more interested in its majors than in the genera]
student. One of the special interests which crowds out home
economics for the general student is that which is responsible
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for setting up a requirement of 12 semester credits of a modern
language.
It is generally agreed that the fine arts have much to offer

the general student. However, only one of South Carolina's
institutions of higher learning, State College, offers the general
student an experience in the fine arts. Moreover, the courses
offered at State College appear to have been especially devised
for the general student. At The Citadel the fine arts are
excluded altogether. It is true, however, that the program of
extra-curricular activities at The Citadel provides excellent op-
portunities for many students in at least one of the fine arts,
namely, music. The fine arts are also excluded at Clemson
except for students in the School of Architecture.

A contributing factor to the tendency of specialties to wage
war upon each other is faulty organization of the faculty. The
types of faculty organization now in operation in the institu-
tions represented in this study encourage, in varying degrees,
the numerous departments or divisions to compete with each
other in pushing their particular claims- It is to be expected
that the individuals who have the responsibility of carrying
forward the program of a department or division will be zealous
in their own cause. Nor can it be expected that these indi-
viduals will look first to the interest of the total college pro-
gram, and only after this to their own special interest. The
tendency of the human mind, at least in a competitive society,
is to identify its own special interests with that of the general
welfare. In short, it is extremely difficult for the head of a
school, or the head of a department who represents a special
interest, to think of it as such, or more accurately, to see the
relation of his interest to the more general interest. Since it
is necessary that a college have a variety of special interest
groups, sound policy dictates that these should not be permitted
to become too atomistic. It is better policy to have one special
interest group, for example, the social studies, than it is to have
four special interest groups as are represented by history,
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geography, sociology, and economics.
The atomization of organization is in part cause and in part

effect of the atomization of learning. In either case the atom'
ization of learning creates a situation in which there is some
justification for some such conclusion as was drawn by the dean
of a school of engineering who said, "No one seems to know
what constitutes a good general education. So long as this
situation exists, I think it best that the student spend his time
in a program that knows where it is going-" It is important
that we try to understand how it has come about that general
education has no clear conception of its aims. The major fac-
tor contributing to this condition is that the two major fields-
the social studies and the humanities, each of which has some'
thing to offer to general education that cannot be offered by
science and mathematics-become so impressed with the achieve'
ments of science that they have sought to make themselves
"scientific." In short, the social studies and the humanities
sold their birthright for what turned out to be a "mess of
courses." The simple expedient of modifying the existing types
of faculty organization will not solve this fundamental problem
of the organization of learning; but it may contribute something
to its solution. So long as general education is the responsibility
of everybody in general, it will remain the responsibility of no
one in particular. It is recommended that each of the institu-
tions fix a responsibility for general education which will be as
definite as that now fixed for special education.

The motto of specialism is "let the strong prevail." The
results of acting upon this principle frequently gives rise to
some rather pronounced distortions in the program of general
education. The basic curriculum required of all agricultural
students at Clemson, except those in agricultural engineering,
requires only six semester credits in the social studies. The
balance between science and mathematics on the one hand and
the humanities on the other in this same curriculum is 42 se-
mester credits for science and mathematics, as contrasted with
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10 semester credits in the humanities. The curriculum of agri-
cultural engineering at Clemson requires 142 semester credits
for the B.S· degree, but requires only 7 semester ·credits 'in the
social studies.
It is recommended that the offerings of the social studies be

increased in all the curricula of Clemson, and that a better
balance be sought between specialistic training and general edu-
cation. Also, it is recommended that a better balance be sought
among the fields of human knowledge represented by the social
studies, science and mathematics, and the humanities.

At The Citadel each of the curricula, business administration,
chemistry, civil engineering, electrical engineering, mathematics,
physics, and pre-medical requires more than 140 semester
hours for graduation, only six of which are in the social studies.
It is recommended that the offerings of the social studies be
increased at The Citadel. .

The discrimination against the social studies at The Citadel
and Clemson presents a problem that should be given considera-
tion by the administration and faculty of each of these institu-
tions. The failure to give young men the best possible training
in the nature of the heritage which they possess, and to acquaint
them with the responsibilities which they must assume as free
men for its enrichment and perpetuation, is regrettable. It is
true, of course, that military training at both Clemson and The
Citadel might be thought of as compensating, in part at least, for
deficiencies in the social studies program. It is not possible,
however, that such training succeeds in giving students a
thorough understanding of the institutional and theoretical as-
pects of the Western heritage.

Specialism tends to make general education formless. The
curriculum plan of Winthrop offers a good example of this.
The curricula for the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of
Science degrees for the freshman and sophomore years are
essentially the same. The student is required to take 12 hours
of work in the social studies, and there is the same requirement
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for science and mathematics. In each of these fields the student
is permitted to choose the particular courses she takes. In the
social studies she is directed to elect from the fields of geography,
history, sociology, economics, government, or psychology; in
science and mathematics she elects from the fields of biology,
chemistry, mathematics, or physics.

It is assumed that the student has the advice of one or more
faculty members when she plans her program in the social studies,
or in science and mathematics; even when this is assumed, how-
ever, it is difficult to understand how she could possibly get
a rounded education in either of these two areas. The basic
difficulty is that most of the courses offered tend toward special-
ism. For example, the curriculum for the Bachelor of Science
degree in commerce requires that the student take the courses
History 3, Geography 23, and Psychology 21 and 22. The
course, History 3, is devoted to the study of the beginning and
development of economic institutions in the United States;
Geography 23 is devoted to the study of world resources and
industries, with emphasis on those of the United States; Psy-
chology 21 and 22 is a paired-sequence course in general psy-
chology with emphasis upon organic structure and its relation-
ships to the more general types of behavior, and upon the
principles of learning and the part they play in the develop-
ment of the individual.

The merit of the- courses offered is not here subject to evalua-
tion. It is probably true that each makes valuable contributions
to the aims of general education. Our point is that when taken
together, the courses do not represent an organic whole. The
courses, when thought of as a program of general education in
the social studies, are fragmentary, disjointed, and devoid of a
ruling idea. They do not contribute in a significant way to-
ward developing in the student the capacity for synthesis. At
best the offering of only 12 semester hours of work in science
and mathematics, and in the social studies, imposes severe
limitations on any attempt to construct a rounded program,
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that is, one whose parts join in serving one central principle.
Yet the responsibility to do this, insofar as is possible within the
limits of any particular time allotment, is one which must be
faced. If a longer' period of time were available, making pos-
sible the offering of additional courses, it is conceivable that
the offering of unrelated courses might lead to the achievement
of most of the aims of general education. The shorter the
period of time, the greater the necessity to strive for wholeness.
It is recommended that the policy followed at Winthrop of

permitting students to choose a program of -general education
in the social studies and science and mathematics, be discon-
tinued in favor of a policy which provides for but one coherent
program of study in each of these fields-a program of study
which would be required of all students .

.
SPECIALISM CONTRIBUTES TO GENERAL EDUCATION

It is not the purpose of the survey staff to give the impres-
sion that specialism is invariably inimical to the values of gen-
eral education. Nor is there the desire to give an impression
that specialists do not know how to cooperate. A curriculum
study was undertaken recently at Clemson College which had
as its purpose to reveal the interrelationships between depart-
ments of the college in providing the programs of studies for
students in various major fields. Other aspects of the study
included the, extent of emphasis on laboratory work, the varia-
tion of work required for degrees, and any other unusual over-
emphasis or under-emphasis present in the various curricula.
The composition of each curriculum was summarized in terms
of the number of semester clock hours of work required. or
generally elected.

The Clemson Curriculum Study shows that, while the various
curricula of the college are generally designated by the fields
of specialization, any particular curriculum includes courses
required under a number of departments in several schools.
The variation extended {rom the architectural curriculum which
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includes courses provided under nine departments of three
schools, to the agriculutral engineering curriculum which in'
eludes courses under twenty-two departments of four schools.
While this is not an accurate measure of the breadth of a
curriculum, it does reveal rather extensive inter-relationships
between departments and schools in providing the work required
in any of the various curricula.

Perhaps the major implication of the Clemson Curriculum
Study is that it shows that there is a measure of cooperation
at the institution. which could be channeled to bring about
further improvement of the curriculum.

In this report attention has been focused upon the ways in
which specialism as an educational force is oftentimes detri-
mental to the aims of general education. It should be empha-
sized, however, that there is no conflict between the legitimate
claims of special education and those of general education. There
is cause for conflict only when the one usurps the functions of
the other, or when one fails to make its contribution to the
other. The relationship of the two aspects of one education
has been stated so clearly by Major A. G. D. Wiles, Head of
the Department of Arts and Sciences at The Citadel, that we
quote from his statement:

The forward flow of civilization has given responsibility
for the education of modern man not only to general edu-
cation, but also to special education, which means educa-
tion for specialized work of complexity and depth, such
as that of the engineer, English teacher, chemist, lawyer,
and the like. And the value of special education is no
less great than that of general education. It assures a
man of the means of gaining a livelihood; it provides him
with the opportunity of making a tangible contribution to
society; it encourages in him precision and the spirit of
research, which, to be sure, has had much to do with the
advancement of civilization.

The challenging problem in modern education lies in the
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question of what constitutes the proper attitude on the
part of general education toward special education, and
vice versa. The sane attitude should be one of mutual
respect. For, properly considered, they are inseparable
parts of the same process-a complete education. General
education provides the student with the broad powers of
reasoning, communication, and the comprehension of the
great fundamental forces of life. And special education
brings these powers to sharp focus upon a limited field so as
to make their impact upon society significant both for the
student (in terms of the necessaries and the psychic values
of life) and for society (in terms of specific and genera'
advantages gained). Thus, each so-called type of educa-
tion serves the other, general education giving breadth to
the specialist; special education giving point to the gen-
eralist; or, to put it another way, general education pre-
venting special education from producing mere robots, spe-
cial education preventing general education from producing
personified abstractions. And herein lies the chief value
of each-that each serves the other in the mutual act of•
educating the whole man, the man qualified for an active,
intelligent and good life in his community, his nation, and

.the world.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM'

The major conclusion of this study is that the wide diversity
of talent and need of youth in South Carolina's institutions of
higher learning is not now being met in the most effective way.
According to our study, the chief reason for this is that special-
ism as an educational force has been permitted to override the
claims of general education· We conclude that the evolving
of more effective programs of curriculum and instruction can
be made to come about only as there is achieved a better balance
between the claims of general education on the one hand, and
those of special education on the other. This is a task which
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will require among other things, (1) the breaking down of the
control of tradition and outworn practices; and (2) the evolv-
ing of new concepts of curriculum and instruction.

Therefore, it is" recommended that each of the institutions
represented in this study undertake a creative approach to the
problems of curriculum and instruction; an approach which
places faith in deliberative processes, experimentation, and con'
tinuing evaluation on the basis of hypotheses in which there is
reason to have confidence because they have been arrived at
through the free exchange of opinion and careful study of avail,
able facts.

As faculty groups in South Carolina's institutions of higher
learning continue to strive to solve their problems of curriculum
and instruction, the following findings and recommendations
should be given some consideration:
1~Each fall South Carolina's institutions of higher learning

receive thousands of young persons who represent a wide di-
versityof talent and need; they come from every walk of life
and bring with them varying standards of taste and intelligence.
Many of the _young persons who hopefully present themselves
at the institutions of higher learning go home later in defeat.
Continuing studies should be made of the needs of youth in
the context of the demands of society. Evaluation of teaching
procedures" and practices, and of curriculum offerings should
be in terms of the ascertained needs of South Carolina's youth.

2. South Carolina has a large group of capable youth (as
large as the group who attend college) who complete their high
school course, desire to attend college, but do not have the
necessary financial resources. These young persons could profit
as much, if not more, from college training than the group now
receiving it. The State. should assume the responsibility of
locating the more gifted individuals of this group and for pro'
viding scholarships for "their training in college. The scholar-
ships could be granted on a loan basis and be liquidated over a
period of years by the students.
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3. South Carolina's institutions of higher learning face, as do
colleges and universities throughout the nation, the problem
of poor scholarship. In one institution only fifty per cent of
an entering freshman class remained four years and graduated.
Poor scholarship is not the only reason that students leave
school, but it is a potent factor. The fundamental reason why
young persons leave school is that the colleges and universities
are simply too rigid to adapt themselves to the student; the
student tries to adapt himself to the college but does not always
succeed. The institutions should intensify their efforts to help
the student adjust himself to college life. This will necessitate
continuous revision of the curriculum and of instructional pro'
cedures.

4. It is true frequently in South Carolina's institutions of
higher -Iearning that special courses usurp the place of general
courses. Special courses are used to serve the interest of young
persons when their interests would be better served by general
courses. The survey staff recommends that each of South Caro-
lina's institutions of higher learning initiate studies designed to
determine the degree to which courses now offered as general
education are in fact little more than professional introductory
courses. The professional preparatory courses which are now
serving in the program of general education should either be
revised so as to make them more truly courses in general educa-
tion, or be eliminated in favor of genuine general courses.

5. Specialism as an educational force is sustained and en'
couraged by the faulty organization of faculties. Each of the
institutions should .initiate studies leading to the development of
more desirable types of faculty organization. The major prob-
lem is one of fixing a responsibility for general education which
will be as definite as that now fixed for special education.

6. South Carolina's institutions of higher learning do not
show a good balance between general education .on the me
hand and special education on the other; neither do they show
a good balance within the program of general education for the
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major areas of human knowledge-science and mathematics, the
social studies, and the humanities. It is recommended that
these two kinds of balance be sought at each of the institutions.

7. In some of the institutions the fact is ignored that general
education, like special education, has its own inner demands.
A formless' general education is as ineffective as would be a
formless special education. It is recommended that each of the
institutions conceive of general education as a whole, and that
they no longer tolerate an unrelated and fragmentary program
of general education. Specific suggestions for the realization of
an organic program of general education are found in the body
of the report.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Continuing studies should be made of the needs of youth
in the context of the demands of society. Evaluation of teach,
ing procedures and practices; and of curriculum offerings should
be in terms of the ascertained needs of South Carolina's youth.

2. The professional preparatory courses which are now serv-
ing in the program of general education should either be revised
50 as to make them more truly courses in general education, or
be eliminated in favor of genuine general courses.

3. Each of the institutions should initiate studies leading to
the development of more desirable types of faculty organization.
The major problem is one of fixing a responsibility for general
education which will be as definite as that now fixed for special
education.

4. Steps should be taken by each institution to bring about
a proper balance between general education and special educa-
tion. Within the program of general education a more satis-
factory balance should be developed among the major areas of
human knowledge. •

5. The present sequences of unrelated and fragmentary
courses should be replaced by a program of general education
which has organic unity and coherence.
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6. The present policy followed at some institutions of per'
mitting students to choose unrelated subjects in the social
studies, and in science and mathematics should be discontinued
in favor of a policy which provides for but one coherent pro'
gram of study in each of these fields.

..
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VII
RESOURCE-USE EDUCATION

It is unthinkable that there should ever cease to be a South
Carolina or a South or a United States of America. Recently
emerging from a prolonged struggle to safeguard the existence
of our way of life, we are fully committed to the defense of our
homeland from outside enemies. Homeland defense requires no
supporting argument, when we think of the threat of world
domination by the Nazi or the Japanese war lords. The service
flags in the State of South Carolina, from that of The Citadel
on the Ashley River to some high school in the Blue Ridge,
indicate the response of South Carolinians to this threat' from
without.

The Second World War has, however, drained away vast
resources in men and goods. The time is at hand to redouble
efforts to conserve these resources, and to put them to the best
possible use in the interests of the people of the State and of
the Nation. True, the problem of defense against waste and
idleness, against deterioration and inefficiency, is not so impera-
tive in the short run as was the winning of the war, but it is
no less vital in the long run. We must take care to avoid mis-
takes similar to that of a Tennessee farmer who had an argu-
ment with a neighbor about a fence line. He forced relocation
of the fence so as to restore his own holdings to the original
size, and thereafter he guarded the line with his gun, so that
it would not be replaced. At the same time, soil erosion was
eating away the precious top soil from his fields. Yes, he
guarded his resources from external attack, but was insensitive
to the damage that took place within the limits of his fence.

However apt this illustration, it is misleading in' one major
respect. A vast deal of work has been going on in South Caro-
lina to improve health, to save soil, to step up the efficiency of
farm and mill. On the other hand, this is no timeto sit down
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in smug self-satisfaction. A journey across this state will dis-
close many achievements-beautiful farms, n eat villages,
splendid roads-but it will also reveal eroded hills, burnt-over
forest, idle people, towns that need to be replanned and rebuilt.

. To safeguard our resources and at the same time to use them
more effectively is the double challenge we now face as we turn
to problems at home.

'Need for Safeguarding South Carolina's Resources

The responsibility for safeguarding these precious human and
natural resources rests on all individual citizens but particularly
on the State. Each of us may have what seem to be perfectly
good reasons for failing to look to the future, but no state can
afford to do so. How can a great State such as this hope to'
have a long, prosperous life if the very basis of its existence is
swept away? The responsibility of the State for the conserva-
tion and productive use of its resources is one that it dare not
shirk.

The State of South Carolina has accepted this responsibility
in a variety of ways. The existence of the Research, Planning
and Development Board is evidence of this. Very properly, too,
the tax supported institutions of higher learning have shouldered
a share of the responsibility for wise use and maintenance of re-
sources. The vigorous program in home economics education
recognizes. the connection between food and vital resources; the
efforts to check soil erosion go directly to the root of one of our
chief ills. A recent careful study of land drainage, to put
drainage projects on a sound financial footing, indicates the in-
tent of improving natural resources as well as keeping them from
wasting away.
It should be recognized that education for wiser use of re-

sources, both human and natural, involves many agencies besides
the colleges. Perhaps the most powerful is the public press.
One can hardly emphasize too much the influence of the local
newspaper or agricultural magazine in bringing about wiser
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land use. But a vast deal of effective resource-use education is•also taking place in the schools and colleges. A student re-
ported, for example, that, after studying contour plowing in his
science lesson, he went home and convinced his father that he
should stop plowing up and down hill; another got his father's
team and filled in some gullies and then planted them to black
locust seedlings.

. Whether from reading a newspaper or a textbook, from lis-
tening to a story told by an observant neighbor or being made
unhappy when a gully undermines the playground, the result-
ing impression is a lesson in resource-use education, a phase
of education which aims to safeguard the very foundations and
the income, of the state. Only as resources are maintained
and put to effective use can the well-being of the state be
guaranteed. Resource-use education, by whatever name, thus
comes to be a first consideration in any educational system sup-
ported by public funds. It is obviously a major duty of all tax-
supported institutions of higher learning.

SCOPE OF RESOURCE-USE EDUCATION

The scope of resource-use education is so broad, and the label
has so recently come into use, that a brief analysis of its elements
is desirable.

We note, in the first place, the emphasis on natural resources,
which include soils, forests, waters, wildlife, scenery, minerals,
and climate. This list might be extended somewhat, but these
are the major elements. In this State we may jump to the con-
clusion that the principal natural resources are the soil and
forests, but a moment's consideration will make clear that none
of the major resources can be ignored.

Emphasis is also placed on human resources. Here we must
recognize some three different classes of human resources. The
first is man himself, his health, his energy. Undoubtedly the vital
resources of the State are its most precious possession. The
medical education in this State, the work in home economics,
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the analysis by the Research, Planni!2g and Development Board
of South Carolina population, are phases of this consideration
of vital resources. Second, are the cultural (or social) resources,
the traditions from a noble past, the skills handed down from
father to son, the churches, the schools-all of the non-materials
assets on -which civilization rests. And third, we may class as
human resources the material possessions which man has created
-roads, hospital buildings, houses. Into these men have poured
their very lives-these man-made material resources must be
safeguarded and made even more useful, whether by the painting
of an iron bridge, by the repair of a costly roadway, or by the
control of fires.

I~ resource-use education attention is focussed on these two
main groups of resources-" natural and human-as they exist
together to make up the wealth of the state. In educating our
young people, and older ones too, to a wiser employment of
these resources, they should be guided through four main phases
of resource study: (1) valuation, (2) resource destruction and
deterioration, ( 3) more effective utilization, and (4) conser-
vation.

1. It is surprising how few people appreciate the real worth
of rich soil or luxuriant forests or human health or technical
skill. We need to build up an appreciation of these elements
of wealth, both for the near and the distant future. Moreover,
our educational system must direct attention to these resources
as they actually occur together in state, region, and nation, if
the student is to have an appreciation of their worth.

2. In using resources it is difficult, indeed impossible, to avoid
some destruction and deterioration. We cannot use wood with,
out cutting the tree from which it came; we cannot go about our
daily work without exposing ourselves to disease and without
causing some wastage of energy. The study of resource de'
pletion, whether forest destruction or human disease, is an
essential element in learning about wise resource use. Here
again, a large part of the problem of education is one of devel-
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oping an appreciation of the seriousness of these changes if not
counteracted. Too commonly the farmer utterly fails to re-
cognize the signs of soil wastage; too commonly serious disease"
is treated as something that always has been and always must
be. A great southern historian wrote that as a boy he loved the
red hills of his home area; it was not until he became a man that
he learned that the very redness of the soil was a sign of disas-
trous soil erosion. A keen sensitiveness to resource destruction
is one of the desired outcomes of resource-use education.

3. More efficient utilization of resources, whether of land or
people, is a great need, as any observant traveler can see. This
problem is always present in any part of the earth; but it is
particularly critical in southeastern United States, where the
per capita income is considerably below the national average ..
South Carolina shares with neighboring states in this disadvant-
age. On the other hand, there are numerous "islands" of
farmers with· above-the-average income in this State, testimony
to the possibilities for improvement. There is need for draw-
ing on the matured technology of other parts of the world, not
only on farm but in factory. It is not enough to appreciate our
resources-we need to face the problem of making them meet

. our needs more effectively than in the past. This, too, is a part
of resource-use education.

4. The fourth main element in educating for wiser resource-
use is conservation education. Conservational practices are
those activities which seek to maintain the desired quality and
quantity of resources. Reforestation, plowing on the contour,
regulating the flow of artesian water, land drainage, improved
diets, mosquito control-the list of activities is long, but it is
easy to recognize the common element. Unless efforts to raise
income can be supported by zeal for the maintenance of the re-
sources employed, the results are bound to be disasterous in the.
end.
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IDEALS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

With this general view of the scope of resource-use education
in mind, we turn to an analysis of the tax-supported institutions
of higher learning in terms of ideals and accomplishments.

1. As a minimum, there is need for an introduction to the
study of resources and resource problems in each institution.
No institution has a monopoly of the study of erosion or wise
land use, or of human health and disease. The basic courses
in resource-use education should be offered in each institution.

The kind of thinking needed is found in the course on "South
Carolina-Its Growth and Development," where taught by a
person keenly sensitive to resource-use problems. This course
is now required of elementary school teachers and is offered in
each of the institutions. "Conservation of Natural Resources"
is offered in two institutions. Courses on "Social Problems of
the South," deal explicitly with problems of human resources,
and provide a somewhat less direct approach to natural re-
sources. In three institutions the work in economic geography
gives a somewhat limited introduction. The courses in two
institutions dealing with such topics 'as soil conservation meet
the need in that restricted phase of education.

2. Adults beyond the classroom should be reached by exten-
sion and correspondence work that focuses on resource-use pro-
blems. An outstanding achievement in this area is in agricul-
tural and home economics extension work.

3. Workshops, forums, and conferences on resource-use are
needed on the various campuses, not only for the adults who
look to these institutions for further inspiration and training,
but for the sake of the students and of the faculties. The
activity at the University in sociology is illustrative, as is the
home economics work at Winthrop College and that in agri-
culture at Clemson College.

4. In view of the fact that a large part of the material needed
for resource-use education must be gathered by the teacher from
various sources and translated into something of use, it is highly
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desirable that prospective teachers be trained in this task. Some
practice has been provided teachers-in-training in the study on
South Carolina's development.

:;. A good number of the staff of these institutions should be
engaged in preparing teaching materials in resource-use educa-
tion. Bulletins like "How a Teacher May Help Win the War
and the Peace" (prepared by the State Department of Educa-
tion, in cooperation with various faculty members and others)
point the way for similar materials which focus attention on this
long-time defense of the well-being of the State.

6. The field of resource-use education includes adults, and
these institutions have a responsibility for preparing reading and
other materials for them-bulletins, newspaper and magazine
articles, and radio scripts. Perhaps the reports of the Agricul-
tural Exp.eriment Station of Clemson College illustrate the kind
of materials needed as perfectly as any phase of the work done
by these institutions.

7. Adult education depends in part on personal appearances
before groups not assembled on the campuses, and on an active
participation in local and regional planning. Members of the
staff of the State University, for example, have had an im-
portant part in the activities of the Research, Planning, and
Development Board; and members of The Citadel faculty have
participated in the planning activities which center on the
Charleston area. Work of this kind is to be commended. Home
economics and agricultural extension obviously fall under this
heading.

8. Materials on resource use must be supplied by some active
source. Reference has been made to the Agricultural Extension
Division and to the Department of Education, through which
various members can reach schools, adults, and adult groups.
The Extension Division of the University also has a materials
service. The value of a single center or a few centers to which
teachers can send for free materials is surely evident.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR EXTENDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR

RESOURCE,USE EDUCATION

. The identification of opportunities and achievements in re-
, source-use education will suggest to persons familiar with these
·institutions many ways in which accepted ideals could be more
closely approximated. It is clear that a spendid beginning has

·been made and that genuine achievements have been made in
each major phase' of resource-use education. The major-recoin-

·mendations relate to the intensity and breadth of efforts rather
than to any complete gap' in the ideal program.
• 1. A basic part of general education. There is need for a
sound introduction to resource problems in the course offerings

·of each institution. All students should have the opportunity
·to study soil erosion, or land economics, or social problems.
The basic courses in this broad field, courses essential as a part

·of general education, should be offered in each institution.
2. Service. of the entire student body. Each institution should

·check its offerings and student enrollment in them to see ,to it
that there is opportunity if not encouragement for the whole
student body to get an introduction to the study of resource
problems-an understanding of resources, of their deterioration,
of more efficient use, and of conservation.. For simplicity, at'
tention may well be focused on (a) vital resources, their safe'
guarding and, useful employment; and (b) natural resources,
their safeguarding and more productive utilization. Moreover,
,the approach should. be in terms of .concrete problems found in
the State and in the larger areas of which it is an integral part.

3. Use of existing courses and staff. In each institution there
are courses and personnel which might well be used more wide'
ly. Taking all institutions into account, the departments of
economics, georgraphy, and sociology and the more technical
departments like home economics seem to. be carrying the main
program, although individual institutions have other depart'
ments that are outstanding, such as botany. These and other
interested departments might well be given the responsibility and
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opportunity of serving the institution in question in more ade..
quate fashion. To single out courses in the field of general
education: a large element of resource-use education is found
(if properly staffed) in "South Carolina-Its Growth and Deve..
lopment," "Economic Geography," "Land Economics," "Conser"
vation of Natural Resources," "Health and Hygiene," "Social
Problems of the South." Indeed, it is difficult to conceive of a
more fruitful approach for the students of South Carolina than
through the "Resources and Problems of the South," a study
that might well draw to a focus, in the senior year, the many
separate and more fragmentary contributions in the earlier col-
lege years.

4. Attention to cultural and vital resources. Within the field
of human resources there is good coverage of our literary and
historical heritage. There needs to be more general attention
to social and economic institutions-such as that gained when
an engineering student studies city planning; and the whole field
of vital resources-s-man .himself and his physical well-being-s-
needs more emphasis on the part of teachers and students. A
careful check should be made to discover places in the cur-
riculums of the individual institutions where more attention
could be given to such matters as hygiene.

'5. Teacher training. There is need for more direct, pro'
longed training of teachers in the field of resource use. Possibly
a .study of resources and resource problems of the State and
region should be required of all teachers. The present require-
ment of elementary teachers points the way~

6. Graduate UJor~. Graduate work on resource-use problem')
is needed in some major institution or institutions .. This will
stimulate the faculty, provide workers for the State, and through
the research of students and faculty, provide needed information
and recommendations on a sound factual basis. No time should
be lost in providing for advanced work, for example, in land
economics, one of the basic lines of inquiry into wiser resource'
use.
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7. Enlarged staff of resource-use experts. There is need for
an enlargement of the personnel of resource experts in the State,
if for no other reason than adequately to staff each institution
with sufficient faculty to serve the students.

8. Faculty education. In no institution does the awareness
on the part of the faculty as a whole of the resource-use prob-
lems of the State and region appear to match the gravity and
magnitude of the problem of education. Faculty education,
through seminars, visiting lecturers, conferences, etc., is badly
needed.

9. Inter'institutional cooperation. More effective inter-in'
stitutional cooperation in resource-use education is desirable,
especially in the preparation and distribution of materials for
schools. Certainly some form of organization should be adopted
to channel into service 'all of the talent now available (no matter
at which institution) and to make the joint product function
in the thinking of the citizens of the State. This calls for an
inventory of talent as well as an organization for cooperation in
production and distribution of the resulting educational rna-
terials.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS.. '

1. There is need for a sound instroduction to resource prob-
lems in the course offerings of each institution. All students
should have the opportunity to study soil erosion, or land
economics, or social problems.

2. The curriculum should give greater attention to social and
economic situations. Each college should make a careful check
of its curriculum in order to discover where the needed emp-
hasis should be placed.

3. There is need for more direct, prolonged training of
teachers in the field of resource-use, A study of the resources
of the State and' region should be required of all teachers.

4. Graduate work on resource-use problems is needed in some
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major institution or institutions. For example, advanced work
in land economics should be provided immediately .
. 'i, More effective inter-institutional cooperation in resource'

use education should be provided especially in the preparation
and distribution of materials for the schools.
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VIII

GRADUATE STUDY AND RESEARCH

Analyses and recommendations for training scholarly workers
are presented in the first section of this chapter, and those
having to do with productive research work in the colleges are
presented in the second section. '

GRADUATE STUDY

Proposals for a feasible program of graduate study in South
Carolina are necessarily conditioned by the historical develop'
ment of undergraduate education in the five colleges for whites
and the one college for Negroes. Instead of starting with a clean
slate that would permit the organization of an ideal program
of graduate study and' research, the State must construct the
capstone of its system of higher education on the foundations
it has been building for a century or more. This means that
while it would be ideal to have one comprehensive and powerful
center for graduate activities in South Carolina, the State is
already committed to conducting these activities at the Univer-
sity of South Carolina, Clemson College, and Winthrop College
-and by a recent decision of the United States Supreme Court
the' State is obligated to 'Offer equal graduate opportunities to
qualified Negroes.

Factors which affect graduate work in all of the institutions
concerned (The Citadel and the Medical College should offer
no graduate work and Winthrop College should be limited to
graduate work for teachers and home economics workers) will
be discussed first, and this will be followed by comments on pro'
grams for individual institutions.
, "

State' wide Coordination of Graduate Study
Any allocation of graduate functions recommended for the

three white colleges and the Negro college will require some
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over-all coordinating body to give them effect. Therefore, as a
step basic to all proposed objectives and programs for achieving
them, machinery should be created for forming state-wide
policies and establishing standards for the administration of
graduate work by the individual institution.

The general administration recommendations of this survey
provide for the creation of a state-wide Higher Education Com'
'mission, which shall have the power to allocate functions and
funds, and to establish and enforce regulations governing inter'
institutional activities. It also recommends that the presidents
of the six colleges constitute an administrative council through
which state-wide and inter-institutional proposals may be con'
sidered and recommendations made to the Commission.

In furtherance of this ideal of coordination it is here recom-
mended that the Commission authorize a state-wide committee
on graduate work to study problems of articulation and make
recommendations to it, through the administrative council. This
arrangement should lessen duplication of effort and secure as
comprehensive a program of graduate study as the Legislature
will support. Until the Commission is legally established, it is
suggested that an ad hoc committee of seven persons, as follows,
be named: the directors (by whatever title called) of graduate
work at the University, Clemson, and Winthrop; the director of
teacher education and certification of the State Department of
Education; the Dean of the School of Education of the Univer-
sity; a private college representative to be named by the officers
of the Association of South Carolina Colleges; and the Director
of the Research, Planning and Development Board of South
Carolina. The committee thus would be representative of those
who educate and those who employ persons trained in graduate
programs. The committee should elect its own officers and
determine its procedures. Each agency should provide for the
time and expenses of its representative.

It is expected that the work of this committee will often pro'
duce a meeting of minds that approaches a consensus for dealing
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with many of the day-to-day inter-institutional graduate study
problems. However, its recommendations shall not be binding
on an individual institutions until they are approved by an ap-
propriate authority. The administrative council of presidents
shall review the recommendations of the committee and may
ask for further evidence to support recommendations, but it
must refer the committee's recommendations to the Commission
and shall append its comments thereto.

A major task of the state-wide committee on graduate work
will be to propose a comprehensive list of specific objectives or
goals for graduate instruction and research in South Carolina.
To be realistic these goals must be within the ability of the
State to finance and of the institutions to attain. This obvious-
ly will call for long-range planning that includes a priority in
timing as well as in cost. Programs to achieve these objectives
will often require several years for development. Many of them
will require the strengthening of undergraduate fields in the in-
stitutions to which they are allocated.

South Carolina leaders say, "We want first rate graduate
schools that will train research workers, teachers, and other
scholarly leaders in textiles, forestry, ceramics, education, home
economics, banking, insurance, public administration, and the
several specializations of agriculture and engineering." But as
perverse as it may seem, they have put their money into the
support of other types of graduate work. An examination of
the fields in which the master's and doctor's degrees have been
given in South Carolina shows that with the exception of edu-
cation most degrees have been given in history, English, and
other of the older scholarly fields. Staff leadership for graduate
work is usually from these fields; their library facilities are
also more adequate in the classical fields than in the newer
areas. This situation is, of course, not peculiar to South Caro-
lina; it is a concomitant of the fact that graduate work in the
United States represents a pushing upward of strong undergrad-
uate departments and these usually are the older liberal arts
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subjects. The point of the comment is that if the State really
wants leaders in the fields closely related to its economic, public
administration, and educational needs it must be willing to
strengthen undergraduate work in these areas as a base on which
to build worth-while programs of graduate training and re-
search.

Educational statesmanship of a high order is required for
selecting the fields in which undergraduate work will be strength-
ened as a means to undertaking an acceptable quality of grad-
uate work. No one of the three white institutions or the
Negro college can hope to do graduate work in all of its de-
partments. An examination of needs and costs, for example,
may cause the colleges to forego graduate work in forestry,
petroleum engineering, or veterinary medicine. Indeed, the
types of scholarly workers trained in those fields in which it is
to be undertaken will have to be sharply limited. A high
quality of graduate study is very expensive, both in non-recur-
ring expenses and in those required for staff, laboratories, libra-
ries, and other facilities. A chemistry department, for example,
ordinarily could not expect to provide major work for pros-
pective secondary and college teachers, for chemical engineers,
for industrial chemists, and for men who expect to engage in
pure research or university graduate teaching. Each department
of each college must restrict the types of positions for which
it will be primarily responsible for offering preparation-and
many that offer master's degree programs should not consider
Ph.D. level work for at least a decade.

Since the resources for graduate study of anyone department
must necessarily be limited, the departments should be strength-
ened for. the actual tasks allotted to them. For example, it is
recommended that graduate work at Winthrop in the field of
chemistry and the other sciences shall be limited to the prepara-
tion of elementary and secondary schools teachers. If this
suggestion is followed the outlay for a high quality of graduate
work will be only a small fraction of that required for a de-
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partment that is presumed to be able to prepare candidates for
a number of vocations in the field of chemistry. In the field of
public administration, to take but one other example, this
principle would discourage the undertaking of comprehensive
programs in Federal, state and local administration and would
focus limited resources on named state and local programs for
which there is a demonstrated need. It' should be noted that
observance of this principle gets departments away from the
idea that they must have enough facilities to provide major
training for a candidate. If the program of courses is set up
in terms of probable needs in the vocation, the ranking depart-
ment may give a plurality instead of a majority of the work.

Once a list of vocations for which graduate training will be
given has been determined, the committee and and the Higher
Education Commission are ready to face the tremendous task of
allocating these functions. For the time being, a majority of
the functions to be allocated are potential rather than actual but
their placement now shapes the course of development of an in-
stitution for decades. Most of the allocations will be between
the University and Clemson since, except in the field of home
economics, it is recommended that Winthrop be limited to grad-
uate work for the preparation of teachers and that The Citadel
and the Medical College do no graduate work. These alloca-
tions will require thoughtful planning and a genuine acceptance
by the institution to whose leaders they are given for. develop-
ment to serve the needs of South Carolina.

In the brief time available to the survey staff and with its
limited knowledge of underlying conditions, it is not possible
for it to do more than give examples and suggest the direction
of these allocations. Despite its limitations, the survey staff
now recommends that all graduate and professional work in
home economics be given at Winthrop College, and that the
University continue its commendable undergraduate program in
homemaking as a pari of the general and consumer life needs
of its undergraduate women students. It is equally apparent
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now that the duplication of effort and expense will be avoided
if graduate and professional study and research activities in the
several specializations of agriculture and engineering are allo-
cated exclusively to Clemson. Our brief review of the situa-
tion also suggests that while undergraduate work in the social
sciences should be strengthened, this should not be Clone with
a view to offering graduate work in these fields. Graduate
study (except for teachers) in political science, government,
history, and the other social sciences and the humanities (lan-
guages, literature, fine arts, and the like) should be allocated
to the University.

The allocation of graduate work in the biological and physical
sciences is a more involved problem. A definitive allocation
between Clemson and the University cannot be made without
a more thorough study than the survey staff could make. It is
obvious that Clemson should offer any graduate work to be
given in botany, entomology, plant and animal pathology, and
the other applications of the biological sciences to agriculture.
It is equally clear that Clemson should offer graduate and pro-
fessional work in the physical sciences as they contribute to
advanced work in the agricultural and engineering specializa-
tions in which it has suitable undergraduate programs. The
University, on the other hand, should be allocated any ad-
vanced work in geology and Clemson restricted to service
courses needed by the agricultural and engineering specializa-
tions. If advanced work in meteorology, geography, or the
other earth sciences is to be given in the South Carolina pro-
gram it should be associated with the work in geology. Gradu-
ate work in mathematics and its applications (e.g. statistics,
insurance, and the sciences), constitutes an example of a field
or area in which both the University and Clemson might offer
advanced courses without undue duplication of effort and cost.
; As a means for working out a sound policy and program
of allocations in graduate work (except for the preparation of
secondary teachers which is discussed in a succeeding para-
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graph) in the sciences and other fields as well, the state-wide
committee on the coordination of graduate study may find it

. desirable to ask sub-committees from the fields at Clemson and'
the University which have a stake in a program to develop
proposals for its consideration.

Allocations in 'Teacher Education

The requirements for teacher education and certification
adopted by the State Board of Education during 1945 will lead
to a numerically greater demand for graduate work on the part
of teachers than will come from all other groups together. Since
the University, Clemson, and Winthrop all engage actively in'
teacher education, the three institutions should be recognized
for conducting graduate work for teachers. The Citadel has
only a marginal interest in teacher education and should not
be encouraged to do so.

In order to insure a uniformly high quality of graduate in-,
struction that is suited to the needs of teachers it is recom-
mended that the state-wide committee on the coordination of
graduate work develop programs for several patterns of work
for the master's degree in each of the major .teaching fields-
for example, the humanities, physical science, biological science,
social science, industrial education, vocational agriculture, com-
merce, and horne economics. If the jobs teachers do permit
programs with the full major in narrower fields,-English,
history, French, chemistry, botany, and the like are examples-
one pattern should provide for this type of specialization. In
any event this fifth year of work should be geared to the four
years of undergraduate study previously pursued by the teachers.
In addition there should be a similar series of well integrated
patterns of work that are five years in length which will be

1For detailed proposals 'see: The Training of Secondary School Teach.
ers Especially with Reference to English, Harvard University Press, 1942.
Also see Chapters V and VII of The College and Teacher Education,
American Council on Education, 1944.
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offered prospective teachers who expect to complete the full
program before beginning service as a teacher.' Both types of
patterns should be flexible enough to permit their adaptation to
the needs of individual students and at the same time they
should have enough form to give each college a sense of direc-
tion in planning.

It, of course, must be recognized that private as well as tax'
supported colleges that qualify to offer the programs suggested
in the preceding paragraphs are entitled to do so. However,
the scope of this survey is limited to recommendations on how
the state tax-supported colleges should discharge this function
among themselves. It is recommended that. the state-wide com;
mittee on graduate study examine and make recommendations
on the proposals of colleges to give either the fifth-year or the
five-year programs. It is also recommended that this committee,
with assistance from extension division representatives, propose
a plan for conducting graduate work for teachers in off-campus
centers. Such a plan should reduce the conflicts that arise from
competing institutional interests and should assure the teachers'
of the State adequate programs in each section of the State.

-The University, Clemson, and Winthrop should be eligible
to offer anyone of the approved patterns of programs for
teachers for which they can qualify. However, it is recom-
mended that graduate and professional work for teachers of
home economics, home demonstration agents and other workers
in the field be reserved to Winthrop College; that the corre-
sponding work for teachers of agriculture and industrial educa-
tion be reserved to Clemson College. The survey staff doubts
that it is wise for Clemson College to add the staff and facilities
required for the" graduate training of teachers in many of the
natural science fields in which it may offer other forms of
graduate work; certainly it should not do so in the social
sciences, English and the humanities. It, is recommended that
a department or division which attempts one or more patterns
of the graduate program for teachers provide a dual pro-
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fessor who has competence in the field of subject matter and
in the field of professional education. Such professors are
usually expected to provide liaison between the subject matter
departments, the education department, and the employing and
supervising officers in the school systems.

Standards for Graduate Study

Producing a meeting of minds on the nature and extent of
the criteria and standards for gauging the quality of graduate
study is one of the most difficult tasks that will face South
Carolina educators. There are no well authenticated regional
or national standards for appraising graduate schools and their
departments or programs which are comparable to those com'
monly accepted for evaluating work in undergraduate colleges.
Those responsible for graduate instruction will be forced to make
their own adaptations and applications of such criteria as are
used in other comparable state and local situations. It is hoped
that the suggestions which follow will be useful to school officials
in recommending standards and to the Higher Education Com'
mission in considering them for approval.

The Boards of Trustees of the University and of Clemson
have authorized the award of the Ph.D degree in fields which
their faculties recommend. At the University this revives an
authorization discontinued more than a decade ago, while at
Clemson the earned doctorate has not yet been conferred. Be'
fore the Ph.D degree is recommended in any fields in which it
has not been given it is suggested that the graduate council ask
for an appraisal of readiness by qualified professionals from
outside of South Carolina, some of whom shall be from state
universities and land-grant colleges.

Doctorate level graduate work in most fields may be expected
to require five to ten years for development, depending on the
funds and leadership made available. This fact should not
discourage a graduate faculty since South Carolina will have
twenty research positions open at salaries which will attract
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persons with a master's degree for each one it will have to offer
persons with a Ph.D degree. This generalization holds for
teachers and other scholarly workers as well as for those engaged
in investigation and research. The immediate task is that of
deciding what master's degrees will be given and what the
requirements for them shall be..

It is recommended that only th~ Master of Arts (M.A.) and
Master of Science (M.S.) degrees be conferred. This recom-
mendation is made in spite of the fact that the University now
confers the Master of Education (M.Ed.) and Master of Social
Science degrees. Current practice at the University is followed
in many states, but the net effect of it has lessened the prestige
if not the quality of the M.Ed. degree. As a result the student
takes too great a proportion of his work in professional
education subjects and too little of it in the subject matter
fields in which the candidate expects to teach. Aside from
this outcome, it has permitted the candidate to be excused
from the preparation of a thesis or project report in exchange
for taking from six to nine additional semester hours of course
work. Educators have usually been impelled to ask for this
"professional degree" because the nature of the thesis insisted
upon by graduate officials makes it a useless exercise in terms
of the vocational needs of teachers, and because the foreign lan-
guage requirement is not a functional research tool for most
teachers. If a meeting of minds can be secured on the nature
of the thesis and on the language requirements, the need for
the M.Ed. degree will disappear.

In their desire to uphold high standards through observing the
letter of the law, graduate faculties sometimes kill the spirit
of the independent investigation and study that is supposed to
characterize graduate work. This applies to course work as
well as to thesis. In our large graduate schools where master's
degree work is often given on a mass production basis, it may
be necessary to require more formal courses and to omit the
thesis for a lack of staff to guide individuals in developing their
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powers through this device, but happily this will not be true
in South Carolina for a number of years. Therefore, for stu-
dents working for a master's degree through the regular school
terms it is recommended that much of the work be individual-
ized and carried on in the master-apprentice relation which has
long characterized advanced graduate work in this country and
in Europe.

It is suggested that student eligibility to undertake graduate
work be determined by something other than the mere pos-
session of a bachelor's degree. His aptitude and actual infor-
mation may be tested by the Carnegie Foundation's Graduate
Record Examination, and his personal qualities that make for
success can be estimated through personal interview. It is also
suggested that the graduate faculty assume a measure of re-
sponsibility for the promotion of growth of the whole person
instead of assuming that it is dealing with a disembodied in-
tellect. Intellectual growth has a lot of physiology and sociol-
ogy in it.

In the interest of high standards of work, there is a lot of
concern in South Carolina as to whether graduate work is done
on or off the campus, and even as to whether it is done between
eight o'clock in the morning and four o'clock in the afternoon
of a school day. This is a mechanical and otherwise artificial
attempt to assure the quality of graduate work done on a part-
time basis by teachers and employed research workers. In lieu
of such measures it is recommended that those responsible for a
course or other form of instruction shall satisfy the director of
graduate study that actual conditions in keeping with a high
quality of graduate study and investigation are being main-
tained. Some of the best graduate growth may come from
work done in a school system, in a state office building, or on
an industrial project.

What constitutes minimum essential standards in library,
laboratory; and equipment is too detailed a matter to be given
attention at this point. The cash outlay required to provide
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standard graduate facilities will be considerable, as is pointed
out in more detail elsewhere in this report.

Another perennial and often perplexing problem in providing
a high quality of graduate work concerns the qualifications of
staff members. Not all staff members who are qualified to give
undergraduate work have the capacity, interest, or willingness
to lead graduate students to use their own initiative in becom-
ing independent and self-propelling scholars and research work,
ers. While possession of the Ph.D. degree indicates that a
professor is acquainted with the regimen of graduate instruc-
tion, it does not show whether he has an inquiring mind and is
a productive scholar in his field. Many professors that do not
have the degree may possess in greater abundance these and
other qualities essential in the graduate instructor. It is sug-
ge ted that graduate faculty members be selected by the gradu-
ate council, after consultation with the departments concerned,
through criteria acceptable to the entire faculty.

Recommendation on Graduate Study for Each College

This section will summarize and amplify in a new context
suggestions that have been made in preceding sections. They
do not add up to a suggested program or blue print for the
individual institutions. Rather, they are sketchy indications of
the nature and direction of expected growth.

'The Citadel. It is recommended that The Citadel do not
engage in graduate work for teachers or for any other group
of scholarly workers.

'The Medical College. It is recommended that the Medical
College do not give graduate work as it is ordinarily conceived.
It will, of course, give what medical colleges speak of as post'
graduate refresher and professional courses which do not lead
to a degree or certificate.

Winthrop College. It is recommended that Winthrop Col,
lege be limited to the master's degree level of graduate work for
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(a) elementary and secondary teachers, and (b) for other
scholarly workers in the field of home economics.

To give effect to these recommendations will require, among
other things, that:
1. There be appropriated to Winthrop College an annual

sum for graduate instruction of $10,000 regardless of how few
students are served, and that the actual sum be determined from
year to year on the basis of a per capita sum double that pre-
vailing for undergraduate students.

2. The library should be strengthened as each program of
graduate instruction (science teachers, for example) is author-
ized, especially in the subject matter fields.

3. Laboratory facilities, field experiences, and opportunities
for other types of first-hand experiences should be increased in
quality and quantity.

4. Staff members judged eligible to give graduate instruction
should be designated and their teaching load in graduate work
should be' figured on the basis of 12 semester hours being a full
load.

5. Arrangements be made with the State Department of Edu-
cation to permit home economics teachers in South Carolina
to take graduate work. For the most part these teachers are
employed on a 12-month basis. Allor a part of the salary
should be continued during such periods of study or scholarships
in other forms should be provided.

6. Off-campus work should be regulated by the state-wide
agreements provided for in an earlier section of this report.

7. A larger allocation of Experiment Station funds be de-
signated for home economics research, and that the end product
be reflected in the extension activities in home economics now
carried on from Winthrop College. There is a lack of articu-
lation between the research, extension and teaching work in
home economics. In fact there is very little research work being
done. Neither the home economics teachers nor the home
demonstration agents trained at Winthrop' have a sufficient
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working knowledge of the realities of rural economic and social
problems.

8. It is recommended that a partial work-study program be
developed in the field of home econornics. This might begin
with selection in the junior year of a few promising students
who want to become home demonstration af,er.t'i (or teachers)
and who will spend the equivalent of J full summer term during
their senior year in field work with an experienced .1gl~nt--the
extension service paying them a nominal sum for living expenses,
After graduation they should spend one-half year as a junior
agents at $75.00 per month, returning to the college for a half
year of graduate work-after which they will be given regular
appointments as home demonstration agents. Vi ork for the
master's degree will be completed in subsequent summer periods.

9. The college offer approved five-year programs for teachers
who want to complete the master's degree before entering
teaching. The college will also need to maintain a fifth year
of work for the master's degree which is articulated with the
undergraduate programs prevailing.

Clemson College. It is recommended that Clemson College
be authorized to engage in such graduate programs in agricul-
ture, engineering, and education as shall from time to time be
approved by the Higher Education Commission. Before the
faculty offers a Ph.D. program in any field or fields it is sug-
gested that the adequacy of staff and facilities be checked by a
competent out-of-state committee that is acquainted with gradu-
ate work in land-grant colleges.

.In inaugurating a master's degree level of graduate work the
following points should be given consideration.

1. Programs in teacher education should be restricted to vo-
cational agriculture, industrial education, and such of the natural
science fields as the College may wish to qualify in by state-
wide standards. Coaching or other preparation for extra-cur-
ricular activities may be incorporated.

2. Clemson does not now get appropriations for graduate
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work for the preparation of teachers. Additional funds would
be required for any programs that are approved.

3. Effective graduate instruction in the several specializations
of agriculture and the sciences basic to it (plant pathology, for
example) will require a closer articulation than now exists
between Experiment Station research, extension work, and
teaching.

4. To facilitate graduate instruction in engineering fields it
is recommended that a research, investigation, and service sta-
tion be created and closely integrated with the teaching pro'
gram. It should have a minimum of $10,000 annually for its
work.

5. Because graduate enrollments in the specializations of
agriculture and engineering will be few in number for a few
years, it is recommended that much of the instruction be indi-
vidualized and that investigation and research be arranged so
as to stimulate initiative and cooperation in an on-going group
project where the candidate will learn from his fellows as well
as from the master teacher.

6. Clemson has an excellent undergraduate library but it
would have to be strengthened in each of the fields in which
graduate programs are to be offered as well as in its basic
references. .

7. It is suggested that Clemson develop a work-study plan
for prospective teachers of vocational agriculture and prospec-
tive county agricultural agents, along lines similar to those
described in greater detail for home economics in the Winthrop
sketch. In addition there is need for a fund for scholarships
and assistantships-perhaps $10,000 a year should be devoted
to fellowships and assistantships.
, 8. Both the staff and courses for graduate students should
be carefully selected and specifically designated. The teaching
load of graduate staff members should be based on a full load
of 12 semester hours, a majority of which may be in under'
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graduate work. Each staff member should maintain a successful
record of investigation and service in addition to his teaching.

9. Other sections of this report will point out the improve"
ments in buildings, equipment, and supplies required for a
successful program of undergraduate and graduate study.

University of South Carolina. The University is already the
most advanced center for, graduate study and research in the
State. In time it should become the most comprehensive one.
Institutional leadership and the Legislature are entitled to com"
mendation for devoting' $31,500 to a special 1945-46 graduate
budget for research, inspection, and publication. The Board
of Trustees has, in addition, alloted other funds for graduate
projects. And as is true in most universities, practically all
staff salaries for graduate activities were charged to the under ..
graduate instructional budget.

As was pointed out earlier, the University has developed
doctoral level graduate study in the older liberal arts fields-
English and history, for example-but does not yet have the
staff, library, and laboratory facilities for this level of work in
the fields that could contribute most immediately to the in..
dustrial, commercial, and political life of the State. The South
Caroliniana Library has one of the best collections on all aspects
of the State's history that is to be found in the nation, but the
general library does not have the essential material in economics,
political science, public administration, taxation, and related 1;0-

cial science fields to enable graduate students and other research
workers to make the most effective use of the Carolinian ma-
terial in developing solutions for State and local problems of gov..
ernment, finance, taxation, and the other pressing problems
facing the State's public servants and the industrial and business
leaders engaged in private enterprise. South Carolina should
look to the University for help in these areas, just as it should
look to Clemson for help with the technological aspects of
industry and agriculture.
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In furthering a program of graduate study and research at
the University the following items should have attention:

1. Undergraduate programs in the natural sciences and the
social sciences related to government, business, and industry
must be strengthened and expanded.

2. The teaching load of staff members engaged in approved
research projects should be limited to 10 to 12 semester hours.
These individuals should be clearly designated by the graduate
council and recommended to the President and the Board for
such recognition as seems appropriate. Such persons should
be selected for their ability to direct the instruction and investi-
gation of graduate students and not for the degrees they have
been awarded.

3. Equipment and clerical service is as important to statis-
tical and related work as laboratory equipment and assistants
are to a chemistry or bacteriology laboratory. There is a great
dearth of such equipment and services at the University.

4~-At present the University allocates $10,000 a year for
grants-in-aid of faculty and student research. It is recommended
that this practice be continued and the funds increased as
needed. As it applies to staff members, the fund usually is
used to pay specified portions of salary while the individual

.devotes time to an approved project. It may be used to pro-
vide him other types of assistance. The net effect is to release
the individual for more research time without charging the
instructional budget for it.

5. Currently $6,500 is devoted to graduate fellowships. This
sum should be increased both in total amount and in the sum
allotted individuals. Fellowships should be put on a competitive
basis open to all departments offering graduate work at the
level for which the fellowship is offered. No duty of a routine
nature should be required of a fellow.

6. Assistantships should be established to pay graduate stu-
dents for services rendered the University as instructors, labora-
tory assistants, or in other professional and semi-professional
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capacities. For students who expect to become college teachers
this kind of experience can be made into a valuable apprentice'
ship. Students doing such work ordinarily should not carry
a full load of graduate work for credit.

7. Recommendations for general improvement of the library
collection and its use are made in other sections of this report.
However, it should be indicated here that in addition to these
basic additions, a check should be made to see that facilities,
collections, and staff are adequate for graduate programs the
Higher Education Commission is asked to approve.

8. In encouraging or permitting staff members to undertake
research projects of their own devising or that may be requested
of them by the South Carolina Research, Planning and Develop'
ment Board and other outside agencies, the graduate council

. and the president must ever be conscious that the graduate
school is primarily an agency for training research workers
rather than one for conducting productive research.

9. Valuable investigation and research often fail to be of
maximum usefulness because commercial publishers do not find
it profitable to publish and disseminate it. Very commendably,
the Board of Trustees has created a University Press and pro-
vided it a small printing fund which can be used on a revolving
basis. Additional funds should be supplied as needed. The ser-
vices of the Press should be available to other tax-supported
schools upon request.

10. As is true at Clemson and Winthrop, the University
does not have a regular appropriation for operating the summer
school-a period of heavy graduate enrollment. It is not fair
to staff members or graduate students and their undergraduate
classmates that student fees shall largely finance summer schools
and off-campus graduate work. These activities are as much
entitled to tax support as any other aspect of the University
program.

State Agricultural and Mechanical College. The imperative
need of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College for
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Negroes at Orangeburg is not for the extension upward of
existing programs to the graduate level. It is for a horizontal
expansion of undergraduate work-especially of programs one
and two years in length that have immediate vocational goals.
If one may state it bluntly, the United States Supreme Court
decision in the case of Gaines vs. Missouri is likely to push
Orangeburg into graduate work before the high school and
undergraduate program will support such a venture.

The fact that state-supported Negro colleges tend to follow
the pattern of educational program set by the state university
and land-grant colleges for whites-rather than one suited to
the needs of their people-is generally true and Orangeburg is
no , exception. Instruction in English, foreign languages, and
other of the older liberal arts (which was pointed out as being
true at the University of South Carolina) is stronger than work
in vocational agriculture, home economics, health and the pro- .
fessional aspects of teacher education. As of 1946 Orangeburg
is better prepared and more ambitious to give a master's degree
in the field of English than in any other area. The fact that
the welfare of all groups would likely be more immediately
served by advanced work in health, social welfare, teacher
education, and the activities carried on by county agricul-
tural and home demonstration agents does not alter the
situation. The way out lies in a genuine acceptance of these
activities as the basic and major function of the college, and a
willingness to provide the considerable outlay of funds required
to provide adequate facilities and the quality and quantity of
staff to use them. Several years of developmental work at the
undergraduate level must be done as a prerequisite to under-
taking graduate study in these fields.

In addition to the above steps for inaugurating a program
of graduate work for Negroes in South Carolina the following
points need recognition.

1. That for the foreseeable future, graduate study at Orange-
burg should be limited to the preparation of secondary school
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administrators and teachers, to county agricultural and horne
demonstration agents, and to similar workers for whom the
College can from time to time make a case before the Higher
Education Commission.

2. The graduate study suggested in item one must be under'
taken only after undergraduate staff and facilities have been
strengthened in the fields concerned. For a beginning, it is
suggested that master's degree programs be undertaken for high
school teachers of English, horne economics, and agriculture.

3. The preparation of high school teachers in English, horne
economics, and agriculture will require more than strengthening
staff, library, laboratory, and other facilities in the three fields.
Only a plurality (not a majority) of the work will be done !n
these departments. Graduate programs for vocational teachers
of agriculture and horne economics, for example, will require an
additional quality and quantity of work in chemistry, bac-
teriology or other of the biological sciences, economics, rural
life problems and other aspects of sociology, and perhaps other
fields. This conception requires the strengthening of a depart'
ment to do a specific thing rather than equipping it to under'
take a comprehensive program of graduate work. It is less
expensive per department, but the total cost for the three
suggested programs will be high.

4. Horne demonstration and agricultural agents can be given
a master's degree program through the facilities above proposed.
It is recommended that the work-study program in these fields
suggested for Clemson and Winthrop be adopted at Orange'
burg. This plan can be adapted to the five-year program and
to a fifth-year program.

5. The Dean of the Graduate School at the University, on
invitation of the President and Board at Orangeburg, has been
advising on the development of a graduate program for Negroes.
It is suggested that this be continued by the state-wide com-
mittee on graduate work. But the operation of any program
developed shall be left in the hands of the Board and staff at
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Orangeburg. It is further suggested that professional staff mem-
bers from the University (or Clemson) be invited to teach
classes at Orangeburg in off-campus centers where graduate
work is needed immediately and for which the college for
Negroes may not have adequate staff. .

6. The State of South Carolina has an obligation to provide
graduate and professional study opportunities for Negroes in
many fields for which it is not now feasible to maintain institu-
tional programs. Among these may be mentioned the education
of college teachers in almost all fields, physicians, dentists, law'
yers, and welfare workers. Despite known objections on the
part of some Negroes and whites to the plan, the survey staff
recommends the annual appropriation to the Board of the col,
lege at Orangeburg of a sum sufficient to pay the tuition and
travel cost for study outside the State in fields for which the
white tax-supported colleges offer graduate and professional
programs. When the number of students in any graduate or
professional program is large enough to justify the creation of
facilities within the State, they should become an integral part
of the college at Orangeburg.

PRODUCTIVE RESEARCH IN THE STATE COLLEGES

The South Carolina Legislature in 194') created a "Depart'
ment of Research, Planning and Development, to be governed
by a Board consisting of five (5) citizens of the State." The
chief function of this Board is to coordinate an adequate state'
wide program for developing the economic potentialities of the
State. The tax-supported colleges are chief among the agencies
of state government that may be expected to contribute in a
comprhensive and continuous fashion "To conserve, restore, and
develop the natural and physical, the human and social, the
economic and productive resources of the state."

Instead of developing its own research program the Research,
Planning and Development Board of South Carolina, very com'
mendably is turning to the tax-supported colleges and to other
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established research and investigation resources in the State for
studies that require more than the compilation of existing in-
formation. This course of action will be very stimulating to
college instructional programs and should provide the Board
and the State with service at a minimum of expense. It would,
however, be easy for laymen to develop expectations of research
and service that a graduate faculty is not in a position to give.
Both the Board and the colleges must operate on the premise
that the primary function of a graduate program is to train
research and other types of scholarly workers rather than to
do productive research.

What, realistically, may be expected of the colleges is a modi-
fication of the pattern of research and service now being pro-
vided by the experiment stations and the agricultural extension
service of Clemson College. Through the use of Federal and
State funds, many staff members of these two services are freed
from teaching duties to devote full time to research or field
service in the several specializations of agriculture. Other staff
members in agriculture combine' teaching and research, field
service and research, or teaching and field service. Programs of
research and service to the State in business, industry, welfare,
and public administration-to cite only four areas-may be
carried on in the colleges with equal effectiveness if they are
properly organized and financed. In the absence of Federal
funds now available in agriculture the State would have to
carry the full load through appropriations direct to the colleges
and through funds made available to them by the Research,
Planning and Development Board on contract for specific
projects.

In developing a program of cooperation between the colleges
and the Research, Planning and Development Board for investi-
gation and research services to the State, it is recommended that
consideration be given to the following:

1. The colleges shall be called upon for work only in areas of
known competence and, to prevent duplication of staff and
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facilities, this service shall be state-wide rather than by groups
of counties. .

2. The Research, Planning and Development B'oard of South
Carolina and the duly constituted boards of control of the insti-
tutions of higher education shall develop and formally subscribe
to a general arrangement for the use of staff or facilities of an
institution. It is suggested that the state-wide committee on
graduate study prepare and negotiate this policy statement.

3. Within the framework of the general policy statement
suggested above, the Board, through the graduate councilor
other designated committee of the college, shall work out a
specific agreement or contract to cover each project on which
the college is asked to work. Such contracts shall be subject
to the approval of duly constituted boards of control. Indi-
vidual professors and departments shall not otherwise be invited
to participation in projects.

4. The Citadel and the Medical College shall be eligible for
contracts with the Board in any fields in which they have
professional competence. The fact that they do not conduct
graduate study programs should not bar them from service in
the areas of their competence.

I) • The director of graduate study or other person designated
as the institutional coordinator for projects undertaken at the
request of the Research, Planning and Development Board shall
make periodical reports to the Board of funds expended and
progress made, and shall make a final report when a project is
completed.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Higher Education Commission should authorize a
state-wide committee on graduate work to study the problems
involved in the coordination of a state-wide program for all
the colleges.

2. Winthrop College should be limited to graduate work
for the preparation of teachers and for professional work in
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home economics. The University of South Carolina and Clem'
son College should also offer graduate work for teachers. The
Citadel and Medical College should not offer graduate work.

3. Graduate and professional study and research activities
in the several. specialized 'fields of agriculture and engineering
should be conducted exclusively at Clemson College.

4. Graduate study (except for teachers) in political science,
government, history, and the other social sciences and the hu-
manities (languages, literature, fine arts, and the like) should
be allocated to the University.

5. Graduate work in mathematics and its applications should
be offered at the University of South Carolina and at Clemson
College.

6, Graduate study at the State Agricultural and Mechanical
College should be limited to the preparation of secondary school
administrators and teachers, county agricultural and home dem-
onstration agents.

7. The Board of Trustees of the State Agricultural and
Mechanical College should appropriate a sum sufficient to pay
the tuition and added travel costs for Negro students for study
outside the State in fields for which the white tax-supported
colleges offer graduate and professional programs. When the
number of students in any graduate or professional program is
large enough to justify the creation of facilities within the
State, they should become an integral part of the college at
Orangeburg.

8. The colleges should develop a program of productive
research in cooperation with the Research, Planning and De'
velopment Board. A detailed plan is suggested in the body of
the report,

9, Specific recommendations for establishing and strengthen'
ing graduate study at four of the colleges will require an aggre,
gate of $120,000.
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IX
LAND, GRANT COLLEGE SERVICES

Every state in the nation has one institution of higher learn'
ing known as a land'grant college or university. All the south,
ern states have two such institutions, one of which serves the
Negro population. South Carolina has five colleges which
perform one or more of the functions normally associated with
land-grant instruction.

Land-grant colleges derive their common name from the fact
that, under the provisions of the first Morrill Act which was
passed by Congress in 1862, tracts of Federal land were given
as an aid to the establishment and permanent endowment of
these schools. Some states were actually given a tract of land;
others were given funds derived from the sale of land, which
they were instructed to invest. But the law stipulated that
"the monies so invested shall constitute a perpetual fund, the
capital of which shall remain undiminished, and the interest
of which shall be appropriated by each state which shall take
and claim the benefit of this act."

The Morrill Act established the principle of Federal aid to
education; and, as a result, Federal and state cooperation is a
fundamental characteristic of all true land-grant colleges and
universities.

Since the passage of the first Morrill Act, numerous addi-
tional appropriations have been made by Congress to extend and
expand the work of land-grant colleges and universities. For
example, the Hatch Act provided money for research and di-
rected that each of the land-grant colleges establish and operate
one or more experiment stations. Also, the Smith-Lever Act,
bearing the name of a Congressman from South Carolina,
charged these colleges with the duty of conducting extension or
"demonstration" work, for the benefit of the people of the
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several states. Many other Federal and state laws have been
passed which prescribe duties and functions in addition to those
contemplated at the time these land-grant schools were created.

But land-grant colleges are more than buildings and institu-
tions; they represent an idea or a philosophy of education. It
is upon this philosophy that their' programs are developed.
These institutions are designed to serve the masses of the people,
as contrasted with the few who are privileged to attend college.
It is for this reason that they are given funds, by the Federal
Government and the states, to conduct extension work and
publish bulletins for free distribution. To aid all the people,
these colleges conduct studies and investigations; they operate
experiment stations; they engage in practical production, as well
as in study. Furthermore, these colleges were established to
serve the "industrial" classes by giving training for the occupa-
tions in which the largest number of people are engaged, in'
eluding farmers and homemakers.

Land-grant institutions today are characterized by educational
programs dealing with agriculture. home economics, engineering,
trade and industry, and related fields. In each of these major
fields it is understood that educational services shall or may
include teaching. research, and extension activities.

Clemson College is the land-grant college for white students of
South Carolina. It is charged with the responsibility of carrying
out the cooperative relationships with the Federal Government
incident to the laws controlling the land-grant functions. But, in
South Carolina, as in other southern states, there is also a land,
grant college serving the Negro population. This is the State
Agricultural and Mechanical College at Orangeburg. In addi-
tion, engineering, which is a part of the teaching program in all
land-grant colleges, is offered at the University of South Carolina
and at The Citadel. Home economics is taught at Winthrop
College. This College is also headquarters for the women's work
in research in agriculture and rural life; it is also the headquar-
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ters for the women workers, at the state level, employed by the
Extension Service.

Funds for conducting the Extension Service and the Experi-
ment Stations-both State and Federal-are administered by
Clemson College but are spent in all of the counties of the
State, or for services designed to meet the needs of all the
citizens of the State. These must be distinguished from funds
available for operation of Clemson College.

It is the privilege of any state to organize its land-grant
functions, within very broad limits, in any way it sees fit. But
the highest degree of efficiency or return, on the basis of the
investments made, should, in every case, be the guiding prin-
ciple in the location and conduct of the work to be undertaken.

On the whole, it may be stated that the work of all colleges
in South Carolina, as related to land-grant functions, is of a
high order. Those in charge are to be congratulated upon the
excellence of their achievements. In many respects, all of these
colleges are outstanding.

Hut this report is not concerned with achievements so much
as with possibilities for improvement and progress; therefore, it
will deal only with recommendations to be considered by those
in positions of administrative, executive, and legislative leader-
ship. Since this report is concerned with service to the State
to a greater degree than with separate colleges and institutions,
the recommendations will be classified on the basis of the major
functions of land-grant institutions; namely, extension, research,
and teaching. Engineering is considered in another section of
the report.

EXTENSION SERVICES

Extension services, as discussed here, deal exclusively with
the work of the Agricultural Extension Service as conducted
by the State of South Carolina in cooperation with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture and related state and Federal agen-
cies. It embraces services for men and women; it deals with
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personnel located at Clemson College, Winthrop College, and
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College.

At the present time employees of the Extension Service of
South Carolina are located at a number of points throughout
the State. All women workers are located at Winthrop Col-
lege, although it does not appear that their work is integrated
in any way with Winthrop College. A number of men special-
ists are located in Columbia, and at other towns and cities
throughout the State.

Virtually every state in the nation, including those of the
Southeast, has provided a separate building for its Extension
Service. South. Carolina is an exception to the rule; at Clemson,
the Extension Service is housed in the Agricultural Building,
which is inadequate. There are not enough offices for the staff
now located at the College; supplies are piled in the hallways.
A request for $300,000 to provide an extension building is
included in the list of major building needs at Clemson; this
is one of the most imperative needs from the standpoint of
service to the people of the State. It should be given a high
priority in the building program for the institutions of higher
learning. Such a building will relieve the congestion in the
space requirements of persons engaged in teaching and research
in agriculture.
It is recommended that there be erected at an early date on

the Clemson College campus a building to house the Extension
Service employees and to be large enough to provide offices,
confrence rooms, and adequate storage space for the supplies
which the Service provides all agents and county workers in
South Carolina.

Counties in South Carolina are relatively large. One county
agent cannot in many instances meet the demands that are made
for assistance, to say nothing of carrying on an aggressive,
organized program of work. There are at present twenty-one
assistant county agents. But, on the basis of one assistant in
counties with 2,000-4,000 farms, and two assistants in counties
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with 4,000-6,000 farms, and three assistants in counties with
more than 6,000 farms, twenty-seven additional assistant county
agents are needed.

Every county in South Carolina has a white home demon-
stration agent. The number of Negro home demonstration
agents should be increased. There are no assistant county or
home Negro agents in South Carolina. Assistants in some
counties should be provided and their work directed toward
food productioh and processing and +H Club work. It is
recommended that the numher of assistant county agents be
increased in counties where they are needed and that the num-
ber of Negro home demonstration agents be increased.

Home demonstration agents work with farm women. In
their training in the colleges from which they graduate, no
instruction is given In agriculture, and none is recommended.
It would appear desirable, however, that those graduates in
home economics who elect to become home demonstration agents
or Extension specialists should receive some basic training in a
few phases of agriculture perhaps including poultry, fruit and
vegetable production, rural electrification, food processing-in'
eluding freezing and community plant operation, and certain
aspects of agricultural economics dealing with farm am) home
adjustment problems. The same recommendations should apply
to "refresher" courses for county agents, especially in new fields
and in keeping them up-to-date in agricultural research.

It is recommended that there be held annually at Clemson
College, probably during the summer months, intensive train'
ing courses of two or more weeks in length for all home demon'
stration agents, either before they report for work in the coun-
ties in which they are to be located or as soon thereafter as
possible and that a minimum of three such training courses be
considered as requirements for filling such positions.

Compared with employment opportunities in other fields for
workers meeting the qualifications for Negro county and home
agents, salaries in the Extension Service are low. In addition,
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workers in the Extension Service are called upon, in some
instances, to pay necessary expenses from their own salaries in
order to provide facilities for conducting their work. Since
efficiency depends almost solely upon the ability of the indi-
viduals employed, such conditions may hamper progress and
reduce the returns which the public has a right to expect in
return for the investment made in this service.

It would appear that minimum salaries should be increased
about twenty per cent and that the State or local county should
provide office space and other essentials as a part of the con'
tractual agreement which institutes Negro Extension Service
programs in the several counties of the State.
It is recommended that a survey be made of the salaries of

Negro agents, especially home demonstration agents, and the
facilities required for their work including offices, travel, and
equipment; and that, upon the recommendation of the State
Director of the Extension Service, a state policy be adopted
which will seek to solve any problems which tend to impair the
efficiency of the service.

RESEARCH AT LAND,GRANT COLLEGES

Research is one of the major functions of land-grant institu-
tions. It includes the activities of the State experiment stations
and studies and investigations in the fields of agriculture, home'
making, engineering and industry.

The most urgent need of South Carolina is that of creating
employment opportunities for its citizens. In rendering this ser-
vice, the institutions of higher learning should have an im-
portant part. It does not require extended argument to prove
that ,South Carolina needs more non-farm work opportunities
for its citizens, including men and women being discharged from
the Army and Navy and other war and military services.

The Agricultural Experiment Station is studying the use of
the mechanical cotton picker. If successful, as there is every
reason to believe it will be, thousands of persons formerly need,
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ed on farms will be compelled to expand and make major ad-
justments in farming operations or leave the vocation of farm-
ing and seek other employment.

A survey made recently in Anderson, South Carolina, in-
dicates that there are more workers, both white and Negro, than
there are available or potential jobs. It means very little to the
economy of the State to know that the people are interested in
buying electric stoves, sewing machines, vacuum cleaners, re-
frigerators, radios, automobiles, and a long list of other things,
if they are not made in South Carolina. But it does mean
something that in one county it is estimated that "the deficit in
jobs for white men is about 1,980, and for Negro men about
1,300." Anderson is doubtless typical of the State as a whole.
And these estimates do not take into account the technological
advances which will increase the size of the average farm and
decrease the number of workers required to manage the post-
war "family-size" farm.

South Carolina, like other states in the Southeast, has its,
greatest opportunity for creating jobs in the development of
agricultural industries and services including: (1) processing
plants, (2) farm supply plants, (3) improved marketing facili-
ties, and (4) farm and home services.

South Carolina should adopt three goals: (1) to produce, so
far as practical, all supplies required by farmers; (2) to sell all
farm products in the forms in which they are purchased by the
ultimate consumers; and (3) to render complete farm and home
services for all of its people. All these possibilities grow out of
and are a part of diversified farming.

Every community and county must assume responsibility for
its own development. About 85 per cent of all industry is
home-owned and home-operated. Many people, including re-
turning veterans, are interested in "going into business" for them'
selves. But they need information about requirements and op'
portunities-costs, kinds, and sources of equipment; availability
and qualities of raw materials; processing procedures; markets;
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and other items which can be definitely listed. Information of
this kind is available; it can be collected and put into usable
form. But the average individual does not know where or how
to get it. This should be the job of research workers in the
State's institutions of higher learning. In the hands of Exten-
sion workers, chambers of commerce, and business men such in'
formation would be very useful in stimulating self-employment,

The development of specific, detailed, definite information
dealing with agricultural industries and services is, primarily, an
engineering problem. It involves buildings, power, machinery,
and refrigeration. Agriculturists must help, primarily as con'
sultants; in addition, they may be held responsible for production
information relative to farm commodities. Both Clemson Col,
lege and the University of South Carolina have established
engineering experiment stations. The station at Clemson was
created, or authorized by the trustees more than twenty years
ago. Only a limited amount of work has been done by either
of these stations, presumably because of the lack of funds.
Studies of the type recommended cost little. Also, they have
promise for greater economic gain than any type which can be
conducted.
It is recommended that a South Carolina Research Council be

created for the major purpose of cooperating with the State Re-
search, Planning and Development Board and other agencies,
individuals and groups, for the purpose of formulating facts and
developing information that will be useful in creating non-farm
jobs in South Carolina. It is proposed that the Council mem-
bership be composed of all persons in the State's institutions of
higher learning charged with administrative responsibility in the
fields of research in agriculture, engineering, and industry, and
that the initial task be confined to outlining definite information
that will be useful to individuals and business concerns interest'
ed in the establishment of agricultural industries arid services.

Salaries paid in South Carolina to staff members in land-grant
positions are far below the average for the United States. In
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1940,41, for exam ple, which was a normal pre-war year, the
relative position of South Carolina among the land-grant institu-
tions of the forty' eight states was as follows:

Faculty Ran~ Ran~ Among States
Professors 42
Associate Professors 34
Assistant Professors 37
Instructors 37

Only experienced persons with superior training can assume
responsibility for conducting research. It is noteworthy that
the lowest relative salaries are paid in South Carolina to the
men with the highest rank; namely, the full professors, who
should assume responsibility for directing research. In the case
of men of such rank, only six states in the nation paid less for
their services than South Carolina. It is recommended that the
salary scale of workers in land-grant functions be increased so
that persons with satisfactory qualifications may be employed
and the services of the most able workers may be retained.

Women research workers employed by the State (Agricul-
tural) Experiment Station are located at Winthrop College, al-
though it does not appear that their work is integrated in any
way with the work of the State Women's College. By not
being associated with other research workers employed by the
Station and not having the most complete research library, or
having access to research laboratories, it is believed that the
greatest coordination with the State's agricultural development

.program is not attained.
Also, it appears ,that there is at this time but one woman

devoting full-time to research and investigations in the fields
of major interest to women. This work appears to be neglected;
or, stated in another way, the influence of women in carrying
forward the State's economic and social development has not
been capitalized. Additional staff members should be provided
to develop more fully facts with respect to food and nutrition,
home management, and farm and home equipment. No labora-
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tory work of any kind has ever been done; this should be deve-
loped along practical lines, to supplement the field studies which
should be continued, Even though no more money is made
available for research, the work of major interest to women
should be expanded.

TEACHING AT LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

The teaching phase of the land-grant program includes in-
struction in agriculture, home economics, and mechanic arts.
At the present time the first year basic curriculum for students
in agriculture at Clemson College contains all general education
subjects; no courses in agriculture are included in the first year
and only two in the second.

o Since forty per cent of the beginning class in college drops
out before entering the junior class, and since the majority of
these students in agriculture return to the farm, it is desirable
that their studies during the first two years be about equally
divided between agricultural and general education subjects such
as English, social studies, and the basic sciences. In general,
the same principle applies to the curricula of all schools at
Clemson College.

There seems to be no more justification of a School of Chemis-
try than for a "school" of other departments such as physics
and the biological sciences. It is recommended that the School
of Chemistry be abolished and that the Department of Chemis-
try be made a part of the School of General Science.

Except for the teaching of vocational agriculture in the high
schools of South Carloina, few students come to Clemson fer
the purpose of preparing themselves to become full-time teachers.
Teacher-training, except in relation to agriculture and trades
and industries, should not be made a major function of Clemson
College.

In the past there has been a curriculum for teachers of agri-
culture, industries, textiles, and science. Registration for these
courses in the current year and in a normal pre-war year is
given in Table 31.
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TABLE 31

ENROLLMENT IN SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

'Type of Course
1945-46

Agriculture
Industry
Textiles
Science (General)

1939-40
Agriculture
Industry
Textiles
Science (General)

N.o. Registered
Fr. Soph.
52 23

5 1
a a
7 3

84 80
8 16
a 3

13 8

(By Classes)
Jr. Sr.
10 2
a a
a a
a a

53 60
12 15
a 3
s a

From these figures it will be observed that few students, other
than those preparing to teach vocational agriculture, select teach-
ing as a career objective. The School of Vocational Education
should be abolished and should become a department of the
School of General Science. This School, more than any other,
is capable of making the adjustment to the new requirements for
the certification of teachers, especially those dealing with general
education.

Changes are coming so rapidly in southern agriculture that
it is difficult for farmers to keep up with them. While the
Extension Service in the counties can conduct training courses
and "demonstrations" that cover many fields, there are a
number that require special equipment and facilities which can
.best be made available at Clemson College. Among these might
be courses in farm machinery, rural electrification, dairy pro'
cessing, canning plant operation, and many others. Courses of
from two to four days in length will prove popular.

Such courses may be taught by the regular faculty members,
including the staff of the Experiment Station and the specialists
of the Extension Service. But, in some instances, it is desirable
to secure the services of "experts'l-c-many of whom will come
from outside the State. The services of such men will cost
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little. A small budget, administered by the Dean of the School
of Agriculture, will be required to cover the expenses of the
proposed short course program. It is recommended that a sum
of money be set up in the budget of the School of Agriculture
each year for the purpose of conducting short courses for
farmers.

Agricultural engineering includes farm machinery, rural elec-
trification, farm structures and equipment, and mechanical
means of soil and water control. These are destined to become
the most important fields for development in the next ten years;
they demand greater consideration, even at the expense of other
work not so important from the standpoints of farmer interest
and economic possibilities.

County agents need more training in Agricultural Engineer-
ing in the future than they have had in the past. The same
may be said of teachers of vocational agriculture, who, in addi-
tion, need instruction in farm shop and farm machinery repair
and operation.

The sum of $250,000 is requested to provide an agricultural
engineering building. Additions should be made to the staff in
the field of agricultural engineering, including teaching, research,
and extension. Agricultural engineering should be a part of the
work of the School of Agriculture.

Home Economics at Winthrop College

Home economics teaching at Winthrop College is excellent;
the building is attractive; the equipment and furnishings are far
above that of the typical southern college. A few aids and
additions, which will cost little, will make this department out-
standing in the South.

Two new, additional home management houses are needed;
one to be built along modern urban lines and the other in the
style of an attractive farm home. Increased enrollment demands
these additional facilities. Additional equipment for labora-
tories-textile, equipment (home), and nutrition-is needed.
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Higher teacher certification requirements set up by the State
make it imperative that plans be instituted for offering some in'
struction on the graduate level leading to the master's degree.
It is desirable, in connection with graduate work, that faculty
members in the Department of Home Economics hold the highest
possible degrees in their respective fields. Strange to say, few
women in the nation in home economics hold the Ph.D. degree,
which is quite common in the fields of arts and science. To
stimulate, as well as make possible, graduate study on the part
of faculty members, it would be a wise policy for the younger
and more promising members of the faculty to be given periods
of leave, on one-half payor more, to take Ph.D. degrees in the
best institutions of the nation. If such a policy were followed
over a period of years this department (or any other) would
soon be outstanding in the South and in the nation. No state
in the South could make a wiser investment of money than to
give the best training available (probably with the help of some
foundation) to its most promising young people who elect a
teaching career. .

It is recommended that the faculty in the Department of
Home Economics at Winthrop College be increased; that an op'
portunity for graduate study be arranged; and that equipment
and facilities for a larger enrollment be provided.

The Agricultural and Mechanical College

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College at Orange'
burg has an excellent program in mechanic arts; it has a fairly
well equipped building and a superior staff. But, since the
fields of work and employment covered by this department are
so great, the work in the several fields embraced in the program
should be expanded.

The following additions should be made to the faculty: in'
structors in radio, sheet metal, and mechanics and related en'
gineering subjects. Also, more resident instructors in the field
of training teachers are indicated, since the demands for teachers
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must be met entirely from the students who receive instruction
at the College.

Additions to the present building should be provided to make
available additional classrooms, metal trades, and machine shops.
Also, there is evident need for additional equipment in plumb'
ing and electrical trades. This work cannot be emphasized too
much. It offers the greatest possible expanding placement possi-
bilities for the Negro youth forced off farms as a result of in' .
evitable adjustments that will come within the next few years;
the only alternative is the continued exodus from the State and
region. It .is recommended that additions be made to staff and
equipment for trade and mechanic arts at the Agricultural and
Mechanical College.

Teachers are required to have credit for practical home
management. The one house available is not adequate to meet
the needs of all prospective teachers. Since this requirement
might be overlooked in making building plans, it is recommended
that a home management house be provided for in the building
program for the Agricultural and Mechanical College.

Farming will be mechanized. Negro boys have little ex'
perience on their home farms to develop skill in the care, opera'
tion, and repair of farm machinery and in the shop work that
must be done on every farm. This work should be given em'
phasis in the training program at the Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College. It is recommended that a farm shop and farm
machinery shop or building be erected and that one or two in'
structors be added to the faculty of the Division of Agriculture
in these fields.

A canning plant should be operated by the Division of Agri'
culture. The plant should be something of the same size as the
plant located at Clemson College. But the plant at the Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College should not be operated as are'
search center, but as a training center for the training of
teachers of agriculture and home economics who will serve· the
rural schools of the State. It is recommended that there be
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built and equipped on the Agricultural and Mechanical College
campus a community canning plant of the type recommended
for use in connection with the vocational school program in
South Carolina.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. At an early date a building should be erected on the Clem,
son College campus to house the Extension Service employees.
This building should be large enough to provide offices, con'
ference rooms, and adequate storage space for the supplies which
the service provides for agents and county workers in South
Carolina.

2. The number of assistant county agents should be increased
in counties where they are needed, and the number of Negro
home demonstration agents should be increased.

3. At Clemson College there should be held annually, pro'
bably during the summer months, intensive training courses of
two or more weeks in length for all home demonstration agents,
either before they report for work in the counties in which they
are to be located or as soon thereafter as possible; a minimum
of three such training courses should be considered as a part of
the requirements for filling such positions.

4. A survey should be made of the salaries of Negro agents,
especially home demonstration agents, and facilities should be
provided for their work, including offices,'travel, and equipment;
and, upon recommendation of the State Director of the Exten-
sian Service, a State policy should be adopted which will seek
to solve any problems or handicaps which tend to impair the
efficiency of the service.

'5. A South Carolina Research Council should be created for
the major purpose of cooperating with the State Research,
Planning, and Development Board and other agencies, indivi-
duals, and groups, for the purpose of gathering information that
will be useful in creating non-farm jobs in South Carolina.
The membership should be composed of all persons in the State'~
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institutions of higher learning charged with administrative res-
ponsibility in the fields of research, engineering, and industry.

6. The salary scale of workers in land-grant functions should
be increased so that persons with satisfactory qualifications may
be employed and the services of the most able workers may be
retained.

7. The curriculum in agriculture at Clemson College should
be revised to include more beginning courses in agriculture
during the first two years.

8. The School of Chemistry should be abolished and the De'
partment of Chemistry should be made a part of the School of
General Science.

9. At Clemson College a sum of money should be set up in
the budget of the School of Agriculture each year for the pur'
pose of conducting short courses for farmers.

10. Special emphasis should be placed upon agricultural en'
gineering at Clemson College. The staff should be increased
and a new building should be given priority on the list of those
to be constructed.

11. The faculty in the Department of Home Economics at
Winthrop College should be increased; an opportunity for
graduate study should be arranged; and equipment and facilities
for a larger enrollment should be provided.

12. At the Agricultural and Mechanical College the staff
should be enlarged and additional equipment should be pro-
vided for trade and mechanic arts.

13. A home management house should be provided for in the
building program for the Agricultural and Mechanical College.

14. A farm and machinery shop or building should be erected
at the Agricultural and Mechanical College, and one or two in'
structors should be added to the faculty of the Division of Agri-
culture in these fields.

1'5. A community canning plant, of the type recommended
for use in connection with the vocational school program in
South Carolina, should be erected and equipped on the Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College campus.
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x
THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

South Carolina is one of two southern states which does not
maintain a separate institution for the training of teachers.
This will have to be borne in mind, since it accounts for a
number of the conditions in the education of teachers which are
peculiar to the State. The teachers colleges of the nation have
an organization, the approval of whose accrediting committee
is assurance that the institution has met certain minimum
standards for graduation, faculty, educational program, student
teaching, etc.

Before the recent teacher certification program was put into
effect, the program of teacher education in South Carolina was
in a disorganized state. A pattern of professional education of
teachers is beginning to emerge in the tax-supported colleges of
the State. In each institution adjustments are beginning to be
made to meet the needs of the professionally trained teachers.

Some of the most difficult problems of teacher education were
anticipated by the educational leaders of South Carolina. The
cooperative program which was organized and carried out in
a thorough manner culminated in the formulation of definite
policies regarding certification and education of teachers. The
educators responsible for the training of teachers who were
interviewed were unanimous in their approval of the new
requirements for certification. Some went so far as to say
that the project leading to the new program was the most
significant development in public education in this generation.

The professional education of teachers is not the primary
function of any tax-supported institution of higher education.
In all institutions the program of teacher education is subordi-
nated to a broader function. Since public education is a major
function of the State, it has the responsibility of training per'
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sons to perform this function well. It is not proposed here that
a teachers college be established in the State. It is important,
however, to recognize that proper machinery should corne into
existence which will vigilantly guard the interests of teacher
education and insure that sufficient emphasis is given to the
training of teachers in the State's program of higher education.
It was the impression of the survey staff that the departments

of education look for leadership to the Division of T excher
Education and Certification which has the responsibility of
guiding the development of a state-wide program of teacher
education. The Division organized the State Council on
Teacher Education which includes elected representatives of
the colleges, schools, the State Department of Education and the
State Board of Education. The teacher education program of
the Division is the product of a series of reports prepared by
committees of the Council and approved by the State Board of
Education. Much of the appraisal which follows was made in
the light of the policies and regulations of the Division of
Teacher Education and Certification.

Overview of State Teacher Education Program

Table 32 gives an overview of the teacher education program
in the State of South Carolina as it is carried on by the tax'
supported institutions of higher learning. The major responsi-
bility for the education of white teachers is carried by the
University of South Carolina and Winthrop College. Negro
teachers are trained at the Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Clemson College has confined itself largely to the training of
teachers of vocational agriculture and industrial arts. Winthrop
College is the largest single source of supply of elementary and
secondary teachers, since about 90 per cent of the teachers of
South Carolina are women.

All the leaders in teacher education who were interviewed
by the survey staff agree that Winthrop College and the Uni-
versity of South Carolina should continue to train teachers for
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TABLE 32

TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM OF TAX,SUPPORTED
COLLEGES

University
Teaching of South Winthrop
Position Carolina College

Elementary - x x
Secondary - x x
Home Economics _ x
Commerce -- x x
Music ----- x x
Vocational Agriculture _
Industrial Arts _
Librarian --____________ _ x
Nursery School _ x

Clemson
College

x

The A. & M.
Citadel College

x
x x

x
x
x
xx

x

x

both the elementary and secondary levels. This policy is de'
sirable and should be continued, since education of the yOtlng
is a unified and continuous process. Much of the curriculum
of teacher education is the same for elementary and secondary
teachers. The single salary schedule adopted by the State Board
of Education is a recognition of the professional equality of
all teachers of the same training and experience. Most of the
schools are located in small communities in which the elementary
and secondary schools are closely related, if not actually one
organization.

Table 33 shows the annual contribution which each of the
institutions of higher education makes to the teaching corps nf
the public schools of South Carolina. The, figures for 1939,1940
are included because the pre-war situation gives a better indica-
tion of what to expect in normal times. It is seen that Win-
throp College is the major source of South Carolina's supply
of teachers. The figures for Clemson College are misleading,
since only a fraction of the graduates certified to teach, accept
teaching positions in South Carolina.

It should be borne in mind that the source of supply of
teachers includes the privately endowed colleges of South Care-



!ina and the graduates of colleges in other states. The Division
of Teacher Education and Certification issued 152 certificates
to white teachers trained in out-of-state colleges in 1944. In
the same year 176 certificates were issued to graduates of
privately endowed colleges in South Carolina. On the basis
of data reported by the Division of Teacher Education and
Certification, the survey staff estimates that the South Carolina
tax-supported colleges supplied about 30 per cent of all the
white teachers certified in 1944.

Recruitment and Selection of 'feachers

One of the most perplexing problems which confronts the
public schools is the shortage of teachers. Some of the best and

TABLE 33
NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF TAX-SUPPORTED COLLEGES

CERTIFIED TO TEACH
NUMBER OF GRADUATES

Institu.tion 1939-1940 1944-1945
University of South Carolina 20 24
Winthrop College 287 252*
Clemson College 78 6
The Citadel 4 0
Agricultural and Mechanical College 94 96

*Of this number 160 accepted teaching positions.
(Source: Questionnaire returns)

most highly trained teachers have left the teaching profession
for more remunerative positions. The supply is further threat-
ened by a sharp drop in teacher-education enrollments. During
the war period the percentage of new teachers, already low,
declined sharply. The basic cause of this situation is the low
salaries paid to teachers. It will be impossible in the near future
to attract the most competent young people to the teaching
profession. The problem of the teacher educating institutions
will not be one of the selection of prospective teachers but
rather one of recruitment. Therefore, it is not surprising to find
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that very little is being done to weed out the more undesirable
candidates for admission to the teacher education curriculum.
The colleges are glad to get all who will apply and, considering
the number of sub-standard teachers being employed, one can
hardly criticize them. In spite of this situation it would be
justifiable to experiment with a state-wide effort sponsored co-
operatively by the teacher education departments to recruit
future teachers.

At the University of South Carolina, Winthrop College, and
Clemson College the teacher education program is explained to
freshmen during orientation week. At Winthrop College stu'
dents are selected for admission to the teacher education currie-
ulum by conference with members of the department of educa-
tion at the beginning of the junior year.

In at least two institutions a certain amount of selection is
already in operation. The Council on Teacher Education has
appointed a committee which will develop a few simple stand,
ards of fitness for teaching to be used in determining what
students shall be admitted to the teacher training program.

Balance in the 'fotal Program of T eacher Education

The total program of the education of teachers includes three
major phases:

1. General education which includes those courses which are
concerned with the development of the teacher as are'
sourceful person.

2. Professional education which includes those courses which
prepare the student to do the work of the teacher.

3. Special education which includes those courses which the
student needs in the subjects or levels which he expects
to teach.

These three fields should be in proper balance. For the
guidance of the colleges, the Division of Teacher Education and
Certification has set down the following general minimum re-
quirements:
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General education 48 semester hours
Professional education 18 semester hours
Special education 24 semester hours*

It is the opinion of the survey staff that the requirements in
professional and special education for undergraduate students in
elementary education at the University of South Carolina are
in excess of the general minimum. At least 12 semester hours
should be released for electives. The curricula in agricultural
and industrial education at Clemson College show a shortage of
courses in general education and an excess of courses in special
education. A similar analysis was not made for Winthrop
College because the total program was not available. A corn'
mittee of the Council on Teacher Education might well devote
some time to a study of a balanced total curriculum for future
teachers of elementary grades.
General Education

The courses in general education are usually offered during
the first two years and are common to all students, regardless.
of their fields of specialization. They include those studies
which develop the individual as an effective citizen in a de'
mocracy. Therefore, the program desired for prospective teach,
ers will depend upon the policies developed in the lower division
of the colleges.

The Division of Teacher Education and Certification has set
down the following requirements for the general education of .
the prospective teacher:
English 12 semester hours
Biological and Physical Sciences (A minimum of

6 semester hours each) 12 semester hours
Social Studies (Must cover at least three

fields) 12 semester hours
Fine Arts 6 semester hours

*The following fields require more hours: agriculture, 54; business
education, 36; home economics, 42; music, 30; science, 30; social studies,
30.
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Health Education 3 semester hours
General Mathematics 3 semester hours

All the tax-supported colleges have made a beginning toward
adjusting their programs of study to meet the new require'
ments. In some instances the adjustment has been made more
to the letter than to the spirit of the program. All the directors
of teacher education are sympathetic to the program. In the
fulfillment of the requirements, they are dependent upon the
administrators and instructors in the academic departments.

The School of Education of the University of South Carolina
has outlined and distributed a program which parallels the
requirements for certification. The social studies sequence is
probably deficient in geography. The courses presented to meet
the health requirements probably do not give sufficient emphasis
upon community, group, and personal health. The latter are
specified for elementary education students but not for secon-
dary education students.

At Winthrop College the main outline of the general junior
college curriculum required of all students lends itself to ad,
justment to the requirements for certification by the State De'
partment of Education- The principal departures from the
State requirements in general education are noted in the special
curricula in the fields of commerce, health and physical educa-
tion, and music. While a certain amount of flexibility in the
requirements is understandable, it is difficult to justify the
omission of individual growth as represented in courses which
deal with understanding of human relationships, the quantitative
aspects of living, and enjoyment of the arts in daily living.
It was suggested in a Winthrop College report that some

modification of present degree requirements be made for pros'
pective elementary school teachers. These students, it was
suggested, should be permitted to have a major in elen.entary
education. They should have greater freedom in selecting
courses related to their future work and they should be
able to secure a bachelor's degree without a language require'
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ment. The survey staff concurs in this view and recommends
that the proposed change be put into operation.

An inspection of the courses in the lower division for stu-
dents in the teacher education curriculum shows that the re-
quirements for certification are not met at Clemson College.
The lower division students have an excessive amount of science,
no fine arts, and only a small fraction of the suggested require'
ments in the social studies. It is the impression of the survey
staff that it will require a major reorganization in control of
curricula to bring about the needed readjustments. The curric-
ula proposed by the Special Committee of the State Council on
Teacher Education have not yet been approved by the Curricu-
lum Committee of Clemson College. Perhaps this period is too
unsettled to justify such action at the present time. But the
problem will have to be faced in the not too distant future.
The problems of teacher education at the college are being
handled by those who have the engineering point of view.
They do not have an awareness of the needs of the average
teacher in the actual school situation. The policies will have
to be made with the help of those who know something of the
abilities and activities of the teacher in the average South Caro-
lina school.

The lower division courses in the industrial education pro-
gram are too technical. They seem to represent the training
an engineer should have. It would be far better if a student
transferred from another college for the final two years at
Clemson in which he would take the professional courses and
the basic courses in woodwork, metals, and other basic craft
courses.

At the present time the total four-year general science cur-
riculum, more than any other, lends itself to the necessary re-
adjustments to meet the requirements of general education.
However, it would require considerable shifting of basic courses
in the social sciences to the lower division and the transfer of
advanced science courses to the upper division. A closer con'
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nection between the School of General Science and the School
of Vocational Education would be mutually helpful in develop'
ing the policies governing the program of general education for
prospective teachers.

At The Citadel the situation is still too abnormal to expect
any adjustments to the requirements of general education at
this time.

In general, the requirements of general education are met at
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College. The year of
foreign language should be replaced by a general course in the
social sciences in the freshman year.

The educationists favor survey courses in the sciences and
in the social studies.. They are also favored by the State
Council on Teacher Education and the Division of Teacher
Education and Certification. This position is supported by
authoritative opinion in the field of higher education, notably
the recent Harvard Report on General Education in a Free
Society. The survey staff recommends that the college make
as rapid adjustment as possible to the new requirements in the
field of general education as set forth by the Division of Teacher
Education and Certification.

The survey staff found an unusual willingness of all directors
of teacher education to cooperate with the State Department of
Education in reorganizing the courses in general education to
meet the requirements for certification. This was probably
due to the participation of the college representatives throughout
the State in developing the new pattern of education of teachers.
The heads of the colleges or departments of arts and letters in'
dicated that they were cooperative although they gave the im-
pression that the adjustments would have to be made gradually.
In general, it appears that complete adjustment to the new
requirements in general education will depend upon continued
conferences, study, and appraisal which will have to be vigor-
ously prosecuted by the Division of Teacher Education and
Certification.
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Professional Education

The professional education of the teacher includes those
special studies and activities involved in guiding the growth of
the young in the school. Among other phases, it includes an
understanding of the role of the school in our democracy, an
understanding of how the pupil learns and grows. It includes
the development of some of the teaching skills, the development
of a coherent educational philosophy, and opportunities to work
with children and youth.

The Division of Teacher Education and Certification expresses
these requirements in the following terms:

a. Human 'Growth and Development }
b. Principles, Philosophy, and General 12 semester hours

Techniques
c. Directed Teaching 6 semester hours

18 semester hours

Each phase is defined in detail by the Division of Teacher
Education and Certification. If directed. teaching is done on a
period basis, 90 clock hours of observation and teaching are
required; if it is done on a full-time basis, six weeks of observa-
tion and teaching are required.

An inspection of the professional courses offered shows a
wide diversity among the several institutions of the State. There
is no evidence that a complete adjustment to the requirements
for certification has yet been made. As yet there is no evidence
that human growth and development are treated as an inte-
grated course. While uniformity is not suggested, there is
considerable room for further study of each of the three phases
of the professional program by committees representing all the
institutions in the light of the needs of the teachers in the
public schools of South Carolina. The enrollment in education
courses in the' tax-supported colleges of South Carolina in the
fall of 1945' is revealed in Table 34.
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The Citadel is not represented because it is still on a war-
time program and, therefore, has no students enrolled in educa-
tion courses.

Many students do not have a mastery of the basic skills of
reading, writing, speaking, and figuring. These deficiencies
should be discovered as early as possible and should be cor-
rected by remedial instruction Winthrop College reports that
it maintains a writing laboratory for students deficient in ex'
pression and a coaching class for students who are deficient in
arithmetic. This procedure should be repeated in the junior
year as the student begins his professional studies. Furthermore,
all candidates for the degree in elementary education should
have special help in the techniques of teaching reading and arith-
metic. The experience in directed teaching should be supple'. .
mented by a short period of instruction, especially as it applies
to beginning reading and arithmetic.

All teachers,' especially those employed on the secondary
level, are expected to act as advisors to informal activity groups,
such as, music, journalism, sports, dramatics, etc. The prepara-
tion for this phase of teaching is provided in the extra-curricular
program of the college and in elective courses in directing extra'
curricula activities. On the basis of professional need, every
student should be required to demonstrate excellence in at least
one field of special interest or hobby. This would provide some
assurance that teachers will be equipped to contribute to the
enrichment of the recreational life of children and youth.

Opportunities to study community living. Some opportuni-
ties arc provided for the study of community living in the
home economics and vocational agriculture courses. By and
large, this phase of the education of teachers should be given
more emphasis than it now receives. If the prospective teacher
is to contribute to the improvement of living in the community
which he serves, he will have to know something about its
social and economic life. Teachers need to study how the people
live; how they govern themselves; how they earn a living; how'
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TABLE 34

ENROLLMENT IN EDUCATION COURSES IN SOUTB CARO-
LINA INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING

Fall Fall
Vniv. S. C. Winlhrop

'Tille 1944-45* 1945·46
Introduction to Education 34
Educational Psychology 17 178
Directed Teaching in Elementary

Schools 9 108
History of Education 6
Materials of Instruction in

Elementary Schools 5
The Elementary School Program., , 9
Directed Teaching 111 Secondary

Schools 18
Teaching in High Schools 9
Principles of Secondary Education. 7 '72
Principles of Elementary Education __ 16
Seminar in Education 8
State Education Administration __ 31
Individual and Group Analysis and

Guidance 6 29
Elementary School Curriculum 25
Psychology of Measurement in

High School; 4
Methods of Teaching 182
Adult Education 32
Student Activities 9
Orientation _

Introduction to Agricultural
Education _

Principles of Agricultural
Education _

Methods of Agricultural Education
Rural Education _
Tests and Measurements 27
Tcnchmu of Major Subjects _

*Flgures for 1945 -46 not available because the
yet begun.

Fall
Clem.101l
1945·46

12
8

Fall
A. & M.
1945·46

56
56

37

56

they play; how they use their resources; and how they get
along together. The students should become familiar with
other social agencies with which the school may cooperate to
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serve the community. As far as possible, the social experiences
should give them direct contact with the social environment.
They should make field trips, observe community groups in
action, and have some practice with social agencies. The pros'
pective teacher should participate in forum meetings, supervise
recreation, observe the work of the county library, extension
services, county health unit, and other agencies. Such oppor-
tunities are most effectively provided by developing a coopera-
tive arrangement with a nearby county whereby the schools
and communities become laboratories for the colleges.

Directed 'Teaching

Directed teaching is a part of the professional phase of the
education of teachers and should be closely related to the other
courses in education. Every teacher education program in the
colleges of South Carolina provides some opportunity for ob-
servation of classroom procedure and practice teaching. Two
of the colleges maintain campus schools, and the remainder have
cooperative arrangements with nearby public schools.

The campus school at the University of South Carolina is
used for observation and practice teaching on the secondary
level. It is conducted by the local school system which finances
it and furnishes the children. The teachers now receive a
differential of fifty dollars a semester but they have no status
on the University faculty. This arrangement is not as satis-
factory as that at Winthrop College where the teachers in the
campus school have status on the college faculty and where the
relationships are closer.

The city schools are used for directed teaching on -the elernen-
tary level, there being no facilities on the campus for obser-
vation or teaching of children in the first six grades. The sur'
vey staff recommends that the campus school facilities be ex'
tended to include twelve grades. This would not only provide
necessary facilities but it would also form the basis of study of
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the unity and continuity of growth and of the total school
program.

A representative of the University suggested that the School
of Education would like to work out a cooperative arrange-
ment whereby the principal's salary would be paid by the Uni-
versity and the teachers' salaries would be supplemented by more
substantial amounts. This would be a step forward, but the
most desirable arrangement is for the University to assume
complete financial responsibility for the campus school, exercise
greater control over the instructional program, and give the
teachers a place on the faculty of the School of Education. At
the present time the campus school is not in operation during the
summer term when it can be the most effective instrument in
the improvement of classroom instruction. When the ex-
pansion of the facilities of the School of Education makes it
unnecessary to use the present high school rooms for summer
classes for teachers, a campus school should be in operation
during the summer term.

The students spend 90 hours in the campus school, thirty of
which are devoted to observation and 60 to practice teach-
ing. The director of student teaching meets the students in
conference twice a week; he also serves as supervisor of the
University High School.

The campus school at Winthrop College is a twelve-grade
school which is maintained by the College. The faculty is paid
by the College according to a definite salary scale. The super-
visors, as the teachers are called, have professorial status on the
faculty of the College. One supervisor has the rank of associate
professor. The pupils come from the surrounding neighborhood
and pay a small tuition fee. The fees furnish about 10 per cent
of the total revenues of the school.

During the current term the school took care of 89 student
teachers. The students spend an hour a day for a semester in
directed observation and actual teaching. On the average, 4
to 5 students are assigned to each supervisor. In English, 10
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students are assigned to a supervisor but in this case each stu'
dent takes a section of the class or about 14 students. Practice
teaching in commerce is also given in the city schools. It is
reported that these students take the place of a regularly em'
ployed teacher. The College should not permit itself to be a
party to the exploitation of student teachers in this way.

In the home economics department the student does six weeks
of full time directed teaching in a cooperating school system.
This is the more desirable arrangement since it gives the student
an opportunity to participate in the total school program. In
no other institution except the State Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College did this practice prevail, although this is specifically
'recommended for prospective elementary, teachers by the Divi-
sion of Teacher Education and Certification.

The education department of Winthrop College is now work,
ing on a plan to give students nine weeks of full time student
teaching. It is pointed out that such a plan would beless dis'
turbing to the pupils; it would provide for continuity in the
teaching experiences; and it would give the student an oppor-
tunity to become familiar with the total school program. The
survey staff recommends that this proposal be adopted not only
at Winthrop College but also in every institution that trains
teachers.

There appears to be an unusually fine relationship between
the teachers of theory courses and the training school. The
survey staff noted references to situations in the campus school
in several of the theory classes· The head of the education de'
partment and the head of the campus school reported enthusiasti-
cally concerning the relations between the education faculty and
the campus school. There is mutual respect between the two
faculties. Teachers of theory courses require their students to
observe in the campus school in groups and in classes. It is
estimated that each member of the education faculty visits the
campus school about twice a week.
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At Clemson College directed teaching is provided in three
neighboring schools to which the students are transported in
cars and busses owned by the College. The students devote two
hours daily for a period of 36 weeks to this program.

In addition to student teaching the student carries a class load
of 1 5 credit hours. It is doubtful whether he can do justice to
both his teaching duties and course work. It would be more
desirable to arrange a schedule providing for full time or at
least half time directed teaching. Such arrangements are possible
by making various combinations of education courses with teach-
iqg experiences in the time schedule.

Clemson students have some contacts with the social and
recreational agencies in the community. In general, this phase
of the student teacher's education is neglected in the tax-sup-
ported institutions. He should have some understanding of the
social agencies and how the school can cooperate with them in
their common task of raising the quality of community living.

Practice teaching at The Citadel before the war was carried
on in the River Junior High School in Charleston. The arrange-
ments were very informal, the student being released from re-
gular attendance at classes for a period of two weeks or a total
of 40 hours.

The elementary campus school at th~ Agricultural and Mech-
anical College is used for observation and some practice teach-
ing. It should be extended upward to include the high school
grades. Some students spend six weeks on St. Helena Island
for directed teaching. A "teacher trainer" employed by the
State College resides at the Penn School and supervises the work
of eight students who live at the Arnett Practice House. Penn
School is used largely for observation, and rural schools on St.
Helena Island are used as teacher-training centers. The educa-
tion department is planning to extend opportunities for full-time
directed teaching.
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Special Education

In addition to the professional courses in education which are
common to elementary and secondary teachers, the future
teacher needs additional experiences or subject matter in his
particular field of specialization. For high school teachers the
requirement is stipulated for each subject. For elementary
teachers, in addition to 21 hours in professional education, 15
hours of special education are required:

Literature for Children -________________________ 3
Growth and Development of South Carolina 3
Creative Arts and Crafts for Children 3
Rhythm, Recreation, and Music for Children 3
lfomema~ng ----_____________________________ 3

Each of the programs should be studied carefully from the
point of view of the needs of the classroom teacher. It will be
found that some of the courses which the student may elect are
so advanced, technical, and specialized as to be of less value
than the basic courses in the same field.

The control of the specialized phase of the teacher education
program for purposes of certification is a difficult problem be'
cause the needs of each of the special fields vary from the others.
The special committees of the State Teacher Education Council
have done a good job in drawing up specifications for the gui-
dance of the colleges. The requirement of 54 semester hours
of special education in vocational agriculture is so completely out
of balance as to require revision.

In addition to the supervision exercised by the Director of
Certification, there is considerable room for coordination. In
one institution a satisfactory arrangement was worked out with
the music department but not with the commercial department.
In another institution each special department is a law unto it,
self. Since the requirements are promulgated by the State De'
partment of Education, it is logical to suppose that the res'
ponsibility for coordinating the sequences of specialized courses
should be lodged in the office of Director of Teacher Education,
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acting as the head of a committee of representatives of the de'
partments of music, home economics, commercial education,
physical education, etc. '

Available Library Resources
The following figures show the number of professional books

dealing with education in the libraries of each of the tax-sup-
ported institutions of higher education.

Number of Education Books in the Library:
University of South Carolina 7,25'8
Winthrop College -- 2,954
Clemson College ----- 1,788
The Citadel ---_____________________________ 65'0
Agricultural and Mechanical College 772
By comparison with the collections of other colleges and uni-

versities in the South as reported by Downs* the library re-
sources in education at the University would fall into the
average group. The collection of education books at Winthrop
College would be considered well below the average.

It is impossible to make a recommendation merely on the basis
of the number of books. The size of a collection is an indication
of a number of factors. Assuming that an adequate appropria-
tion is available, the size of the collection should be increased to
meet the needs of the instructional program. When students
have no investigations to make they have a very limited use of
library facilities. When students are confronted by problem'
solving situations the library becomes a busy center of research.
The basic problem for study' by the teacher education faculties
is the degree to which their courses stimulate inquiry.

In-Service Education of Teachers
The program of in-service education of teachers conducted by

the institutions of higher learning includes extension courses

*Downs, R, B. Resources of Southern Libraries. Chicago: American
Library Association, 1938, pp. 246-252.
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given on campus and off campus; field services, and summer
sessions. Each of these phases has its special problems which
will be discussed in sequence.

Extension Courses o.n Campus. The University of South
Carolina offers six on-campus extension courses for teachers in
service. They meet in the afternoon or Saturday morning for
several successive hours. These courses are exclusively in the
field of education and are attended by teachers in and near
Columbia. Winthrop College offers five courses of which three
are expected to materialize. They meet twice a week for a
ninety-minute period each. The courses carry three hours of
graduate or senior credit. The Agricultural and Mechanical
College indicated that extension courses were offered, but no
details were available at the time this report was written.

Extension Courses off Campus. The Extension Division of
the University of South Carolina has been in operation since
1937. The personnel at the present time includes a director,
two full-time instructors, and one part-time instructor. Other
instructors are employed for particular courses as the need arises.
They come from the school systems and other colleges. The
classes usually meet once a week for about four hours. Each
course includes 24 meetings and enables the student to earn 4
credits. The books are supplied by the Extension Division and
are kept at the teaching center. Most of the students are ele-
mentary teachers. Most of them are college graduates but re-
ceive undergraduate credit for education courses. No teacher
who is employed full time is permitted to earn more than eight
semester hours of college credit per school year.

The University of South Carolina offers extension courses
for teachers in service in ten large urban centers involving an
enrollment of about 500 students. Winthrop College offers
extension courses in four urban centers for teachers in service,
one hour of which is in the field of history and three are in the
field of education. According to the head of the education
department, these courses were offered in response to requests
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for training from superintendents and county education associa-
tions.

The State Department of Education employs an itinerant
teacher trainer with headquarters at Clemson College who helps
individual teachers, and conducts courses and conferences all
over the State. The resident faculty, however, conducts no of{,
campus classes for teachers.

Policy Governing Extension Courses. The dean of the School
of Education of the University of South Carolina in cooperation
with the Extension Division has formulated a statement of
policies relating to extension classes. Off-campus graduate
courses must. be approved by the Graduate Committee. The
courses are supervised by the School of Education which also
maintains full control of the programs of study of extension stu'
dents and the graduate credit to be received. The State Board
of Education reports numerous cases of teachers who enroll in'
discriminately in evening and extension courses regardless of
their needs in order to accumulate credits for higher certificates.
The colleges have some responsibility for admitting students to
courses, only if they meet their needs. Otherwise they help to
defeat, in part, the purposes of the certification program.

At Winthrop College no statement of standards governing
extension courses has been formulated. However, certain can'
ditions have to be met by local school systems before an in'
struction center is approved. For example, one independent
school district provided books, an assistant, and provision for an
evening meal for the group.

Neither the University nor Winthrop College has gone far
enough in the formulation of minimum standards for field courses
including such conditions as qualifications of personnel, class
size, relation to instructional needs, nature of services, equip'
ment, library facilities, local responsibility for leadership, and
follow-up in the classroom.

Allocation of Responsibility for Extension Courses. There
appears to be a conflict over major responsibility for extension
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courses. The problem is emphasized at the present time due
to the large demand for field courses. In one instance both
the University of South Carolina and Winthrop College are
offering comparable courses in the same county.

The representatives of the University maintain that all courses
offered to teachers in the field (extension courses) should be
coordinated by the Director of the Extension Division by the
University of South Carolina. The representatives of Win'
throp College maintain that centralized control of field courses
does not give Winthrop College an opportunity to determine
the policies governing extension courses in which they have a
primary concern. According to the University's present plan,
the Director of the Extension Division employs instructors from
all the colleges of the State. Both institutions recognize the need
for looking into the present competitive situation.

Both institutions should continue to offer extension courses
for teachers. Since Winthrop College trains most of the pros'
pective teachers in the South Carolina public schools, it is rea'
sonable for some communities to look to that institution for ex'
tension courses and field services. The administrative as well
.as teaching contacts made in this way are good for the pro'
fessional program of the college and for the individual instruc-
tors. Winthrop College should not engage in the promotion of
extension work but it should meet all requests made to the
college directly for field services by school systems and teachers'
organizations. As a matter of courtesy and cooperation, Win'
throp College should inform the Extension Division promptly of
any request for off-campus services. The college should decline
to organize extension classes in places which are in competition
with existing teaching centers operated by the Extension Divi-
sion of the University.

Field Services. The extent of field service of the State
college instructors is limited in South Carolina. Advisory work
on teaching and administrative problems appears to be incidental
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to contacts made for other purposes such as supervision of stu'
dent teaching and extension courses in the field.

The present demand for extension courses should be recog-
nized as an exceptional opportunity to improve the quality of
instruction in South Carolina. The emerging program in in'
structional centers throughout the State should be viewed as a
continuing project of in-service education of teachers and in'
structional improvement. An excellent beginning has been
made in cooperation between the State Department and the
colleges during the past few years. The Division of Teacher
Education and Certification and the supervisory staff in the
State Department of Education, should work with the colleges
not only in setting up minimum standards of off,campus work
with classes but also for the development of a more extensive
program of field services.
It is not enough for the colleges to offer extension courses.

They should assume responsibility for an ongoing program of
school improvement. The college instructors should work in
the field part of the time in an advisory capacity. They should
help the schools to discover their needs and guide them in meet'
ing them. When the efforts of the college instructors are
directed toward the solution of the practical problems of learn'
ing in the classroom, their campus instruction becomes more
realistic and effective. Field services become mutually helpful
to schools and colleges.

Teachers colleges recognize their obligations to the public
schools more than do the liberal arts colleges. The absence of
teachers colleges in the State of South Carolina may explain why
the development of field services has lagged behind some other
southern states. Strong departments or schools of education
should be developed at Winthrop and at the University which
recognize their primary responsibility to the public schools of
the State.

The program of in-service education of teachers is most
successful when it has local administrative leadership. The
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absence of county or other local supervisors is a handicap to
educational progress 'in South Carolina. Therefore, it is not
entirely irrelevant to suggest at this point that any program of
teacher growth will be greatly accelerated by provision for the
employment of instructional supervisors.

Throughout the South programs of curriculum development
have resulted in greater cooperation between the public schools
and the institutions of higher learning. Representatives of
college faculties served on statewide committees. The colleges
were the centers of regional organization. Growing out of
this responsibility, instructors served as consultants, spending
two or three days a week in the schools. Regional conferences
were held at the colleges which assumed responsibility for mak-
ing local arrangements. The campus schools became the active
centers of experimentation with improved classroom practice.

Considerable interest in curriculum improvement has been
aroused in South Carolina as a result of recent action by the
Legislature extending the public school program from eleven to
twelve years. This attitude is strengthened by the widespread
feeling that the schools are at the beginning of a significant
period of educational reconstruction. The colleges should work
with the State Department of Education in furnishing leadership
for a statewide cooperative effort of instructional improvement
The campus schools should serve as centers of experimentation
in promising school practices. They should lead the way to
progress for the many schools which are ready to adjust learn'
ing to the needs of individual and group living.

Summer Sessions. A summer session offering courses for
teachers is conducted by the University, Winthrop College, and
the Agricultural and Mechanical College. At the University
the summer program includes the richest offering of the School
of Education. The enrollment last year included 303 graduates
and about 15'0 undergraduate students. The session lasts eight
weeks. As pointed out elsewhere, a reduced campus school
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should be in operation during the summer session because good
teaching is most effectively learned by first hand observation.

Winthrop College conducted a campus summer session and a
branch session at the Parker District High School in Greenville.
The campus session lasted twelve weeks and the one at Parker
District, six weeks. Of the 715 students on the campus, 192 or
27 per cent were teachers in service. The college maintains a
three-teacher campus school during the summer session. The
Winthrop College summer session should provide a larger
offering for the elementary teacher, especially on the graduate
level. This applies to the University as well.

The Parker District Branch, which included 111 teachers in
service, was directed by a regular member of the education de'
partment at Winthrop College and the faculty was recruited
especially for the local project. The program was planned
primarily for the Parker School District and the offerings ap-
peared to be designed to meet special local needs. From the
point of view of professional service to a local community, such
an arrangement has many advantages. It takes considerable time
and effort to organize and direct branches of this kind but if
they are directed toward a unified long-term program of instruc-
tional improvement they are highly justifiable. The program can
be adjusted to solve the special problems of the locality, the
staff can be chosen to supply the services needed, the project can
have unity, and the facilities of a good school plant can be user!
for demonstration purposes. A small children's school would
have added to the value of the project. A few additional centers
planned cooperatively between school and college would have
a healthy influence upon public education in the State.

The University Extension Division and the State College
conducted workships in Chesterfield County. The colleges
should continue to encourage the organization of workshops dur-
ing the summer session for county and individual school groups.
Such groups devote themselves to the study of their local school
problems. Their work is highly motivated and their studies
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contribute directly to the improvement of classroom teaching.
When the workshop is supplemented by field services during the
following year, there is even greater assurance of instructional
improvment. The colleges can make a substantial contribution
to educational progress in the State if a long range cooperative
arrangement could be made with a few promising schools in'
eluding summer workshops and consultative services.

The summer session of the State Agricultural and Mechanical
College contains offerings in all fields with the usual allotment
of education courses. The survey staff is under the impression
that courses for teachers in service are not given enough em'
phasis. Courses are not offered to meet the special needs' of
classroom teachers.

'Need for Increased Emphasis on Teacher Education

It is obvious from what has been said thus far that there
is need for increased emphasis on teacher education in those
institutions of higher learning in South Carolina which make
the largest contribution to the training of teachers.

There is a greater awareness of and attention to puhlic edu-
cation as a profession at the University of South Carolina than
at any of the other tax-supported institutions of higher learning.
This is due to several factors among which are the existence of
a separate school, the maintenance of a separate building, the
provision for administrative leadership, and a relatively Lrger
education faculty.

Since the State of South Carolina maintains no institution of
, higher learning devoted exclusively to the education of teachers,
it has a right to expect that greater emphasis be given to teacher
education at Winthrop College, the only tax-supported iustitu-
tion for women. The survey staff recommends that tl.e edu-
cation department there be expanded to provide a unified pro'
gram such as projected by the new certification requirements.
This involves adequate provision for physical plant, faculty,
and administrative leadership. This is especially necessary in an
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institution where strong departments in music, commercial edu-
cation, physical education, and home economics now dominate
the instructional program of prospective teachers in these fields.
The appointment of a director of teacher education is a first
necessary step toward the development of an enlarged program.

The contribution of the State colleges to the potential supply
of teachers is shown in the number of students now enrolled in
the teacher education curricula. See Table 35. The figures
for 1939,1940 are included because they are more likely to re-
present 'a normal situation. The data show that Winthrop Col,

TABLE 35

ENROLLMENT IN TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM IN
TAX-SUPPORTED COLLEGES OF SOUTH CAROLINA

1939-40 AND 1945-46

University
of Winthrop Clemson 'file A&M

Class S. c- College College Citadel College
39-40 44-45 39·40 45-46 39-40 4&-46 39-40 45-46 39-40 45-48

Freshman 12 20 0 0 84 64 0 0 194 74
Sophomore 31 16 0 0 80 27 0 0 137 70
Junior 25 12 326 200 53 10 5 0 99 41
Senior 58 26 264 203 60 2 9 0 107 50
Total 126 74 590 403 277 103 14 a 537 235

*Figures for 1945-46 not available because the Fall Quarter had not
yet begun.

(Source: Questionnaire returns)

lege will continue to supply most of the teachers in the South
Carolina public schools.

The status of teacher education at Winthrop College may be
more clearly grasped when compared with two similar tax-
supported colleges for women. The State of Florida, like South
Carolina, maintains no separate teachers college. Florida State
College for Women has an education building which includes
facilities for the education department, industrial arts, and
psychological laboratories. It also has a twelve-grade demonstra-
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tion school. The teacher education program is organized as a
school of education and is administered by a dean.

Georgia State College for Women has an education building
which provides space for the education and placement offices,
rooms for education classes, and a curriculum materials room.
It also has an elementary school building and a secondary school
building. At Georgia State College for Women, teacher edu-
cation has the status of a division which also includes the de'
partments of health, library science, and physical education.

To bring the comparison nearer home, the teacher education
program at the University of South Carolina is organized as a
school of education although its annual contribution of new
teachers is only ten per cent of that of Winthrop College. Out
of 345 graduates at Winthrop College in 1945, nearly 75 per
cent qualified for certification in South Carolina and 160 actually
accepted teaching positions. When such a large block of stu'
dents has a common professional interest, that group should
have major administrative recognition and its instructional pro-
gram should be given a proportionate emphasis in relation to the
total program of the college. Such a large body of students
having a clear-cut objective could profit greatly from the pro-
fessional guidance and administrative leadership which a division
or school of education makes possible. In the enlarged program,
the administration should assume a larger responsibility for the
guidance, placement, and follow-up of its graduates.

Some of the suggested improvements proposed by representa-
tives of Winthrop College are in harmony with recommenda-
tions of the survey staff. It was pointed out that there was a
need for fixing more definitely the responsibility for the teacher'
education program within the College. It was further suggested
that there was a need for creating a better understanding of and
a greater sensitivity to the teacher education program. Both
of these needs could be met by the creation of a division or
school of education with adequate administrative personnel.
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What has been said of the status of teacher education at
Winthrop College applies to the State Agricultural and Mech-
anical College. More than 50 per cent of- the students en'
roll in the teacher education course. The department of edu-
cation should have the status of a division with a head who is
given sufficient time for the administrative duties, guidance,
placement, and follow-up of its graduates.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. As soon as it is feasible, the institutions should confer
and agree on a few simple standards of fitness for teaching to be
used in determining what students shall be admitted to the
teacher training program.

2. Under the leadership of the Division of Teacher Education
and Certification the institutions shoulJ continue to study their
courses in general education, to share their experiences, and to
evaluate the instruction in the light of the professional and per'
sonal needs of the teacher.

3. Steps should be taken to reorganize the program of pro-
fessional courses in order to provide a continuous period of full,
time directed teaching.

4. To meet the present and potential demand for the in'
service education of teachers, the institutions should increase
the opportunities for field services given by the instructional
staff.

5. The teacher education program at Winthrop College and
at the Agricultural and Mechanical College should be expanded
and raised to the status of a division or school. As a first step
in this direction, a director of teacher education should be ap-
pointed to head the enlarged program.

6. The campus school at the University of South Carolina
should be extended downward tQ include the first six grades
as well as the upper six grades. A reduced campus school
should be conducted in connection with the summer session.
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The campus school at the Agricultural and Mechanical College
should be extended upward to include the secondary grades.

7. The Division of Teacher Education and Certification
should be adequately staffed in order to give the director time
for such activities as the coordination of the in-service education
programs of the colleges; the direction of statewide committees
on general education, professional education, and specialized
courses; individual conferences with directors of teacher edu-
cation; more careful studies of the applications for approval of
teacher education programs; and other activities concerned with
the gradual adjustment of teacher education curricula to the new
requirements for the certification of teachers.
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XI

ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Historically, engineering and the applied sciences have deve-
loped in South Carolina in spite of the many hurdles placed in
their way. These hurdles have existed over the period of time
from the early founding of the Colony of Carolina to the pre'
sent.

BACKGROUND OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Like many of the other thirteen original colonies, South Caro-
lina was developed by the government of England as a provin-
cial territory. Industrial production in such territories when
not prohibited, was rigorously discouraged by the motherland.
This pattern was quite typical of all English colonization.

The Crown popularized and dignified classical and agrarian
education for the colonists and thus reserved for the homeland
the expansion of the scientific facilities and the establishment of
the scientific institutions and colleges. By shrewdly emphasizing
the classical education as dignified and cultural and labeling the
scientific and engineering education as debasing and common,
England was able to defer real competition to her home in-
dustries for fully one hundred years in most of her colonies.

In South Carolina this English pattern was in a natural en-
vironment for continued growth even after the Revolutionary
War. The plantation way of life developed great estates and
resisted the inroads and interference of industry. Only the
classical and the military could thrive in such an atmosphere.

The war between the states aggravated this situation even
more. Probably no state of the Confederacy felt the destructive-
ness and the opression of the Carpet Baggers more than the resi-
dents of South Carolina. With a zeal equal to, if not surpass-
ing, that of their English predecessors, the northern invaders
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rededicated South Carolina to another long period of classical
and cultural existence. This was done that South Carolina,
like the other states of the defeated Confederacy, might continue
long and diligently as obedient provinces of the manufacturing
regions of the North Atlantic and New England States.

At the turn of the twentieth century three major economic
developments changed the whole trend of industrial progress
of the United States- These three factors were: the electrical
transmission of power; the development of motor transportation;
the extension and construction of an interconnecting system of
permanent highways. These three factors set in motion the
decentralization of American industry.

South Carolina was one of the nation's states to benefit great'
ly from this new trend. Her geographical position placed her
in one of the most enviable positions of any of the forty-eight
states. As is also true with her sister state, North Carolina,
the north-south movement of a large percentage of American
people and the essential goods involved in their daily life
cross over the State of South Carolina. Further, her extensive
Atlantic seaboard gives her one of the best shipping positions in
the United States. Again, she has within her own borders
climatic possibilities varying from the semi-tropical atmospheric
conditions of Charleston County to a climatic condition in the
Blue Ridge area of the state that corresponds to that of the
Great Lakes States.

The possibilities of increasing the wealth of South Carolina
must be based largely on her ability to expand her industry.
The agricultural wealth of the State can be increased somewhat
by cultivating a close companionship with possible agricultural
industries; but, for the most part, the greatest possible gain in
the wealth of South Carolina must come through her industrial
expansion. Her abundance of water power, her shipping position,
and her climatic advantages offer the opportunity to increase
her industrial wealth several thousand per cent. Her principal
need is the scientific and engineering ~now how to make this
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industrial achievement possible. This know how should be close'
ly related to the industrial banking and financial facilities of the
State. Much of the higher education of tomorrow in South
Carolina should be in the fields of business administration, en'
gineering, and the basic sciences.

STATUS OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN STATE COLLEGES

The development of the engineering curricula in the state'
supported engineering colleges of South Carolina has remained
quite unrelated and uncoordinated in the three principal state'
supported engineering institutions of higher learning. Each of
these institutions has had a natural growth, springing from three
entirely different but justifiable causes.

At .Charleston is located The Citadel, one of the very few
strictly military state-supported colleges of the United States.
Its contribution to the Confederacy Of trained officers and,
subsequently, her similar contribution to the nation for World
War I and World War II are now matters of a very distin-
guished and proud history. This institution has made a great
contribution in the military affairs of America.

From the date of the Crusades to the present hour, one of
the most essential parts of army training has been extensive edu-
cation in the science of military engineering. A modern military
college without military engineering would be very quickly
outmoded by its contemporaries.

Since 1840, The Citadel has given engineering work of this
nature. It was only discontinued when all education ceased at
The Citadel during and subsequent to its capture by the Union
Army during the Civil War. Today, the course in civil en'
gineering given at The Citadel is a curriculum unconditionally
accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Develop'
ment, the national accrediting agency of engineering colleges of
the United States.

This civil engineering substitute for the military engineering
work is a most logical procedure for an institution that finds
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itself in a position providing engineers for both war and peace
time endeavor. The Citadel would be considerably handicapped
and greatly weakened in its over-all program of military training
if it were not permitted to offer this equivalent in military en-
gineering as a part of its institutional work.

At the opposite end of the State, at Clemson College, an
agricultural college was set up under the Federal Land-Grant
Act of 1862. Under the provisions of this Federal Land-Grant
Act, each of the states and provinces were to set up a college
of agriculture and. the mechanical arts for the development of
agriculture and industry.

As has been interpreted by most of the states of the Union,
the Congress of the United States envisioned these institutions
as colleges where agriculture and engineering would be taught
coordinately to the common end of developing the common
wealth of the states.

Clemson College has effectively carried on for many years
the principal educational work offered in South Carolina in
mechanical and electrical and agricultural engineering and has
also the principal educational facilities in architecture and textile
engineering.

This college has received much recognition in the United
States for its undergraduate courses in mechanical and electrical
engineering. These two curricula, together with civil engineer-
ing, have received conditional approval and accrediting by the
Engineer's Council for Professional Development. The principal
criticism that has been directed to the curricula in question has
been the relatively low salaries for instruction and the limited
facilities of chemistry and physics to provide the basic training
for Clemson engineering students. Due to the limitations of
personnel and travel during the present war, the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development has not been in a position
to review the engineering curricula of Clemson College for a
considerable time.
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Great strides have been made in improving the Department of
Physics at Clemson. Some 'improvement has been made in ex'
panding the facilities of chemistry, and, the salary levels have
been decidedly improved. It is quite likely that on the next
inspection trip of the Committee of the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development, electrical and mechanical engineering
will be given unconditional approval and accredited. Likewise,
civil engineering, which is also now approved conditionally, may
be given full approval.

1\.t the University of South Carolina at Columbia, engineer'
ing and the sciences have been, for many generations, step'
children of an institution deeply immersed in the classical type
of training with which it was endowed by its early forebears.
As a result, until the present war all engineering offered at the
University of South Carolina was very limited in facilities, per'
sonnel, and supporting sciences. Likewise, chemistry and physics
at the University have been poorly supported by the State.
Well designed and executed courses in physics, chemistry, and
mathematics are fundamental to good engineering education.

The coming of the United States Navy to South Carolina
for training facilities and the Navy's selection of the University
of South Carolina to be the naval science and tactics training
center of the State has given the College of Engineering at
Columbia a very definite reason to exist. A survey of the more
than fifty institutions selected by the United States Navy for
its expanding naval science and tactics training shows that each
institution selected has had one or more engineering curricula
which would be the basis for its training in naval engineering.

This selection by the United States Navy of the University
of South Carolina as its training center in South Carolina vir'
tually places on the State the obligation of maintaining one or
more engineering curricula on the undergraduate level at the
institution. The faculty of the Engineering College has been
most active during the past five years, and through their efforts
the college has received official conditional accrediting by the
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Engineers' Council for Professional Development in civil and
electrical engineering.

As of 1945, therefore, the State of South Carolina finds it,
self with three state-supported engineering colleges, each with a
very definite reason to exist in order to adequately meet the
obligations for military training at The Citadel; for naval train'
ing at the University; and for the normal agricultural and
mechanical training at Clemson College. The problem, there'
fore, resolves itself into analyzing the future needs of the State
of South Carolina and coordinating the activities of these three
existing engineering colleges to render maximum service with a
minimum of overlapping and cost to the State, in order to give
to the commonwealth that type of training which will expand
her industrial and agricultural facilities to the point where she
can well afford to support three such colleges, now made neces-
sary by the educational needs of the institutions of which they
are a part.

REGIONAL SERVICE FUNCTIONS OF ENGINEERING COLLEGES

Each of the three established institutions of engineering of
South Carolina is performing a very useful function that might
go unnoticed by the public at large. This function is that of
tendering engineering service to their sections or regions of the
State. At Charleston, The Citadel serves the Highway Divi-
sion of the State of South Carolina in an active consulting
capacity. The many established industries and the Federal
Government find the advisory capacity of the Engineering De'
partment of The Citadel of great value and convenience.

At Columbia, the State Highway Department maintains its
research laboratory at the School of Engineering of the Univer-
sity of South Carolina, and the State Highway and University
equipment are mutually used by the engineers of the State High,
way Department and the University. A separate building
housing an engineering materials laboratory is maintained by the
Highway Department of the State on the University campus.
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At Clemson College, the immediate region does not make
extensive use of the Engineering College facilities. This is due to
the absence of any metropolitan area around the Engineering
College and Textile School. The industrial and the agricultural
interests of the larger Piedmont region, however, make much
use of the engineering facilities at Clemson College. The present
occupancy of much of the Textile Building by the textile
agencies of the State and the Federal Government is evidence
that this need is being met. Further, the contributions of
thousands of dollars of textile equipment to Clemson College to
make the Textile Building the active center of the textile in-
dustry of South Carolina is material evidence of the appraisal
of industry of the usefulness of this institution to the Piedmont
enterprises.

While it should be readily admitted that these regional ser-
vice functions are not a major reason for the continued existence
of the institutions, they must be given consideration in working
out a forward plan for the South Carolina engineering educa-
tional system and for the development of the state's resources.

EQUIPMENT FACILITIES OF ENGINEERING CoLLEGES

In considering the equipment facilities, it is especially neces-
sary to include the facilities and equipment for physics, chemis-
try, and the biological sciences as well as that acquired for the
advanced engineering work. The general pattern of engineering
education of the engineering colleges of the United States places
the major part of the educational load on the fundamental
science divisions during the first two years of the engineering
curricula while the work of the third and fourth years is almost
entirely given within the engineering laboratories.

In the typical engineering college of the nation, the existing
laboratories in chemistry and physics, augmented to take care
of the engineering students, give this basic science education,
while the engineering college concerns itself primarily in the
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teaching and the facilities of the third, fourth, and advanced
years of the several curricula.

The heavy investment in engineering college education is
made for these third, fourth, and advanced year courses, but an
institution that has not made a heavy. investment in physics and
chemistry' for all of the students of the college or university is
not in a position to do justice to the education of engineers in
the first two years of the student's education. In reviewing the
South Carolina institutions for the equipment facilities, the
writer has divided it into the two periods: (a) the first two
years of the fundamental sciences,' and (b) the third, fourth,
and advanced years of engineering education.

Equipment Facilities for Fundamental Sciences

'The Citadel is well equipped in physics and chemistry. The
laboratories are well maintained and in engineering physics have
featured the work and needs of the Department of Engineering
even into the field of advanced engineering physics such as is
normally given in the junior' year of electrical engineering.

The faculty and their capacity to maintain their laboratories
in the best of operating condition should be commended. With
a normal replacement and maintenance budget, these laboratories
of The Citadel are ample to take care of the normal engineering
enrollment for some years to come.

At the University of South Carolina, as has been stated pre-
viously, the sciences have too long been the stepchild of the
University's classical courses at Columbia. While the science
faculty is making the best possible use of its existing facilities
in physics and chemistry, the University of South Carolina
needs to make a very definite stride forward in dedicating more
of its time and effort to fundamental science, if it is to maintain
its position amongst the state universities of the nation. Th2
traditions and proud history' of the State of South Carolina
have been a handicap instead of an aid to the scientific devel-
opment within South Carolina University. Major improve-
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ments in buildings and facilities for physics, chemistry, and
biology need to be made at the University of South Carolina, if
scientific education offered to the sons and daughters of the
State is to be equal to the better institutions of the South.

At Clemson College physics and chemistry have been given
a new place in the life of the institution during the past decade.
In a review of periodic visits made by the writer to the Clem-
son campus, each visit subsequent to the first has revealed new
efforts to bring the chemistry and physics laboratories up to a
more desirable standard.

At the present time the physics laboratories are very well
equipped for the first two years of work in engineering, and the
faculty is capable. The chemistry laboratories are very ably
manned, but the space requirements are still not up to parity
with other institutions of the region.

Equipment Facilities for the Junior,
Senior, and Advanced Courses

At 'The Citadel the equipment for the teaching of the third
and fourth years of civil engineering has been well selected.
The buildings for the advanced engineering work should be ample
for some years to come, so long as the institution confines itself
to granting the one type of engineering degree-Civil Engineer-
ing. Should an attempt be made to expand the engineering
offerings at The Citadel to include electrical and mechanical
engineering, then a much heavier investment in building and
equipment will be necessary to place these curricula on a parity
with other first-grade institutions. .

At the University of South Carolina at Columbia, the engi-
neering faculty has done an excellent job in using very limited
equipment facilities in establishing their laboratories. It has
been the work and effort of these men that has made it possible
for the institution to recently acquire conditional recognition
of the civil and electrical curricula by the Engineers' Council
for Professional Development.
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Very recently the University of South Carolina has been
most successful in acquiring a very large amount of surplus
equipment from the Army Ordnance, the Chemical Warfare
and other armed service divisions. Sufficient material has been
secured to amply equip to a high state of effectiveness the lab-
oratories in electrical, mechanical, civil, and chemical engineer-
ing. So much of this has been acquired that it will make
necessary the expansion of the present engineering space to more
than double its present plant to properly house it. The faculty
is to be congratulated in virtually equipping their laboratories
without cost to the State other than the crating and freight
charges of some two or three hundred thousand dollars worth
of equipment.

At Clemson College the equipment of the College of Engi-
neering for mechanical, civil, and electrical engineering is quite
ample for the present enrollment but will need to be supple'
mented for its post-war enrollment of civilians and returning
veterans. The building for the Textile School is all out of
proportion to its rightful place in the educational field, unless
two-thirds of the available space can be assigned to technical
institute level and museum work as distinct from the university,
type education. The present move to make this a real scien-
tific textile school is most commendable, since most of the
schools of textile engineering within the United States are not
teaching engineering at all, but their instruction could more
justly qualify for the technical institute level of work common
in the other fields of technical and industrial endeavor.

The plant and equipment at Clemson College for the accred-
ited engineering curricula, namely, electrical, mechanical, and
civil, are used primarily for the last two years of engineering
course work. Its value is in excess of $500,000. This does
not include the Textile School which is not accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Professional Development.
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RELATION OF THE ENGINEERING COURSE TO THE INDUSTRIAL

NEEDS OF THE STATE

While many recent surveys of engineering education within
the United States show the high cultural value of the modern
form of engineering education, yet there is an existing feeling
in most states that the engineering education financed from
state funds should be, as far as possible, geared into the in'
dustrial development of the commonwealth.

A study of the needed types of engineering of South Carolina
would indicate, as has been previously mentioned, that the engi-
neering offerings in state-supported schools have not been well
coordinated. There are three institutions in which civil engi-
neering is offered on a level sufficiently high to be accredited
by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development. Two
are likewise approved to give accredited work in electrical engi-
neering and one in mechanical engineering. There is not a
single accredited curriculum in the State in chemical engineering,
yet South Carolina should, by virtue of her industrial poten-
tiality, be one of the great chemical engineering industrial states
of the United States.

Architecture and architectural engineering are taught in one
institution within the three state-supported schools, but they
are not of sufficiently high standard to be accredited. Previous
discussion has indicated the present status of the state-supported
textile school.

As a state pattern for industry, the present order of impor-
tance to the State of South Carolina of the different engineering
curricula is civil engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering, and electrical engineering. As the State develops
more industrial enterprises, the need for mechanical and chemical
engineers within the State borders may place either mechanical
or chemical engineering in the first place. Civil engineering will
always be an essential profession in South Carolina on account
of the highway needs, the structural demands, the ship-building
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potential, and the more serious problems of soil and foundation
mechanics.

The mechanical engineer will become much more an integral
part of the textile industry in replacement of the now fast'
disappearing master mechanic. Electrical engineers will be
needed in limited numbers in rural electrification and in power
and communications development.

Related to the work of the chemical engineer, the expansion
of the ceramic industries should not be overlooked in South
Carolina. There is a potential of several millions of dollars of
business in this field; and, in tapping this state resource, there is
no serious resource depletion problem involved.

COORDINATION OF OFFERINGS IN ENGINEERIiNG EDUCATION

The following adjustments should be made in order to bring
about a better coordination of the engineering curricula in the
tax' supported colleges of South Carolina.
'The Citadel

The curriculum of civil engineering at The Citadel already
accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Develop'
ment, should be supported, as liberally as state funds will permit,
to maintain this curriculum at a very high level of proficiency.
University of South Carolina

1. The civil and electrical curricula recently accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Professional Development should be im-
proved to more adequately meet the needs of the Navy and
civilian students. The curriculum in chemical engineering
should be offered by the University of South Carolina.

2. The physics and chemistry facilities should be greatly im-
proved at the University.

3. Since the University is the only engineering college in the
State open to women students, some recognition should be given
their claim for a place in the engineering college activity. On
several campuses of the United States fully five per cent of the
students enrolled in technical courses are women. This is a new
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phase of engineering education and each state should provide
for the answer to this trend which is developing rapidly.

4. A program of sanitary engineering should be developed
as an option in civil engineering at the University of South
Carolina in cooperation with the United States Department of
Health and the State Health Department at Columbia.

Clemson College

1. The approved curricula of civil, electrical, and mechanical
engineering should be given adequate support to meet their
increasing obligations.

2. The agricultural engineering curriculum should be admin-
istered by the Dean of the College of Agriculture with the
cooperation of the College of Engineering.

3. Textile engineering should be made strictly a scientific and
professional level course. It is a misnomer to designate th
present curriculum an engineering course.

4. Facilities should be provided in the present Textile Build,
ing for a technical-institute-level course in textile plant opera'
tion and maintenance. Much of the present curriculum of
textile engineering is applicable to this type of course. This
would relieve the pressure to include trade operations in the
txtile engineering curriculum.

5. Architecture and architectural engineering should be de'
veloped hereafter in cooperation with other southeastern states
on a regional basis. .
If the State of South Carolina adopts this control program,

it is reasonable to expect that seven regular curricula in engi-
neering plus the two special curricula of textile and agricultural
engineering would be authorized. If this control procedure is
not adopted, then within a short time it can be anticipated
there will be at least three engineering degree courses offered
at The Citadel, five at the University, and seven at Clemson
College, two of which will be special. This would indicate
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that with an uncontrolled procedure the future would bring
thirteen regular and two special engineering curricula.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The State of South Carolina should support on an accred-
itable level a curriculum at The Citadel in civil engineering;
curricula at the University of South Carolina in civil, electrical,
and chemical engineering; and curricula at Clemson College in
civil, mechanical, electrical, agricultural, and textile engineering.

2. The University of South Carolina should establish a
curriculum in chemical engineering. In meeting the future needs
of the State of South Carolina, the needs of women students
especially in chemical engineering should be considered.

3. Seven regular engineering curricula plus the two special
curricula in agricultural and textile engineering should be estab-
lished as the ceiling for the entire state in publicly supported
institutions. This total number is in lieu of the fifteen curricula
in engineering that have been contemplated by the several in-
stitutions.

4. Architecture and architectural engineering should be de-
veloped hereafter in cooperation with other southeastern, states
on a regional basis.
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XII

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND ALLIED FIELDS

In the very nature of the case medical education involves
certain long recognized requirements, none of which can be
waived. There must be well equipped and well staffed labora-
tories for (1) teaching and research; thorough clinical instruc-
tion, correlated with the medical sciences; (2) abundant clinical
resources, both in-patients, or hospital cases, and out-patients,
or those who are able to. walk to the clinic for diagnosis and
treatment; (3) clinical research as well as fundamental research
in the medical sciences; (4) fully qualified teachers of all grades;
technical and other personnel; (5) a high grade health service
program for students; (6) comfortable and well located dorrni-
tories and dining facilities for students, if possible; and (7)
acceptable housing for internes, hospital residents, students and
graduate nurses, and certain other assistants who must live
within the institution. Abundant cases for clinical instruction
within all of the general and specialized fields of medicine and
surgery, psychiatry, pediatrics, and obstetrics, must be available
in properly distributed proportion to insure sufficient teaching
material in each medical classification. This requirement in'
volves convenient and especially designed out' patient and in'
patient facilities with special arrangements for teaching. Ex'
cellently constructed and equipped hospitals, meeting all re'
quirements for the modern care of the sick, may still fall far
short of teaching essentials because of their design and arrange'
ment.

To secure a continuing number of acutely ill patients the
medical school and associated hospitals and clinics should be
located in the most populous area available and should also be
accessible by good transportation from a wide area. Further,
it must be emphasized that the developments in medicine are
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now so many and oft-recurring that the facilities and faculty
thought ample for medical education today call for additions
and changes tomorrow, in order to prepare young physicians
adequately; to do anything else than this is unfair to them and
to the public. While from every point of view the personal
factors in medical education are more important than anything
else, nevertheless good physical facilities, or what may be called
a proper work shop, are peculiarly essential to medical educa-
tion, to the care of the sick, and to essential research.

MEDICAL EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA

South Carolina is a relatively small state. It is fortunate in
having only one medical school, well located in the largest city
of the State, with excellent traditions and background. Prior
to the war between the states it was one of the leading schools
of the country. With growing support from the State in recent
years the Medical College in Charleston has been making sub-
stantial progress, especially in the number and quality of its
whole-time teaching staff. Its long association with Roper
Hospital has been beneficial to both institutions and it is hoped
that that association will continue. However, the Medical Col-
lege has certain un-met needs which call for immediate considera-
tion and planned action. In this conection it should be borne
in mind that the standing of medical colleges is relative; that
when the larger, better equipped, and better staffed schools ad-
vance such advance sets a new standard for all other schools.
Ratings, therefore, are not fixed. A good rating one year,
relatively speaking, without continuing development may mean
a marginal rating the year following. While this situation ob-

'tains in other forms of education, one is peculiarly impressed
with it in medicine, because of it rapid and continuing advance-
ment.

A New 'Teaching Hospital
The Medical College of the State of South Carolina has less

than one-half of the hospital beds available at this time for
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clinical instruction which even on a modest basis should be
provided. Only one course of action is open. Unfortunately,
hospitals well designed and well constructed are expensive, ye
they immediately serve a double purpose which must always be
kept in mind, that is, they provide for the best type of medical
care and they make the teaching of medicine possible. Thus
every dollar spent for teaching hospitals and their maintenanc
serves a two-fold purpose. It was this appeal, "the education
of youth and the care of the sick," which early led one of
America's great philanthropists to establish a medical center
which has brought healing and education to the lasting benefit
of mankind for years. States can respond to the same appeal,
because there is a rising tide of interest in health and all of
those essentials requisite to its maintenance, on the part of
every class of our population. Never before in our history has
this been so evident.

The teaching hospital proposed for the medical center at
Charleston, already discussed rather widely throughout the
State, will not cost less than $3,000,000.. The general plans
for its construction and operation are heartily endorsed. When
built 32') beds are to be put in operation and the other space
in the hospital used for housing nurses, internes, and residents.
It should not be expected, however, that the new hospital can
be used indefinitely for any other purpose than patient care.
The reason for this is not far to seek. When the type of
diagnostic service and treatment which the new hospital will
be prepared to give is sampled by the public and by referring
physicians all over the State, it is believed that it will not be
too long until the new institution will be found all too small,
perhaps to the amazement of many. This certainly is the
history of similar activities elsewhere.

It does not seem advisable to stress further the inevitability
of added clinical teaching resources which the Medical College
must have in a hospital owned and operated by the school;
there is no escaping it, if the Medical College is to meet current
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rising standards of teaching, and equally then; is no escaping it
from the standpoint of the service it will be prepared to give
patients and referring physicians on a state-wide basis. Whether
the school's enrollment is enlarged or not, and it perhaps should
be increased to meet the State's needs, the hospital is a sine qua
non.

Thus far hospital discussion has been related to undergraduate
teaching of medicine and to patient care. Such a hospital serves
other functions, all important: greater opportunities for the
education of nurses (of which there is a shortage in South
Carolina), education of the hospital resident staff, and post'
graduate teaching of physicians through patients referred, re-
fresher courses, clinics, conferences, seminars, and the like. In
the medical field education of the hospital interne and resident
is designated graduate work. It serves as the basis for further
preparation of the medical graduate either for general or spe-
cialized practice. The importance of this function is too little
understood. Graduates of our medical schools of the earlier
days are sometimes unaware of the considerable responsibility
which the education of the resident staff today implies, to say
nothing of the lay public. This is more likely to be true of the
third, fourth, and fifth years of this program. Such instruction
is impossible without sufficient clinical cases and sufficient time
on the part of properly qualified and interested staff members.
The new hospital sought for the Medical College under the plan
of operation proposed is quite as important to the education
of the resident staff as it is to undergraduates. Moreover, it is
notable that the location of the hospital where an interne, or
resident, completes his work has much to do with his choice
of a place to practice. South Carolina, already short on ap-
proved interneships, cannot afford to see more of its medical
graduates go to other states for hospital appointments than is
absolutely necessary. When they do this their chances of
being lost to the State are SCI considerable that the situation
is difficult to control. Even when they go out of the State the
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authorities of the Medical College can well afford to spend time
in keeping in contact with them to encourage their return for
practice at home, if residents of South Carolina. It is also
true that when internes are received from other states their
chances of location for practice in the state where the interne-
ship, or residency, is served constitute a potential asset for
medicine. From this discussion it can be seen that the new
hospital has an important role to play in graduate education and
that this role increases the demands upon faculty time, but is
inescapable both from the standpoint of patient care within the
hospital and clinic and from the standpoint of insuring more
highly qualified practitioners in general medicine and in the
various specialties.

Other Needs in Construction

Library. The good, small library of the Medical College is
much used but poorly housed. Quarters are cramped, further
expansion is limited, and noises from the street disturbing.
Either the present library must be enlarged by moving out the
department of pathology, or a new building must be constructed
immediately across Calhoun Street from the present library, or
the new hospital enlarged to accommodate it there. In either
event, an expenditure of approximately $15'0,000 will be re-
quired; in the case of new construction provision for further
expansion should be planned from the beginning. It is suggested
that the department of pathology might in the future be housed
in a wing of the new hospital, constructed to connect that
building with the medical laboratories across Mill Street. In
that case Mill Street could be closed to vehicular traffic, except
for a fire lane provided by a suitable passage through the pro-
posed wing across Mill Street. There would be certain advan-
tages in tying the department of pathology into the hospital and
medical laboratories as suggested. If the library is enlarged
within its present building the sum of $15'0,000 mentioned for
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its construction elsewhere will be required to give new housing
to the department of pathology.

Completion of Medical Units. The sum of $150,000 is
needed to complete one corner of the Medical College quad-
rangle. Essential laboratory space must be provided. The
storage shack in the center of the quadrangle according to
present plans will be torn down and replaced by suitable shops
and a storage building. By far the major part of maintenance
and demands on shops is required by hospitals as compared with
laboratories. On that account it is suggested that the present
ugly and dilapidated storage shack in the quadrangle when
removed not be rebuilt in the quadrangle but be assigned to
space in the basement of the new hospital, with arrangements
for future expansion. If this should be done, the center of
Medical College quadrangle could then be converted to the
purposes of a practical outdoor amphitheatre, useful for larger
assemblies, including commencement. It is believed that the
quadrangle is too -small to justify construction of even a small
building within it, with little or no chance of enlargement.

Renovation of Present Plant. The present medical school
plant still needs further renovation and betterments. For this
purpose the sum of $50,000 is recommended.

Dormitory and Dining HalL In more recent years it has
been realized that medical students and internes have not been
given a square deal from the standpoint of housing. The medi-
cal student is perhaps under more nervous tension, with longer
hours of continued work, with fewer opportunities of relaxation
and recreation, than any other student without exception. As
a result too many break down physically either during student
days, or soon after graduation. It is unfair to the student and
just as unfair to the state which subsidizes education in part
to provide less than standard living conditions with increased
chances of early loss to the profession for which he seeks to
qualify. It does not come within modern concepts of concern
for human welfare, if one really stops to think about it, not to
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provide defensible standards of physical, social, moral, and cul-
tural welfare on the part of the medical student. Here a
dormitory system is almost indispensable. On that account a
combination 200-capacity dormitory and dining hall, to cost
$400,000, is strongly recommended.

Land Additions and Improvements. The Medical College
occupies one-half of a block in the city of Charleston. Except
across Mill Street it is closely surrounded by buildings on every
side, which is not atypical of early planning. Too little pro-
vision has been made for light, air, fire protection, relief from
traffic noise, and aesthetic requirements. Fortunately, this situ-
ation can be altered materially. A minimum of two city blocks,
bounded by Mill, Lucas, Doughty and Ashley Streets will be
needed for the new hospital, present and future dormitories,
parking, which is very essential to those who spend the day
at the hospital and equally essential to visitors, and other PUf'
poses which will appear in future years. It is estimated that
this area can probably be secured and improved at a cost of
about $300,000. Charleston gave to the Medical College its
original site. It would be a gracious thing and justified on
business grounds, if Charleston again could finance the two
city blocks needed today, provided the State within an agreed-
upon time constructs the new hospital. Such facilities bring
large payrolls to communities, money spent by patients and
their visitors, add to community prestige, and other advantages
apart from the work of the hospital itself. A great medical
center in Charleston, at least in many cities, justifies financial
as well as moral support.
It is also urged that the land across Calhoun Street from

the Medical College quadrangle, to the south of the land there
owned by the Medical College, now owned by the city, be
deeded to the Medical College for its future purposes and
particularly as an assured means' of keeping the area around the
medical center as open as possible. In this connection it is
suggested that should Roper Hospital be rebuilt in the future
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that it be set back from the street line to enhance appearance,
reduce fire hazards, and generally improve the environment.

The one-half block partly bounded by Lucas and Doughty
Streets should be acquired for future use as soon as possible.
It would be a plunder of magnitude if this area were to be
built up in such a way as to handicap the medical center expan-
sion in the future, and that goes for open spaces and recreational
facilities as well as for buildings. This would be an admirable
site for the health center now under discussion by the public
health officials in Charleston. If and when acquired it is hoped
the building will be surrounded by sufficient area, properly land-
scaped, to give the building a suitable setting. It may also be
said that the experience in other cities has well demonstrated
that health centers, when located immediately adjacent to medical
schools, profit far more than may at first be anticipated. By
such proximity it increases the chances of consultation between
the health center staff and the medical school staff, both on the
laboratory and on the clinical side. But it does much more
than that, it gives the medical student a ready opportunity to
participate in the activities of the health center, which is im-
portant in two respects: it offers him a desirable approach to
public health activities and it influences at least a few students
later on to go into public health work as a career. Any mu-
nicipality, or county, may well go to extra expense, if that be
necessary, in order to locate at least one of its health centers
immediately adjacent to the medical school because of the
mutual advantages assured. This advantage can well be dcm-
onstrated by visits to medical centers where such arrangements
exist, There are notable cases where the health center WJd

located a half a dozen blocks or more from the medical center
quite to its handicap, as can be ascertained by inquiry.

Funds for Support of Operations

South Carolina currently has appropriated $286,000 for the
operation of its medical school, this being supplemented by
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properly charged student fees. For the year 1946-47 the Col-
lege has requested an appropriation of $314,000. Based on
the size of its operations and the need of strengthening -its
program this request is fully justified. In frankness it can be
said that an appropriation of $35'0,000 could not be regarded
as extravagant.

Continuation Education

In addition to the education of undergraduates, internes, and
residents in medicine and related subjects, every medical school
has responsibility for organizing its resources to make it prac-
ticable at minimum expense for busy practitioners of medicine
to keep themselves abreast of developments. This responsibility
has been brought into sharper focus by two recent events: our
young men and women have gone into the armed services in
large numbers with too brief periods of previous hospital ex-
perience and many were engaged in types of medical service
which they do not expect to follow in civilian life; the prac-
titioner who remained at home to meet civilian requirements in
medical service has in most instances been too busy to attend
medical meetings, postgraduate clinics, refresher courses, and so
on, and has even been too busy to do routine professional read-
ing. To both of these classes of physicians our medical schools
should offer those forms of instruction and clinical opportunities
which will best meet their immediate requirements. This
presents a complicated problem. Its solution in Charleston will
depend upon how many individuals can be added to the interne
and resident staff and what resources in money and personnel
can otherwise be brought to bear upon it. In the future the
new hospital and other resources recommended will make a
continuing contribution to postgraduate service. Immediately
there must be funds to sustain the program. Their provision
further justifies the increased support for operations mentioned
above.
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Administrative Organization

The Medical College has an extremely simple administrative
organization. It may be said that it has made out remarkably
well with it. However, it is suggested that when an organiza-
tion reaches the size and complexity of the present Medical
College, and what it hopes to be in the near future, it is highly
probable that the institution should be headed by a president,
who could give virtually whole time to his work. He could
pursue many undertakings of value to the institution and under
the best possible circumstances for which there is no time or
opportunity under the present organization. Many of the
citizens of South Carolina, corporations as well, should if pos-
sible be led to see the opportunities of investing money in
medical research, in patient care, in scholarships and loan funds
for students, in buildings, equipment, and other items, either
while living or through provision in wills. Things medical and
the care of the sick make first appeal to those who can share
with others even though the sums be small. This is not the
place to outline in detail the responsibilities which a president
of the Medical College might undertake, quite out of proportion
in importance to the extra cost entailed. It should be recorded
that this suggestion came from no one in Charleston. It
originated from study of the situation there as compared to
similar situations. In a few instances where medical schools
are located on the university campus, there is a vice-president
for medical affairs, because of the importance, and to repeat,
because of the complexities of the factors involved in medical
education, in hospital operations, and in public relations.
If the office of president were created the deanship and other

administrative officers would of course be continued. When
the new hospital is constructed an administrator for that ac-
tivity will be necessary.
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Outlying Hospital and the Medical Center

The layman must realize that medical service adequate in
quantity, quality, and distribution over the State depends upon
other factors besides the activities of a well developed medical
center, such as is proposed for Charleston. One of these has
already been mentioned, the interneship; internes do strongly
tend to locate in the state where the interneship, or residency,
is served. The other factor on which there is growing emphasis
is the availability of well distributed hospitals of quality over
the state. The modernly trained physician can no longer prac-
tice his profession at the crossroads. To him the hospital with
its diagnostic resources and therapeutic facilities is just as in-
dispensable as the schoolhouse is to the teacher and the labora-
tory to the scientist. Furthermore, he should not be expected
to provide his own workshop any more than the teacher or
scientist. General hospitals are local responsibilities just as
much as schools and because of their importance are being so
recognized apace. It is quite as easy to make the same mistakes
in their establishment as were earlier made in the development
of school systems. Local health centers may be small units to
house public health functions, including administration, arrange-
ments for clinics, and a small number of hospital beds to meet
acute emergencies, but hospitals as such must be large enough
to justify the fullest possible range of diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures with the best possible professional care. Here the
complications are so many and the expense so great that every
community should not expect to maintain a hospital.

This study does not justify complete discussion of hospital
location, organization, administration, cost of construction and
operation, and other important points. It is advisable, however,
to point to a new trend, that hospitals in the future will likely
be organized, on a voluntary basis to be sure, into systems; that
the smaller hospitals will look to the larger hospitals and the
larger hospitals to the medical center of the State for a variety
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of services not now generally available. To be specific, the
medical center in Charleston should look forward to providing
on an itinerant basis consulting and educational services, when
requested, to certain larger hospitals of the State, and even the
smaller ones if near enough; the smaller hospitals to look to the
larger hospitals thus served by the medical center for similar
services. This does not mean the referral of cases from one
type of institution to the other so much as it means extending
on an itinerant basis both consultation and teaching to whatever
hospital seeks it. By this means consulting service in all fields,
not alone in x-ray, pathology, clinical pathology, et cetera, but
also in the clinical branches will be available to outlying hos-
pitals. Such consultative service should have a fixed routine, so
that a certain doctor, for example, would appear at a given
hospital by arrangement at a certain time where he would meet
his professional colleagues in the laboratory, or make rounds
with them on patients. Such a program would be highly stim-
ulating and likewise contribute to better medical care.

Postgraduate courses, clinics, symposia, et cetera, can be set
up in outlying hospitals if desired in direct relation to the
patients of those attending quite as well as in Charleston and in
some respects to greater teaching advantages, and certainly to
less expense to those for whom arranged. In such teaching
(off-campus continuation education) there is a place for experts
brought from without the state, to add variety and expertness.
It must also be pointed out that this type of activity can be
underaken by hospital centers outside of the Medical College,
although the continued cooperation of that institution is highly
important. It is believed that the advantages of some such
program as this are so great both to practitioners of medicine
and to the health of the public that the State can well afford
to appropriate money for it. If an initial sum of $10,000 to
$15,000 to make a demonstration were appropriated, the results
are bound to be good. One of the deep fears of a young prac-
titioner is that he will suffer from isolation. This program is
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one of the cures for that and when young men in medical school
and interneships see it in operation it will inevitably draw them
to the communities where the level of practice has been raised
and sustained by good consultative and educational procedures.
Finally, it must be restated that if South Carolina is to have
the medical service required in these times, it must consider
other factors besides building a medical center in Charleston,
although that is of first importance; otherwise, the State will
suffer from turning out high class practitioners without local
practice facilities, and without professional contacts by which
men grow in strength and usefulness.

Prepayment for Medical Service

The movement in South Carolina now under way to make it
easier to secure hospital care and perhaps payment for pro'
fessional services while in the hospital is to be encouraged both
publicly and privately. The Blue Cross plan by which an
individual makes monthly payments to guarantee for him, and
for his family if he desires it, hospital service under a contract
now has some 17,000,000 members in the United States. More
recently a supplementary contract, known as the Blue Shield
plan, adds the cost of medical, surgical, and other professional
fees while a hospital patient. Where these plans have been
longest in operation it is found that many who otherwise made
no financial arrangements for hospital care and service now do
so, thus saving private donors, local communities and the state
large sums from private donors, or tax funds, which once went
to free service or part-pay service, for those who could not
pay because of the absence of an organized plan of doing it.
It can be expected in the future that increasing numbers of
individuals will insure themselves against the financial difficulties
of catastrophic illness by means of prepayment, likely by plans
which have thus far not been devised. The State can well
afford to encourage such movements from the standpoint of
self-interest and from the standpoint of the public good.
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The Negro in Medicine
South Carolina has a large Negro population with perhaps

less than fifty-five Negro physicians. Experience has demon-
strated that there is a place for the Negro in medicine; that he
can make a living under favorable circumstances; and that he
can serve his people usefully. It is neither too difficult nor too
expensive to give him an opportunity to qualify for medical
practice. Several southern states have already adopted this
plan, varying somewhat in details, and other states are con-
sidering doing so. Taking Virginia as an example, there the
State appropriates funds to the board of its State College for
Negroes, and that board is empowered by law to do two essen-
tial things: First, to contract with Meharry Medical College,
Nashville, Tennessee, a high grade institution for Negro stu-
dents, to receive its acceptable Virginia students in medicine
for which payment is made to that institution in the amount
of $500.00 per year per student as a subsidy to cover the
difference between what the institution's endowment and tuition
fees provide and the cost of instruction; and, second, to pay
the student's tuition in whole or in part as a means of offsetting
the difference in cost of attending a school away from home
and what it would cost in the home state. This program, ad-
ministered by the president of the State College for Negroes"
makes it possible for Virginia to secure a superior quality of
medical education for its Negro youth. The state is also lend-
ing support to the only medical school in the South for Negroes,
a school which 'is needed and which should be continued by
the cooperation of other states. This program is simple, easy

.to administer, and has every advantage over possible attempts
to set up third- or fourth-rate medical schools in the South for
Negroes. In any such plan it is advisable to limit the number
of students for which the state will accept responsibility an-
nually. It is further to be expected that with rising costs of
medical education the subsidy at Meharry may have to be
increased in the future. Medical education on such an inter-
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state basis is not limited to the requirements of the Negro race.
The first undertaking on this basis was established for white
students.

Ratio of Physicians to Population in South Carolina

Dr. A. M. Lassek, professor of anatomy, Medical College of
the State of South Carolina, has during the past several years
published a series of studies in the Journal of the South Carolina
Medical Association on the State's standing in physicians, their
distribution, and number of hospital beds in proportion to popu-
lation including estimated needs. The data here submitted are
taken from Doctor Lassek's significant contributions to this
subject.

In 1942 the ratio of physicians in actual practice in South
Carolina to the population was one to 1,416, one of the lowest
in the United States, as compared to an acceptable ratio of one
to 1,000. The census report of 1940 rated South Carolina
forty-sixth in this regard, only one state being lower.

South Carolina has had an unfavorable ratio of physicians to
population at least since 1906. Its medical school at Charleston
has contributed a gradually increasing number of physicians,
who have remained in the State, the figure being greatest in
1942 when the last study was completed. Then it was recorded
that 738, or sixty-seven per cent, of the living graduates of the
Medical College were practicing within the State. At that
time a considerable number of other graduates were taking
interneships and residencies in other states with a chance that
a fair number of these would return to South Carolina to take
up practice there. It is believed that the Medical College can
be rated high on the basis of its graduates practicing in the
home state when all factors are taken into consideration.

In common with other states, physicians have been moving
to urban centers in South Carolina, or have not been replaced
in the rural sections, during the past one-third of a century
and longer; this a typical national trend. Meanwhile, the
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crossroads store, the mill, and other enterprises have likewise
tended to disappear, or have changed in functions. Perfectly
good explanations can be found for this situation. None the
less when it is realized that ten of the largest cities of South
Carolina have more than one-half of all of the doctors of the
State, it is a situation to be reckoned with. On the other hand,
it is easy to understand how ten of the largest cities of South
Carolina would have more than four-fifths of the State's medical
specialists; their work cannot well be done in the smaller com'
munities.

As stated before, modern medical practice assumes the avail,
ability of acceptable facilities for such practice; it also assumes
the presence of potential patients in sufficient numbers eco-
nomically prepared to pay for services; assumes a reasonable
income somewhat in line with the long and expensive years in
preparation for practice; assumes, too, preferably professional
association with others in general practice, or in the specialties,
in order to remove the serious handicap of professional isola'
tion; and assumes an environment suitable for living in reason'
able comfort with good schools, churches, and other social and
cultural advantages which will permit rearing a family under at
least average American standards. Such factors as these are
seldom available at the crossroads; they are to be found in towns
and cities.

The local hospital with its diagnostic and treatment facilities
is coming to be the first requisite for the modern practice of
medicine. According to Doctor Lassek, South Carolina has a
deficit of 4,300 general hospital beds; only one county meets
the standard in beds of the Federal Government, which is 45
general hospital beds per 1,000 population. Over 1,000,000
persons in the State according to this figure were not adequately
supplied with general hospital beds in 1942. This is not
unexpected, certainly in part, in a State so largely rural as South
Carolina. Nevertheless, it is a challenge to State planning and
effort. It is probable that there will be Federal funds available
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before long with which states will be enabled to study intensively
their hospital needs, as a basis for formulating plans to meet
.their needs; funds for hospital construction may also be avail-
able. It is recommended that steps now be taken to permit
prompt action when and if these funds become available.

Sufficient has been said here, it is thought, to indicate that
South Carolina may well congratulate itself upon its record in
holding the graduates of its medical school; to show the place
of the local hospital, economic conditions, and other factors in
attracting physicians for practice, and to suggest what further
must be done in attracting and holding medical practitioners,
such as hospitals approved for the training of internes and
residents. South Carolina particularly needs more of these;
the greatest immediate advance here can be made through the
hospital recommended for the Medical College at Charleston.

Should Medical School Enrollment Be Increased?

As far as service to the State is concerned, there is little point
in increasing medical school enrollment until other objectives
are reached. The first of these is the clinic-hospital for the
Medical College, other physical betterments and funds for op'
erations there; other desirable objectives are mentioned in the
preceding sections. There are respects in which the Medical
College staff can assist local hospitals of sufficient size to take
the necessary steps to secure approval for interneships. The
construction of hospitals on a state-wide, planned basis; their
voluntary coordination and cooperation to secure for local
hospitals consultative and educational services as mentioned
above; and still other procedures which state-wide studies will
uncover should follow.

It is highly probable that within a few years an entering class
of seventy-five or eighty at the Medical College in Charleston
will be justified, this to be undertaken when the other larger
related factors are duly met.
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Student Loans for Rural Practice

A number of states are now experimenting with scholarships,
or student loans, provided on the condition that the recipient
of such help practice for a designated period in rural areas where
physicians are sorely needed but to which they are not likely to
be attracted for various reasons. The outcome of this endeavor
has not been fully appraised because it is too recent. South
Carolina might appropriately wish to join in this yet experi-
mental procedure of securing medical service for some of its
more restricted areas.

In providing student help on condition that service be ren-
dered to the State, it is recommended that financial aid be put
on a loan rather than a scholarship basis, the loans to be paid off
in proportion as the agreement for service is fulfilled. When
the emphasis is upon loans rather than scholarships the sense
of obligation is heightened.

One method of working out the foregoing suggestion might
provide that annual loans be made to a restricted number of
students, say four the first year, selected by the Medical College
authorities from among applicants reared in country communi-
ties, the loans to be $~OO a year, evidenced by two notes of
$400 each without interest, each note to be paid off by a year's
practice in a country community, selected by the dean of the
Medical College and the State Commissioner of Health; the
recipient of such a loan should have the right to repay it, either
in whole or part, with interest in lieu of repayment in service,
if he so elects. Such an arrangement presupposes an appro-
priate contract between the student and the Medical College,
the form to be approved by counsel. It is also expected that
notes will be properly endorsed; in some instances insurance
policies to protect the State for the amount of the loan have also
been required. For the student receiving such a loan for a full
course of four years, the cost to the State would be $3,200 and
the service obligation by the individual eight years. Educating
four students a year in each of the four years of the medical
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course would cost when the plan was fully in operation $12,800
annually. It is suggested that not more than $3,200 be made
available the first year.

Education on a Regional Basis

With improved transportation and a growing appreciation of
the advantages of cooperation, and with the realization that
few states have sufficient funds to undertake high quality tech-
nical, professional, and graduate education in every field the
need of planning for certain types of education on a regional
basis has come to be a vital issue; even within the same state it
is recognized that every institution cannot attempt to develop
all of its departments equal to similar departments in other
institutions. Hence, institutions must undertake what they can
do best, leaving to others the emphasis which they can best give.

Regional education applied to South Carolina means that
there are some types of education for which it may well look
to other states, saving unnecessary and very expensive duplica-
tion by cooperating with those states. It is not within the
province of this report to discuss phases of graduate education
which may have regional implications. However, it is deemed
highly desirable to suggest here that South Carolina subsidize
qualified Negro candidates for medical education at the Meharry
Medical College, Nashville, Tennessee, both as to tuition and
the cost to that institution for medical education not covered
by tuition and endowment; also to propose that public health
nursing and dental education be secured regionally, as suggested
below. These suggestions are not intended to be limiting; they
are immediate and typical.
It has been found that a good method of supporting regional

education is to appropriate funds to the institution at which
that type of education if given might be set up. For example, in
the absence of medical and dental schools at the State Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College, at Orangeburg, appropriation
should be made to the board of that institution to educate Negro
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medical and dental students at Meharry Medical College. Again,
in the absence of schools of dentistry and public health nursing
at Charleston funds should be appropriated to the Medical Col-
lege there for that type of work elsewhere, and so on. The au-
thorities of these institutions can readily ascertain from other
states now securing some form of regional education as to how
best proceed in this type of work whenever it is undertaken.

Recommendations with Respect to Medical Education

1. The urgently needed clinic-hospital should be made avail-
able for the Medical College just as soon as conditions are
favorable for construction. It is essential for undergraduate
instruction, f .rr the education of internes and residents, for the
instruction of nurses in the basic course and in preparation of
head nurses, supervisors, and nurses in special fields, such as
psychiatry, pediatrics, and so on; for postgraduate education,
refresher courses, clinics, and other arrangements to keep prac-
ticing physicians up to date; and for referral of problem cases
from physicians over the entire State on the basis projected by
the medical schooi authorities.

2. At least $3,000,000 should be made available for the new
hospital construction, from tax funds or jointly from the State
and Federal Government should the latter offer to cooperate.

3. These further sums should be made available for capital
outlays:

Library ------------------------ $150,000
Completion of Present Units 150,000
Renovation of Present Plant 50,000
Dormitory and Dining Hall, 200 Capacity __ 400,000
Land Additions and Improvements (if not

contributed by Charleston) 300,000

4. Appropriation for the operation of the Medical College
should be increased from $286,000, current, to $314,000 for
the next fiscal year.
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5. Postgraduate or continuation education should be under-
taken by the Medical College in a more ambitious way when the
.new hospital is ready for operation, both on and off the campus,
and $10,000 should be appropriated to start the work.

6. The board of the Medical College should consider strength-
ening its administrative organization by creating the office
of president.

7. When the new teaching clinic-hospital begins to operate in
Charleston its staff should seek to extend the resources of the
institution both in the medical sciences and in the clinical fields
to other hospitals in the State which may profit by them on a
consultative and educational basis, assuming that such hospitals
volunteer to receive this assistance, and assuming also that out-
lying hospitals will seek in time organization to promote co'
operation and mutual assistance.

A sum of $3,200 should be appropriated the first year for
the purpose of making loans to four medical students, especially
selected by the Medical College with the understanding and
agreement that for each year such a loan is made its recipient
repay the principal without interest by practicing in a designated
rural area for a two-year period, or otherwise repay the loan,
in whole or in part, with interest in lieu of practice.

8. Pre-payment planning for hospitalization and professional
services within hospitals should be promoted in every possible
way in order to give a maximum number of individuals and
families the best possible chance to prepare for the payment of
medical care costs in the most efficient manner yet proposed.

9. The State, in view of its large Negro population, should
consider accepting reasonable financial responsibility for pro-
viding funds both for tuition and subsidy of other educational
costs at the Meharry Medical College, Nashville, Tennessee,
for medicine and dentistry on a contract basis, appropriating
funds for the purpose to the board of the State Agricultural
and Mechanical College at Orangeburg.
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10. Immediate steps should be taken to prepare for the study
of the State's hospital needs and of how to meet them in antici-
pation of Federal funds for this purpose.

11. The possibilities of regional education for white students
to secure public health nurses, dentists, and other highly special-
ized personnel who can be prepared more economically and
effectively on this basis than by setting up courses at this time
for their instruction within the State should be followed, ap-
propriating necessary funds to the Medical College.

13. In viewing all of the foregoing problems it should be
borne in mind that there is an acute shortage of physicians and
other health-service personnel in South Carolina; that the
pattern of medical practice is changing, requiring the availability
of local diagnostic and therapeutic procedures as found in good
general hospitals of ample size and resources; that the problems
of rural states are more difficult to solve than others; that
the standards of medical education and medical practice are ad-
vancing rapidly; and that the public generally is far more
interested in up-to-date health services than ever before and
can be counted upon to back soundly planned endeavors in this
direction if given an opportunity to do so.

EDUCATION IN DENTISTRY

The place of dentistry both in oral and general health is
being increasingly recognized both from the standpoint of the
health professions and of laymen. To plan a health program
for any state without giving proper emphasis to dentistry would
be fatal to completeness. The wide spread prevalence of dental
defects among school children and the need of early corrections
is an old story. It is probable that preventive dentistry will
in the future claim for more consideration than in the past.
With the life span lengthening corrective dentistry for those in
middle life will call for an increasing amount of dental service
as a supplement to the inadequate amount of preventive work
which has been done in the past.
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There' is a widespread shortage of dentists, particularly in
states with largely rural populations. South Carolina is no
exception. The proportion of dentists to the general population
in 1940 was 19 per 100,000, as against 58 per 100,000 for the
nation as a whole. This gives South Carolina the rank of forty'
seventh among the states, the same as Mississippi. In white
dentists in proportion to the white population South Carolina
ranked forty-third in the nation, with 30 as compared with 58
dentists per 100,000 white population for the United States.

Dental education is so expensive, generally more expensive
even than medical education per student, provided the cost of
operating teaching hospitals is excluded from medical education
costs, that no state should consider the establishment of a dental
school unless assured of ample finances and abundant students
of quality. Only the larger states can muster a potential stu'
dent enrollment. On this acount dental education is peculiarly
suited for development on a regional basis, to say nothing of the
advantage of locating dental schools in large centers of popula-
tion where teaching cases are immediately available. At the
present time the southeastern states may well look to Emory
University, Atlanta, and to the Medical College of Virginia,
Richmond, for the education of students in dentistry within
the area. Such students should be given enough scholarship
help at the expense of the State as will equalize the cost of
studying dentistry outside of the State, as compared with what
the cost would be if South Carolina maintained a dental school.
It is also fair to the dental school to which students are sent
that a state subsidy be provided for each student to cover what
is reasonably the cost of instruction after the tuition has been
credited to such cost. If such cooperation can be developed
from the states without dental schools the Southeastern region
can maintain a far higher quality of dental education and at
less expense than would be possible on a state-by-state basis.
Regional dental education will also assure good postgraduate in'
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struction and research work related to the peculiar problems of
the area.

Recommendations with Respect to Education in Dentistry

1. South Carolina should not now seriously consider a school
of dentistry.

2. To meet the State's requirements in dentistry, cooperation
with other states for dental education should be developed.
This plan should include payment in whole or in part of dental
school tuition as a means of offsetting the extra expense of going
to another state for the study of dentistry, and should include
a subsidy to dental schools patronized by South Carolina in
lieu of the larger expense of providing this type of education
within the State. Here reference is made to the previous dis-
cussion in this report on regional education.

EDUCATION n-i PHARMACY

South Carolina now maintains two state supported schools of
pharmacy, neither outstanding. Enrollments have been relative-
ly small for each school, giving some evidence that these schools
more than meet the active demand for pharmacists in the State.

The school at the Medical College in Charleston is the older
institution. It has modern, attractive physical facilities but the
enrollment is unjustifiably small. Further, no provision is made
for campus life, for college-administered dormitories and eating
places, and for some of the safeguards usually deemed advisable
for young students away from home for the first time. Since
the Medical College does not have associated with it liberal arts
courses, like physics, mathematics, English, sociology, economics,
et cetera, these must be given part-time teachers under arrange-
ments less than standard, at least in some respects. On the
other hand, the instruction in technical and professional subjects
and opportunities for dispensing in a hospital pharmacy, where
many aspects of typical drug store work can be carried out,
are excellent.
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The school of pharmacy at the University of South Carolina
is strong where the Charleston school is weak, in that campus
life is afforded, including residence in dormitories, boarding and
eating places within the University, organized student health
service, recreational facilities, et cetera. Here instruction in
academic subjects is readily available, but the physical facilities
are only fair, although new ones are planned. Some would say
that opportunities for practical work in dispensing in a real
medical situation, like a hospital, are not as good as at the school
in Charleston. It is true of course that graduates in pharmacy
go into a variety of work, some of which does not presuppose
dispensing experience in a hospital situation.

It is difficult to believe that any unbiased student of education
in pharmacy in South Carolina would recommend the can'
tinuance of both its present schools of pharmacy. At best it
takes a certain number of students, particularly if they arc only
high school graduates, to provide the basis for a high class
educational program, including a reasonable number of teachers
to offer a variety of points of view and personal contacts, and
student numbers enough to give a sense of belonging to an im-
portant group with common ideals and purposes. Morale is also
dependent upon a minimum number of students, although the
exact number is difficult to name.

Consolidation of 'Two Schools of Pharmacy

How best to solve the problem of only one school of pharmacy
in South Carolina is not easy, assuming that the solution will be
reasonably acceptable to the several groups concerned. It has
been suggested that the first two years of the work in pharmacy
be given at the University and the last two years, which are
largely technical and professional, at the Medical College at
Charleston. This would seem to provide a reasonable com'
promise. However, there is considerable doubt as to whether
the advantages in Charleston for the work of the third and
fourth years, all points considered, justify the transfer of stu'
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dents to the Medical College. To do this would mean that
the work of the first two years in pharmacy at Columbia would
necessarily be largely non-professional, thus delaying the intro-
duction of these subjects until the upper years of the course,
whereas there are positive advantages in introducing the pro-·
fessional and technical subjects in the lower divisions of the
course to insure better integration within the entire curriculum
and to give students the experience of being students of phar-
macy from the beginning of the first year rather than delaying
it to the third year; some would hold that there is too much
lost by postponing technical and professional subjects until the
upper years of the course to justify this expedient. The weight
of argument, therefore, seems to lie in the maintenance of a
unitary course conducted on a single campus.
If this position is sound the alternative remaining is to recom-

mend that in the future education in pharmacy be continued
on the University campus and that the school in Charleston be
consolidated with it within a reasonable period. It is perhaps
advisable to continue the school in Charleston until all the
students now matriculated there are graduated. It is of the
highest importance that the Charleston faculty be given oppor-
tunities for employment on the University campus, or employ-
ment elsewhere under conditions which will amply safeguard
in a positive way the personal and professional welfare of each
faculty member. It is possible also that some of the equipment
at the Medical College might be made available for the enlarged
school at the University, provided proper compensation is
allowed for it.

In any such consolidation as here proposed sentiment inevit-
ably will emerge as a factor to be dealt with. For example,
what will be the reaction of the alumni of the older school in
Charleston? This issue has been ameliorated in many situations
by arranging for the incorporation of the alumni of the school
which is being consolidated with the alumni of the other in-
stitution where future work in the field is to be continued on an
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enlarged and strengthened basis. The Secretary of the Alumni
Association of South Carolina has indicated there will be no
difliiculty .in making the necessary arrangements for inviting
the alumni of the school of pharmacy of the Medical College in
Charleston to membership in the Association of the University.
The wisdom of this proposal is too apparent to require elabora-
tion, although at the same time it is realized that all graduates
of the Charleston school may not immediately affiliate with
the Alumni Association of the University.

Inasmuch as South Carolina in times past has raised the
question as to what is best for the State in education for the
practice of pharmacy, and this question is now -opened again,
it is urged that decision be reached with reasonable promptness;
otherwise, both the faculty in Charleston and in Columbia will
be left in such uncertainty as to their future as will seriously
impair morale. It is evident that the uncertainties of the past
have not been without ill effects. However, when decision is
reached it is emphasized again that ample time should be
allowed for carrying out the course adopted.

Rec,ommendations with Respect to Education in Pharmacy

1. The State should take steps to meet its requirements of
pharmacists by maintaining a school of pharmacy at the Uni-
versity of South Carolina.

2. In consolidating the school of pharmacy at the Medical
College with the present school at the University the students
now matriculated at Charleston should be graduated there,
which means the admission of no new class and the continuance
of the school for three academic years after the present session,
unless it be found that one or more of the present classes in
Charleston can, with their cooperation and that of the authori-
ties of the Charleston school, be transferred to Columbia.

3. The Charleston faculty in pharmacy should be invited to
faculty appointment at the University, or be given ample time
otherwise to find acceptable location.
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4. Any equipment which can be made available for transfer
from Charleston to Columbia should be paid for by the Uni-
versity as may be agreed upon.

5. The University should take prompt steps to provide its
proposed science building in which its school of pharmacy can
be more suitably housed than at present, keeping in mind en'
larged enrollment.

6. An early decision should be reached with reference to
consolidation of the two schools in order to remove present in-
security of faculty members of both schools, which hinders the
best quality of work.

7. The Alumni Association of the University of South Caro-
lina should invite the alumni of the school of pharmacy of the
Medical College of the State of South Carolina to full member-
ship and privileges at such time as the consolidation here recom-
mended is effected.

EDUCATION IN NURSING

As a background for discussing what the responsibility of the
State of South Carolina may be with reference to the education
of the nurse it is necessary to review the total nurse education
situation in the State. As of January 1, 1943, according to the
report of the National League of Nursing Education, South
Carolina had twenty schools of nursing, seventeen for white
nurses, and three for Negro nurses. Two of these, one at the
University of South Carolina and the other at Furman Univer-
sity, offer through hospital affiliation a program leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing. The other schools
conduct their work on the traditional three-year basis with
standard high school education as a prerequisite for entrance.

According to the 1940 census South Carolina had 160 trained
nurses and student nurses per 100,000 of its total population, as
compared with 270 per 100,000 for the nation; this gives South
Carolina a rank of fortieth among the states in trained nurses
and student nurses. Thus, it can be seen that South Carolina
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does not rank high in the proportion of nurses to its potential
need for such personnel viewed from the standpoint of popula-
tion. The State's large Negro population to be sure complicates
this picture somewhat. .

It is possible that when it comes to public health nurses and
those with special preparation for head nurseships, supervisory
posts, and nurse educators, South Carolina may have shortages
not revealed by the data in hand. This assumption is based
on the fact that there are no courses offered in the State to pre'
pare for the positions just mentioned.

Nurse education, begun many years ago on an apprenticeship,
has been moving gradually towards higher and higher standards
of education which require increasing amounts of the student
nurse's time, broader clinical experience, including psychiatric
nursing, some public health experience, better instruction, closer
supervision, good housing, arrangements for recreation, and
shorter hours of work and study. Both from the standpoint
of financial and clinical resources smaller hospitals cannot today
meet acceptable standards for nurse education without great
difficulty and expense, and will find it even. more difficult to'
morrow than today. Further, a new trend in nurse education
is under way. It seems inevitable that before long this country
will be educating two types of nurses as basic, one nonprofes-
sional and the other professional. The former may be called a
nurse's aide, practical nurse, hospital attendant, or something
else, and will be on the basis of a rather short course of from
nine to twelve months be prepared for nursing the less acutely ill
patient, the convalescent, the chronic case, and other cases
requiring simpler care. Such non-professional nursing will be
under the supervision of the professional nurse whose education
will be further intensified and extended to include better pre'
paration for fulfilling positions as head nurse, supervisor, clinical
teacher, nurse educator, et cetera. If this trend reaches certain
proportions it is probable that many of the smaller present-day
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schools. of nursing will give up their courses for professional
nurses and adopt the practical nurse education program.

Future Program
In discussing what should be done with regard to nurse edu-

cation it must always be borne in mind that due to marriage,
for which nursing is excellent preparation, the professional life
of the nurse is limited, perhaps to not more than three years.
This accounts for the large replacement which must be made in
nursing personnel, to say nothing of the growing demands for
nursing service, particularly on the institutional side.

Predictions 'often have a way of not coming to pass. How'
ever, to bring in proper relief the responsibility of South Caro-
lina for nurse education the view is hazarded that perhaps not
over six of the present schools for white nurses in the State
can indefinitely be expected to continue to train professional
nurses. Many hospitals conducting schools are today small,
with limited clinical resources for teaching; student enrollments
are small with correspondingly small faculties; and they are not
too well otherwise supplied with the essentials of future teaching
requirements. The cost of professional nurse education will
likely become socially unjustifiable except in the larger institu-
tions where per capita cost of instruction can be kept to a proper
level. Of course the small hospitals may develop into larger
institutions and more readily make the operation of a profes-
sional school of nursing practicable. At any rate, it is probable
that a good many of the smaller schools for professional nurses
in South Carolina and elsewhere will in the future undertake
only' the education of non-professional nurses, mainly for em'
ployment within the institution itself. Perhaps from thirty'
three to fifty per cent of the nursing load in well organized
hospitals, where proper supervision is available, can be carried
by non-professional nurses. If the foregoing prediction is rea'
sonably accurate, it is obvious that the responsibility of schools
for the education of professional nurses will markedly increase
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in coming years. This points to greater support on the part of
the State for professional nurse education.

The School of Nursing of the State of South Carolina-Roper
Hospital should be given the resources both in finances and ex'
panded clinical facilities to develop into a larger center of nurse
education. Here some experimental work might be done with
different types of curricula, as is under way elsewhere. It is
also suggested that special attention be given to the preparation
of head nurses and nurse supervisors, this work to follow grad-
uation from the basic course in nursing. Most states are in dire
need of nurses with advanced preparation for hospital responsi-
bilities. It is doubtful whether the State should undertake
courses for the education of public health nurses and nurse
educators. They can be made readily available on the basis of
regional education. The State has a right to look to its medical
center for high grade leadership in nurse education but that
leadership is dependent upon State support.

The new degree program at the University of South Carolina,
which offers two years of work to be followed by thirty-two
weeks' clinical experience in one or several cooperating hospitals,
should be encouraged and supported. This plan of nurse educa-
tion is being operated successfully elsewhere over the country.
Consideration might well be given to a parallel program, if
sufficient students are available, which would make it possible
to combine university education and hospital experience to per-
mit completion of the course in four years, to be followed by a
fifth year of high grade clinical preparation specifically related
to the work of the head nurse. This latter program is proposed
for the Charleston school.

A study of nurse education on a nation-wide basis is likely
to materialize in the near future. The proposals that grow out
of this enterprise will merit study and adaptation to local con-
ditions.

Any state with a large Negro population should consider the
best ways and means of educating the Negro nurse. Recruit-
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ment of Negro student nurses is currently more difficult than
the recruitment of white nurses; various reasons are assigned
fat;' this situation. More than anything else it is probably due
to the feeling on the part of the Negro that the Negro student
nurse and graduate nurse as well are given inferior professional
status as compared to that given to the white nurse. This
situation must be dealt with of course in terms of local condi-
tions. It can hardly be ignored, however.

The point in South Carolina where the Negro nurse can be
more readily recruited than elsewhere is at the State Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College, Orangeburg. If this worthy in'
stitution were given the resources for setting up a school of
nursing at which either the first year of the old, traditional
three-year course were given, to be followed by affiliation with
some hospital for clinical experience, or a four or five year pro'
gram, similarly supplemented by hospital affiliation, it is to be
expected that a large number of high class Negro graduate
nurses could be supplied to the State. This assumes high
quality of nurse -education in affiliating hospitals. It is not,
however, recommended that the State Agricultural and Mech-
anical College endeavor to secure a hospital on its campus for
nurse education. The complications and expense involved are
too considerable in this undertaking, particularly when profes-
sional nurses can be prepared on the basis of affiliation with
hospitals already established.

Recommendations with Respect to Education in Nursing

1. The school of nursing at the Medical College of the State
of South Carolina-Roper Hospital should be further strengthen-
ed substantially, be given greater opportunity for leadership in
this field, and be expected to prepare graduates from a high
class basic course in nursing and from a new course designed to
educate head nurses, who on the basis of further experience may
be counted upon to fill supervisory positions.
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2. The new school at the University of South Carolina should
be further supported to permit carrying out its present objec-
tives, and to likewise do some experimental work in harmony
with new trends in nurse education.

3. Further consideration should be given to the education
of Negro nurses, establishing a course at the State Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Orangeburg. An appropriation of
$6,000 annually is recommended, to be supplemented for the
regional education of public health nurses and other specialists
in nursing as required.

4. The education of public health nurses, industrial nurses.
and other highly specialized personnel should be accomplished
on a regional basis as outlined in somewhat greater detail earlier
in this report.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The urgently needed clinic-hospital should be made avail,
able for the Medical College just as soon as conditions are
favorable for construction. At least $3,000,000 should be pro'
vided for the new hospital construction from tax funds, or
jointly from the State and Federal Government should be the
latter offer to cooperate.

2. If possible, the $300,000 needed for the purchase of land
and improvements should be contributed by the City of Charles'
ton on the condition that the hospital will be constructed within
a period to be agreed upon.

3. The 'appropriation for the operation of the Medical Col-
lege should be increased from $286,000 to $314,000 for the next
fiscal year.

4. An appropriation of $2,000 a year should be made to
begin postgraduate work at Charleston and to provide consul,
tant and educational services to outlying hospitals or to meet
local needs.

'). In view of its large Negro population, the State should
consider accepting reasonable financial responsibility for pro-



viding funds both for tuition of students and subsidy of other
educational costs at the Meharry Medical College, Nashville,
Tennessee, for students of medicine and dentistry on a contract
basis. Funds for this purpose should be appropriated to the
Board of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College.

6. The board of the Medical College should consider stren-
thening its administrative organization by creating the office of
president.

7. Regional education for white students to provide instruc-
tion for public health nurses, dentists, and other highly special- \
ized personnel, who can be prepared more economically and
effectively on this basis than by setting up courses at this time
for their instruction within the State should be provided, ap-
propriating necessary funds to the Medical College.

8. South Carolina should not now seriously consider estab-
lishing a school of dentistry. To meet the State's requirements
in dentistry cooperation with other states for dental education
should be developed.

9. The schools of pharmacy in Charleston and in Columbia
should be consolidatedinto a single institution to be maintained
as a school of pharmacy of the University of South Carolina.
The Charleston faculty in pharmacy should be invited to join
the faculty of the consolidated school at the University of South
Carolina.

10. The University should take prompt steps to provide its
proposed science building in which its school of pharmacy can
be more suitably housed than at present, keeping in mind en-
larged enrollment.

11. The School of Nursing at the Medical College of the
State of South Carolina-Roper Hospital should be further streng-
thened substantially. It should be given greater opportunity for
leadership in its present field. It should offer a new course de-
signed to educate head nurses, who on the basis of further ex-
perience may be counted upon to fill supervisory positions.
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The program in nursing education at the University of South
Carolina should be continued as begun.

12. Further consideration should be given to the education
of Negro nurses, establishing a course at the State Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Orangeburg. An appropriation of
$6,000 annually is recommended, to be supplemented by funds
for the regional education of. public health nurses and other
specialists in nursing as required.

13. A sum of $3,200 should be appropriated the first year
for the purpose of making loans to four medical students,
especially selected by the Medical College with the understand,
ing and agreement that for each year such a loan is made its
recipient repay the principal without interest by practicing in a
designated rural area for a two-year period, or otherwise repay
the loan, in whole or in part, with interest in lieu of practice.
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XIII
STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL

COLLEGE

Education cannot be studied effectively apart from the social
and economic area in which it functions. The individual in'
stitution to be properly understood must be seen in its total
setting. The Negro College at Orangeburg must be studied
against a background of needs and forces which are a part of
the life of South Carolina. Being the only state-supported in'
stitution of higher education for Negroes, it must provide all
the opportunities for advanced education which the Negroes of
South Carolina can obtain at public expense. It should be
mentioned, however, that there are in the State four four-year
and five two-year privately-supported colleges for Negroes. A
complete picture of higher education for Negroes cannot be ob-
tained unless the services of these nine institutions are taken into
consideration.

SOUTH CAROLINA AND NEGRO EDUCATION

This section of the study is concerned mainly with the State
Negro College at Orangeburg. But there can be no real under-
standing of the function, organization, operation, needs, and
problems of the one State College unless there is a grasp of the
total program of education provided for Negroes in the State of
South Carolina. The College at Orangeburg is conditioned by
the elementary and secondary programs of education. While
this study is concerned mainly with the college program of edu-
cation, it should be stated emphatically that one level of edu-
cation cannot be isolated and improved without taking into con'
sideration the other levels. Education is a continuous process.
For purposes of administration and instruction education is
divided into elementary, secondary, and college levels. But edu-
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cation as a state function should be considered as a coordinated
continuous process with the general object of improving the
quality of life of individuals and groups-physically, mentally,
and morally. Those charged with the responsibility of educa-
tion must consider always its long-term results as it operates at
all levels and with all groups. For that reason any educational
program developed at Orangeburg must be a part of the total
program of education. for the State. In this report continual
reference will be made to the 'relationships of the college pro-
gram to the program of the lower schools. The very lifeblood
of the lower schools, the training of its teachers, depends upon
the program developed at Orangeburg. The best hope the State
of South Carolina has for the upgrading of Negro life generally
is through the Negro school, particularly the elementary and
secondary school where the vast majority of Negroes enroll.
The lower school must depend upon the College for leadership.
In addition to giving leadership to the lower schools, the College
has the responsibility of furnishing general educational leadership
to the Negro group as a whole. As the only State College for
Negroes and as an Agricultural and Mechanical College, it
must assume responsibility for many direct services to the adult
Negro population.

Basic Factors Which Condition the Higher
Education of Negroes in South Carolina

The Negro Population of South Carolina. If one hundred
people forming a true cross section of South Carolina's popula-
tion were lined against a wall to be studied, forty-three of them
would be Negroes. Of the State's 1,899,804 people in 1940,
814,164 were Negroes. If education is vital to the public
welfare-as it admittedly is-South Carolina cannot but be
concerned with the 42.9 per cent of .her population that is
Negro. If millions of dollars are spent for Negro education-
and South Carolina does spend several million for Negro edu-
cation-the State cannot afford not to be concerned with the
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college program which in large part determines whether the
money will be well spent. The College trains the teachers for
South Carolina's Negro schools.

Of the 814,164 Negroes who live in South Carolina, only
170,427 can be classified as urban. More than 640,000 South
Carolina Negroes live in the open country or in towns of 2,500
or less in population, and nearly one-half million of the Negroes
of South Carolina are classified as rural-farm. While the ratio
of Negroes to the total population is apparently decreasing, the
number of Negroes in South Carolina is steadily increasing.
In 1942 there were 13,191 births in excess of deaths among
the Negroes of South Carolina. In 1940 there were 26,248
more Negro females than Negro males in the State, a fact which
may have significance both for education and the economy of
the State. During the five-year period 1935-1940, South Caro-
lina lost approximately 24,000 Negroes to other states. If it
is desirable to retain South Carolina's Negro youth in the State,
education may have a role to play in retaining this part of the
population in the State.

There are in South Carolina twenty-two counties with more
Negroes than whites. The highest concentration of Negro
population is found in Calhoun, Allendale, and Clarendon
counties. A study of the distribution of white and Negro popu'
lation by counties, reveals that in general the Negro population
tends to concentrate in the lower half of the State. In Orange'
bury County, the home of the Negro State College, there are
nearly 40,000 Negroes as contrasted to approximately 24,000
whites.

There are in South Carolina 410,115 Negroes, nearly one'
half of the Negro population under twenty years of age. Three
hundred forty thousand or more of these Negro youth live in
towns of twenty-five hundred or less and on farms.

In planning a state educational program for Negroes these
facts of number. age, and distribution should be taken into
serious consideration. South Carolina's population is found in
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the younger age groups. In 1940, the median age for South
Carolina was the lowest in the nation, 22.2 years as compared
with a national median of 29 years.

Of the State's 394,8'95 non-white youth in 1940, 200,165 or
approximately 50 per cent were in school attendance. Of South
Carolina's Negro population 25 years and older, the median
school years completed was 3.9 and 62.4 per cent of the Negro
population twenty-five years and older had completed less than
five years of school. Of the 814,000 and more Negroes in the

11 State, less than 4,000 had completed four years or more of
college work. Fifty-five thousand Negroes over twenty years of
age had not completed the first grade, and in round figures
137,000 had not completed the fourth grade, and, are for
practical purposes illiterate. These facts must be considered in
the over-all program of college education.

Structure of State Program of Education for Negroes. To'
understand the function of the Negro College at Orange'
burg and to make valid recommendations for its improvement,
a careful analysis of the structure of the lower schools must be
made. In 1944, there were 2,136 publicly-supported Negro
schools. Of these only forty-eight were accredited high schools
at the last reporting. There were, however, approximately 120
Negro schools doing some level of high school work. In South
Carolina, as in several other states, the great majority of the
lower schools are sub-standard in many particulars. This is
particularly true of the rural schools. Many of the buildings
are inadequate and poorly equipped. Instructional materials
other than adopted textbooks are insufficient. Much remains
to be. done to meet even minimum requirements in lighting, heat'
ing, sanitation, and other physical factors conducive to effective
work. It is generally recognized that the instructional program
attempts little more than to give basic work in the three R's,
In 'many schools the program is meager, indeed, and has little
if any impact on community life. Of the 2,136 Negro schools
operated in 1944, 872 were one-teacher schools; 674 were two'
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teacher schools; 25'0 were three-teacher schools; and only 230
empl0J:ed more than four teachers. In 1940, the State spent
from districts' funds only $2,614,195 for Negro education. For
the session 1944'4.5, however, $4,345,393 were spent on Negro
education. The additional money was used to increase the
length of term and to increase the pay of teachers.

Educational Status of the Negro 'Teacher. Probably, one of
the best means of getting insight into the effectiveness of South
Carolina's system of Negro education is to examine the educa-
tional training of her teachers. No school nor system of
schools can be stronger than the teaching force.

In South Carolina in 1940,1941, 1,228 Negro teachers out
of 5,140 Negro elementary teachers had no college training;
only about one' fifth of these teachers were college graduates.
The education of the high school teacher is better; more than
550 of the 631 Negro high school teachers were college grad'
uates. But it must be emphasized that of the nearly 6,000
Negro teachers employed in the State, only 631 are teaching in
high schools, and only a small proportion of the student popula-
tion ever enrolls in high school. Further, it should be pointed
out that in the past, a college graduate was legally qualified
per se to teach without reference to any special training needed
to enter the profession of teaching.
It was found in Orangeburg County, for example, that a

home economics graduate was employed as lower elementary
teacher.. Many of the college graduates now teaching are
graduates of the liberal arts college and have little real pre'
paration for their work. As will be pointed out later, the
incoming students at the college are poorly prepared to begin
college work. The teachers employed in both the elementary
and high schools are not too well prepared to do their work.
Thus a vicious circle continues. In the opinion of the survey
staff, much remains to be done in the preparation of Negro
teachers-teachers capable of using the lower schools as means

. of upgrading Negro life. '
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Factors Affecting the Higher Education of Negroes. South
Carolina is in the main a rural state. While it is true that some
industrialization has taken and is still taking place, the economy
in the main is agrarian, and, unless she wishes to educate for
the purposes of exportation of the finished product to other
states, her system of education must be geared to the realities of
rural life.

The educational programs of both the lower schools and the
State College should, in addition to providing for sound general
education, articulate closely with the economy of the State,
particularly with the economy of the Negro. The State derives
its income mainly from two principal sources, agriculture and
the textile industry. The welfare of the Negroes of South
Carolina, as is the case with the white population, is in part at
least dependent upon farming and mills which process the
cotton produced.

South Carolina is a state of low average income per family.
This is particularly true of the Negro family. The large size
of the Negro family and the numbers dependent on the worker's
wages make the per capita income of the Negro small indeed.

These facts and the facts which follow in concise statements
indicate certain definite implications for South Carolina's system
of Negro education and more particularly for the State College,
as it is the one institution toward which the Negroes must turn
for leadership:
1. Negro farmers in South Carolina grow less food for home

consumption than the average in other farm areas.
2. One-third of South Carolina's Negro farmers have no cows

and few chickens.
3. In Orangeburg County, the home of the State College,

white farmers produced before the war 83 per cent of food
consumed; Negroes produced only 70 per cent.

4. People who own homes provide more food for home con
sumption than do tenants.
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5. South Carolina's rural population tends to move to states
with urban centers-this is particularly true of the Negro.
Migration tends to depletion of the areas suffering the loss.

6. Farming in South Carolina is rapidly becoming mechanized.
7. In 1943, South Carolina farmers imported $4,000,000

worth of work animals.
8. In 1943, South Carolina farmers spent $20,000,000 for

fertilizer.
9. South Carolina farmers on the average-and this is parti-

cularly true of Negro farmers-use a larger part of their gross
income to operate their farms than is done in most areas.

10. The per capita income of South Carolina in 1939 was
$261.

11. More Negro mothers die than whites due to poor food,
ignorance, lack of medical care and a generally poor environ'
ment.

12. Economic opportunities for Negroes are more limited.
13. The home conditions taken as a whole are inferior.
14. Only a relatively small percentage of the Negro families

of South Carolina own-their homes.
15. The following summary facts indicate the many and

serious problems of education for the State and particularly indi-
cate the responsibilities of the Orangeburg College in the
scheme of education.

a. In South Carolina the plane of living among Negroes is
low.

b. There is a high illiteracy rate.
c. There is a significantly high proportion of children to

adults.
d. There is a high rate of tenancy.
e. The Negro farm population is large.
f. The per capita income is small.
g. The Negro in South Carolina is handicapped in medical,

dental, and nursing care.
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This review of economic conditions indicates some of the
problems with which the educational program of State College
should be concerned if it is to contribute to the improvement
of living of the Negro in South Carolina.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE STATE AGRICULTURAL AND

MECHANICAL COLLEGE

The main College itself is located within the corporate limits
of the city of Orangeburg. Thus we have a major State Negro
College located within the corporate limits of a city of more than
10,5:)0 inhabitants whose business houses are, in the main,
owned by white citizens. Some of the white people live in very
close proximity to the college campus itself and necessarily there
is a great deal of business dealing between the white community
and the Negro College. But so far as could be determined,
there was no ill,feeling of any kind apparent on the part of the
white community, no resentment of the fact that there was a
Negro college in their midst. Many of the leading white
citizens of Orangeburg are interested in the welfare of the
College.

Several Negro students interviewed stated that they liked the
town and felt that they were treated with courtesy by the white
people. This spirit of good relationship between the College
and its community is commendable indeed and helps to facilitate
the improvement of the College.

'The Physical Plant
The Colored Normal, Industrial, Agricultural, and Mechani-

cal College of South Carolina dates back to the Constitution of
1895. The name is significant. The College is centrally located
and is easily accessible to every county. The College occupies
a campus of some fifty acres in the city of Orangeburg. In
addition to the campus proper, the College owns four hundred
acres of land suitable for the major farming operations needed
by an agricultural and mechanical college. It is estimated that
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the physical property of the College has a value of one and one'
half million dollars.

No attempt will be made in this part of the report to describe
and evaluate in detail the individual buildings owned by the
College. A detailed description of each building will be found
elsewhere in this report. The prinicpal buildings were erected
between the years 1905,1945, the new power plant, still in the
process of being constructed, being the last building to be
erected. In addition to the power plant, only three of the other
buildings have been erected since 1938-Miller Hall, a men's
dormitory, Wilkinson Hall, the main library, and the Mechanical
Industries building. These buildings are in relatively good con'
dition. Unfortunately, many of the other buildings need basic
repairs and renovations which should not be delayed too long.
The physical plant of the College at Orangeburg is totally inade-
quate to provide all the necessary facilities for the higher cdu-
cation of the Negro youth of the State. The need for additional
dormitory space is very acute. It was revealed during the
study that as many as five and six students were rooming in the
same room. Dormitories for both men and women are crowded.
Crowded conditions of this type are not conducive to good
study. At least 207 applications for enrollment were denied
because of the lack of housing facilities. From one-fourth to
one-third of the out-of-town students who come to Orangeburr
are required to live in the city and are thus forced to pay more
for their education than those who are fortunate enough to ob-
tain living quarters on the campus. Although the college autho-
rities make a careful study of the homes in which these students
live, town students do not receive the same supervision as do
campus students.

The Present Function of the CoI1ege

As is the case with the establishment of any type of educa-
tional institution in this country, in theory at least, a function
was assigned to the Negro College at Orangeburg by the State
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of South Carolina. A statement of function is contained in a
recent issue of its catalog and reads as follows:

It is the function of the College to promote liberal edu-
cation and practical education by which the student may be
aided in making valuable use of his field of study and a
wise choice of life work. The leading object is to teach
such branches of learning as are related to agriculture, home
economics, mechanic arts, scientific and classical studies for
development of the intellectual powers of the individual
and his understanding of the world in which he lives.
The work is animated by the ideals of scholarship, research.
and respect for truth. The activities of the college are
primarily directed toward the development of better citizen-
ship.

This statement of function is the usual general statement
found in college catalogs. In the opinion of the survey staff
it does not clarify in sufficient detail the purposes of the College.

The institution's statement of function should indicate clearly
both broad and specific lines of endeavor the College should
attempt. The avowed function of the College should give it
purpose and direction and should serve as a basis for the organi-
'z;ation of the administrative and instructional programs of the
College. Before a college can really attain its avowed purpose,
the administrators of the college, the instructional staff, and the
people who support it must accept and act on the idea that the
college has specific jobs to do.

In the published statement of function no mention is made
of the teacher-education responsibilities of the College. Neither
is any direct mention made of the service functions to the State
which the College does and should attempt. There is no
definite published statement indicating that the College should
assume major responsibility for many direct services to the
great mass of Negroes who will never attend the College.
In the opinion of the survey staff, the College administration
in cooperation with the instructional staff should give con'
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siderable thought and attention to the the development of a
practicable statement to be used as a guide in the development
of college curricula and to be used to give direction to many
college activities not included as part of the academic curricula.

Administrative ,and Instructional Organization

As now organized, the College is separated into divisions as
follows: (1) Division of Agriculture; (2) Division of Arts
and Sciences; (3) the Division of Home Economics; and (4)
the Division of Mechanical Industries. A dean serves as head
of each division, and the Division of Arts and Sciences has
been designated as the coordinating division of the College.
Presumably, each dean is responsible to the President. In addi-
tion to the main administrative divisions given above, the
College employs other usual administrative officers-Business
Manager, Registrar, Dean of Men, Dean of Women, Librarian
and others including a college physician.

In theory at least, the College is organized to provide for
many basic educational needs of the students who enroll. How'
ever, an analysis of the present needs of higher education in
South Carolina clearly reveals that insufficient emphasis is being
placed on the training of teachers for the lower schools of the
State. An analysis was made of the occupational placement
of the graduates of the College for the years 1935, 1936, 1937,
1939, 1942, and 1944 which reveals that in each year 50
per cent or more of the known graduates of the College were
employed as teachers. It is clear that one of the present great
needs of the College is to place more emphasis upon the training
of teachers. Prior to the new certification requirements govern'
ing the employment of teachers in South Carolina, any college
graduate was entitled to a teaching certificate, and we thus
found graduates of every division being employed as teachers
without the professional type of training teachers should have.
In fact, the majority of graduates of the College at Orangeburg
are employed as teachers regardless of the type of training
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received at the College. There is no reason to assume that
this will not be the case for several years to come. It is clear
to any impartial person that there is a great gap in the present
organization of the College and the occupational needs of its
graduates.

In studying the organization of the Division of Agriculture.
it was found that there was very little coordination of the
theoretical instruction in the College and the use of the experi-
mental farm. It should be noted. however. that a large part
of the farm lands has just been recently purchased, and there
has been little time to develop an integrated program whereby
actual farm practices and demonstrations are related to the
theoretical instruction given in the classrooms. As far as could
be learned. the farm units have been used purely as producing
units to supply food to the student body and feed for the live
stock. but to a very limited degree, if any. for instructional and
demonstrational purposes. In other words. the students who
enroll in the College of Agriculture learn what they learn in
that field from the lectures and books they study rather than
from actual participation in farming. It should be pointed out.
too. that a study of the occupational placement of graduates
for the six years mentioned reveals that not one graduate is
engaged in dirt farming.

The Division of Mechanical Industries is organized to pre-
pare students who complete the courses for the various types
of work implied in the courses. Again, a study of the occu-
pational placement data will show that very few of the students
who complete the courses are employed in the fields of their
training. It is assumed that many of these graduates are
employed as general teachers in the lower schools of the State.
A limited study of several of the departments in the Division
of Mechanical Industries convinced members of the survey staff
that a satisfactory type of instruction is being given in some
of these departments. Special mention should be made of the
courses in tailoring, brick-laying, and carpentry. A question has
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been raised as to whether college credit should be granted for
vocational work of this type. The answer depends upon the
viewpoint one holds about college education. If it is accepted
that the major purpose of the College is to improve the
quality of living of the people it serves, then there should be
no quarrel with the idea of giving college credit for the type
of work mentioned provided it meets standards set up for the
granting of such credit.
It is a paradox to find state-supported colleges in rural agri-

cultural states giving major emphasis to the so-called liberal arts.
We find students pursuing classical studies, including ancient
and modern languages when we know that the great majority
of the students who take these courses will have to engage in
vocations for which they have little training.

In South Carolina, particularly, the great bulk of the popu-
lation lives on the soil; the livelihood of this huge mass comes
from the soil; the economic level of living is substandard. Great
emphasis needs to be placed upon health, sanitation, scientific
agriculture, horticulture, the domestic arts, mechanized farming,
and the developing of skills which actually prepare people to
make a living. In order not to be misunderstood, let it be said
here that the survey staff does not advocate a black-out on liberal
arts education.

The emphasis at this time must be placed at the point
of the greatest need, and, as one president of a Southern Negro
college has said-the great need is to upgrade the large mass
of rural Negroes. This should not preclude provision for the
liberal education needed by those who will enter the pro-
fessions. Indeed, sufficient general education should be in-
cluded in all education to assure a cohesive and understanding
citizenship on the part of all.

It might be stated parenthetically that the first need of the
rural states of the South is to develop a better type of economy.
As a people learn to make money and to raise the standards
of living, culture follows; but a classical type of culture can-
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not be imposed upon a people whose standards of living are
low in comparison with the national norm, who live in wretched
homes, who have nutritional deficiences, and whose average
educational attainment is 3.9 years of schooling. In the opinion
of the survey staff, the more highly academic and classical cur-
riculum follows rather than precedes the type of curriculum
which prepares for the every-day work of the world.

Ostensibly it is the purpose of the Division of Home Econom-
ics to prepare the Negro girls who come to the College for the
art of home-making and to prepare a sufficient number of
leaders in this field who can be employed as home demonstra-
tion agents and teachers of vocational home economics in the
lower schools. It should be noted, however, that there are only
fifty-odd accredited Negro high schools in the whole State;
It occurs to the survey staff that every teacher trained at the
College should have some basic training in the fundamentals
of home economics whether employed as home economic
teachers or not, in order that these teachers shall be able to
serve as leaders in the various communities of South Carolina
for the improvement of the living conditions of the people they,
serve. This principle should be carefully analyzed by the
administrators of the College, and certainly provision should
be made to enable each person who comes to the College to
learn how to lead others to improve home living.

Instructional Staff
Including staff members who are on leave and those doing

part-time work, the College employed during the session
1944-45, 65 staff members-- 24 with the rank of professor,
15 associate professors, 8 assistant professors and 18 instructors.
The distribution of academic degrees among the instructional
staff is as follows:

Ph. D. degrees 0
M. A. or M. S. degrees 24
B. A. or B. S. degrees 41
No degrees l0
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Twenty-two, or more than one-third, of the 75 staff mem-
bers are graduates of the College itself. This is a very high
proportion and is not desirable. There are definite reasons why
the Negro colleges have a tendency to employ large numbers
of their own graduates.

First, it has been difficult during the past years for Negroes
to obtain graduate work in southern institutions. Second, the
salary schedules have been relatively low, and it has been diffi-
cult for Negro colleges to employ qualified personnel. The.
condition which prevails is not entirely the fault of the Negro
administrators of the colleges, but is due also in part to neglect
to make better provision for the training of Negro college
teachers on the part of those responsible for the education of
the Negroes of the South., No institution is stronger than its
staff. The Negro colleges of the South, including the one at
Orangeburg, need more than anything else the strengthening
of their faculties by employing better qualified personnel. This
should be an immediate objective of the College. As new mem-
bers are employed, every effort should be made to secure the
best qualified talent available; and whenever feasible, staff mem-
bers should be obtained from institutions other than the College
itself. This principle should not, however, prevent the College
from employing its own graduates when it is definitely estab-
lished that these graduates are the best qualified for the
particular position.

There is particular need for the College to slant its total
program toward the improvement of living standards of the
great mass of low-income Negro families. The College staff
needs to work as a group to functionalize the total college
program. The staff needs to study critically the needs of the

.Negro in South Carolina and to relate the college program to
these needs. Two key ideas the staff must always keep in mind:
(1) the educational ability and educational status of the student
at all points during his college career, (2) the adjustment of the
program to the needs of the mass of Negroes.
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The Negro Stude.nt
The student body of the College at Orangeburg is drawn

from every county in the State. A tabulation showing the
distribution of enrollees from the various counties for typical
years shows that a very large percentage comes from Orange-
burg County, the home of the College. This clearly reveals
that there is a high correlation between the location of the
College and its drawing power.

The following facts are significant: In 1935'-1936, 107 of a
total student body of 5'07 were drawn from the local county;
in 1939-1940, 148 of a total of 793 came from Orangeburg
County. In 1944-1945', 100 of a total of 907 were drawn from
Orangeburg County. While it is true that the College draws
some students from every county, it is very evident that,
measured in terms of number of enrollees, the College tends
to be local in its drawing power.

In order to get a basic fund of information upon which to
analyze the type of college work done by the students, one
must know something of the background of these students. It is
only since 1930 that South Carolina has developed secondary
schools for its Negro youth, and, as has been pointed out, the
State's program of teacher education was not designed spe-
cifically to prepare Negro teachers qualified to meet the educa-
tional needs of Negro communities. It is not unexpected, there-
fore, that when a study is made, it is found that, as a whole,
the students who enroll in the College are ill-prepared to do
college work. It is not surprising for the College staff to com-
plain that one of the greatest weaknesses of the College is the
state of unpreparedness of the students who enroll. There is
a high mortality rate in the College due in large part to this
state of unpreparedness.

Several factors should be taken into serious consideration in
studying the student body of the College. It is generally
known that, taken as a whole, Negro college students tend to
come from underprivileged homes to a greater degree than do
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white students. The average per capita income of the Negro
family is known to be lower than the average per capita income
of the white family. In addition to these two significant
points, many other factors condition the preparation of Negro
students for college life. Few Negro students who come to
the College have been taught proper study habits in high school.
They have had little access to suitable library and reference
materials and have had limited experiences in many phases of
living which prove helpful to college students. As one senior
student pointed out when interviewed, she had had no oppor-
tunity to know what a library was until her entrance into the
College. The whole program of college education for Negroes
is very seriously impaired and conditioned by the unsatisfactory
type of elementary and secondary education which South Caro-
lina Negroes have received up to this time.

A report, based upon the results of an entrance achievement
examination given to entering freshmen compiled in the regis'
trar's office in September, 1945', reveals the following sig-
nificant facts:
1. Total number of students taking examination 291.0
2. Average percentile in English and lite;:ature----- 9.6
3. Average percentile in mathematics 19.4
4. Average percentile in science 27.4
5'. Average percentile in history and social sciences.,., 11.4
6. Average percentile of totals :. 13.6
The national percentile norm is 5'0 for each division. The

average student entering the College at Orangeburg scores 9.6
in English and literature, 19.4 in mathematics, 27.4 in science,
and 11.4 in history and social sciences. The average freshman
entering college in the nation scores 5'0 in each of these divisions
of subject matter. The figures tell the story.

An adequate physical plant, better paid and qualified
teachers, an improved curriculum are all necessary but the very
root of improvement lies in the lower school. Thus, in this
report the emphasis is placed on looking at South Carolina's
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total program of education for Negroes-and the pressing
responsibility of the College in the field of teacher education.
It's the old argument of which comes first, the hen or the egg.
Fortunately, we have both the hen and the egg and can study
both. Without exception, those college teachers at Orangeburg
who were asked about it stated that one of the most serious
deterrents to effective college work was the poor high school
preparation of the students who came to college. On the other
hand, those who evaluate the work of the public schools--
elementary and secondary-state that the most acute problem
of education in South Carolina Negro schools today is the
very poor preparation of the teachers who come from the
colleges to do the work that needs to be done. Here certainly
is a place where constructive work can begin at once-a better
coordination of the work of the lower schools with the college
program, better preparation of teachers on the part of the
college, better equipment of high school graduates on the part of
the public schools.

The most important factor, of course, in any educational
institution is the student-the individual student. Unless the
institution is thoroughly aware of the needs of the students,
and, unless the institution continually studies itself to deter-
mine whether or not its administrative and instructional pro-

(f grams are really meeting the needs of the individual students
and of the group, the institution cannot hope to achieve its
goal.
It is believed that a sincere effort is being made at the College

to collect, record, and study pertinent data to the student body.
The American Council on Education Cumulative Record Card
for Colleges is used for the recording of data. It appears that
a sincere effort is being made to interpret the data so recorded
and to use these data for staff guidance.

Both the administrative and instructional staffs should never
forget that the typical Negro college student comes to the
College at Orangeburg handicapped in more ways than one,
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His educational background in general is substandard as has
been revealed by objective tests. Except perhaps for the present
period of easy money, the typical Negro student comes to
college with very limited funds. It seems that since the war
the majority of. Negro students coming to the College have
had sufficient funds to carry them through, as it has been diffi-
cult to employ student labor. It can be assumed, however, that
because of the low economic level of the typical Negro family
in South Carolina in normal times, the average Negro student
will come frem an underprivileged home with many of the
deficiencies usually associated with this kind of background.

Furthermore, the Negro student, because of his limited secon-
dary school experiences, is not in the best position to plan his
college program. Few indeed are the Negro high school stu-
dents-and the same principle applies to white students-who
are in position to plan a wise college career which will give
them reasonable chances to serve their state and to succeed
personally.

From the start the youth needs to know that, unless he is a
very superior student, his educational background has been
inferior; he needs to understand the types of opportunities
South Carolina has to offer him as a college graduate and the
fields of service in which he can expect to make his greatest
contribution. He needs common-sense, realistic counseling, and
guidance. He needs that guidance throughout his college
career. The main point is that the institution has the definite
responsibility for guiding him in his choice of curriculum and
courses, a choice which, when he will have completed his college
career, will enable him to render the maximum service to his
people and state and achieve the maximum personal success
in harmony with service to others. Particularly the Neg.o
college student at Orangeburg needs voca'tional guidance. He
needs to know how he can best capitalize on his college train-
ing to succeed vocationally; that a college education per se is no
guarantee of success.
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In summary, the Negro college student is on the average
poorly prepared to do college work; he must overcome many
handicaps inherent in the preparation he receives from the lower
school. He must depend upon wise counseling to make a choice
of curriculum which will prepare him to succeed. The institution
has the responsibility of assisting him to minimize his handi-
caps. Most important of all, the institution must take him
where he is and move forward; it must adapt its program to
the needs of the student; it must not try to make the student
do what he cannot do.

All these things are known in theory-the institution must
constantly check on itself to determine whether its knowledge
of the student is used in all phases of its life to give him, the
student, the best service.

Occupational Placement of Graduates of College

In 1935, 61 graduates are listed; the occupational status of
15 of these graduates is unknown. Of the remaining 46,
22 are employed as public school teachers, 1 as a college teacher,
2 as Jeanes teachers, and 3 are employed as home and farm
demonstration agents.

More than one-half of the known graduates are engaged
teaching or as Home and Farm Demonstration Agents. In
1936, 46 of the 75 known graduates were teaching; in 1937,
thirty'seven, of 102 graduates were teaching; in 1939, 54 out
of 95 were teaching; in 1942, 71 out of 127, and in 1944, 88
out of 125, or approximately 70 per cent of the graduates were
employed directly as teachers.
If we omit the number of graduates going into the armed

forces-25 graduates were drawn into the military forces in
1942-we find that no other occupation' outside of teaching
absorbs graduates to any considerable extent. For example,
22 graduates went into chemical plants in 1937, 2 in 1942.
Five were drawn into medicine in 1942. But only 12 graduates
out of 701 went into medicine during the six years reported;
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and 1 studied law. It is very interesting to note that not one
known graduate during the six years went into farming; only
one became a mechanic; and one became an electrician!

Again, the question arises-what is the avowed function
of the College? What do its graduates do?

In 1940 there were 288,387 Negroes in South Carolina
14 years old and older employed in all industries. Of this
number 159,115 were employed in agriculture, 27,137 in manu'
facturing (in large part cotton manufacturing and in saw and
plane mills), and 59,318 in personal services (most dome-tic
service). Only 9,453 were employed in professional and related
services; of the 9,453 in professional services, 6,449 were em'
ployed in the educational services.

These figures should indicate very clearly the great need for
trained leadership in the various types of services. There is
particular need for trained Negro leadership to go back into
agriculture-not only as county agents or home demonstration
agents but as producing, scientific agriculturists. Until the
Negro himself develops direct leadership in the one industry in
which the mass of Negroes are engaged-the South Carolina
Negro can expect to remain a member of a low-living level
group-for there is no immediate indication that South Carolina
Negroes as a group will find, within the State, great oppor-
tunities to advance outside of farming. Leadership in farming
as a way of life is needed. College graduates who know and
10ve'South Carolina's land are needed back in South Carolina's
communities. It should not be inferred that there is no need
of leadership in other fields. There is. South Carolina needs
Negro doctors, Negro nurses, Negro business men - Negro
leaders in all lines of endeavor. But in the main these leaders
must see how South Carolina life as a unit is geared to her
economy-and the total leadership must unify its efforts to
upgrade the South Carolina Negro who makes his living on
the land-and will continue to make his living on the land.
The Negro in South Carolina makes much progress or little
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progress as the Negro farmer makes great or little progress.
The college graduate should be the responsible leader.

General Atmosphere of the College

The survey staff is pleased to report that there is a very
commendable general atmosphere prevailing at State College.
Every institution or agency, if it accomplishes anything, de-
velops a certain atmosphere. To the acute observer the type of
atmosphere is immediately apparent. In a good hospital, for
example, one detects an atmosphere conducive to recuperation
of health, rest, and a general feeling of ease. In like manner,
an educational institution reveals its general atmosphere.

At Orangeburg, it was noticed that the campus and buildings
are generally well-kept, the student body is apparently happy
'and good fellowship seems to prevail. There is a general air of
(friendliness and cooperativeness on the part of the faculty and
the student body. Courtesy and good manners are the rule
rather than the exception.

While it is true that some of the buildings are not in the
best condition, it seemed to one observer, at least, that there
was a general atmosphere of cleanliness and wholesomeness at
the College.

While this item of wholesomeness of atmosphere is a more
or less intangible thing, it has great value to a college. In inter-
views conducted with students, they were found to be loyal
to the institution, proud that they were students at the insti-
tution, and anxious to assist in making the institution a good
one.

While there was some complaint about the crowded con-
ditions by students, they were more or less resigned to their
fate because they realized the difficulties in improving this
situation. Among the faculty, it was observed that, although
a number of the staff discussed freely the inadequacies of the
College, there was no feeling of futility. The morale seemed
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to be good. The faculty, it seems, looks hopefully to the
future.

The survey staff is pleased to report that, so far as it could
find out, very wholesome relationships seem to prevail between
the students and members of the faculty. Without exception
those students who were asked direct questions as to whether
the faculty was interested in their welfare stated that they felt
they had a very good faculty and that the large majority of
the faculty were doing everything in their power to help the
students obtain an education. It was felt that the faculty mem-
bers were concerned with the welfare of the students and that
many of the members of the faculty went out of their way to
assist students with many of their personal problems. It should
be stated parenthetically, however, that some of the students
interviewed had a feeling that more guidance should be given
them on the part of the faculty.

The senior students interviewed made the point that many
of the freshmen who come to the College are young and in-
experienced' and need frequent personal contacts with the fac-
ulty. In a few instances it was pointed out by students that
faculty members were seemingly not interested in students out-
side of class hours. '

'The Health Program
Without doubt the students at Orangeburg ranked the health

and physical education program as one of the best things at
the College. It seems that the students have a great deal of
confidence in the program being developed at the College.

The' gymnasium was built in part at least from contributions
made by the students, and everyone seemed to be proud that
this was one of the things the students had accomplished them-
selves.

The President of the College explained that every College
student is given a thorough physical examination every year.
The examination includes a blood test and chest X-ray examin-
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ation. The examination is followed up with a nutritional pro-
gram for those students who show nutritional deficiencies. Stu-
dents with nutritional deficiencies are fed separately from the
dining hall in a cafeteria under the management of the home
economics department for the purpose of correcting nutritional
and other deficiencies revealed by the examinations.

A white physician and a full-time Negro nurse are employed
by the College to promote the health of the students. The
health program as it is being developed at the College should
serve as a model upon which to build a school-health program
in every Negro school in South Carolina.

The Farm and Dairy

As stated previously the College now owns something like
400 acres of farm land which can and should be devoted to the
education of boys and girls in the arts of agriculture and rural
life. As has been pointed out, a very large proportion of
Negroes of South Carolina are rural people. Agriculture is
the backbone of the State. Negroes of South Carolina probably
need to learn more than anything else how to improve their
farming practices. If the new definition of the function of the
College is taken seriously, more emphasis will be placed on the
training in scientific agriculture. Certainly, the College has
a definite responsibility and an unusual opportunity to make
better use of the farm resources available to the College to
train Negro youth of South Carolina to become leaders in
improved agriculture.

One of the best resources seen at Orangeburg is the fine herd
of Guernsey cattle being developed at the College. This herd of
pure bred cattle is a decided asset to the College and to the
State of South Carolina. The herd itself should be used in
every manner feasible for the education of Negroes in develop-
ing better milch cows for the State. A recent statement pre-
pared by a South Carolinian makes the point that too few
Negro farmers in the State produce milk for their families. Un-
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fortunately, in the opinion of the survey staff, too little educa-
tional use is made of the College dairy facilities.

In addition to the dairy 'herd, the College owns some pure
bred swine and a flock of pure bred poultry. The same prin-
ciples discussed in connection with the dairy herd apply to the
use of the swine and poultry in the training of Negro youth for
positions of community leadership in the various counties of
the State.

There should be direct relationships between the theoretical
instruction in live stock, swine, and poultry, and the actual
herd, the swine, and the poultry found on the college farm.
Furthermore, these material instructional assets-s-cows, hogs,
chickens-should be used to instruct the Negro farmers of South
Carolina to become better husbandmen. For example, the Negro
farmers of Orangeburg County should certainly have good milch
cows, hogs, and chickens-if the College has any influence on
its immediate College community. Only a casual check in this
particular was made through some rural schools visited. The
meager sampling was not sufficient to justify a definite con'
clusion-but the College should certainly evaluate its work in
this particular to determine just how much it has influenced
the Negro farmer.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL

AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

In keeping with its ability to pay, it is recommended that
South Carolina begin immediately to strengthen and expand
the Negro College at Orangeburg. The education of the Negro
in South Carolina should be considered as an economic resource
-an opportunity for development that will yield high returns.

The Negro population of South Carolina, which is approxi-
mately 43 per cent of the total population, must be considered
as a tangible economic resource. As this part of the population
is educated, the State will profit. Education creates needs and
demands. The educated person, whether white or Negro, is a
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greater asset to the State than the uneducated person. There
are very specific lines of improvement which need to be con'
sidered at the State College. The following recommendations
are offered as projects for action which should be undertaken
in the sequence in which they are made.

Re'definition of Function of College in
Terms of Needs of Negroes

In a preceding section a quotation was inserted taken from
the College catalog which gave the function of the College at
Orangeburg. The comment was made that this function needed
to be re-defined and clarified in more detail. In re-defining
the function of the college, it is first necessary to obtain clarity
of definition which will make it easier for the College to grasp
its true purposes. What is the purpose of the College?

1. A first principle must be accepted. The following is
recommended: The primary and major function of the College
is to upgrade the life of the great mass of Negroes who live
in South Carolina. Particularly, the College has direct responsi-
bility to the great mass of rural Negroes. The Negro popula-
tion is preponderantly rural and is a main reason for the
College. An acceptance of this fact is in harmony with the
act establishing the College and is in keeping with the impli-
cations 'Of' the land-grant features of the College. The point
should be made that President Whittaker of the College at
Orangeburg is in thorough accord with this idea. In a prepared
statement, he has said, "I do say, however, that a race as poor
as our own, must first secure the practical necessities of life,
food, shelter, and raiment before it can successfully embrace
and enjoy those other things which in the past we have been
wont to call cultural." He might have added that the only
realistic educational standards that can be applied to a school
system or an educational institution in the final analysis are
standards of group and community living. What has educa-
tion done to bring the greatest good to the greater number?
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If and when this first idea-service to the great mass of
Negroes-is accepted, other ideas of function assume their
proper place and will be reflected in proper order in the organi-
zation and work of the College. A general pattern of admin-
istration and instruction will be based upon the acceptance of
the idea of putting first things first. And before going any
further with a re-definition of function, it is well to stop here
and point out specifically what is implied in "service to the
mass of Negroes." Right in Orangeburg County there are
close to 40,000 Negroes. The fact that State Agricultural
and Mechanical College is in their midst should make a great
deal of difference in their manner of living. Does it?

Are the Negro rural schools of the county up-to-date, com'
munity-service centers? Do the Negroes eat better because of
the scientific knowledge in the production and processing of
foods available at the College? Are the houses conducive to
healthful living? What kind of dairy stock do the farmers
have? Poultry? Swine? Specifically, has the College directly
and indirectly improved the lot of the Negro-the great number
of Negroes in Orangeburg County? If it has, more power to it.
If it hasn't, it must re-orient its program and put first things
first. Risking the danger of being repetitious, the point is
made again-an institution must recognize and accept its func-
tion. It must have clarity of understanding as to what it
purpose is, and its administration and instructional program
must point definitely and directly in the direction of its purpose.

In South Carolina there can be no debate about the primary
purpose of its State Agriculture and Mechanical College. It
has first of all a definite, direct responsibility in assisting the
Negroes-the great mass of rural Negroes-to solve their
immediate pressing problems. The standards of health and
living need to be raised.

The function of the College cannot be separated from the
needs of the Negroes of South Carolina. Therefore, the major
functions of the College should be agricultural and mechanical
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as commonly defined in terms of land-grant college services.
In other words, the College must make specific provision to
train, not only in theory, but in actual practice, Negroes who
will be capable of farming scientifically to serve as leaders in all
phases of an agrarian civilization, and who will be trained in
the various mechanic arts which are needed in the State. In
theory the College is doing that now, but in practice it is not
An analysis of the occupational placement of its graduates will
reveal a proportionately small number of the graduates actually
engaged in agriculture or in the mechanic arts. It is interesting
to note that occupational placement data showed that in a
period of six years not one graduate has returned to the farm
to engage in farming. It is proposed elsewhere that certain
out-post schools be established in conjunction with the main
College whose purpose would be to give terminal training to
Negroes who will not advance further in education and who
need to know how to carryon the work of the State better.
The major purpose of the College, as seen by the survey staff,
is to provide leadership training for the great number of Negroes
who cultivate the soil of South Carolina and who are employed
as mechanics and· artisans in its various industries.

2. Probably, the most effective way to upgrade Negro life
in South Carolina is to develop better lower schools-schools
designed to improve the quality of community life found in the
various regions of South Carolina. Apparently, the most
needed trained Negro in South Carolina today is the trained
teacher-the teacher trained not only in the usual arts of
teaching, but one particularly trained in rural education, capable
of working alike with children and adults to develop better
rural communities. The College. at Orangeburg, therefore,
should assume that for several years to come, one of its major
funcuons and a major responsibility is the training of these
teachers. To that end the educational efforts of the College
should be coordinated. It can be stated emphatically that,
in the opinion of the survey staff, the College itself will make
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slow progress and render ineffective service until it has trained
a better quality of teachers. Until more effective lower schools
are developed through a better prepared teacher, the students
who come to the College will have a sub-standard prepara-
tion and consequently the quality of product of the College will
not be as high as it should be.

3. The College must remain in part a general college; that
is, it must maintain a liberal arts division to provide for the
needs of those Negroes who wish to prepare for a profession
or who elect a liberal arts education without reference to a
vocation.

The survey staff recognizes that a philosophy or viewpoint
-if it is to function as a guide to points of emphasis in the
College program-should not be handed down to a college.
The College itself should develop its own statement of function,
one which it subscribes to and is willing to use as a blueprint
for the future development of its program, and one which can
be used constantly as an instrument for evaluating the program.

President Whittaker in a written statement prepared for the
survey staff has indicated his beliefs as to the purposes of the
College: "The contributions of the College have been, first,
in the field of teacher training. A very large proportion of all
teachers in South Carolina in the elementary and high school
areas have received some or all of their education at the
College . . . Third and perhaps most important, the College
has attempted to instill in all its students and graduates an appre-
ciation of the dignity of labor as a means of livelihood, and an
understanding of the duties of citizenship as a means toward
interracial good will."

The survey staff recommends that the administration and
instructional staff of the College re-define in detail the function
of the College. The re-defined function should be used as a
framework of reference for all college activities.

Many persons, including sympathetic white leaders should
be consulted. The stated legal function of the College should
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be the basis upon which all interpretations of function are
based. Specific lines of endeavor should be indicated in the
full statement of function. The ability of the College to fulfill
proposed functions should be considered in every step taken
to elaborate on function. The accepted statement of function
should encompass a thorough understanding of the group the
College serves, its needs, and its opportunities.

It is further recommended that the present program offered
by the College be critically appraised in terms of the accepted
function-' and that a periodic evaluation from the outside be
made of the College program to determine its approximation to
the aims it professes.

The Physical Plant

No detailed recommendation is here made for the improve'
ment of the physical plant. It cannot be emphasized too
strongly, however, that the College- needs most of all at the
present time, additional dormitory space for both men and
women,and that the cooking and eating facilities are inadequate
to provide for the large number of 'students now using those
facilities. Reference is also made to the inadequate bathing
and toilet facilities in some of the present dormitories. This
condition should be corrected immediately. It i~ repeated here
that more than 200 students were denied admittance to the
College this year because of a lack of housing and eating facili-
ties on the campus and too large a number of students now
in attendance are forced to live in the City of Orangeburg
where it is difficult to give them proper supervision.

The Improvement of the Program of T eacher'Education

Because at the present stage of development the greatest
needed point of improvement in the South Carolina system of
Negro education is the lower schools, it is recommended that the

. College at Orangeburg begin to focus its attention immediately
upon a more intensive program of teacher education-a program
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better adapted to meet the needs of the lower schools. It is
recommended that, instead of being a department in the Division
of Arts and Sciences, a separate Division of Teacher Education
coordinate with the other main divisions of the College be
organized. The new Division of Teacher Education should be
directed by a head qualified by training and experience to develop
a program of teacher education designed to meet the needs of
the public schools of South Carolina and which is in accordance
with the new certification requirements of the State Depart'
ment of Education. In developing a program of teacher edu-
cation, particular and immediate emphasis should be placed on
the preparation of teachers qualified to teach in rural schools
and to assist rural people to improve their communities. Since
the bulk of the Negro educables are enrolled in the elementary
schools, the emphasis should be on an improved elementary
school. But .the preparation of secondary teachers capable of
working in Negro communities toward the upgrading of Negro
life is important and should be an integral part of the teacher'
education program. A reacher-education program should train
teachers who are able not only to work with children but who
are able to work in the community with adults on such prob-
lems as improved home living, processing of foods, health, sani-
tation, and recreation. This recommendation should not give
the impression that the College is totally ineffective in its pro'
gram of teacher education. Such is not the case. A decided
effort in the direction of developing better rural teachers is now
being made. An arrangement is in effect whereby elementary
student teachers can do their practice teaching in the Penn
School-a rural school well known to South Carolinians.

But the attention of the whole college needs to be refocused
on the important part the College plays or should play in the
preparation of teachers. It is probably the most important job
the College should do at this time and for the next ten years.
Great numbers of teachers are now employed in the Negro
schools of South Carolina who need to be continually educated
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-who need a new point of view and new techniques to trans-
late that point of view into a realistic program of education.
It is specifically recommended that the College expand its

program of in-service education of teachers. The campus and
off-campus teacher workshop or work conference possibilities
should be fully explored. ,

The point was made to a member of the survey staff by the
President of the institution that in the past a student could
take anything and finish in any department and .become a
teacher. The new certification requirements will, of course,
remedy this defect in the future. But the College must do
everything in its power to remedy the poor preparation re-
ceived by teachers now in service.

It is further recommended that better coordination be estab-
lished between the College and the Division of Negro Educa-
tion in the State Department of Education. The State Agent
should serve as coordinator between the public schools and the
Division of Teacher Education in the College. He should be
permanent advisor to the President and personnel in the Division
of Teacher Education in all matters relating to the College's
program in teacher education.

Graduate and Professional Education

In keeping with the general movement throughout the South,
it is recommended that South Carolina make provision for a
limited amount of graduate work at the State College at Orange-
burg. In connection with this particular recommendation, ref-
erence is made to the excellent plan developed recently by Mr.
Calcott, Dean of the Graduate School of the University of
South Carolina. In the event that the complete plan recom-
mended by Mr. Calcott cannot be put into operation, it is
recommended that immediate steps be taken to develop a grad-
uate department in the field of education, that the work be
limited to the M. A. degree and be developd to meet the needs
of teachers. The M. A. degree thus granted should be in the
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field of education with minors in the various subject matter
fields, such as English, history, chemistry, home economics, and
the like. In order to assure that the graduate work will be at
a high level and will meet the standards for graduate study,
it is recommended that the proper library research materials be
purchased for the college library. A specific recommendation
as to the type, quantity, and cost of materials needed will be
found in the section devoted to libraries.

In addition to initiation of a limited program of graduate
education as described in this report, South Carolina should make
arrangements to provide opportunities for additional graduate
work and for professional training parallel to the professional
training provided in its other institutions of higher education
by means of out-of-state professional and graduate scholarship.

The State of South Carolina has a definite obligation to pro-
vide opportunities to enable properly prepared Negro graduate
students to do graduate work. Too long to be included in this
report but very important are the resolutions adopted by the
Conference of Deans of Southern Graduate Schools, October 29,
1945 at a meeting held in Birmingham, Alabama. These re-
solutions are recommended for study to educational authorities
of South Carolina. •

Integration of the 'feaching of AgricuZture
with Farming Enterprises

It is recommended that the College of Agriculture take im-
mediate steps to relate the teaching of agriculture to the various
types of farming now engaged in on the experimental farm. In
addition to being a producing unit, the experimental farm should
provide definite opportunities to teach the boys who take agri-
culture to engage in desirable farming practices. In connection
with this recommendation, separate budgets for the teaching
and non-teaching phases of the agricultural program should be
made. Accurate accounts should be kept in connection with
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all the production phases of the program so that, once estab-
lished, they can be kept self-sustaining.

It is also recommended that a State plan be developed whereby
the agricultural staff and staff of the experimental station at
Clemson College can serve in an advisory capacity to the agri-
cultural and mechanical program at Orangeburg. The possibi-
lity of the establishment of a branch research station at Orange-
burg by Clemson College should be explored. A branch re-
search station under the direction of Clemson College would
afford opportunities for Negro students to observe research
methods and to develop an appreciation for the value of agricul-
tural research.

Establishme,nt of Out-Post Schools
,

It has already been pointed out that one-third or more of the
students at the College are drawn from Orangeburg County.
During the session 1944-45 for example, 560 students of 793
enrolled in the College were found to come from the County
of Orangeburg. This establishes rather conclusively that a great
number of students attend college when facilities are immediate-
ly available and suggests that many more students in the various
counties of South Carolina would attend college if facilities
nearer their homes "were provided. It is recommended, there-
fore, that two or three out-post schools be established in strategic
centers of the State; that these out-post schools be terminal
schools doing one and two years of college work, vocational in
nature, above the high school level; that these schools be a part
of the college system of Negro education for South Carolina;
and that they be under the immediate supervision and jurisdic-
tion of the College at Orangeburg. It is further recommended
that these out-post schools be so organized that they will not
become mere general colleges of the liberal arts type, but that
they be technical and vocational schools, operating under the
supervision of the vocational and technical departments of the
College at Orangeburg. It is believed that students who show
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marked talent and ability in these out-post schools should be
encouraged to complete their college careers on the main cam'
pus. In the main, emphasis should be placed on providing addi-
tional training in the agricultural and mechanical arts including
mechanized farming in strategic centers of the State. This
recommendation will, if put into operation, remedy to a limited
extent, at least, the lack of college facilities in regions distant
from the College. Based upon population distribution, there
seems to be a need for an out-post school in the northwestern
part of the State, in the vicinity of Laurens County; one
possibly on the Darlington' Florence County line, and one in
the extreme southern part of the State.

Retirement of Faculty Members of Retirement Age

There are several faculty members at the College who have
reached retirement age and who should, by all means, be allowed
to retire as soon as qualified members can be employed to re-
place them. The administration of the College recognizes that
these faculty members have reached the age where they should
be replaced. It is felt that these aged instructiors should be
replaced by well-qualified, vigorous younger men. It is recom-
mended that, as soon as it can be arranged and qualified per"
sonnel can be employed, that these members of the staff be
retired.

Department of Library Science jor 'Teachers

One of the more serious problems in relation to the college
education of Negroes of South Carolina is the poor preparation
of incoming students. The survey revealed that the graduates
of the high schools of South Carolina are, on the whole, not
prepared to do college work. They are particularly weak in
their ability to use research and library materials.

Negro high schools of South Carolina need to establish and
maintain good libraries, and there is needed a corps of trained
school librarians to direct these libraries. The College at Orange'
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burg has the responsibility for the training of these school
librarians. It is recommended that a department of library
science at the undergraduate level be established at the College
to give the minimum training in library science required of
teachers by the new certification laws.

School of Nursing Education
There is a great lack of trained Negro nurses to serve the

population of South Carolina. The State needs to develop a
school of nursing education somewher within its borders.
Probably, the College should offer the courses prerequisite to
nursing education and a school of nursing education should be
developed in conjunction with the Medical College at Charleston.
Dr. Sanger, consultant on medical education, is of the opinion
that it would be better for the medical school to organize a
school of nursing education than it would be for the College at
Orangeburg. His reason is that a hospital would have to be
established at Orangeburg if a school of nursing wereestab-
lished there. But he believes that it would not be practicable
to assemble a medical staff.of Negro doctors to operate a hospital
at Orangeburg. A recommendation for a school of nursing
education will be found in the section dealing with medical edu-
cation.

Study Conditions
With few exceptions, students interviewed complained about

the poor study conditions in the dormitories and the general
lack of time to devote to study. The lights in the dormitories
are turned off at ten-thirty, and students desiring to continue
their study must go into the halls where the lights are dim.
It appears that the study facilities available in the library
building are not used effectively. It is recommended that a
special committee composed of sympathetic faculty members and
one or two responsible senior students be appointed immediately
by the president to investigate the study conditions at the
College and to outline a plan for their improvement.
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Self-Study

It is finally recommended that the Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College at Orangeburg continue to study itself in terms of
the ideas brought out in this report. It is not the purpose of
this recommendation to give the impression that the College
has not made any efforts to study itself. On the contrary, dur-
ing the last several years there is evidence that the Colleg
has made some effort to evaluate its program and procedures.
Several committees have functioned for this purpose. A faculty
committee made a study of the aims of the College. The sur-
vey staff, however, feels that, as pointed out in a previous re-
commendation, the College needs to re-define its functions.
The College also has a Faculty Study Commission which can
very well serve to initiate several investigations concerning
points brought out in the report. The survey staff wishes to
commend the efforts the College has made to study itself. The
survey staff also urges that this study be continuous. One of
the best procedures for a college to improve itself is to carryon
a continuous program of self-study. Not only should there be
cooperative study on the part of the whole faculty, but special
sub-committees and individuals should assume responsibility for
special investigations. It is further recommended that periodi-
cally the College on its own initiative invite outside individuals
to evaluate the College program and the achievements of the
College as related to its professed function.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The primary aim of the College should be to upgrade the
life of the great mass of Negroes who live in South Carolina.
Therefore, the major functions of the College should be agri-
cultural' and mechanical as commonly defined in terms of land,
grant college services.

2. The administration and instructional staff of the College
should re-define its function in detail. The present program f
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the College should be critically appraised in terms of the newly
accepted function.

3. The College should immediately provide additional dormi-
tory space for both men and women. Adequate facilities for
cooking and eating should be provided for the large number of
students who are now without them.

4. The College should give immediate attention to a more
intensive program of teacher education to meet the needs of the
elementary and secondary schools. The Department of Edu-
cation should become a division coordinate with other main
divisions of the College.

5. Provision should be made for a limited amount of graduate
work at the State College. The State should make arrange-
ments to provide opportunities for additional graduate work and
professional training by means of out-of-state professional and
graduate scholarships.

6. The College of Agriculture should take immediate steps
to relate the teaching of agriculture to the various types of
farming practiced on the experimental farm.

7. Two or three out-post schools should be established in
strategic centers of the State in order to provide one or two
years of vocational work above the high school level. These
should be under the supervision of the State College at Orange-
burg.

8. A department of library science at the undergraduate level
should be established at the College to give the minimum train-
ing in library science required of teachers by the new certifica-
tion laws.

9. A special committee composed of sympathetic faculty
members and one or two responsible senior students should be
appointed by the president to investigate the study conditions
at the College and to outline a plan for their improvement.
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XIV

LIBRARY AND LIBRARY SERVICES

If the premise that the library in a college or university is
primarily a service agency is acceptable, the basis of selection
of the proper instruments for measurement of the libraries is
readily apparent. The physical plant, the book resources, and
the services must be measured in terms of their adequacy in
relation to the educational objectives of the institution. Every
question of library adequacy treated in this report is controlled
by this formula, and none of the findings, summaries, or recom-
mendations is valid unless the definition of a college or univer-
sity library as primarily a service agency is acceptable. Recom-
mendations of this report will be intelligible only from this
point of view; otherwise, they would be absurd; for of the six
institutions studied, the one having the largest book collection
has the most inadequate book collection; the one spendi-ig the
most for total library resources and services has the most inade-
quate support; and the one housed in the newest library build,
ing is the most poorly housed.

Detailed recommendations concerning each of the six libraries
treated in this report will be found in various sections under the
specific institution. There are, however, a few findings and
recommendations which apply generally: Although an attempt
is made in the body of this report to point out, institution by
institution, what could constitute library adequacy, one over-all
fact should be kept constantly in mind-the sum of various sat-
isfactory parts of the South Carolina libraries will not equal a
very satisfactory whole. That is, even if each institution did
find it possible to build its library up to a point deserving the
description "adequate," South Carolina as a State would still
be in a relatively weak position regarding total book resources.
South Carolina is, however, fortunate in being near some of
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the large research centers from which it can obtain, by use of
interlibrary loan or microfilm, some of the infrequently used
materials. One conclusion that can be drawn from this situation
is that the often suggested union catalog for the libraries of
South Carolina would seem to be inadvisable, since the expense
involved in building the union catalog is not apt to be justified
by later use; tor the present, at least, South Carolina should
probably depend upon the union catalogs of its neighbors and
those which have been printed. The six libraries included in
this study, together with certain other libraries in South Carer
lina, should consider the advisability of further cooperation along
certain lines, including a division of responsibility for the acquisi-
tion and storage of county newspapers, a system of exchanges
of duplicate materials, and possibly, cooperative book purchasing
where desirable.

Although the general recommendation of the survey staff
regarding library personnel is included along with faculty per-
sonnel in another section, it should be pointed out here that the
prevailing salary scales in the institutions studied may partially
account for the much depleted library staffs. The State is
fortunate in having been able to retain at relatively low salaries
a number of very fine librarians, but this number will have to
be greatly increased before anything like adequate library service
can be expected. The physical plant of the libraries generally is
good, and no new library building for the immediate present
is recommended in this report. In this respect, as in questions
of financial support generally, every effort has been made to be
practical rather than idealistic, and the State's ability to support
library programs constantly kept in mind. Adequacy, however,
must be defined in relation to a program or to books, per se, and
an equal effort has been made to resist the temptation to modify
recommendations to a point of weakness.
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CLEMSON COLLEGE

The present library building was constructed in 1926, utiliz-
ing parts of the Agricultural Building which was partially
destroyed by fire in 1925. The library building contains room
for growth in reader capacity to an extent consistent with the
immediate plans of the College, provided the non-library activi-
ties now being carried on in. the library are moved out as space
is needed. There is, however, need for immediate erection of
additional stack space, as the library is already overcrowded with
books. The building needs certain internal alterations in order
to make it reasonably functional, and the lighting should be
corrected. If these changes and additions can be effected in the
very near future, Clemson College does not need to plan for a
new library building within the next ten years at least.

Boo~ Resources
The library now holds approximately 72,000 bound volumes,

which include books, bound government publications, periodicals
and Experiment Station publications in the main, and depart-
mental libraries. In March 1945, the President suggested to
the Library Committee that a self-survey of the library be under-
taken, in order to ascertain the present holdings and to deter-
mine the needs of the library. The results of this self-survey
are given in the Librarian's Special Report. The following
authoritative lists were checked.

(1) Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
Checklist of Books and Periodicals--19 36-1937

(2) Lyle-Trumpet Classified List of Periodicals for the Col-
lege Library-1940

(3) Mudge-Guide to Reference Books, and Supplement
1936, 1938-1943

(4) Shaw's List of Books for College Libraries, 1931, and
Supplement 1931-1938

The results are herewith attached to this report. The Library
has 83.3 per cent essential reference books, 66 per cent de-
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sirable reference books and periodicals, 65.6 per cent essential
periodicals, and 32 per cent of the desirable periodicals in
the Southern Association Chec~list of Boo~s and Periodicals
for College Libraries.
In Lyle-Trumper, we found that, although we had many of
the titles listed, our files were incomplete. Other titles should
be added from this list and from Uldrich's Periodical Direc<.
tory.
In checking Mudge, we found that the library has 17.3 per-
cent of all books listed, but only three per cent and four per-
cent respectively of foreign encyclopedias and dictionaries;
while our collection of religion, literature, fine arts, and his'
tory is ten per cent to fourteen per, cent.
From the Shaw list we found that the Clemson Library has 42
per cent, 43 per cent, 47 per cent and 49 per cent in the
subjects of zoology, chemistry, physics, and botany, respective'
ly. At the other extreme, Clemson has an average of five per
cent of the titles listed in German, Roman Languages, Philo'
sophy, and the Classics. The other 16 classifications have
from 24.7 per cent to 35 per cent of the Shaw listings, with
an average of 23.7 for all Shaw listings.
The Library Committee through the Deans of each school re-
quested the faculty members to consult the card catalog in the
main library and to look over those authoritative lists before
making the recommendations for book and periodical pur-
chases. In addition to these lists, bibliographies in special
fields were given to faculty members to assist them. in pre-
paring lists of books needed. Professors from each school
complied with the Library Committee's request and handed
in their list of recommendations to the Librarian. Others are
still working on lists of books needed.
In June 1945 a list was made up showing the number of

volumes in the library. It is readily apparent from this list
that both quantitatively and qualitatively there now exist sub,
stantial gaps in the book collection. In the annual report of the
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librarian to the president the following statement is made: "For
the period 1939-1945', the Clemson Library has had appro-
priations for books and periodicals between five and eight thou-
sand dollars yearly." Estimates made by the faculty of the
amounts needed to fill existing gaps in the book collection and
the increase in departmental allotments necessary for adequate
current acquisititions would indicate that an additional $20,000
a year for five years would be required to approach adequacy of
the book collection relative to the college program. This esti-
mate would seem to be quite conservative when it is considered
that the retrospective needs are to be covered by the end of a
five-year period (at which time the book budget could be leveled
'Offat whatever figure seemed necessary for current acquisitions) .
The college's plans for extensive graduate work in certain fields
require that immediate and substantial attention be given the
printed materials resources of the College. A more detailed
survey should be made before the figures indicated above be
accepted as final. They are, however, anything but extravagant.
The suggestion that the gaps be filled by alloting a substantial
increase to the book budget for each of the next five years rather
than by indicating a lump sum plus an annual budget has been
made because it conforms to procedure already agreed upon by
the Clemson authorities. Actually, since much of the needed
material is in the form of out-of-print periodicals, and the like,
five years probably would be required to locate and purchase
the desired items.

Administration and Personnel

There are now four professional positions on the library staff,
including that of the librarian. There is also one stenographer
and one assistant. In addition to these positions, wages to the
extent of $1,200 are provided in the budget for attendants in
the browsing room and the music room. A staff of this size
is wholly inadequate for carrying on the work of the college
library. The librarian and a staff representative worked out a
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tentative staff plan for an enrollment of 2,400 students at Clem,
son, including reasonably adequate provision for services to
special groups, such as graduate students, agricultural students,
and the like. This tentative plan called for a staff not less than
twice the size of the present staff. A staff of twelve people
preponderantly professional in addition to special help in the
browsing room and music room might still leave the library
understaffed in view of the institution's plans for the immediate
future; this figure, if subject to change, would probably have
to be revised upward rather than downward, if the college is to
expect any very considerable help with its educational program
from the library. The particular assignments of the additional
staff members should be left to local decision and to the evolu-
tion of library development.

Although the American Library Association directory lists
Clemson as having fourteen departmental libraries, actually
there is only one, the Engineering Library. The rest are no
more than the usual small working or laboratory collections,
and constitute no administrative problem. The present plan
does not call for further development of the Engineering Library,
and this collection may be returned to the main building at some
future date. The status of the librarian, administratively, should
be clarified. The position of librarian in a college such as Clem'
son should carry with it faculty rank and the librarian should
also be recognized as an officer of administration. Good admin-
istration requires that the duties and responsibilities of such a
position be made clear to everyone by specifying status.

Use of the Library

The President and the Library Committee have for years
been interested in promoting the use of the library by faculty
and students. Out of their studies have come a number of
changes, all for the better, including a reading and recreational
room, the placement of fiction on open shelves, extension of
stack privileges to upper classmen and to any student on a pro'
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ject basis. A fair picture of book use at Clemson can be gained
from the following excerpt from the 1945 annual report of the
Librarian to the President: "The faculty and students have used
the library this year a great deal. It is interesting to note in
looking over statistics for several years that the circulation has
steadily increased from around 22,000 in 1934,35 to 38,000 in
1943,44. However, with the student body as small as it has
been, the circulation for 1944,45 was only 17,165, which is less
than half of the books circulated in 1943,44, which was
38,000."

Financial Support
In order to approach adequacy of the book collection to the

present and proposed institutional programs, certain substantial
gaps in the collection will have to be filled. Faculty estimates
indicate that the extent to which printed materials will have to
be purchased may approximate $100,000. This figure cannot be
accepted as final without considerable further study, which is
already being planned, but surveys already made of the adequacy
of the book collection seem to indicate that this figure may prove
to be valid. Since many of the titles needed, particularly perio-
dicals, will not be found to be readily available, this special fund
should be prorated over a period of several years. At the end
of that period, the amount made available for books, periodicals,
and binding will have to be adjusted; the adjusted figures will
no doubt lie somewhere between the present annual expenditure
and the special annual expenditure recommended. The
library staff should be increased to approximately twice its pres'
ent size as rapidly as is consistent with good administrative and
budgetary practice.

THE CITADEL

The library occupies the central section of the third floor
of Bond Hall. In addition, its main reading room is housed
in the Annex completed in 1939. Except for a storage room
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on the fifth floor, the book collection, reading room space, and
work rooms are all on one level. There is, however, a balcony
in the large Annex reading room which serves as open stack
space. The main reading room gives the effect of a large
browsing room. It is very clean and orderly; architecturally,
it is well-proportioned and beautiful: It is poorly lighted but it
is quiet, and the selection of furniture and other fixtures shows
careful attention to the aesthetic as well as to the functional.
The library already houses as many books as it can reasonably
hold without allowing overcrowding stacks to spoil the generally
favorable impression, and without crowding out needed readers'
space. The library at present can seat 260 students, but there
is room for many more (approximately fifty per cent) tables
and chairs in the main reading room, unless potential readers'
space is used up by placing book cases in the area originally
planned for readers only.

The need for additional stack space is already being felt.
There would seem to be five possible solutions to, this problem
of expanding space needs: The library could be moved out of
Bond Hall; it could spread over further areas of the third floor
of Bond Hall; an extension to the Annex could be considered;
the library could overflow onto the floors above; the library
could extend downward, occupying the space immediately below
the present Annex reading room. Of the five possible solutions,
the last would seem to be the most practicable. The Citadel is
already considering the advisability of moving the laboratory
sciences out of Bond Hall. Discussions with the officials con-
cerned would seem to indicate that the library might expect to
be given this second floor of the Annex, a space which could
easily be adapted to use as a stack area for the less used books,
or whatever specific arrangements would seem advisable locally.
The objection to occupying the space above the present library
is that the fourth floor, since it does not include the Annex,
would offer little additional space, and the fifth floor is much
less adaptable to library use than the second floor of the Annex.
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In addition, the use of the fifth floor would put the extra stack
space twice as far away as the use of the second floor, besides
being much more difficult to supervise. An addition to the
present Annex is not acceptable architecturally. Allowing the
library to occupy other parts of the third floor of Bond Hall,
that is; grow horizontally, would result in having the library
split by the present stairways for general public use from the
second to the fourth floor of the classroom areas. The question
of a separate library has been considered, and much time was
spent with the officers of administration, the members of the
library committee and the faculty generally in discussing the
advisability of separate housing. The only two reasons advanced
for consideration of a separate library were: first, the need for
additional space; and second, the question of library prestige.
As has already been pointed out, the first can be solved in
several ways, one of them, at least, promising a satisfactory
result; as regards the question of library prestige, surely this
can be better effected through good services than through the
more monumental device of a separate building. The idea of
a separate library was proposed by only one faculty member, but
since the survey staff, although covering a broad faculty pattern
by interview, did not undertake to see every member of the
faculty, it may. well be that there is more feeling on the campu
in favor of a separate library than was readily apparent.

Representatives of most of the departments prefer to see the
library remain in Bond Hall, where all courses except engineer'
ing and military are being taught. It would certainly seem
unwise to remove the books and periodicals from their position
of ready accessibility to the students and faculty unless factors
not yet considered should prove to be a determining force. One
modification of the idea of complete centralization of The Cita,
del's book resources in Bond Hall should be carefully con'
sidered in the light of plans to house the laboratory sciences
separately. It might be advisable to provide for a separate
Science Library in the new Science Building. This hould be
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simply a service branch, allowing for ready accessibility to the
books and periodicals strictly in the field on the part of the
science departments, and all administration, order, cataloging,
and similar materials should be retained in the Main Library.
There is already a small separate engineering departmental
library. There are, also, two small "laboratory" collections
in the offices of the Physics and Chemistry Departments. In
connection with the idea of a separate library building, it is
essential that the nature of The Citadel's program be constantly
held in mind. It is exteremely unlikely that the book collection
for such an undergraduate school will outgrow its potential
quarters in the immediate future.

Boo~ Resources

The book collection at The Citadel is made up of over
30,000 volumes, carefully' selected for the most part, but con-
taining some material of doubtful value which came to the
library as gifts. With the assistance of the faculty, some progress,
however, has been made in culling the collection, a desirable
practice in most college libraries. The Shaw lise was checked
and circulated among the faculty in order that weak points in
the collection could be detected and repaired. In order to
strengthen the collection a special fund of $20,000 was allotted.
To date, about $15,000 of this has been spent. The manner in
which The Citadel is going about filling the gaps shown by the
Shaw list is commendable; for, instead of blindly purchasing the
items in Shaw which are not owned, the faculty is endeavoring
to use the Shaw list primarily as a means of detecting weaknesses
and then using other, often more current, book selection tools
from which to purchase. In too many institutions this has not
been the case, and the true value of the Shaw list has not been
clearly understood. Although the amount spent for books,
periodicals, and binding has varied considerably in recent years,

lShaw, C. B. List of Books for College Libraries, 1931, and supple.
ment, 1940.
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there would seem to be little necessity for reminding the admin-
stration at The Citadel of the necessity for adequate support,
as it is obvious from a study of recent history of the library
and from interviews with faculty and library personnel that th
importance of this matter has already been accepted.

Some members of the faculty carryon a certain amount of
research of the type best exemplified in The Citadel's publica'
tion, Faculty Studies. There are many degrees of research, and
it is necessary to study carefully the type of product which The
Citadel's program encompasses in this regard. This question
was discussed thoroughly with a number of the faculty members
and with the administration. The consensus among those
with whom it was discussed was that it would be unwise
to attempt to build anything even approaching a basic reference
collection for research in the university sense, but there was
a strong sentiment in favor of a small amount of book money
available for research projects. Further inquiry into this prob-
lem showed that it had been necessary in the past to ask
exception to the rule that library book purchases conform to
the undergraduate program generally. Since this permission has
been granted and the problem, therefore, apparently recognized
by the administration, it would seem to be advisable to set up
a small but adequate fund entirely outside the province of the
existing book selection rule, thus encouraging rather than ham'
pering research. The amount of this fund can best be deter'
mined by the librarian and the library committee at The Citadel.
The library received, according to the reports of the period end,
ing June 30, 1944, a total of 366 periodicals, 139 being sub,
scriptions, the rest gifts or exchanges. There is little reason
to doubt that The Citadel's "re-vitalized" library (as it was fre-
quently referred to) will result, under continued administrative
and faculty care, in an enviable college library situation. There
are a few so-called "monumental" bibliographical tools which,
if owned, the faculty would find extremely convenient in try'
ing to carry on a certain amount of research, largely through
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interlibrary loan, microfilm, and visits to other libraries. Only
a few examples need be given: the printed Library of Congress
Depository Catalog; the projected photoprinted British Museum
Catalog of Books; the Public Affairs Information Service, and a
complete run of Chemical Abstracts (the present irregular set
is not adequate).

Administration and Personnel

In one sense, The Citadel is getting by very cheaply in the
matter of personnel. There are' only three full-time staff
members. To all appearances and purposes the staff is adequate,
that is, the books get cataloged and there is always someone on
duty in the library, but it is doubtful if this overly economical
personnel setup is economical educationally. The librarian, by
nature of a small staff, must of course spend most of his time
ordering, cataloging books, working with the pamphlet file, and
similar duties which long since have been handed on to members
of the staff in most libraries. Although at no time was any
criticism leveled at the library personnel by the faculty, the
impression was gathered that the faculty felt the library did not
understand the educational problems of the institution. It could
not be otherwise, with a small staff so loaded down with clerical
and professional duties. According to American Library Asso-
ciation statistics, the total pay for library salaries in The Citadel
is now less than $6,000. The administration at The Citadel
can rest assured that another substantial salary can be added
to this total without resulting in a library salaries cost still
anything but economical. Just what the duties of the fourth
person should be are a matter for local decision, but since ap-
parently the worst gap in the library services exists in the area
of faculty-library communications, it would seem to be in order
to suggest for consideration that a reference librarian, preferably
a man, be appointed whose duties would include constant con-
tact with the faculty, attendance at faculty and even depart-
mental meetings.
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That this is much needed is evidenced by the fact that it has
apparently been felt necessary to work toward this goal in the
past; however, the medium utilized has been, increasingly, use
of the library committee. This has resulted in a situation where-
by the library committee has assumed many duties and responsi-
bilities which the College has the right to expect from its libra-
rians. The same result could be more satisfactorily effected by
providing for an adequate and well-qualified library staff. The
generally accepted role 'of the library committee is that it should
confine itself to questions of broad library policy and act as an
advisory committee to the librarian. The library committee at
The Citadel has become administrative. It would still be
possible to expect from an interested and vigorous advisory
library committee the same type of leadership which The Citadel
is enjoying from its present library committee.

Use of the Library

The fact that The Citadel is a military school with the stu-
dents living on the campus allows for an easily administered book
collection. One particularly good feature of this is that the
reserve books are on open shelves. This should be taken into
consideration when the figures concerning use are reviewed.
From 1939 through 1942 the book circulation at The Citadel
was about 14,000 volumes per year. In 1943 this rose to
19,000, and for 1944 to 22,000, showing a heavy use of fiction
and of books in the social sciences; next to these, literature had
the heaviest use. Since the entire collection is on open shelf,
it is evident that these figures do not include miscellaneous and
reference use of books in the main reading room. It does, how-
ever, include reserve book usage, as it has been the practice to
to have the student's sign for these open shelf reserve books. This
practice is of doubtful value, since the only apparent reason for
it is to allow for more accurate statistics, but it seems inadvis-
able to have the students go through these extra routines in
order to provide simply for a record of this use. Circulation
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statistrcs are at best an uncertain measurement of library use,
and particularly in the case of reserve books, which usually
constitute assigned reading, the figure is of doubtful value in
attempting to evaluate the actual place of the library in a stu'
dent's education.

Financial Support

Statements concerning financial support have been made in
connection with each of the aspects treated. In 1944 the total
library expenditures were $15,590; in 1943, $14,433. For the
five years preceding that, the average expenditure was $11,000.
If The Citadel continues to purchase books on the present
scale, makes some allowance for faculty research items, and,
in addition, decides to add at least one more well-qualified
librarian to its staff, the amount recommended as an annual
budget for total library expenditures need not be in excess of
$20,000 a year, and should result in a strong college library
for The Citadel students.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

The new McKissick Memorial Library was first occupied in
1941. Structurally, it is a good building and has many hand-
some features. Functionally, it is less satisfactory and, primari-
ly because of the large number of small rooms, unduly ex'
pensive to operate. There remains space for several years'
growth of the book collection, but two stacks areas should be
erected in what is now the space between the existing stack
and the library wing reading rooms. The filling in of these
spaces would allow for direct access to the stacks from the read,
ing rooms, an absolutely necessary feature if a true divisional
plan of service (such as is being planned) is to be effective.
The University's plan to service its book collection along divi-
sional lines (that is, service in related departments, such as the
humanities, centering in one room) is to be highly commended,
since it conforms to the best in modern university library ser-
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vice; but unless direct access to the stacks from each of the
divisional reading rooms is made possible, the plan will exist in
little more than name, and will prove to be wholly unsatisfac-
tory to the student, the faculty member, and the library staff.
At the present time, there are a number of non-library activities
being carried on in the building. It is not necessary, however,
to belabor this matter, as it is generally understood that these
extraneous activities will be withdrawn as space is needed in the
library and other quarters furnished for the departments tem-
porarily housed in the library building. Air conditioning for the
McKissick Library is of course highly desirable, but since this
problem is one which may have to be considered on a univer-
sity-wide basis, it is being treated in the physical plant section of
this survey. The recommendation that the circulation desk and
card catalog be moved from the second floor to the first floor
lobby, contained in the recent report of the special committee
appointed to investigate library facilities, should be carefully
weighed before action is taken, as there are many disadvantages
as well as advantages inherent in the plan.

Bool{ Resources

The University of South Carolina libraries contain a total of
180,000 volumes. There is also a large collection of manu-
scripts. In 1944-45, the total spent for books, manuscripts,
periodicals, and binding was approximately $11,000; $2,500 of
this amount was spent by The Caroliniana Library, leaving
$8,500. Table 36 will show that these are fairly typical figures
for the University. The table also shows the University's re-
lative position among southern universities in the matter of book,
periodical, and binding expenditures. It is interesting to note
that the report of the special faculty committee referred to
recommends Han appropriation from general funds of at least
$8,000 a year ..... " It is true that this additional $8,000
would still leave the University in a relatively weak position
among southern universities, but one fact should not be ignored:
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South Carolina's Agricultural and Mechanical College does not
have to be provided for in this budget. Nevertheless, the faculty
committee's recommendation of an additional $8,000 definitely
should be considered as an immediate minimal recommenda-
tion. The University of South Carolina will not be able to
support its contemplated graduate program adequately even
with this increased book budget, and the figure will have to be
revised upward as the program is adopted and put into effect.

Table 37 presents a ready reference index of well-known in-
stitutions in regard to book, periodical, and binding expendi-
tures, and also in total volumes. The faculty was also asked
to estimate the amount of money required to round out the
collection to the point of adequacy in each subject field. Accord-
ing to replies received, significant gaps exist in education,
geology, French, history, and political science. To a lesser
extent, the other subjects taught need substantial retrospective
purchasing. It should be clearly understood that the increased
annual budget recommended by the faculty is intended pri-
marily to take care of current acquisitions. The need for a
substantial special allotment to fill some of the worst gaps in
the collection requires further study, entailing the checking of
special bibliographies, subject by subject, by the faculty, the
library staff, and perhaps supervision by a special consultant
in bibliography.

Administration. and Personnel

Including the separately housed libraries, there are now
twelve professional librarians and nine clerical assistants in the
University libraries. The greatest need for additional assistance
in the library seems to fall in the areas of administration, order,
documents, and reference. It might be possible to combine the
documents and reference work in such a way that one addi-
tional assistant would suffice for the present. The allocation
of additional staff time should be determined locally, but at least
three assistants can be added to do the necessary work without
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TABLE 37
REFERENCE INDEX OF OTHER UNIVERSITIES OF POSSIBLE

INTEREST IN THIS STUDY (AVERAGE BOOK, PERIODICAL
AND BINDING EXPENDITURESP

Volumes in
Location Average Library, 1941
Arizona $ 16,193 156,681
California (Berkeley) 122,147 1,170,738
Chicago 112,728 1,369,206
Cincinnati 38,326 536,598
Columbia 168,098 1,887,034
Duke 113,187 659,044
Harvard- 127,343 4,400,870
Illinois 141,865 1,306,561
Iowa State 49,583 324,821
Kansas 36,122 339,913
Michigan 138,910 1,168,612
Michigan State 22,498 165,813
New YorkS 66,683 637,098
North Dakota 6,260 116.124
Northwestern" 81,240 696,035
Oklahoma 24,229 237,189
Oregon 25,757 333,961
Oregon State 20,174 189,500
Pennsylvania 67,087 979,919
Pennsylvania State 40,891 231,118
Pittsburgh'' 31,381 177,918
Princeton 62,106 990,657
Rochester 56,592 392,820
Syracuse 32,430 343,136
Texas 113,282 702,429
Virginia State 12,408 24,081
Washington (St. Louis) 17,540 446,828
Washington (Seattle) 37,860 409,165
Wayne 34,679 194,676
Wisconsinf 45,538 472,061
Wyoming 8,302 110,918
Yale 119,654 2,351,236
1. Period covered: 193'9,40; 1940,41;1941,42; compiled from American

Library Association College and university library general and salary
statistics.

2. Expenditures for Harvard College only; "Volumes in Library" ill'
eludes whole university.

3. 1939,40 and 1940,41 average.
4. 1939,40 expenditures only.
5. Volumes in main library only.
6. For 1938,39 only; from C. S. Marsh, American universities and

colleges, 1940.
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danger of even approaching an unduly expensive total library ex-
penditure. The following statistics given in Table 38 lend weight
to this comment. In 1944-45, South Carolina spent well above
its average, but even this increased support leaves it in its same
position relative to other Southern state universities. Tables
36, 37, and 38 provide some index to the University of
South Carolina's position as regards book resources, book
budget, and total library expenditures relative to comparable in-
stitutions. However, the fact cannot be overstressed that the only
way to judge the adequacy of the book budget, resources, and
library services at the University of South Carolina is to
measure them against the instructional needs of the university
program. The devices for comparison employed here are valu-
able only to the extent that they support our belief that the
faculty recommendation at South Carolina should be viewed as
modest, minimum, and conservative.

Administration of the University of South Carolina libraries
is, at the present time cumbersome and ill-defined. The
separately housed libraries should be placed under the super-
vision of the Director of University Libraries. The SouthCaro-
liniana Library should probably remain largely autonomous, but
even here questions concerning personnel and matters common
to all libraries on the campus, should be cleared through the
director. The other libraries should probably remain separately
housed, for the present at least, but should be considered branch
libraries, and the director made responsible for their adminis-
tration.. The Education Library should be moved into the
main building in order to avoid significant duplication and
other unnecessary expense, and also in order to allow the
workers in education to have access to the total collection in
education and in related fields in one building. Centralization'
should not be overstressed, and such existing libraries as Law
should ~ housed with the college. The present policy at the
university of allowing reasonably adequate laboratory or work-
ing collections to remain in faculty offices should be continued,
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but these collections should not be allowed to become depart-
mental libraries, that is, collections requiring an attendant and
otherwise causing a too expensive library situation adminis-
tratively. The librarian should be appointed to the graduate
study committee in order to make sure that the library aspect
of the graduate school is given proper attention at the proper
time. The main library catalog should contain a record of all
the books on the campus. This would make the total resourc
of the University accessible to any individual and at the same
time eliminate the possibility of expensive duplication.

Use ,of the University Library

A special committee was appointed by the president to study
library usage. The committee report states that "each year
the students of the University of North Carolina borrow twenty
library books per student for parallel reading assignments and
forty books for other purposes. The average student at our
University borrows, from all the libraries on the campus, five
books a year for assigned reading and eight for other purposes.
President Smith has asked this committee to inquire into the
reasons for this poor showing, and to make recommendations
for improvements and economies in the operations of the uni-
versity libraries. We begin our survey with the attached ques-
tionnaire to all members of the faculty." There is little question
that the students at South Carolina make little use of the library
and it is encouraging to see that recognition of this fact has
been taken by the president and the faculty. It is to be hoped
that the faculty committee will pursue its study and that out
of its findings will come an improvement over the present
situation.

A student survey of the library was also made by the Blue
Key Fraternity, which showed that the majority of students
wanted air conditioning in the library. Other suggestions were
that more extra-curricular books' be provided, that the faculty
encourage more non-assigned reading, that more newspapers
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from large cities be received, that a lounge be provided, that
there be less noise in the library, that more material on engineer'
ing and physics be provided and that loan periods for reserve
books be extended. The over' all conclusion of the student
study is presented for what it is worth: "It is evident that
there is some quality about the library that does not draw the
students there, or back there, having visited it occasionally. The
matter seems to be largely one of atmosphere and physical com'
fort." The estimated percentage of the student body reached
in this sampling was 10 per cent.

The annual report of the librarian for 1943,44 contains the
following statement: "A rather significant change was made
when the books in the reserve room were converted from 'closed'
to 'open' shelves. This system enables the student to browse
among the books which his professor has put on reserve, in
many cases to choose which he prefers. It also eliminates the
necessity for students' waiting at the desk for books. Students
seem to like the new plan and have cooperated in such a
manner that only seven books were missing at the end of the
fiscal year." Circulation statistics for 1944,45 show 14,000
two-week loans and 13,000 reserve book loans. The principal
barrier to ready use of the book collection at the University
lies in the fact that approximately 50,000 volumes are not classi-
fied according to the system now in use at the library. This
reclassification problem will have the ring of depressing
fainiliarty to those acquainted with the history of university
libraries in this country. The tremendous disadvantages of
attempting to service a book collection under the handicaps of
dual classification systems have been fully treated many times
in library literature, principally in Maurice Tauber's University
of Chicago Ph.D. thesis, "Reclassification and Recataloging in
College and University Libraries." The magnitude of this prob-
lem has not only been recognized by the University of South
Carolina, but preliminary studies of the probable cost of the
reclassification project have been attempted. The estimated cost
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is $65,000. Financial assistance in the solution of the problem
should be sought from philanthropic foundations, some of
which have already assisted in similar problems in comparable
institutions in the South.

Financial Support
The financial support of the University of South Carolina

Library has been fully treated under the sections "Book Re-
sources" and "Personnel." The university library is desperately
in need of increased financial support-an increase of at least
$8,000 a year for current book, periodical, and binding expendi-
dures; substantial amounts, to be determined by further study,
for filling gaps in the collection; special funds for the reclassi-
fication project (approximately $65,000); and at least three
additional staff members exclusive of labor costs on the reclassi-
fication project.

WINTHROP CoLLEGE

The library building was erected in 1905 under a grant of
$65,000 from Andrew Carnegie. In 1929 the building was
enlarged at a cost of $87,000. The building at the present time
will seat approximately five hundred students. There is room
in the present stack area for one more floor. The completion
of this stack level is urgent, as space for shelving books is a
major problem in the library. The stack section is readily
adaptable to eventual extension, which can be delayed for some
time, however, if the additional stack level already mentioned
is completed. In addition to this book space, there are two
other very noticeable deficiencies: The lighting in reading area"
and in staff workrooms should be corrected; more wor!-
for the staff should be provided, since the present crowded con-
dition causes unnecessary work.

Boo~ Resources
The library now has over 62,000 volumes (over 77,000 if

government publications and pamphlets are included). Accord,
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ing to faculty members interviewed, the book collection seems to
be reasonably adequate for the present program of undergraduate
work. In 1938 the collection was checked against the Shaw
list and since that time the book resources have been strength,
ened in certain fields of indicated weakness. The administra-
tion, the faculty, and the librarians seem to be fully cognizant of
the book resources ramifications of the increased graduate load
being contemplated. Because of this fact, it seems unlikely
that the library aspect of the graduate program will be over'
looked. A clarification of the nature of the master's degree
to be offered is in order, but this problem is already under
discussion at Winthrop College. If the decision is made to
consider the Winthrop master's to be primarily a teaching
master's instead of a research degree, the book resources problem
will not be too frightening. If, however, a research degree is
decided upon, it is only fair to state that the library re-
sources of the college are apt to prove to be wholly inadequate
for some time to come. In the case of Winthrop College,
where the library is anything but neglected by the administration
and the faculty, it should be necessary only to suggest that the
book expenditures be kept parallel to the college's graduate
program of the future, as it apparently has been to the college's
undergraduate program in the past. The library costs should
be counted in the case of each department where the master's
degree is being considered, and faculty'library estimates made
in each instance.

Administration and Personnel

The library staff is composed of five full-time professionally
trained persons, a half-time assistant, a half-time secretary, and
eleven student assistants. The formal training of the library
staff is above the average, the librarian having the Ph.D degree,
and three of the staff having master's degrees. The librarian
is also head of the library science department. The use of
student assistants at Winthrop College seems to be more satis-
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factory than in most cases. Nevertheless, a full-time clerical
assistant to help the order and cataloging departments would
be found to be economical. The use of student assistants for
special typing work, such as catalog cards, requires too much
training time, as the turnover is high and the work of several
people must be revised instead of depending upon one specially
trained clerical assistant for most of the work. The one-cata-
loger department, too, may not be quite as economical as appear-
ances indicate, since cataloging time is borrowed from other
departments and even from the librarian. However, a greater
need than even this second cataloger is probably for another
full-time circulation assistant, preferably professional.

The Winthrop College book collection is centralized. There
is only one departmental library with enough books to justify
comment-the home economics library. The handling of re-
serve books in this departmental library has become a real prob-
lem. The main library should offer its services here and it
may well be that the departmental library might find it more
advantageous to turn its collection over to the main library, in
order to insure better services generally. The training school
library, of course, should continue to be housed in the training
school. The librarian should be appointed to the graduate study
committee for purposes of orientation, and to insure proper com-
munications. There is always a danger that graduate tudy
will get too far ahead of library resources. The librarian
should be available to the committee for constant counsel in
this respect. Presence on the committee itself is the best way
to insure that this is the case. Until such time as Winthrop
College extension services are set up under an extension divi-
sion, the library should hold itself responsible for book and
reference services in this field. In respect to extension, the
library should act as a service agency attempting to put into
practice the institutional policy. The library at the present
time apparently does not clearly under tand what con titu
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institutional policy in this regard; this situation should be clari-
fied. The library should operate under a library budget.

Use of the Library

The book collection is on open shelves, and even in the stack
sections the students are allowed to browse at will. This policy
is to be commended, but it does mean, of course, that circulation
records will have to be interpreted in the light of such a policy.
Total circulation for 1943-44 was 37,000, and for 1944-45,
45,000. In the non-reserve subject categories, circulation was
highest both years in fiction, with literature next, and sociology,
biology, and history following them. The classification policies
of the library need further study, and there already exists a
fairly large reclassification problem. The problem, unlike that
at the University of South Carolina, is not caused by having
two classification systems represented in the library at the same
time, but rather arises out of the natural and quite common
situation of having to classify an increasingly large collection
under the same policies originally set up to treat a small book
collection. The magnitude of this problem cannot be ascer-
tained in any cursory fashion, and a study by members of the
Winthrop College library staff, or perhaps an outside specialist
in classification, will be required.

Financial Support

The Winthrop College library at the present time does not
operate under a formal budget. This situation should be cor-
rected, as it does not allow for good library economy in book
selection or in service planning. The money available on library
allotment for books is supplemented by a student textbook fee,
which is used for the purchase of duplicate copies for assigned
reading. The library should not have to concern itself with
the source of its funds, although they have apparently been
reasonably adequate in the past. The total amount of the annual
library budget should be increased to the extent necessary to
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allow for the addition of two staff members, one of them prO'
fessional. The library budget should also make additional pro-.
vision for book, periodical, and binding purchases nece itated
by the graduate program of the college.

MEDICAL CoLLEGE OF THE STATE OF SoUTH CAROLINA

The library occupies the street floor, except for a few offices,
of the library and pathology building. Under its present arrange-
ment, all available space for books has been used, and the library
is, greatly in need of additional stack space. Although there
is at present one conference room available for library use, the
Medical College library should be able to provide conference,
seminar and individual study space to a much greater degree
than it can now offer. The administration ha reached th
conclusion, understandably enough, that the solution to the
library problem is a separate building. There are many factor
which lead to this conclusion: The library has outgrown its
quarters; it is on a noisy comer; and although the space was
originally planned for a library, it is no longer particularly well
suited to serving the college program. However, after con-
ferences with many members of the faculty, it must be reported
that there is a strong feeling among them that the library will
function much more satisfactorily if it can be left in its present
quarters where it is so readily accessible to the faculty and
students. This desire to keep the library a near the faculty
and students as possible should receive every con ideration be-
fore the decision is made to house it separately across the
street. The administration, fortunately, is fully aware of the
conjectural nature of the problem. The offices of administra-
tion and the pathology department are housed in the area
immediately above the library. Both the library and the path,
ology department are expanding to an extent which will make
it necessary for one eventually to vacate the building. The
decision regarding which this should be can be determined locally
only. Much depends upon the proposed new hospital, and
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the solution of the library problem will have to await some
indication of the outcome of the more significant problem,
whether there will be a new hospital building, when and where
it will be built. There is enough supp.ort for the erection of
a separate library building to justify requesting that plans be
made for it, and this has been done, but these should not be
carried out until every possibility of keeping the library as
functional as possible (that is, nearer the classrooms, labora-
tories, and faculty offices) has been systematically explored.

Since the amount and nature of the use of the library rests
primarily with the faculty, every consideration should be given
to the type of library the faculty desires. This is a better way to
assure library use than by erection of a separate library building.
Considering for a moment then, the possibilities of keeping the
library where it is, each factor against keeping it in its present
building may be considered and weighed. The library has no
further available space for a rapidly growing book collection.
If, however, the second floor of this building could be made
available for library use and a balcony such as in the new
reading room at The Citadel be installed on the first level, the
amount of space available for future book growth would be
adequate for years to come. Moreover, if the present steel
shelving in the reading room were retired to the second floor
stack space, and only wooden book shelves used on the main
floor and the balcony, the result would be aesthetically accept-
able. This would also allow most of the book collection to
remain on open shelves, a highly desirable factor in a medical
library, where work is done primarily with periodical material
and where closed stacks are an inconvenience to ready accessibi-
lity. The library is on a noisy comer. This is a problem for
sound engineers, but there is no question but that considerable
correction could be expected from proper sound proofing. This
would necessitate local air conditioning in order to be able to
leave the windows closed in the summer time, when apparently
the noise factor is really troublesome. Actually, air conditioning
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for a library reading room in Charleston in the summer can be
considered a necessity in itself. The cost of sound proofing
and air conditioning the main library reading room, although
substantial, would constitute only a fraction of the co t of a
new separately standing library building. There are not enough
seminar and study areas. If the library is allowed to overflow
onto the second floor, part of this area could be retained as
separate rooms and thus provide the much needed seminar and
study space. There is not at present enough work space for
the library staff. The library can find ample work space by
using the present conference room and office space on the first
floor.

Boo~ Resources

There are about 15,000 bound books and journals in the
Medical College library. Briefly characterized, the library can
be said to be fairly adequate in general medicine, extremely
weak in foreign publications, badly in arrears on binding and
containing many irregular runs of periodical material. The
pattern of the gaps reflects curtailment of periodical subscrip-
tions during the depression. The collection can be said to hav
been fairly adequate in the past when many of the faculty were
practicing physicians, and therefore had little time to do r '
search, but the changing nature of the faculty is quite clearly
leading to a situation whereby limitations in the book collection
will prove to be one of the greatest barriers to research and
advanced work which the college is apt to encounter. The lib,
rary now spends about $3,000 for books, periodicals, and binding.
If the weakness of the book resources is not to become a real
hazard to the work of the school, this figure will have to be
more than doubled, exclusive of special allotments to fill exist,
ing gaps and acquire back files of much needed periodicals not
now on the subscription list. This need for greatly increased
book facilities was discussed with the librarian, the administra-
tion, and individual members of the faculty. Since this ph
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of the library situation is apparently already recognized by
everyone consulted as a problem needing immediate attention,
it should not be necessary to stress it here. The suggestion of
at last $6,000 for books, periodicals, and binding as an imme-
diate objective, subject to upward revision later, is offered as
a conservative minimum. More specific recommendations re-
garding the eventual figure are not being made for the reason
that local studies are being carried forward in order to deter-
mine, title by title, what would constitute a minimum reference
collection for the work of the school. This study will also

.attempt to approximate the magnitude of the back files prob-
lem, which, as has already been stated, should be considered
as over and beyond the suggested annual $6,000 a year book,
periodical, and binding expenditure.

Administration and Personnel

The college has been fortunate to retain a high type of pro-
fessional skill at the salary paid during a period when most
institutions have found it necessary to pay much higher salaries
for much less competent help. The librarian now has two full
time clerical assistants. There should be added a fourth position,
a professional assistant who could assist in cataloging and sup-
ply professional reference assistance when the librarian is not
present. Since the library is open many more hours than
can be covered by anyone person's schedule, this additional
professional assistant is much needed. If the college expects
to retain indefinitely its present satisfactory library leadership,
the salary attached to the librarian's position will need definite
reconsideration. The librarian's salary at the present time will
be found to be hardly adequate for securing the recommended
professional assistant.

The administration of the Medical College library is very
much in need of reorganization. As has been stated before
in this report, the library committee will best function adminis-
tratively when its role as a broad policy-forming body and an
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advisory group to the librarian has been made clear to every'
one concerned. The administration will find it to be much
more economical in time and much more satisfactory in placing
responsibility to work directly with the librarian in all matters
of administrative detail, including formulation of the budget.
It is up to the librarian to be aware of the book and library
service needs of the faculty and the student body, and a wise
librarian will use the library committee for this purpose, but
this committee should be strictly advisory. Any attempt to
administer or execute through the committee rather than
through the librarian will be found to make for an extremely
unsatisfactory administrative procedure, and will inevitably
bring about a breakdown in the esprit de corps. Therefore, it
is strongly recommended that the administrative functions
gradually assumed by the library committee be considered a
responsibility of the librarian. In order to facilitate this, as
well as to allow for the entree necessary in order to keep aware
of the college problems, recommendation is made that the
librarian be made an officer of administration, and also given
status as a department head. The present policy of having
the library committee pass upon book purchases has arisen out
of an acknowledgement of the fact that in such a special library
the library committee will be made up of subject specialists in
various fields of medicine. For this reason, it may not be
desirable to change the present policy, even though having the
committee pass upon the purchase of individual items i no
longer done by the library committee in most libraries. Perhaps
the only very real danger here is that book orders are neces-
sarily delayed longer than when someone constantly available,
such as the librarian, can pass upon faculty requests irnme-
diately.

Use of the College Library
Reference use of the library is very heavy. The library is

so readily accessible to the students and to the faculty that going
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to the library to read is apparently looked upon by neither
group as being any very great chore. In a medical library
where most of the reading is with periodical materials, any
record of loans made for use outside the library is of little more
than academic interest, as it does not constitute a true index
of library use. It might be interesting to note, however, that
the average outside circulation per month is about three hun-
dred volumes. Statistics show a gradual increase in reference
use of the library. Inter-library loan is used frequently as a
device to supplement the existing collection, but interviews with
a number of the faculty members show that limited local re-
sources have caused them to form the habit of visiting biblio-
graphically richer institutions during Christmas vacations, in the
summer, and at other times. While this practice is certainly
a credit to the individuals concerned, it is a very definite indi-
cation of the inadequacy of the present book collection to the
teaching and research program of the institution. Greater use
might be made of microfilm, since statistics show that the Col-
lege does not avail itself of this inter-library loan substitute to
any very great extent, but it should be clearly understood that
the recommendation being made here is for microfilm reading
machines in the library, not for filming material already in the
library, a responsibility which is assumed by the large research
centers. The College wants to be on the receiving end as far
as microfilm is concerned, and should not attempt to set up a
film laboratory.

Financial Support

As in the case of The Citadel, this section of the report on
Medical College library need be little more than a resume of
the financial aspects of the other sections. The library should
have at least $6,000 a year for books, periodicals, and binding,
over and above any special allotments necessary to fill existing
gaps .in back files. One additional professional position should
be', added' ..and the already existing professional salary re-
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adjusted. As pointed out in the latest (1944) annual report
submitted by the librarian and undersigned by the chairman
of the library committee, operating expenses, excluding book ,
periodicals, binding funds and full-time salaries, should not be
less than $4,000 if the library is to be expected to carry out i
book and service functions properly. A minimum annual budget,
would be about $18,000-$6,000 plus for printed materials
including binding, $4,000 for operating expenses including part-
time help, and $7,500 for salaries.

STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

The library is housed in W ilkinson Hall, a new building
which at the present time also contains the administrative
offices. Present plans call for all administrative offices being
moved out as the space is needed for library purposes. The
library is well planned, very attractive, and generally conducive
to student use.

Boo~ Resources

The library owns about 20,000 books with four hundred and
fifty volumes being added in 1944-45. This figure would
normally be higher were it not for the fact that funds for bind,
inding were not available, and it is current library practice to
count periodical volumes when they are bound, that is, in a
sense, when they become books. Library expenditures for
books, periodicals, and binding have averaged approximately
$2,000 annually in recent years. At this rate of acquisition,
the library can be expected to fail completely in its effort to
supply the book needs of the College. In view of the fact
that the plan is to begin graduate work in the very near
future, the annual book allotments will have to be reconsidered.
As in the case of Winthrop College, the graduate study com'
mittee and the administration will want to consider carefully
the nature of the master's degree to be offered in the light of
book expenditures contingent upon this decision.
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Some effort has been made to ascertain formally the ade-
quacy of the book collection by checking against the Shaw list.
Although the books purchased by the library display a rigorous
and alert acquisition policy on the part of the institution, the
wholly inadequate funds available are reflected in the results
of the Shaw list checking. Only 8.5 per cent of the basic
Shaw list (1931) is owned by the library, and only 15,5 per
cent of the titles in the supplement (1931,38) is owned. The
best showing was made by the departments of education, psy-
chology, sociology, and chemistry. The lowest averages were
shown to be in the classics, German, history, music, and the fine
arts.

The Classified List of Reference Books for College Libraries,
recommended by the Southern Association, was checked. A
much better record prevails here. The following percentage
are owned: general, 58.8; biological sciences, 50; humanities,
37.4; physical sciences, 48.5; social sciences, 38.5. Until the
extent and nature of the master's work has been decided upon,
it seems unwise to attempt to recommend any specific amount
necessary to provide an adequate annual book fund. As it has
already been stated in this report, the library as a service agency
in an institution must follow rather than attempt to lead in the
question of educational objectives. This is not to say that this
question can be deferred indefinitely, On the contrary, a
special study of the adequacy of the book collection in the
amounts necessary to fill the gaps and take care of current
acquisitions should follow immediately the decisions of the insti-
tution regarding graduate work.

Administration and Personnel

There are at the present time four full-time staff members
in the library, three professional, including the librarian, and
and one who is sub-professional. Since the librarian also teaches
library science, there are actually less than four full-time staff
members. At least two more assistants, perhaps clerical, should
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be added to the library staff when at all practicable in order to
allow for additional duties which the expanding college program
will entail and to permit for some work with duplicates and
exchanges, a profitable investment when properly executed.

The library does not operate under a budget. If overall ad,
ministrative policies can allow this situation to be corrected,
every effort should be made to do so. Book selection is alway
competitive, and unless some idea is held of the total amount
available throughout the purchasing period, many mistakes ar
bound to result. Book orders from the faculty should come in
a continuous stream and not be held up until a certain time of
the year. This procedure makes book selection for the pro-
fessor a much more natural activity, since it allows him to order
a book at the time he wants the book, as for example, when he
has just finished reading a favorable review. The librarian
should be given faculty status and should be made a member of
the graduate study committee in order to assure good communi,
cations and mutual understanding of teaching and resource prob-
lems. It is possible to overdo centralization, economical though
it is, and it may well be that a small reading room should b
set aside in Hodges Hall to which current periodicals in th
fields of science, agriculture, and home economics could be
routed for short periods. Full cooperation on the part of the
faculty and students in these departments would have to
be forthcoming, but the housekeeping problem presented is to
some extent overshadowed by the fact that there probably would
result a rather significant increase in current periodical reading
by the faculty and students in the fields already named. It i
doubtful whether the college should at this time attempt to set
up a science and agricultural (including home economics) pa-
rately housed departmental library. This decision should be
made locally after due weight and consideration has been given
to both the educational gains and the financial co of the
proposition.
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Use of the Library

The average circulation figure for a pre-war year at the
college was approximately 40,000 loans, including reserve books.
All members of the faculty interviewed displayed considerable
interest in student reading. The feeling is generally held by the
faculty that the library is doing a very good job with the book
resources it owns. One of the major factors holding down
circulation figures at the college is primarily budgetary. There
has not been enough money available to purchase sufficient copies.
of assigned and suggested readings to meet teaching needs.

Financial Support

Although the library at the State College has been treated
as anything but a step-child by the administration, as evidenced
by the library building and the selection of a well-trained, com-
petent librarian, it has not at any time received adequate support
for book, personnel, and operating expenses. The extent to
which the library budget for books should be increased from its
present average ($2,000) must await certain decisions regarding
the curriculum and particularly work on the graduate level.
Perhaps the best recommendation that can be made here is to
urge that a careful survey of library holdings and needs follow
immediately upon decisions regarding institutional educational
objectives. Library support should also be increased to allow
for the addition of two full time assistants, who are very much
needed to carry out the work of the library.

LIBRARY SCIENCE TRAINING *
The school library training problem in South Carolina is pre;

dominantly one of training teacher-librarians for school-wide
service in combined elementary and high schools in rural areas.

* This section was written in collaboration with Nancy Hoyle, Field
Representative, Library Committee, Southern Association of Colleg
and Secondary Schools.
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In addition, there is the problem of training librarian for the
county libraries and a few public libraries located in the cities.

No institution in South Carolina offers training in either
summer or winter sessions for librarians of the State's public
libraries. Nor is training for positions in college libraries avail-
able within the State. It, therefore, appears pertinent to in-
vestigate which colleges and universities in South Carolina are
training librarians and teacher-librarians, what the facilities and
programs of these institutions are, and to what extent existing
programs are meeting present and probable future needs.

During the summer of 1937, following the adoption of stan-
dards for high school libraries in South Carolina, two hundred
and twelve white teachers were enrolled in library science
courses offered by five colleges in the State: Clemson, Furman,
Newberry, University of South Carolina, and \Vinthrop. Fur-
man and Newberry, each of which offered a six-semester hour
library science program for the first time during the summer of
1937,2 had abandoned this field by the fall of 1945.

Library science instruction has been offered at Winthrop
College since 1907. In 1930 the program was expanded, and in
the fall of 1945 an undergraduate program of twenty-seven
semester hours was being offered. Students may take a major
of twenty-four semester hours, a minor of eighteen hour , or
elect fewer courses. Courses are offered in both regular and
summer sessions. The program is accredited by the uthern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Since the summer of 1921, the University of South Carolina
had offered courses in library science regularly, both in winter
and in summer sessions, until the schedule was disrupted by
World War II. Although the catalog listing university offer-
ings for the 1945-46 school year announces an eighteen-semester
hour minor in library science and tates that, "The cour

2 Wofford, Azile. The History and Present Status of School Libraries
in South Carolina, 1868,1938. (Typewritten master's essay. Columbia
University, School of Library Service, June, 1938.)
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offered in library science have been approved for the training
of teacher-librarians by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools and by the South Carolina Board of Edu-
cation," no library science is being offered in the fall of 1945.
However, present plans are to resume this offering in the
summer of 1946.

More limited library science training programs are available to
the Negroes of South Carolina at Allen University in Columbia
and at the State Agricultural and Mechanical College at Orange'
burg. Neither is accredited for library science training by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Although the 1945,46 catalog of the State Agricultural and
Mechanical College would seem to indicate an offering of
eighteen semester hours of library science, only six semester
hours of work are actually being offered. The same situation
prevails in the summer session.

Accreditation by the Board of Education for Librarianship of
the American Library Association constitutes the seal of ap-
proval for library training agencies offering a full year's course
in library science. No library science training program in South
Carolina has secured this accreditation. The nearest American
Library Association accredited library schools (all offering the
B. S. in L. S. degree at the completion of a post-collegiate year
of library science) are Emory University, the University of
North Carolina, and George Peabody College for Teachers.
The nearest American Library Association accredited library
school for Negroes is Atlanta University at Atlanta, Georgia.
Each of these institutions trains school, college, and public
librarians.

The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
recognizes accreditation by the American Library Association.
In addition, it approves training programs of less than a year
in length which are designed to train teacher-librarians for public
school library service. Any survey of library science training
in South Carolina should be made in light of the proposed re'
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visions in the Southern Association Standards for 'fraining in
School Library Service," These standards deal with the ade-
quacy of the library of the institution offering training in library
science, its staff, and support; the administration of the library
science program; the availability of adequate demonstration cen-
ters for observation and practice in school libraries; the size,
qualifications, and load of the library science teaching staff;
the quarters and equipment of the library science department;
the minimum laboratory collection of books and related materials
and provision for their upkeep; secretarial assistance; require'
ments for admission; and the curriculum.

Since library science training requires a good college library,
heavy expenditures for professional tools and books for children
and young people, much individualized instruction, and a
functioning demonstration school library nearby, classes must be
comparatively small and costs relatively high even in normal
times. However, if the library science training program is
coordinated with the teacher-training program and the facilities
of the former made available to all prospective teachers in the
institution, the latter will benefit and costs be reduced propor'
tionately.

The Committees on Postwar Planning of the American Library
Association, Division of Libraries for Children and Young
People, and the American Association of School Librarians
recently recommended that, since all teachers need preparation
in the evaluation, selection, and utilization of library materials
for pupil use, provision be made for the orientation of teachers
in training in these areas! Opportunity for this orientation may
be provided through an integrated program in which units are
included in already established education courses, or it may be
provided through a required separate course. Similar training

3 Adopted at a work-conference at Atlanta, Georgia, October 18-23,
1945'.

4School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow. American Library Asso-
ciation, 1945'.
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has been advocated for school principals, supervisors, and super-
intendents, either through pre-service or in-sei-v'ice·educational
programs.

Prospective elementary teachers in South Carolina are required
to complete a course in Children's Literature. This is likewise
a basic course in preparation of school librarians and teacher-
librarians. In colleges which prepare both librarians and ele-
mentary teachers, this course might well be offered to both
groups in the same class, credit being given in library science,
English, or education in accordance with the wish of the student
and the practice of the institution. Both groups could use the
library science collection of children's books.

A corresponding arrangement with respect to the course
offered under various titles in library science departments as
Adolescent Literature, or Books for Young People might well
be made with prospective high school teachers, especially those
who plan to teach English or social science.

Likewise, the library science teachers might teach or act as
consultants for the teaching of units in existing courses in edu-
cational methods and administration in the Place and Function
of the Library in the School Program.

As for the library in the demonstration school, no teacher
whose practice teaching has not included experience with a good
school library is adequately prepared for her job. It is, there-
fore, essential for both prospective teachers and librarians to
have practical first-hand experience with the best possible school
library directed by a trained and experienced school librarian
who has a broad vision of the library's vital role in the school
program.

Proposed Program of Library Training

1. Since certification as a teacher-librarian with eighteen
semester hours of library science qualifies a teacher-librarian to
serve in any state-accredited high school with an enrollment up
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to four hundred and in any Southern Association'accredited high
school with an enrollment up to three hundred (more than
eighty per cent of the white high schools and virtually all of
the Negro high schools of South Carolina), it is recommended
that no library science training agency in the State offer lesr
than this amount of training.

2. However, since approximately two-thirds of the white high
schools and half of the Negro high schools enroll two hundred
or fewer pupils and State standards accept for these school
teacher-librarians with only twelve-semester hours of training in
library science, it is further recommended that this eighteen'
semester-hour curriculum be offered as a logical sequence of
twelve plus six semester hours of library science.

3. In view of the relatively high cost of operating an effective
library training agency, it is further recommended that library
training in South Carolina be confined to Winthrop College and
the University of South Carolina for whites, and to the State
Agricultural and Mechanical College for Negroes; and that
this training be closely coordinated with the teacher-training
programs of these institutions.

4. It is recommended that eighteen'semester,hour'undergrad'
uate programs for the training of teacher-librarians be offered
in both winter and summer sessions at the University of South
Carolina for whites, and at Orangeburg for Negroes. It is
further recommended that a full thirty'semester'hour-under'
graduate program (twelve plus six plus twelve semester hour )
be offered at Winthrop College.
It is not desirable to offer library science courses in any in'

stitution in summer school only, nor as an extra-curricular
signment for members of the college library staff. Program
developed at both Winthrop and at the Univer ity hould be
so coordinated that credits may be transferred.

Winthrop should eventually seek American Library Associa-
tion accreditation; and if the demand should develop, might well
expand its curriculum--especially in summer session --to offer
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some training for assistants in small college and public libraries
and community libraries. College and public librarians, for
the most part, however, should continue to go outside of the
State to secure library training on a graduate level, as at the
present time there is not sufficient demand for the State to
support a graduate library school.

'5. Each of these institutions should attempt to attain the
standards (revised) set up by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools for school library training
agencies.

(a) This will require at each institution the addition of a
full-time professionally trained library science teacher
who has school library experience. This teacher should
have no responsibility for service in the college library,
and should not have a teaching load heavier than that
carried by other instructors in the institution.

(b) The addition of a clerical assistant in each department
will be required.

(c) Each institution should provide: a library science class-
room and a properly equipped laboratory. The present
laboratory collections of children's books, related ma-
terials and professional literature should be strengthened
and increased support for their upkeep provided.

(d) A demonstration school library which measures up to
Southern Association standards for high school libraries
in spirit as well as in letter must be provided.

At Winthrop and at the University, this will require only
the strengthening of existing facilities of the campus demonstra-
tion school.

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College presents a
more difficult problem, since the Wilkinson (public) High
School, the logical place for library science students to do
practice work, falls below both State and Southern Association
requirements for libraries in accredited high schools.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The libraries in the tax-supported institutions of higher
education should undertake cooperative projects such as the
division of responsibility for the acquisition of duplicate ma-
terials and cooperative book purchasing where desirable.

2. The Citadel library should provide additional stack space
by extending downward and occupying the space immediately
below the present Annex reading room.

3. A reference librarian, preferably a man, should be appoint-
ed at The Citadel whose duties would include constant contact
with faculty, attendance at faculty and departmental meetings.

4. The library of the Medical College of the State of South
Carolina should provide additional stack space immediately.

'). The librarian of the Medical College should be made an
officer of administration and should be given the status of a
department head. An additional staff member, preferably pro-
fessional, should be added to the library staff at the Medical
College.

6. The Medical College library should have at least $6,000
a year for books, periodicals, and binding, over and above any
special allotments necessary to fill existing gaps in back files.

7. The Winthrop College library should employ two addi-
tional assistants, one clerical and one professional.

8. The Winthrop College library should operate under a
formal budget. This would provide better library economy in
book selection or in service planning.

9. The University of South Carolina library should have an
immediate increase of at least $8,000 a year for current books,
periodicals, and binding expenditures, exclusive of any funds
needed to fill already existing gaps in the book collection.

10. The University of South Carolina library should employ
at least three additional staff members exclusive of labor costs
for a proposed reclassification project.
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11. The separately housed libraries of the University of South
Carolina should be placed under the supervision of the Director
of University libraries.

12. The Clemson College library should erect additional stack
space immediately. The building needs internal alterations in
order to make it reasonably functional.

13. The Clemson College library should employ a staff of 12
people (twice the size of the present staff) preponderantly pro-
fessional in addition to special help in the browsing room and
the music room.

14. The librarian at Clemson College should have faculty
rank and should be recognized as an officer of administration.
It will be necessary to spend for books an additional $20,000
per year for five years in order to build up the library resources
to meet the educational needs of the College.

15. At least two more assistants should be added to the
library staff of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College
as soon as practicable. The librarian at the State College should
be given faculty status and should be made a member of the
graduate study committee. The present annual expenditure for
books at the State College should be increased substantially, the
actual amount desirable to be determined by further studies now
in progress.

16. Library training in the State of South Carolina should be
confined to Winthrop College and the University of South Caro-
lina for whites and to the State Agricultural and Mechanical
College for Negroes.

17. The library science program should offer at least 18
semester hours of training at the University, and at Orangeburg.
Winthrop should offer at least 30 hours.

18. Library science programs both at Winthrop College and
the University of South Carolina should be coordinated so that
credits may be transferred.
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xv
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

All of the recommendations of the survey staff are sum'
marized in this chapter. In preceding chapters each recom-
mendation is discussed in detail. In the opinion of the survey
staff, many of these recommendations should be put into effect
immediately without waiting for the e tablishment of the pro-
posed Higher Education Commission.

THE COORDINATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1. In order to attain a system of coordinated higher educa-
tion, the State should create a constitutional Higher Education
Commission of South Carolina. (For its composition and duties,
see the body of the report.) •

2. The Higher Education Commission should consist of
thirteen members. Six members should be elected by the Board
of Trustees of the six state-supported colleges, each electing one
from its own membership. The seven other members should be
appointed by the Governor.

3. The Higher Education Commission should be authorized
to appoint a Director of Higher Education who, as the general
administrative officer of the Commission, hould be the key
person in the coordination of the tax-supported institutions of
higher education. This officer should be provided an adequate
staff for research and clerical work.

4. The separate college boards should be continued, each with
the authority to administer its own institution in matter not in'
volving coordination.

'). The General Assembly should take appropriate action to
remove the ex'officio members from the Boards of Trustees of
The Citadel, The Medical College of the State of uth Caro-
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lina, the University of South Carolina, Winthrop College, and
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College.

6. The Higher Education Commission should make the
specific allocations of functions as indicated in the body of this
report, and it should continue to make such allocations in the
future as may be needed in order to maintain a proper coordi-
nation of the services of the several institutions of higher edu-
cation.

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

1. The Higher Education Commission should maintain control
of expenditures at each college by allotment of state funds,
approval of college budgets, and by required financial reports.

2. Deposits of cash and ownership of properties should be in
the name of the respective college. Revenues should be collected
by the proper financial officer for each college. State appropria-
tions should be alloted by the Higher Education Commission.
These allotments should be certified by the board to the Con'
troller General. State funds would then be secured by each
college through the usual voucher procedure. Disbursements
should be made by the college financial officer upon properly
approved voucher and should be in line with the approved bud,
get for the college.

3. The Higher Education Commission should include an
accountant on its central office staff. Duties of the staff accoun-
tant should include preparation of consolidated budgets; techni-
cal assistance in budget revision; assistance in determining proper
internal control and internal audit; assistance in determining
requirements for office space, equipment, and personnel for
college financial officers; prescription of forms of financial re-
ports for supplying information to the administrative board.
Other duties may be assigned by the board. Close cooperation
with the State Auditor should be secured.

4. The Higher Education Commission should adopt regula'
tions to outline the duties of the executive and financial officers
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for each college. Details of procedure should be left to the in-
dividual officers.

5. Provision should be made for both an operating manager
and a financial officer at each college. One should be a Business
Manager, the other a Controller. Both should be responsible
directly to the president. Duties of the business manager should
include responsibility for purchasing and inventories; physical
plant operation and maintenance; management of auxiliary enter-
prises; and employment of non-academic personnel. Duties of
the controller should include budget preparation and reports;
cash collection, deposit, and disbursement; payroll preparation;
accounting; financial reports; internal control and internal audit.
The title Treasurer for a college officer should be abolished.

7. Purchasing should be centralized at each collegein the office
of the business manager. Educational department heads should
be freed as far as possible from the necessity of handling details
of purchasing procedure. Proper procedure to secure most
economical purchasing and proper control should be required at
all times.

8. Both the business manager and the controller should pre-
pare and furnish written instructions to departments. These
instructions should pertain to business matters and should cover
budgeting, purchasing, inventories, payrolls, and non-academic
employment.

9. The president should be the chief budget officer at each
college. No power to approve or disapprove budget requests
should be delegated to any financial officer. Department heads
should be given freedom to expend their budget allotments with-
in their alloted total, except for salaries, as they deem advisable
for accomplishing departmental objectives. Proper budget pro-
cedure should be followed at each college.

10. Auxiliary enterprises should be placed on a fully self-
supporting, non-profit basis. Whatever support from educa-
tional revenues may be given to any auxiliary activity should be
clearly budgeted and properly reported.
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11. State appropriations for general purposes should be based
upon the financial needs of the colleges. These needs should be
expressed in terms of the educational programs approved by the
Higher Education Commission. A single lump sum appropria-
tion should be made to the Commission for allotment to the
colleges. Surplus funds of each college should be considered by
the Commission when making allotments from state appropria-
tions.

12. State appropriations for land purchases, buildings, and
improvements to buildings or grounds should be made for
specific purposes, as is now the practice. The need for such
appropriations should be expressed in terms of the educational
programs.

13. The Higher Education Commission should be given the
power to establish tuition rates, to fix student fees, and to ap-
prove charges for auxiliary services at each college.

14. Each college should make a direct effort to secure gifts
for scholarship purposes, and gifts or endowments for special
research purposes.

15. Proper financial reports for each college should be pre-
pared and furnished to the president, the Higher Education
Commission, the State Budget Commission, and the State Audi-
tor. Minimum reports required should include:

a. A summary statement of all educational revenues and ex-
penditures, properly classified by function, department and ob-
ject. This statement should include educational revenues from
all sources and educational expenditures for all purposes.

b. A summary statement of operations of all auxiliary enter-
prises.

c. A summary of other non-educational revenues and ex-
penditures.

d. A statement of all resources and obligations of the college,
or under control of the college, properly classified by types of
funds. This statement should clearly show the funds expend-
able for general purposes and for restricted purposes.
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e. Schedules of changes in the nature and amounts of funds
shown in the summary statement of resources and obligations.

f. A statement comparing budgeted and actual revenues and
expenditures for the educational program.

16. The colleges should be exempted from the detailed budget
classification of expenditures now required by the State Budget
Commission. Functional and object classifications should be in
accord with approved college reporting procedures.

17. Proper internal control and internal audit procedure
should be maintained at each college. Cooperation for proper
procedures should be secured by the Commission staff accoun-
tant, each college controller, and the State Auditor's office.

18. The State Auditor should annually verify all revenues,
expenditures, and funds at each college. Adequate audit reports
containing certified statements and appropriate recommendation
should be furnished to each college, to the Higher Education
Commission, and to the State Budget Commission.

19. The Higher Education Commission should periodically
employ the services of independent certified public accountan
to review internal control and audit procedures, to test account'
ing methods, and to test revenues, expenditures, and funds.
Such reviews should be made at intervals of approximately five
years.

PHYSICAL PLANT

1. All of the South Carolina institutions of higher learning
should establish a more systematic program of plant mainte-
nance and operation. Buildings should be painted at regular
intervals, and renovated and repaired according to a schedule.
Provision should be made for staff participation in the planning
of new facilities.

2. Faculty and staff residential housing should be provided
at some of the institutions, especially at Clemson College and
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College. Such housing
should be financed on a self,liquidating basis, and the Legisla-
ture should authorize bonding for this purpose.
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3. The most urgent needs for the enlargement and modern-
ization of the physical plants for each institution are listed
below. A complete plant program will be found in the body
of the report.

Clemson College:
Heating plant -------------------- $400,000
Food service facilities 50,000
Hospital - 200,000
Chemistry building 350,000
Agricultural engineering building 200,000
Library stack addition 50,000
Remodel textile building 50,000
Two hundred dormitory rooms 400,000
Agricultural extension building 250,000
Engineering building 300,000
Laundry 75,000
Shop addition 75,000
Alterations, repairs, renovation, and

equipment for old buildings 200,000

Total _

The Citadel:
Classroom and Administration Building __$230,000
New boiler and service lines 150,000
Alterations and repairs 75,000
Laundry -------_____________________ 60,000
Incinerator ---_______________________ 15,000

$2,600,000

Total _
$ 530,000

University of South Carolina:
Land additions and improvement --- $1,000,000
Heating plant ----__________________ 350,000
Hospital ------------_______________ 175,000
Dining hall ---------_______________ 300,000
Dormitory for women 300,000
Science building ---_________________ 500,000
Administration building 150,000
Naval ordnance and engineering

building -----____________________ 350,000
Remodeling, fireproofing and

modernizing -----________________ 315,000

Total $3,440,000
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Winthrop College:
Additional land $
Science building _
Training school improvement _
Fireproofing and modernizing _

Total _

Medical College of South Carolina:
Additional land $
Library facilities _
Teaching hospital and equipment _

Total _

State Agricultural and Mechanical College:
Land and campus improvements $
Dormitory for men _
Dormitory for women _
New hospital _
Home economics building _
Laundry _
Farm shop _
Food processing plant .
Dairy plant _
Hodge Hall addition _
Enlarge mechanic arts shops _
Remodel, repair, and renovate _

150,000
350,000
250,000
350,000

$1,100,000

300,000
150,000

3,000,000

$3,450,000

50,000
120,000
120,000
50,000

150,000
50,000
30,000
15,000
15,000
H,OOO
75,000

150,000

Total $880,000

The following is a summary of the plant program proposed
for the six South Carolina institutions of higher learning.

IMMEDIATE FUTURE TOTAL
Institution Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent
Clemson $2,600,000 22 $3,100,000 30 $5,700,000 25
The Citadel 530,000 4 1,170,000 11 1,700,000 8
University 3,440,000 29 2,960,000 28 6,400,000 28
Winthrop 1,100,000 9 1,900,000 18 3,000,000 13
Medical 3,450,000 29 HO,OOO 5 4,000,000 18
State A & M 880,000 7 820,000 8 1,700,000 8
Total $12,000,000 100 $10,500,000 100 $22,500,000 100

FACULTY PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

1. The training of the faculties of the Colleges should be
strengthened. The graduate program at the University calls
for more men of outstanding ability with advanced degrees.
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Attention should be given to the lack of adequate training of
the faculty of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College,
where the majority of the faculty hold only the bachelor's de'
gree, and that largely from State College. If the college is to
approximate the requirements of the regional accrediting body,
heads of departments should have the doctoral degree or its
equivalent.

2. The faculties should be enlarged so that teaching loads
may be more nearly equalized. Where graduate work is to be
offered, the teaching time of some members of the staff should
be low.

3. Provision should be made for granting leaves of absence
with pay for graduate study, travel, research, or other means of
professional improvement.

4. A definite plan for promotion should be established. There
is a tendency to hold faculty members without promotion for an
unduly long term of years.

5. Group insurance should be instituted to provide hospital
care and professional services during hospitalization. The initial
cost would be approximately $15,000. The cost will increase
as the service is broadened.

6. The statement on academic freedom and tenure should be
adopted. (See body of the report.)

7. Attendance upon and participation in meetings of learned
societies should be encouraged, with the institution paying all,
or part, of the expense.

8. Salary scales should be established, as recommended in
the body of this report. The immediate cost to the State
would be $85,000, allocated as follows: Clemson, $35,000.;
Winthrop, $25,000; University, $15,000; The Citadel, $10,000.

9. Salaries at the State Agricultural and Mechanical College
are far below the requirements of a standard college, especially
for professors and associate professors. As the training of the
staff is improved, salaries should be moved upward. It is re'
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commended that an increase of fifteen per cent, or approxi-
mately $15,000, be given this faculty to meet increased cost of
living.

10. The University of South Carolina and Clemson should
establish a few professorships for distinguished research and
graduate teachers. The salaries should range from $6,000 to
$8,000 per year. It is recommended that $25',000 be allocated
to the University and $25',000 to Clemson for this purpose.

STUDENT PERSONNEL PROGRAMS

1. Provision should be made for the coordination and im-
provement of student personnel service through the appointment
of an officer responsible to the president of the institution for
the student personnel program.

2. Each institution not now so equipped should provid
housing for its student records which would preserve them
intact in case of fire.

3. Each institution should make a thorough study of its
counseling system beginning with the first contacts made by
the prospective student with the institution and proceeding by
the stages the student follows through to graduation, placement,
and follow-up of his post-college effectiveness.

4. A cooperative study should be made by the institution
of the need for scholarship funds in South Carolina and a pro-
gr~m should be developed for securing funds for this purpose.

5'. Joint provision should be made by the institutions for th
employment of a full-time psychiatrist whose services would be
shared by the institutions.

6. Returning veterans not required to take advisement in
Veterans Administration Guidance Centers should be strongly
urged by these institutions to avail themselves of this service.

7. Immediate steps should be taken to provide at least a
limited number of small apartments for married veterans at in'
stitutions having this need.
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8. The recommendations regarding physical plant concerning
dormitories, dining halls, infirmaries, and student unions are
supported by findings in this report.

UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

1. Continuing studies should be made of the needs of youth
in the context of the demands of society. Evaluation of teach,
ing procedures and practices, and of curriculum offerings should
be in terms of the ascertained needs of South Carolina's youth.

2. The professional preparatory courses which are now serv-
ing in the program of general education should either be revised
so as to make them more truly courses in general education, or
be eliminated in favor of genuine general courses.

3. Each of the institutions should initiate studies leading to
the development of more desirable types of faculty organization.
The major problem is one of fixing a responsibility for general
education which will be as definite as that now fixed for special
education.

4. Steps should be taken by each institution to bring about
a proper balance between general education and special educa-
tion. Within the program of general education a more satis-
factory balance should be developed among the major areas of
human knowledge.

'5. The present sequences of unrelated and fragmentary
courses should be replaced by a program of general education
which has organic unity and coherence.

6. The present policy followed at some institutions of per'
mitting students to choose unrelated subjects in the social
studies, and in science and mathematics should be discontinued
in favor of a policy which provides for but one coherent pro-
gram of study in each of these fields.

RESOURCE,USE EDUCATION

1. There is need for a sound introduction to resource prob-
lems in the course offerings of each institution. All students
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should have the opportunity to study soil erosion, or land
economics, or social problems.

2. The curriculum should give greater attention to social and
economic situations. Each college should make a careful check
of its curriculum in order to discover where the needed em'
phasis should be placed.

3. There is need for more direct, prolonged training of
teachers in the field of resource-use. A study of the resources
of the State and region should be required of all teachers.

4. Graduate work on resource-use problems is needed in some
major institution or institutions. For example, advanced work
in land economics should be provided immediately.

I). More effective inter-institutional cooperation in resource'
use education should be provided especially in the preparation
and distribution of materials for the schools.

GRADUATE STUDY AND RESEARCH

1. The Higher Education Commission should authorize a
state-wide committee on graduate work to study the problem
involved in the coordination of a state-wide program for all
the colleges.

2. Winthrop College should be limited to graduate work
for the preparation of teachers and for professional work in
home economics. The University of South Carolina and Clem-
son College should also offer graduate work for teachers. The
Citadel and Medical College should not offer graduate work.

3. Graduate and professional study and research activities
in the several specialized fields of agriculture and engineering
should be conducted exclusively at Clemson College.

4. Graduate study (except for teachers) in political science,
government, history, and the other social sciences and the hu-
manities (languages, literature, fine arts, and the like) should
be allocated to the University.

'). Graduate work in mathematics and its applications should
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be offered at the University of South Carolina and at Clemson
College.

6. Graduate study at the State Agricultural and Mechanical
College should be limited to the preparation of secondary school
administrators and teachers, county agricultural and home dem-
onstration agents.

7. The Board of Trustees of the State Agricultural and
Mechanical College should appropriate a sum sufficient to pay
the tuition and added travel costs for Negro students for study
outside the State in fields "for which the white tax-supported
colleges offer graduate and professional programs. When the
number of students in any graduate or professional program is
large enough to justify the creation of facilities within the
State, they should become an integral part of the college at
Orangeburg.

8. The colleges should develop a program of productive
research in cooperation with the Research, Planning and De-
velopment Board. A detailed plan is suggested in the body of
the report.

9. Specific recommendations for establishing and strengthen-
ing graduate study at four of the colleges will require an aggre-
gate of $120,000.

LAND-GRANT CoLLEGE SERVICES

1. At an early date a building should be erected on the Clem-
son College campus to house the Extension Service employees.
This building should be large enough to provide offices, con-
ference rooms, and adequate storage space for the supplies which
the service provides for agents and county workers in South
Carolina.

2. The number of assistant county agents should be increased
in counties where they are needed, and the number of Negro
home demonstration agents should be increased.

3. At Clemson College there should be held annually, pro-
bably during the summer months, intensive training courses of
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two or more weeks in length for all home demonstration agents,
either before they report for work in the counties in which they
are to be located or as soon thereafter as possible; a minimum
of three such training courses should be considered as a part of
the requirements for filling such positions.

4. A survey should be made of the salaries of Negro agents,
especially home demonstration agents, and facilities should be
provided for their work, including offices, travel, and equipment·
and, upon recommendation of the State Director of the Exten-
sion Service, a State policy should be adopted which will seek
to solve any problems or handicaps which tend to impair the
efficiency of the service.

5. A South Carolina Research Council should be created for
the major purpose of cooperating with the State Research,
Planning, and Development Board and other agencies, indivi-
duals, and groups, for the purpose of gathering information that
will be useful in creating non' farm jobs in South Carolina.
The membership should be composed of all persons in the State'
institutions of higher learning charged with administrative res'
ponsibility in the fields of research, engineering, and industry.

6. The salary scale of workers in land-grant functions should
be increased so that persons with satisfactory qualifications may
be employed and the services of the most able workers may be
retained.

7. The curriculum in agriculture at Clemson College should
be revised to include more beginning courses in agriculture
during the first two years.

8. The School of Chemistry should be abolished and the De'
partment of Chemistry should be made a part of the School of
General Science.

9. At Clemson College a sum of money should be set up in
the budget of the School of Agriculture each year for the pur'
pose of conducting short courses for farmers.

10. Special emphasis should be placed upon agricultural en'
gineering at Clemson College. The staff should be increased
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and a new building should be given priority on the list of those
to be constructed.

11. The faculty in the Department of Home Economics at
Winthrop College should be increased; an opportunity for
graduate study should be arranged; and equipment and facilities
for a larger enrollment should be provided.

12. At the Agricultural and Mechanical College the staff
should be enlarged and additional equipment should be pro'
vided for trade and mechanic arts.

13. A home management house should be provided for in the
building program for the Agricultural and Mechanical College.

14. A farm and machinery shop or building should be erected
at the Agricultural and Mechanical College, and one or two in'
structors should be added to the faculty of the Division of Agri'
culture in these fields.

15'. A community canning plant, of the type recommended
for use in connection with the vocational school program in
South Carolina, should be erected and equipped on the Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College campus.

TEACHER EDUCATION

1. As soon as it is feasible, the institutions should confer
and agree on a few simple standards of fitness for teaching to be
used in determining what students shall be admitted to the
teacher training program.

2. Under the leadership of the Division of Teacher Education
and Certification the institutions should continue to study their
courses in general education, to share their experiences, and to
evaluate the instruction in the light of the professional and per'
sonal needs of the teacher.

3. Steps should be taken to reorganize the program of pro'
fessional courses in order to provide a continuous period of full,
time directed teaching.

4. To meet the present and potential demand for the in'
service education of teachers, the institutions should increase
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the opportunities for field services given by the instructional
staff.

'5. The teacher education program at Winthrop College and
at the Agricultural and Mechanical College should be expanded
and raised to the status of a division or school. As a first step
in this direction, a director of teacher education should be ap-
pointed to head the enlarged program.

6. The campus School at the University of South Carolina
should be extended downward to include the first six grades
as well as the upper six grades. A reduced campus school
should be conducted in connection with the summer session.
The Campus School at the Agricultural and Mechanical College
should be extended upward to include the secondary grades.

7. The Division of Teacher Education and Certification
should be adequately staffed in order to give the director time
for such activities as the coordination of the in-service education
programs of the colleges; the direction of statewide committees
on general education, professional education, and specialized
courses; individual conferences with directors of teacher edu-
cation; more careful studies of the applications for approval of
teacher education programs; and other activities concerned with
the gradual adjustment of teacher education curricula to the new
requirements for the certification of teachers.

ENGINEERING EDUCATION

1. The State of South Carolina should support on an accred-
itable level a curriculum at The Citadel in civil engineering'
curricula at the University of South Carolina in civil, electrical,
and chemical engineering; and curricula at Clemson College in
civil, mechanical, electrical, agricultural, and textile engineering.

2. The University of South Carolina should establish a
curriculum in chemical engineering. In meeting the future nee
of the State of South Carolina, the needs of women studen
especially in chemical engineering should be considered.
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3. Seven regular engineering curricula plus the two special
curricula in agricultural and textile engineering should be estab-
lished as the ceiling for the entire state in publicly supported
institutions. This total number is in lieu of the fifteen curricula
in engineering that have been contemplated by the several in-
stitutions.

4. Architecture and architectural engineering should be de-
veloped hereafter in cooperation with other southeastern states
on a regional basis.

MEDICAL EDUCATION

1. The urgently needed clinic-hospital should be made avail-
able for the Medical College just as soon as conditions are
favorable for construction. At least $3,000,000 should be pro-
vided for the new hospital construction from tax funds, or
jointly from the State and Federal Government should be the
latter offer to cooperate.

2. If possible, the $300,000 needed for the purchase of land
and improvements should be contributed by the City of Charles-
ton on the condition that the hospital will be constructed within
a period to be agreed upon.

3. The appropriation for the operation of the Medical Col-
lege should be increased from $286,000 to $314,000 for the next
fiscal year.

4. An appropriation of $2,000 a year should be made to
begin postgraduate work at Charleston and to provide consul-
tant and educational services to outlying hospitals or to meet
local needs.

'5. In view of its large Negro population, the State should
consider accepting reasonable financial responsibility for pro-
viding funds both for tuition of students and subsidy of other
educational costs at the Meharry Medical College, Nashville,
Tennessee, for students of medicine and dentistry on a contract
basis. Funds for this purpose should be appropriated to the
Board of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College.
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6. The board of the Medical College should consider stren-
thening its administrative organization by creating the office of
president.

7. Regional education for white students to provide instruc-
tion for public health nurses, dentists, and other highly special-
ized personnel, who can be prepared more economically and
effectively on this basis than by setting up courses at this time
for their instruction within the State should be provided, ap-
propriating necessary funds to the Medical College.

8. South Carolina should not now seriously consider estab-
lishing a school of dentistry. To meet the State's requirements
in dentistry cooperation with other states for dental education
should be developed.

9. The schools of pharmacy in Charleston and in Columbia
should be consolidated into a single institution to be maintained
as a school of pharmacy of the University of South Carolina.
The Charleston faculty in pharmacy should be invited to join
the faculty of the consolidated school at the University of South
Carolina.

10. The University should take prompt steps to provide its
proposed science building in which its school of pharmacy can
be more suitably housed than at present, keeping in mind en'
larged enrollment.

11. The School of Nursing at the Medical College of the
State of South Carolina-Roper Hospital should be further streng-
thened substantially. It should be given greater opportunity for
leadership in its present field. It should offer a new course de-
signed to educate head nurses, who on the basis of further ex'
perience may be counted upon to fill supervisory positions.
The program in nursing education at the University of South
Carolina should be continued as begun.

12. Further consideration should be given to the education
of Negro nurses, establishing a course at the State Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Orangeburg. An appropriation of
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$6,000 annually is recommended, to be supplemented by funds
for the regional education of public health nurses and other
specialists in nursing as required.

13. A sum of $3,200 should be appropriated the first year
for the purpose of making loans to four medical students,
especially selected by the Medical College with the understand-
ing and agreement that for each year such a loan is made its
recipient repay the principal without interest by practicing in a
designated rural area for a two-year period, or otherwise repay
the loan, in whole or in part, with interest in lieu of practice.

THE STATE 'AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

1. The primary aim of the College should be to upgrade the
life of the great mass of Negroes who live in South Carolina.
Therefore, the major functions of the College should be agri-
cultural and mechanical as commonly defined in terms of land-
grant college services.

2. The administration and instructional staff of the College
should re-define its function in detail. The present program of
the College should be critically appraised in terms of the newly
accepted function.

3. The College should immediately provide additional dormi-
tory space for both men and women. Adequate facilities for
cooking and eating should be provided for the large number of
students who are now without them.

4. The College should give immediate attention to a more
intensive program of teacher education to meet the needs of the
elementary and secondary schools. The Department of Edu-
cation should become a division coordinate with other main
divisions of the College.

5. Provision should be made for a limited amount of graduate
work at the State College. The State should make arrange-
ments to provide opportunities for additional graduate work and
professional training by means of out-of-state professional and
graduate scholarships.
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6. The College of Agriculture should take immediate steps
to relate the teaching of agriculture to the various types of
farming practiced on the experimental farm.

7. Two or three out-post schools should be established in
strategic centers of the State in order to provide one or two
years of vocational work above the high school level. These
should be under the supervision of the State College at Orange-
burg.

8. A department of library science at the undergraduate level
should be established at the College to give the minimum train-
ing in library science required of teachers by the new certifica-
tion laws.

9. A special committee composed of sympathetic faculty
members and one or two responsible senior students should be
appointed by the president to investigate the study conditions
at the College and to outline a plan for their improvement.

LIBRARY AND LIBRARY SERVICES

1. The libraries in the tax-supported institutions of higher
education should undertake cooperative projects such as the
division of responsibility for the acquisition of duplicate ma-
terials and cooperative book purchasing where desirable.

2. The Citadel library should provide additional stack space
by extending downward and occupying the space immediately
below the present Annex reading room.

3. A reference librarian, preferably a man, should be appoint'
ed at The Citadel whose duties would include constant contact
with faculty, attendance at faculty and departmental meetings.

4. The library of the Medical College of the State of South
Carolina should provide additional stack space immediately.

5. The librarian of the Medical College should be made an
officer of administration and should be given the status of a
department head. An additional staff member, preferably pro-
'fessional, should be added to the library staff at the Medical
College.
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6. The Medical College library should have at least $6,000
a year for books, periodicals, and binding, over and above any
special allotments necessary to fill existing gaps in back files.

7. The Winthrop College library should employ two addi-
tional assistants, one clerical and one professional.

8. The Winthrop College library should operate under a
formal budget. This would provide better library economy in
book selection or in service planning.

9. The University of South Carolina library should have an
immediate increase of at least $8,000 a year for current books,
periodicals, and binding expenditures, exclusive of any funds
needed to fill already existing gaps in the book collection.

10. The University of South Carolina library should employ
at least three additional staff members exclusive of labor costs
for a proposed reclassification project.

11. The separately housed libraries of the University of South
Carolina should be placed under the supervision of the Director
of University libraries.

12. The Clemson College library should erect additional stack
space immediately. The building needs internal alterations in
order to make it reasonably functional.

13. The Clemson College library should employ a staff of 12
people (twice the size of the present staff) preponderantly pro-
fessional in addition to special help in the browsing room and
the music room.

14. The librarian at Clemson College should have faculty
rank and should be recognized as an officer of administration.
It will be necessary to spend for books an additional $20,000
per year for five years in order to build up the library resources
to meet the educational needs of the College.

15. At least two more assistants should be added to the
library staff of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College
as soon as practicable. The librarian at the State College should
be given faculty status and should be made a member of the
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graduate study committee. The present annual expenditure for
books at the State College should be increased substantially, the
actual amount desirable to be determined by further studies now
• I

In progress.
16. Library training in the State of South Carolina should be

confined to Winthrop College and the University of South Caro-
lina for whites and to the State Agricultural and Mechanical
College for Negroes.

17. The library science program should offer at least 18
semester hours of training at the University, and at Orangeburg.
Winthrop should offer at least 30 hours.

18. Library science programs both at Winthrop College and
the University of South Carolina should be coordinated so that
credits may be transferred.
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for, 219-222; State Agricultural
and Mechanical College, 228-231;
teacher education, 217-219; The
Citadel, 222; University of S. C.,
226-228; Winthrop, 222-224

Hatch Act, 235.
Health services, student, 157
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Higher Education Commission, 12ff;
composition and functions of. 16-
17. 28. 29. 34; powers and duties

. of, 13-14
Higher Education. director of, 14
Home economics, 246
Housing and boarding, student. 154-

157; Clemson Agricultural College,
155; Medical College. 156; State
Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege, 156; The Citadel. 155; Uni-
versity of S. C., 156; Winthrop,
156

Insurance. group, 128, 143

Land-Grant Colleges: Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, 240; characterized
by 236; Clemson Agricultural Col-
lege. 236; extension services. 237-
240; Federal aid to education, 235:
functions of, 237; Hatch Act. 235;
Morrill Act. 235; short courses for
farmers, 245; Smith-Lever Act, 235;
State Agricultural and Mechanical
College. 236; teaching at. 244-246

Learned societies, faculty members of,
121-123. 143

Leaves of absence, faculty: 117-119.
143

Library science training. 404-410
Library services: administration and

personnel. 373. 380, 384. 392. 398,
402; book resources, 371, 378, 383.
391. 397. 401; Clemson Agricultural
College. 371-375; financial support,
375. 382. 391. 394, 400, 404: li-
brary science training, 404-410:
Medical College. 395-401; State
Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege, 401-404: The Citadel, 375-
382; University of S. C., 382-391;
use of the library, 374. 381, 389,
394. 399, 404; Winthrop, 391-395

Mechanic arts, 247, 250
Medical College: book resources, 397:

control. 4; finance, 30: graduate
study, 222: housing and boarding.
156; library services. 395-401; med-
ical education, 295-316; pharmacy,
education in, 318-322; physical
plant, 100-102: use of the library,
399

Medical education: administrative or-
ganization, 304; continuation educa-
tion. 303; needs in construction,
299-302; Negro in medicine, 308;
new teaching hospital, 296-299; out-
lying hospital and the Medical Cen·

ter, 305-307; ratio of physicians to
population, 309-311; requirements
for. 295; student loans for rural
practice. 312-313

Morrill Act, 235

Negro education in S. C.• 331; basic
factors. 332-334; educational status
of Negro teachers, 335; higher edu-
cation, 336-338: structure of state
program, 334-335

Negro population in S. C.• 332
Nursing. education in, 322-327: fu-

ture program. 324·326

Organization, student. 158-159
Orientation. student. 150·151
Out-post schools, 364-365. 368

Payrolls: 52; preparation of, 53; pro-
cedure. 52

Personnel program, student, 147-149
Pharmacy, education in, 318-322
Physical plant: Clemson Agricultural

College. 73·81; Medical College.
100-102; State Agricultural and
Mechanical College, 102-107; The
Citadel, 81-84; University of South
Carolina. 84·94; Winthrop College.
94·100

Placement. student. 152
Plant maintenance and operation, pro-

gram of. 72, 107
Post-secondary education, 177-178
Professional education, 260-261
Promotion. faculty, 143
Publications. faculty, 120·121
Purchasing: 53; centralized, 54; pro-

cedure. 54
Recommendations: academic freedom,

143; admission to teacher training
program. 278: agricultural engineer-
ing, 250; allocation of graduate
study, 234; annual audit, 70; archi-
tectural engineering. 294; aaaistant
county agents, 249; auxiliary enter-
prises, 68; balance between general
and special education, 196; building
for extension service employees,
249: building program, enlargement
and modernizatioa of. 108·110;
business manager. 67; campus
school, 278; canning plant. 250;
capital outlay at Medical College.
314: chief budget officer, 68; clinic
hospital. 314; coherent program of
study, 197: college boards, 23; com-
mittee on graduate study. 233; con-
tinuation education. 315; control of
expenditures, 67; controller, 67;
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icounseling system, I study of, 168;
«current appropriations for Medical
College, 314; curriculum in agri-
culture, 250; dental education, 318;
department of library science at
State Agricultural and Mechanical
College, 368; director of teacher
'education, 278; Division of Teacher
'Education and Certification, 279;
dormitory space at State Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College, 368;
engineering curricula, 294; evalua-
tion in terms of needs, 196; faculty
housing, 108; farm and machinery
shop, 250; field services, 278; fi-
nancial reports, '69; functions of
State Agricultural and Mechanical
College, 367; general education, 196;
graduate work at State Agricultural
and Mechanical College, 368; grad-
uate work on resource-use problems,
208; 'Higher Education Commission,
23; home economics, 250; home
management house, 250; independ-
ent audit, 70; insurance, group,
143; inter-institutional cooperation
in resource-use education, 209; in-
troduction to resource problems,
208; learned societies, attendance
at, 143; leaves of absence, 143; li-
brary cooperation, 411; library serv-
ice, 411, 412; library science train-
ing, 412; mechanic arts, 250; medi-
cal 'education for Negroes, 315;
medical education, summary of, 327-
329; Negro home demonstration
agents, '249; Negro nurses, educa-

"tion of, 327; new teaching hospital.
314; nursing education, 326; out-

'post schools, 368; personnel officer,
'appointment of, 168; pharmacy, ed-
ucation in, 321; plant maintenance
and operation, 107; prepayment
planning for hospitalization, 315;
president of Medical College, 315;
program of directed teaching, 278;
program of productive research, 234;
'promotion, faculty, 143; psychiatrist,
employment of, 168; purchasing,
68; regional (medical) education,
316; research council, 249; salaries.
143, 144; scholarship funds, 168;
short courses for farmers, 250; so-
cial and economic situations in cur-
riculum, 208; state appropriations,

'68; student records, preservation of,
168; teacher education at State
Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege, 368; teacher training in re-
source-use, 208; teaching agriculture

at State Agricultural and Mechan-
ical College, 368; teaching load,
143; 'tenure; '143; training courses
for home demonstration 'agents,
249;' training, faculty, 143; tuition
rates, 69; veterans. housing, provi-
sions of, 169 '

Records, student, 150
Religious life, student, 159
Reports, financial, 55ff.
Research vouncil, 242
Research, productive, 231 -233
Resources: conservation, 200, 203;

destruction and deterioration, 202;
employment of, 202; human, 201;
more effective utilization, 202; nat-
ural, 201; valuation, 202

Resource-use education: extending op-
portunities for, 206-208; ideals and
achievements, 204-205; scope of,
201-203; teaching materials, 205

Retirement, 128- 129
Revenues, 39ff

Salaries, 129-142, 143, 144; Clemson
Agricultural College, 13 3-134; State
Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege, 139-141; The Citadel, 136-
139; University of South Carolina,
133-134; Winthrop, 134-136

Salaries, control over, 28
Scholarship, student, 164-165, 179-

181
Smith-Lever Act, 235
Special education, 171, 267-268
Specialism, 184-193
Social control and discipline, students,

159-163; Clemson Agricultural Col-
lege, 162; State Agricultural and
Mechanical College, 163; The Cita-
del, 161; University of S. C., 162;
Winthrop, 163

State Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege: administrative and instruc-
tional organization, 341-344; book
resources, 401; canning plant, 250;
control, 6; farm and dairy, 354-
355; finance, 30; function of, 339-
341; general atmosphere, 352-353;
graduate study, 228-231; health
program, 353- 354; home manage-
ment house, 250; housing and
boarding, 156; improvement, rec-
ommendations for, 355-367; in-
structional staff, 344- 34 5; library
services, 401-404; mechanic arts,
247; Negro education, 331; Negro
population, 332; occupational place-
ment of graduates, 350-352; phys-
ical plant, 102-107, 338-339; pres-
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ent status, 338-3H; salaries, 139-
141; student body, 346-350; stu-
dent discipline, 163; teacher edu-
cation, 253; use of the library,
404

State Budget Commission, 7, 26
State Council on Teacher Education,

252
Students: admission procedures, 149-

150; counseling, 151-152; financial
assistance, 152-154; health services,
157; housing and boarding, 154-
157; organization, 158-159; orien-
tation, 150-I'll; personnel program,
organization of, 147-149; place-
ment, 152; records, 150; regula-
tions for women, 163-164; religious
i: f e, 159; scholarship, 164-16":
social control and discipline, 159-
163; veterans, 165-168

Teacher education: balance in pro-
gram, 2H-256; directed teaching,
263-266; extension courses, 269-
271; field services, 271-273; gen-
eral education, 256-259; in-service
education, 268; library resources,
268; overview of, 252-254; pro-
fessional education, 260-261; re-
cruitment and selection, 254-2H;
special education, 267-268; State
Council on, 252; summer sessions,
273-27'1

Teaching load, 123-12'1, 143
Tenure, faculty: 115-117, 143
The Citadel: book resources, 378:

control, 2; engineering education,

283, 286, 288, 289, 292; finance,
30; graduate study, 222; housing
and boarding, 155; library services,
375-383; physical plant, 81-84; al-
aries, 136,139: student discipline.
161; teacher education. 253; use of
the library, 381

Training, faculty: 113-115, 143

University of South Carolina: book
resources, 383; control, 'I: engi-
neering education, 285, 286, 288,
289, 292; finance. 30; graduate
study, 226-228; housing and board-
ing. 156; library service, 383-391;
pharmacy, education in, 318-322;
physical plant, 84-94; salaries, 133-
134; student discipline. 162; teacher
education, 253; u: e of the library,
389

Use of the library, 374, 381, 389,
394, 399, 404

Veterans, student, 165-168

Winthrop College: book resource,
391; control, 'I; finance, 30; gradu-
ate study, 222-224; home eco-
nomics, 246; housing and board-
ing, 1'16; library services, 391-395;
physical p I ant, 94- 100; alaries,
134-136: student discipline, 163;
teacher education, 253: use of the
library, 394.

Women students. regulations for,
163-164
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